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Abstract
Fostering sustainability transition is a pressing global societal challenge. Rising GHG emissions,
severe social and economic inequality, unsustainable production and consumption activities, and
global environmental degradation and its human consequences are all indicators of an
unsustainable world. Sustainability Transition Experiments (STEs) have been proposed as a
method to accelerate sustainability transitions in response to these challenges. We need methods
by which to evaluate STEs, to understand what is happening within transition processes, and to
provide insight to STE designers and facilitators as to the efficacy of their processes. This need
led to the development of my research questions: How can we conceptualize, and evaluate, the
contributions to sustainability transitions of STEs? Was the Energy Futures Lab effective in
supporting sustainability transitions in Alberta?
I develop a three-part evaluation framework of process, societal effects, and sustainability
transition impacts leveraging a development pathway framing. I apply this framework to the case
of the Energy Futures Lab in Alberta, Canada which has the goal of fostering transition to a
sustainable energy system. Through participant interviews, document reviews, then coding all data
in Nvivo, I assess the EFL and the evaluation framework itself. I conclude the framework to be an
effective method with which to evaluate STEs. The most significant contribution of the framework
is in conceptualizing and assessing sustainability transition impacts. By leveraging the framing of
development pathways, this framework provides a detailed set of evaluation categories and
indicators that can be used to assess development pathway change and the contribution of an STE
to such change.
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The EFL itself strongly demonstrated commitment to process elements such as fairness,
inclusivity, and transparency in its process design and implementation and included many elements
that support transition. The EFL has demonstrable societal effects across all categories including
individual capacity development, enhanced networks, and institutional change in policy and
organizations. There are also examples where the EFL might have influenced characteristics of
development pathway change. The evidence introduced in this dissertation leads me to conclude
that, despite the limited evidence of direct impact, markers of transition are present illustrating the
EFL’s contribution to sustainability transition impacts.
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Lay Summary
Fostering sustainability transition is a pressing global societal challenge. Rising GHG emissions,
severe social and economic inequality, unsustainable production and consumption activities, and
global environmental degradation and its human consequences are all indicators of an
unsustainable world. Sustainability Transition Experiments (STEs), which are collaborations
between governments, NGOs, universities, and business, have been proposed as a method to
accelerate sustainability transitions in response to these challenges. The question I attempt to
answer is how to evaluate whether these STEs are actually making a contribution to sustainability
transition and, if so, how? I develop a method to answer these questions and apply my evaluation
framework to the Energy Futures Lab which is attempting to shift Alberta’s energy system in a
more sustainable direction. The framework, and my analysis, will help STE designers and
facilitators better achieve their goals of contributing to a much needed sustainability transition.
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Preface
I identified the EFL as a potential case study and designed the research program for this
dissertation. I developed the interview protocols, conducted the majority of participant interviews,
and developed the assessment framework used in my analysis. Some interviews were conducted
by Energy Futures Lab team members as described further in Section 4.3.2. I was responsible for
interview and document coding along with all analysis of research data.
Kimberly Slater, Gregoire Benzakin, Pani Pajouhesh, and John Robinson at the University of
Toronto contributed to the development of the ‘three-level’ concept in my evaluation framework
as published in Robinson, J., Slater, K., Williams, S., Pajouhesh, P., and Benzakin, G. (2018). TAF
Evaluation Framework Outline. Report prepared for TAF. Slater led the writing of the report and
developed the ‘light touch’ version of the evaluation framework, Pajouhesh contributed to the
report and introduced a social justice lens to our analysis, and Robinson introduced the 3-level
concept. The report was based on my evaluation framework and I contributed to the adaptation of
that report to the new context.
Portions of Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.3) and Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) will be published in Williams,
S. and Robinson, J. (In Review). Sustainability Transition Impacts: Evaluating Transdisciplinary
Sustainability Transition Experiments. I conducted the literature review, wrote most of the
manuscript, and developed the integration of SDGs into sustainability transition impacts
evaluation. Robinson contributed to the integration of development pathways as a conceptual
framing for the sustainability transitions impacts level of the framework along with the concept of
‘markers of transition’.
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Portions of Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.2.1) have been published in Williams, S. and Doyon, A. (2019).
Justice in Energy Transitions. Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions. Vol 31, June
2019, pp. 144-153. I was lead author on the paper and developed the conceptual framing along
with the assessment framework presented. Doyon wrote most of the literature review, especially
the sections on environmental justice.
Portions of Chapter 1 (Sections 1.2 & 1.3) and 2 (Sections 2.2 & 2.3) will be published in Williams,
S. (In Press). The Alberta Energy Futures Lab: A Case Study in Socio-Cultural Transition through
Public Engagement in Creating Spaces of Engagement. Eds. Wiebe, S. & Ney, T. University of
Toronto Press.
Content in Section 2.1 on sustainability transition experiments and 2.2.3 on societal effects
evaluation was published in Williams, S. (2017, June). Evaluating Transition Experiments in
Times of Rapid Change. Paper presented at International Sustainability Transitions 2017. Chalmers
University, Gothenburg, Sweden.
Content in Section 2.3.3.3 was published in Larsson, J., Williams, S. & Holmberg, J. (2018, June).
Guiding Systemic Transition: A Cross-case Analysis of “transition labs” in Canada and Sweden
Paper presented at International Sustainability Transitions 2018. University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK. I wrote the EFL case study section and the analytical component applying our
framework to the EFL. Larsson led the development of our analytical framework. Larsson wrote
the case study on Challenge Labs in Sweden and the introductory material. Holmberg contributed
to the integration of Sustainable Development Goal principles to frame our analysis.
Small portions of Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.3.1) have been published in Rodina, L., Shah, S., Burt,
J., Chapman, M., Gregr, E., McDowell, G., Williams, S., Wilson, N. (2018). Unpacking
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Social-Ecological Transformations: Conceptual, Ethical, and Methodological Insights. The
Anthropocene Review. Vol 5, Issue 3, 250-265. I contributed case examples of energy system
transformation and a summary of MLP theory to this paper. Rodina and Shah led the collaborative
writing process and developed the overall structure of the paper. The balance of authors
contributed to the paper and wrote short case studies from the perspective of their respective
disciplines.
Content in Section 2.2.2 on co-production was published in Williams, S. 2017. Evaluating Societal
Effects of Transdisciplinary Co-production Processes: Final Report. Report prepared for Mistra
Urban Futures, Gothenburg, Sweden.
An early version of my assessment framework developed in Chapter 3 has been published in
Rosenbloom, D., Meadowcroft, J., Sheppard, S., Burch, S. & Williams, S. (2018). Transition
experiments: Opening up low-carbon transition pathways for Canada through innovation and
learning. Canadian Public Policy. Vol 44, Issue 4, pp. 368-383. I wrote the sections on evaluating
transition experiments. Rosenbloom was lead author and wrote the bulk of the content.
Discussion of the LEDlab in Section 3.1.2 was published in Bird, K., Rueda, I. & Williams, S.
(2017). Local Economic Development Lab Field Book. I wrote the evaluation section of this report.
Bird wrote the majority of the content of the Field Book with contributions and editing from Rueda.
Content in Section 3.1.6 on the Suncor Energy Foundation was published in Williams, S. (2017).
Suncor Energy Foundation Social Innovation Investment Evaluation Report. Calgary, AB.
Content in Section 3.1.8 on Sustainable Canada Dialogues was published in Potvin, C., Sharma,
D., Williams, S., Meadowcroft, J., Rosenbloom, D., Hall, M., Hoffmann, M., Robinson, J.,
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Sheppard, S., McVey, I., Ashley, B., Wielinski, G. and Morency, C. (2018). A framework to
evaluate low-carbon energy transition learning projects. Report prepared for Natural Resources
Canada. I wrote most of the literature review, led the development of the evaluation framework,
created the figure illustrating the framework, and wrote the evaluation section. Sharma led and
wrote the case study sections while Potvin was lead author and wrote the structure and framing of
the report. Remaining authors reviewed and made substantive contributions to the report.
Content in Section 3.1.9 on the Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies was published in
Schirmer, J. & Williams, S. 2018. Criteria and indicators for the societal effects of IASS activities.
IASS. Potsdam, Germany. Schirmer led report writing and literature review. I contributed to the
literature review and wrote sections on societal effects measures, co-production, and evaluation
methods.
This research project was approved by the UBC Behavioural Research Ethics Board under
Certificate Number H15-00633.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“Generally speaking, whether something is logical or isn’t, what’s meaningful about it are the
effects. Effects are there for anyone to see, and can have a real influence.
But pinpointing the cause that produced the effect isn’t easy.
It’s even harder to show people something concrete that caused it, in a ‘Look, see?’ kind of way.
Of course there is a cause somewhere. Can’t be an effect without a cause. You can’t make an
omelet without breaking some eggs. Like falling dominoes, one domino (cause) knocks over the
adjacent domino (cause), which then knocks over the domino (cause) next to it.
As this sequence continues on and on, you no longer know what was the original cause.
Maybe it doesn’t matter. Or people don’t care to know.
And the story comes down to ‘What happened was, a lot of dominoes fell over’.
The story I’ll be telling here may very well follow a similar route.”
Haruki Murakami, Killing Commendatore, p. 58.

1.1

Goals and research approach

Fostering sustainability transition is a pressing global societal challenge. Rising GHG emissions,
severe social and economic inequality, unsustainable production and consumption activities, and
global environmental degradation and its human consequences are all indicators of an
unsustainable world. In the words of the recently released Global Environmental Outlook 6 report
from the United Nations Environment Program:
Unsustainable production and consumption patterns and trends as well as inequality,
combined with population growth-driven increase in resource use, put at risk the healthy
planet needed to attain sustainable development. These trends are deteriorating planetary
health at unprecedented rates with increasingly serious consequences especially for poorer
people and regions (UNEP, 2019, p. 2).

These societal challenges are beyond the capacity of any single government, business, or nongovernmental organization to address. They cross geographical and jurisdictional boundaries and
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impact at multiple levels of scale ranging from individuals to the planet itself. Adding to the
complexity of these challenges is wildly varying degrees of agreement on what the challenges are
(or even if challenges like climate change exist) and on potential solutions. Humanity has
experienced many societal transitions throughout history such as the transition from huntergatherer to agrarian societies or the transition from a biomass to a coal-based energy system. A
key difference today is the desire to collectively guide transition in a more sustainable direction.
This will require forms of innovation, collaboration, and governance that are very different to those
in place today.
Sustainability Transition Experiments (STEs) leveraging a transdisciplinary research approach
have recently been proposed as a method to accelerate sustainability transitions (Wiek et al, 2014;
Schapke et al. 2018) in response to these global challenges. However, there is a presumption in
the literature and by practitioners that STEs will lead, as a result of societal effects, to sustainability
transition. We need methods by which to evaluate this claim, to understand what is happening
within transition processes, and to provide insight to STE designers and facilitators as to the
efficacy of their processes. The need for frameworks and methods to evaluate STEs led to the
development of my research questions:
o How can we conceptualize, and evaluate, the contributions to sustainability
transitions of STEs?
o Was the Energy Futures Lab (my primary case study) effective in supporting
sustainability transitions in Alberta?
With a goal of evaluating transdisciplinary sustainability transition experiments, this thesis
develops an evaluative framework through engagement with multiple literatures and a series of
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transdisciplinary research case studies. Evaluating transdisciplinary research processes is a
necessary component of the evaluation framework as a key element of STEs is engaging
stakeholders and how that is done matters. In addition, several literatures point to the link between
process and outcomes, i.e. the design and execution of a process influences the kinds and qualities
of outcomes expected. Evaluating societal effects captures the short-term outputs and mediumterm outcomes of an STE that, presumably, will lead to sustainability transition impacts. However,
these societal effects do not capture such sustainability transition impacts. Assessing governance
and power relationships, actor roles and responsibilities, and changes in social practice through the
lens of development pathways allow us to do just that. The integration of these elements leads to
my proposed three-part evaluation framework of process, societal effects, and sustainability
transition impacts. I propose a development pathway approach to organize elements of
sustainability transition impact into a coherent framework that highlights the inter-relationships
between levels of scales in systems transition and foregrounds the role of changes in governance
roles and relationships and the role of politics in transitions.
This thesis extracts the key insights from each literature generating a set of indicators to be used
in assessing sustainability transition experiments. I then provide more detail on the process by
which I operationalize the framework with a set of detailed indicators used in assessment of my
primary case study - the Energy Futures Lab in Alberta, Canada. This thesis provides insights into
the challenge of evaluating the sustainability transition impacts of sustainability transition
experiments and provides a crucial bridge between the evaluation of processes, societal effects and
their link to sustainability transition impacts.
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1.2

Case study: The Energy Futures Lab (EFL)

The EFL is a multi-stakeholder process in Alberta, Canada comprised of participants from across
the energy system who participated in a collaborative 5-year leadership development and rapid
prototyping program designed to answer the question “how can Alberta’s leadership position in
today’s energy system serve as a platform for the energy system the future requires of us?” (EFL,
2018). The EFL consisted of over 60 energy system leaders (known as Fellows) coming from oil
and gas companies, renewable energy firms, municipal, provincial and federal government
agencies, academics, First Nations and NGOs. Convening partners of the EFL were the Natural
Step Canada (TNSC), the Suncor Energy Foundation (SEF) (funded by one of Canada’s largest
oil companies), the Pembina Institute (an environmental NGO), the Banff Centre (leadership and
development organization), and the Government of Alberta. The majority of the funding for EFL
came from the Suncor Energy Foundation (see Table 30 for a complete list of EFL funders). The
EFL was designed with three phases (in addition to a pre-lab planning phase) (see Figure 1):
1. Commit to collaborating and begin to co-create a new, shared narrative about Alberta’s
energy system.
2. Map the desired transition in the system, prioritize collaborative projects, and engage
stakeholders beyond the lab.
3. Co-ordinate action across a broad range of organizations, which in turn begins to shift the
public narrative about energy issues. (Energy Futures Lab, 2018b)
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Figure 1: EFL phases. Source: https://energyfutureslab.com/about-the-efl/

This design framework emerged from TNSC’s experience with backcasting (Holmberg & Robert,
2000) and their desire to apply their sustainability principles along with design and facilitation
techniques to systems transitions challenges. In practice, the EFL diverged slightly from Holmberg
and Robert’s conception of backcasting for a number of reasons. First, the widely diverse
membership required a lot of time to build mutual trust. Oil companies, environmentalists and
government officials were initially quite skeptical of the collaboration. Second, these different
stakeholders had very different view of the current state of the energy system in Alberta and the
challenges it faced. Partly this was due to ideological differences but also due to the complexity of
the system itself. For example, electricity generation and distribution uses different industry and
regulatory structures than oil & gas extraction, processing and transportation which is different
again from the renewable energy industry. These two design challenges led to additional time
being spent on system sensing.
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Early Design Team discussions questioned whether the role of the EFL was to shift the system (a
transitions approach) or to disrupt the system with innovations. The Design Team decided that the
“goal is to disrupt the system in a way that accelerates the transition to a sustainable and resilient
energy system [original emphasis]” (Energy Futures Lab, 2015a). The EFL set out to achieve this
goal through three streams of activity. The first was a cohort of Fellows that met for 2-3 day long
workshops 3-4 times per year. These workshops were organized around different themes such as
prototyping, backcasting, and initiative development. Through the workshops (see Appendix D for
details on each workshop), EFL participants were engaged in learning activities about
sustainability and systems change through different lenses including the multi-level perspective of
transition theory, the Natural Step’s Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD)
(Broman & Robèrt, 2017), innovation processes, systems thinking, strategic foresight, the role of
narratives and a number of facilitation and process methods such as open space (used to generate
and explore new ideas) and fishbowl conversations (used to facilitate emotionally charged
conversations in a safe space). This learning has been facilitated by lecture style presentations,
hands on workshop activities and interactive games. The second stream was an organizational
engagement process that conducted workshops inside participant organizations such as Suncor and
the National Energy Board delivering customized versions of EFL content. The final stream was
public engagement that connects EFL to the public through media, events and public workshops.
The EFL was designed and facilitated by a core design team (see 5.2.2.1 for further details). The
design team was supported by an Advisory Council and Steering Committee. The Steering
Committee was a group of senior influencers in the Alberta energy system and served a largely
hands-off role. The Advisory Council (see Appendix B) was smaller group of energy system
leaders and played a more hands-on role. The Advisory Council provided feedback to the Design
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Team on EFL design and received regular updates from the team on progress. Partners also played
a role in shaping the EFL design (see 5.2.1.3 for further detail on EFL partners).
1.3

EFL 2.0 and beyond

The first phase of EFL (“EFL 1.0”) funding from SEF expired June 30, 2018. The EFL was able
secure bridge funding from the SEF from June – December 2018 while the team, in collaboration
with the Fellows and Partners, designed the next phase of EFL – “EFL 2.0”. EFL 2.0, which
officially kicked off with a workshop in Edmonton in March 2019, retains the Vision and general
approach of EFL 1.0 with a refined set of objectives. The objectives of EFL 2.0 are:
1. Working with innovators to continue to identify, develop and pressure-test innovative
solutions for accelerating the transition to the energy system the future requires of us;
2. Strengthening the capacity of business and government to adopt and support such
innovative solutions;
3. Aligning a growing community of leaders and their organizations behind a bold and
transformative vision for the future of energy in Canada and the possible transition
pathways to achieve it;
4. Inspiring and sharing narratives among communities that help depolarize the public
conversation about energy in Canada and accelerate progress toward a shared vision.
5. Staying open and responsive to emergent opportunities to leverage EFL tools, brand and
lessons to extend its impact to jurisdictions beyond Alberta. (Energy Futures Lab, 2018c,
p. 4)
The study period for this thesis is from Summer 2015 to December 2018 and data collection for
this thesis concluded in November 2018. Therefore, I do not include detailed analysis of EFL 2.0
or a comparison of EFL 1.0 and 2.0. However, many design changes emerged as a result of
feedback from EFL participants and partners that illustrate the reflexivity and adaptive nature of
the EFL. For example, many EFL 1.0 Fellows reported that attending a 3-day workshop was
difficult in the middle of a work-week. In response, EFL 2.0 has shorter workshops (1.5 days).
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This will make it easier for Fellows to attend but has the consequence of reduced time for formal
and informal networking which was reported as one of the biggest values by Fellows. Where
relevant to the discussion, I will briefly mention how EFL 2.0 has responded to challenges or
shifted direction from EFL 1.0. Future research will track the evolution of EFL 2.0 and its effects
and impacts.
1.4

Action research and role of researcher in evaluating transition

In contrast to a traditional evaluative process, I am taking an active role in the design and delivery
of the Energy Futures Lab in the tradition of Action Research. An Action Research approach has
recently become more common in transitions research (Asquith et al., 2018; Fazey et al., 2017;
Steward, 2018; Wittmayer & Schapke, 2014) and presents both opportunities and challenges for
researchers. The EFL is the focus of my PhD thesis research and I have been involved with the
project since its inception. As a consultant, I contributed to the original project proposal to the
Suncor Energy Foundation in 2014 and participated in planning and design meetings. As a
researcher, I facilitated portions of EFL workshops, and reported interim findings from my
research to both the EFL Design Team and EFL Fellows. I introduced the MLP framework to the
EFL Design Team in early planning meetings in 2014 and 2015 and have continued to share my
observations, findings, and recommendations with the Design Team and with Fellows. This
engagement puts me in an interesting position as a researcher. My theoretical background in
systems transition theory and evaluation of participatory processes has led me to contribute
knowledge from the literature to Design Team discussions and advocate for the adoption of the
recommendations from MLP described above as I believe that this approach to systems analysis
is most fruitful for organizations aiming for systems transition. I have also provided early insights
from my own interview synthesis to the EFL design team which has been used to inform strategy.
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In other words, I am not a disinterested observer of the process and am in some ways assessing my
own activities. I believe this to be an unavoidable situation, especially when a researcher is
embedded in a project team throughout the life of the project. As Fazey et al. note, “researchers
are inevitably embedded within, and not separate from, the systems they seek to observe” (2017,
p. 56). As I move through the data collection and analysis phases of my research, awareness and
recognition of my own place in the work must remain both clear and transparent. For transparency,
I have included in my discussion points where I made direct interjections into the design process.
There are two important points of clarification to make here about conflict, influence, and ethics.
First is my relationship with research “subjects”, i.e. the EFL Design Team. In Fall 2016, I
presented early findings from my research at a seminar at the University of Toronto. Members of
the EFL Design Team who subsequently saw the presentation were not pleased as they felt I had
misrepresented their intent and activities. Upon further review, this was in fact the case. I was not
privy to conversations and meetings that were crucial to my interpretation of the EFL’s activities.
In response, we came to an agreement where I would share my work with the EFL Design Team
in advance of presentation or publication for review, comment, and clarification. I have continued
to do so throughout my research including providing draft copies of thesis chapters for review.
However, no members of the EFL Design Team have provided comments or critiques on my
research findings nor have they made suggestions or requests to change the content of this
dissertation.
Beyond this, I feel that in an action research approach, based on principles of co-production,
research subjects should have the opportunity to contribute to the research itself from within.
Quoting again from Fazey et al.,
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conceptualising research as being from within enables the goal to focus on social
improvement as opposed to primarily knowledge production which dominates research that
is viewed as being conducted from the outside (2017, p. 62).
The second point is that my consulting firm – Constructive Public Engagement, Inc. – has been
engaged to conduct developmental and summative evaluation for EFL 2.0. This contract was
executed in April 2019, after my research data had been collected and the study period ended. An
advantage of this engagement with EFL 2.0 is access to continuing data. EFL 2.0 is projected to
run from January 2019 – December 2021. By that time, I will have 7 ½ years of cumulative data
which will prove invaluable in assessing sustainability transition impacts. The disadvantage, of
course, is the potential conflict inherent in having a financial relationship with my research
subjects. Explicit in conversations with the EFL was an agreement that research findings – positive
or negative – would not influence the contractual relationship.
In Section 4.1.3, I provide an extended discussion of these issues in which I investigate my own
normative stance, values, beliefs, assumptions, and role within the EFL. I provide a careful
exposition of how I allowed for potential bias, and then describe how I am explicit in the text when
I reach a judgement on a given indicator, that my judgement is informed explicitly by my
theoretical framework and the evidence I cite (e.g. participant comments, external evidence). I also
clarify that while I inevitably bring my own conceptions of sustainability transition to my analysis,
I assess the EFL using its own framing of sustainability.
1.5

Thesis structure

Chapter 2 of this thesis introduces the theoretical background and rationale for an innovative
evaluation framework in three levels: process, societal effects, and sustainability transition
impacts. I also introduce the concept of development pathways to characterize sustainability
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transition impacts which are one of the most challenging sets of impacts to measure. Chapter 3
traces the evolution of the evaluation framework through a series of case studies where the
framework was tested in practice and operationalizes the framework with a detailed set of
indicators. These case studies from projects around the world illustrate how the framework can be
applied in practice, limitations in application, and how learning from each case has influenced the
development of the framework. Chapter 4 describes research methods and includes a detailed
discussion on evidence, bias, and positionality in my research process. This is an important
discussion as the position of ‘reflexive researcher’ who is embedded in an STE is by no means a
neutral one. Elaborating on how I have responded to this issue is crucial in order for readers to
interpret my findings. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 assess the Energy Futures Lab through the three levels
of my evaluative framework. Chapter 5 assesses the EFL process, design, and implementation.
While ensuring that STEs are inclusive, representative and fair is important in and of itself, this
chapter also assesses the degree to which the EFL process lays the foundation for achieving
societal effects and transition impacts in a more sustainable direction. Chapter 6 assesses the
societal effects of the EFL and provides a summary of how the EFL has fostered individual
learning and development, creation of tangible outputs, and enhanced networks and relationships.
The chapter also assesses the effects of the EFL on institutional change in policy and organizational
decision making. Chapter 7 traces the sustainability impact of the EFL through the lens of
development pathways. The Alberta energy system has been in a state of turbulence for the lifetime
of the Lab and this chapter attempts to tease out the relationship between EFL actions and changes
in the Alberta energy system. Within each chapter I also briefly address where elements are cooccurring and how, for example, process elements support societal effects and how effects support
impacts. In sum, this dissertation represents an innovative theoretical exploration resulting in an
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evaluation framework that has been applied in case studies around the world. The framework, as
applied to the Energy Futures Lab, is a demonstration of what is possible. STEs designers,
facilitators, funders, and researchers will all benefit from the concepts, theoretical background, and
methods embedded in this novel evaluation framework as they continue their work in fostering
sustainability transition.
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Chapter 2: Theorizing Sustainability Transition Experiment Evaluation
2.1

Sustainability transition experiments1

There have long been collaborative projects between citizens and local governments designed to
foster sustainability transitions but there are now emerging new types of transition experiments
that are “characterized by cross-organizational collaboration between actors from academia and
society (government, industry and citizenry) with the aim of collaboratively fostering
transformational change and progress towards greater sustainability” (Luederitz et al., 2016, p. 1).
Transition experiments may be focused on low-carbon (Rosenbloom et al. 2018), energy (Grübler,
2012), climate governance (Turnheim et al., 2018), or the urban context (Schapke et al., 2018a).
However, as Cherp et al. point out, these domains are not mutually exclusive and there is
substantial overlap between them: “Low-carbon transitions may occur outside of the energy sector
(e.g. in urban planning, industry, agriculture and forestry). ‘Sustainability’ transitions may also
include changes in food systems, distribution of wealth, human rights, governance and conflicts”
(2018, p. 176).
'Sustainability transition experiments’ (STEs) can be used as a term that encompasses
transdisciplinary, collaborative, multi-stakeholder interventions that focus on transforming a
specific issue such as food production, child poverty or energy, and may include living labs,

1
The following section is adapted from Williams, S. (2017, June). Evaluating Transition Experiments in Times of
Rapid Change. Paper presented at International Sustainability Transitions 2017. Chalmers University, Gothenburg,
Sweden.
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transition labs and social innovation labs (Schapke et al., 2018a) and I will use that term to describe
the case of the Energy Futures Lab throughout my thesis.
Common among the literature describing STEs is the premise that a new way of working together
is required. As Loorbach et al. note, “transitions are complex and unstructured processes of change,
a process of learning-by-doing and doing-by-learning is the only way to adapt, change, and
transform existing dominant cultures, structures, and practices” (2017, p. 614). STEs need to
develop a common vision of a desirable future, understand the present system, identify gaps
between the present and the desirable future and opportunities for intervention, and find ways of
scaling interventions to achieve systems change. This implies a need for experimentation and
prototyping (Pajouhesh, 2016), multi-stakeholder convening (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010),
visioning processes (Holmberg & Larsson, 2018), and a focus on co-production processes that
facilitate social learning (Schapke et al., 2017).
In this chapter I explore theoretical perspectives on evaluating sustainability transition experiments
and their contribution to sustainability transitions. I begin by reviewing literature on evaluation
then turn to literatures of transitions theory, environmental justice, social practice,
transdisciplinary co-production, transformations and social learning. As described more fully in
the balance of this chapter, all of these literatures contribute elements to better understand the
impacts of sustainability transition experiments. The chapter also extracts the key insights from
each literature generating a set of indicators to be used in assessing sustainability transition
experiments. Chapter 3 complements this theoretical discussion with a set of case studies where a
preliminary evaluation framework is applied in practice, then describes in more detail the process
by which I operationalize the framework with a set of detailed indicators used in my assessment
of the Energy Futures Lab
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2.1.1

Challenges evaluating sustainability transition experiments

Evaluating sustainability transition experiments poses several challenges beyond those of
evaluating sustainability projects such as public awareness campaigns, home retrofit programs, or
deployment of renewable energy technologies. As numerous authors have pointed out, transitions
are inherently boundary-spanning and affect multiple domains (e.g. social, political, cultural and
technical) (Hölscher et al., 2017). Developing tools and methods to capture change across such
wide-ranging domains is difficult both conceptually and practically. In addition, transitions occur
within complex systems which implies interdependence between system elements, emergent
phenomena that cannot be predicted a priori, and discontinuous or non-linear effects of systems
interventions (Andersson, 2014; Rotmans & Loorbach, 2009; Westley et al., 2011; Yukawa, 2015).
Arnold et al. note, “Complexity introduces a big problem for theory-based intervention design and
evaluation: since the system involved changes its characteristics over time, the intervention logic
and its components do not necessarily remain stable” (2018, p. 17). Not only is the system
constantly changing, which poses challenges of attribution, system transitions (especially energy
system transitions) tend to take place over long time periods (Grübler, 1998; Schot & Kanger,
2018; Smil, 2010). Capturing the long-term contribution of an intervention that runs for a period
of months or even years to system transition is very difficult; even more so given that, due to finite
resources, evaluations may only focus on a sub-set of the project lifecycle. Finally, there is a
tension between the need for evaluation that generates learning for those designing and managing
sustainability transition experiments and accountability for ‘results’ driven by funders and
governments. A finding of “’we had a good process and learnt things’ does little to address the
need for accountability in government interventions.” (Arnold et al., 2018 p. 39). This tension is
especially acute for low-carbon and sustainability transition experiments that have a specific goal
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of, for example, reducing GHG emissions in a given sector, geographic area, or target population
(Rosenbloom et al., 2018; Potvin et al., 2018).
Despite these challenges, it is crucial to evaluate STEs for a number of reasons. Fostering
sustainability transition is a pressing global societal challenge. STEs have been more and more
commonly proposed as a method to accelerate such sustainability transitions. However, there is a
presumption in the literature and by practitioners that STEs will lead, as a result of societal effects,
to sustainability transition. We need methods by which to evaluate this presumption, to understand
what is happening within transition processes, and to provide insight to STE designers and
facilitators as to the efficacy of their processes. Although transitions take time, are boundaryspanning, and take place within complex systems, transitions work is happening now – and needs
to happen now – and evaluation of STEs can support and guide this work.
Note that while STEs are typically focused on transition within a single domain such as food,
energy or transportation, these domains are connected and interdependent reflecting the complex
and unpredictable nature of transitions. Robinson (Personal communication, February 23, 2019)
argues that there are in fact many possible transition pathways, many possible transitions, and
many possible sustainabilities. However, the EFL’s convening question “How can Alberta’s
leadership position in today’s energy system serve as a platform for transitioning to the energy
system the future needs?” (EFL, 2019a) implies a pathway to a transition. As the process unfolded,
the EFL introduced multiple “Innovation Pathways” and attempted to reconcile different
conceptions of sustainabilities within the EFL Vision.
2.1.2

Research approach and questions

These challenges lead to my research questions:
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1. How can we conceptualize, and evaluate, the contributions to sustainability transitions of
STEs?
2. Was the EFL effective in supporting sustainability transitions in Alberta?
In order to answer these questions, I propose to build a framework for evaluating sustainability
transition experiments and apply it to the EFL process. In this chapter, I start by reviewing the
extant literature on evaluation. This literature has much to say on the evaluation of processes
themselves as well as outputs and outcomes from these processes. However, the evaluation
literature does not capture sustainability transition impacts – i.e. whether and how these
experiments are contributing to a sustainability transition. I then turn to the transitions literature to
explore how that literature conceptualizes transitions. This provides further guidance but, as
Schapke et al. note, “there is a lack of understanding as to how the core societal effects of transition
management are related to sustainability as well as the lack of a framework from the field of
transition studies to assess this” (2017, p. 3). To address this gap, I turn to literatures of
environmental justice, social practice, transdisciplinary co-production, transformations and social
learning. In the following chapter I translate these theoretical foundations into an operationalized
evaluation framework. Translating theory to practical application is a difficult task and I will
further elaborate on the steps I took to make this leap.
2.2
2.2.1

Review of evaluation literatures
Theoretical framings of evaluating sustainability transition experiments

Experimentation implies an effort to assess the impact of an initiative by means of a structured
comparison. Traditional experimental thinking understands that comparison is to a so-called
baseline or some other control group that functions as a counterfactual. In the language of
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experimentation, the counterfactual is used to tell us what would have happened otherwise.
However, given the complexity of multiple social-ecological-political-economic systems that may
be at play, such quantitative evaluation is not always possible (Andersson, 2014; Rotmans &
Loorbach, 2009). Evaluating STEs leads to a tension between the desire for the ‘gold standard’ of
experimentation, as in randomised control trials, and the complex real-world systems of transition
experiments where such controlled settings are never possible (Park, 2017). Instead, evaluating
transition experiments will necessitate working from best available data while recognizing that
this data may be incomplete or inconclusive. An example of this approach is contribution analysis
(Mayne, 2001; 2012). Respecting that attributing direct effects on complex systems from a given
intervention is challenging, if not impossible, contribution analysis “builds detailed theories of
change that are then tested empirically to show whether interventions contributed to changes”
(Arnold et al., 2018, p. 14). Sengers et al. illustrate the difference between approaches saying
Natural science experiments can broadly be interpreted as a practice that take place in the
confines of a laboratory or an otherwise strictly controlled environment as a way to find
hard objective truths about material reality. Sociotechnical experimentation, on the other
hand, implies a more engaged and social constructivist position: society is itself a
laboratory and a variety of real-world actors commit to the messy experimental processes
tied up with the introduction of alternative technologies and practices in order to
purposively re-shape social and material realities (2016, pp. 1-2).
Even without a baseline and randomised replications, a key element of evaluation is to have clear
answers to the questions: What worked for whom? In what circumstances? Why? What did not
work for whom? In what circumstances? Why?
The “messy experimental processes” (Sengers et al. 2016, p. 2) of STEs imply a need to include
evaluation of the process itself, i.e. how it was designed and implemented. STEs are designed to
produce results therefore we must assess the short and medium term effects of STE processes.
Finally, inherent in STEs (which differ from other stakeholder engagement processes) is an explicit
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aim to foster sustainability transition. We must also then assess the sustainability transition
impacts of a given STE. In the following sections, I review a series of literatures that speak to each
of these three evaluation levels.
2.2.2

Process evaluation

Transition experiments are participatory by nature. Labs, transition arenas, low-carbon, and
sustainability transition experiments all have elements where multiple stakeholders are engaged in
transition processes (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010; Rosenbloom & Meadowcroft, 2017; Schapke,
et al., 2018b; Westley et al., 2011). We can look then to the literature on evaluation of participatory
processes for insights into evaluating sustainability transition experiments. These evaluations tend
to focus on the design and procedural elements of the process itself or on the outcomes of the
process. Procedural evaluation looks at whether processes are inclusive, fair, and present unbiased
information (Abelson et al., 2003; Black, Burkhalter, Gastil, & Stromer-Galley, 2008; Carpini,
Cook, & Jacobs, 2004). Rowe and Frewer (2005), following Abelson et al. (2003), propose a
framework of fairness and competence/efficiency to measure the effectiveness of public
engagement processes. Fairness is a measure of perception - do participants (and the wider public)
believe the exercise was designed and conducted in a fair and representative manner. However,
Rowe and Frewer extend the definition of competence to include how efficient the information
flow is and how well that information is processed (i.e. into policy or other outcomes and
objectives).
There has been much work already done on the evaluation of transdisciplinary co-production
processes (collaborations between academic researchers, government, business, and civil society),
for example understandings of co-production and the roles of participants, along with
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recommendations for successful projects (Hansson & Polk, 2017; Cvitanovic et al. 2016, Fazey et
al. 2014). This literature points to the need for co-production processes to be iterative, interactive
and reflexive, provide transparent discourse and collaboration, and embed broad and diverse
participation and engagement.2 There is an important link between diversity and reflexivity. While
diversity is commonly measured through demographic traits and/or representativeness of a given
population, also important is a diversity of discourses or ‘discursive representation’ (Dryzek &
Niemeyer, 2008). This concept asks to what extent a given process is working within a single
discourse or includes multiple discourses. Discursive reflexivity is a measure of how an STE
questions fundamental dynamics of the broader system. Note that in addition to process evaluation,
co-production approaches also have implications for societal effects evaluation. I address these in
more detail in Section 2.3.3
This review of the evaluation literature implies the need to assess the number, type and
participation rates of STEs along with the fairness, inclusivity and breadth of participation,
transparency of processes.3 Co-production literatures suggest also assessing whether processes are
iterative, interactive, and reflexive. Table 1 below summarizes key elements of process evaluation.

2
This section adapted from Williams, S. (2017). Evaluating Societal Effects of Transdisciplinary
Co-production Processes: Final Report. Mistra Urban Futures. Gothenburg, Sweden.
3
Content in this section adapted from Adapted from Robinson, J., Slater, K., Williams, S., Pajouhesh, P., and
Benzakin, G. (2018). TAF Evaluation Framework Outline.
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Table 1: Process evaluation elements
Literature
Participatory Process

Co-Production

Process
Number, type and participation rates of engagement processes
Fairness
Inclusivity
Breadth of participation
Scope
Transparency of processes
Iterative
Interactive
Reflexive
Transparent

While the goal of STEs is sustainability transition, process evaluation is important in and of itself.
Fiorino (1990) proposes three rationales for engaging publics in processes such as STEs. The first
is normative – that publics have a right to be consulted on, and participate in, decisions that affect
them. The second is substantive – that publics have knowledge and understanding of issues that
are not available to experts and policy makers. Therefore, if publics are engaged in the decision
making process, the result of the decision are likely to be better. The third rationale is instrumental
– that publics are more likely to be supportive of the results of a decision if they have been part of
the process. Dusyck argues that there is value in the generation of “new, potentially more robust,
forms of knowledge” (2013, p. 41) – what she calls an “epistemic” benefit - through participatory
processes in addition to merely trying to educate the public. Finally, Kearnes & Chilvers suggest
that “practices of public participation actively produce publics, public issues, material
commitments and forms of democratic engagement” (Kearnes & Chilvers, 2016, p. 312), similar
to what Dusyck calls a “constitutive benefit”. Collectively, these authors highlight the importance
of engagement processes. It is therefore critical that we have a robust framework through which
to evaluate these processes.
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2.2.3

Societal effects evaluation4

Wiek et al. (2014), Cornish (2013), Robinson (2006) and others have extended the literature on
the impact of participatory sustainability projects to encompass the societal effects of such projects
(Blackstock et al., 2007; Robinson et al., 2011; Talwar et al., 2011; Walter et al., 2007). This
framework categorizes societal effects into first-order effects which are direct outcomes and
outputs of a project (the short term “splash” from a specific event or process) such as enhanced
capacity, networks and usable products (e.g. action plans, reports, web sites, new technologies)
and second-order effects (“the ripples” which are consequences of first order effects) such as
structural changes (e.g. new policies, organizational changes), decisions and actions. Note that
these effects categories are interdependent. For example, an intervention such as the EFL might
produce a new low carbon oil extraction technology (usable products) while teaching a group of
engineers within the oil sands industry (network) how to use the technology (enhanced capacity).
Through experimentation and pilot testing of the technology, the EFL might also have direct
effects on water and energy consumption (solution implemented). The use of the technology might
then be required by regulation (socio-economic effect) and spur the creation of new departments
inside oil sands companies to further refine and implement the technology (organizational effects).
Wiek et al.’s approach broadened the categories of effect from previous work in the field by
including structural changes as evaluative criteria. The framework acknowledges the challenges
of attributing effects due to time delays between processes of deliberation or equivalent events that

4

This section is adapted from Williams, S. (2017, June). Evaluating Transition Experiments in Times of Rapid
Change. Paper presented at International Sustainability Transitions 2017. Chalmers University, Gothenburg, Sweden.
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have occurred and their effect. The framework introduces the concepts of 1st and 2nd order effects.
1st order effects are those that occur as a direct result of a given project. 2nd order effects occur as
a result of 1st order effects and are therefore further removed temporally from the original project.
In addition, making causal attributions between a given project and 2nd order effects becomes more
challenging. While the 1st and 2nd order effects framing is very useful, the definitions and
indicators of 2nd order structural effects are not precise, for example conflating societal shifts such
as norms and behaviour change with policy and institutional effects. These are very different types
of effects therefore analysis would have more clarity by separating these effects. I have done so
by including policy and organizational institutional effects (e.g. policy changes, changes in
organizations) as societal effects. Structural changes (i.e. broad economic shifts from
manufacturing to services) are indicators of development path change and are addressed as
sustainability transition impacts.
While measures of participatory process effectiveness are quite well established (see Section
2.3.2), outcome measures are much less developed in the participatory process literature. Outcome
evaluation looks at both impact of the process on participants (e.g. in terms of increased knowledge
or level of civic participation), on the products of the process (e.g. reports) and the use of those
products by decision makers (Barrett et al., 2012; Caddy, 2005; Gaventa & Barrett, 2010; Mutz,
2008; Pincock, 2012; Ryfe, 2005). A commonality of this literature is that it comes from a
governance perspective asking how citizen engagement will link to policy and decision making
(Darcy Riddell, Personal Communication, April 12, 2017). Arnstein (1969) developed the concept
of a “ladder of engagement” ranging from manipulation by decision makers through consultation
to citizen power. This typology implies a link between process design and possible effects (e.g.
affecting policy decisions). Sustainability transition experiments are often started outside of
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government and may seek to disrupt, rather than engage with, existing governance methods aim
to take place high on this ladder of engagement (because they want to have effects).
Schapke et al. (2017) discuss the importance of social learning effects in transition processes and
the literature on co-production of knowledge provides insights on how to capture these learning
effects (I address social learning literature as an element of sustainability transition impact in
section 2.4.2). As Walter et al. (2007) point out, there is a strong correlation between outcomes
and “involvement as measured by the number of engagement activities that took place during the
project” however more research needs to be done in order to draw such clear links between the
process elements of a given experiment and outcomes.
2.2.3.1

Implications for evaluation

In summary, societal effects evaluation literatures suggest that assessing effects of STEs involves
direct effects (1st order) such as tangible products of the experiment, enhanced individual
capacities, deepened or strengthened networks. These direct effects may lead to 2nd order effects
such as influence on changes in policy, and organizational decision making and actions. Note that
policy and organizational change may be 1st order (i.e. direct) effects depending on the activities
and scope of an STE. Alternatively, they may occur as a result of 1st order effects. Societal effect
evaluation should also assess the contribution to improvements in the given focus area of an STE
(e.g. carbon reduction or strengthened socio-ecological integrity).5 In addition, effects of
participatory processes can be assessed as to how results of the engagement are integrated into

5

Content in this section adapted from Adapted from Robinson, J., Slater, K., Williams, S., Pajouhesh, P., and
Benzakin, G. (2018). TAF Evaluation Framework Outline.
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policy or other outcomes, and social learning effects such as relationship/trust building, and the
development of problem solving, complex systems thinking, dialogue and reflexivity capacities in
participants. Co-production processes may generate new forms of knowledge, values, and social
relations and possibly changes in roles and relationships (e.g. challenging the distinction between
researcher and practitioner).
While this section has been focused on describing elements of societal effects evaluation, through
exploration of the literature, process evaluation elements also emerge. For example, social learning
emphasizes the importance of shared inquiry, dialogue, and negotiation that deepen understanding
of different points of view, and enable collective problem solving, double-loop learning (Argyris
& Schon 1978), action and reflection over time, inclusivity and engagement with diverse
perspectives, which afford opportunities for assumptions to be challenged. These process elements
are echoed by the co-production literature which also highlights the value of inclusivity,
transparency, reflexivity, and the iterative nature of transdisciplinary research processes.
Societal effects evaluation gives us important information on the short term outputs and medium
term impacts of sustainability transition experiments. However, these approaches (e.g. Wiek et al.
2014 and Leuderitz et al. 2016) do not explicitly address the issue of societal transition because
they assume these impacts will happen as a result of societal effects. For example, Hansson & Polk
note that “transdisciplinary co-production approaches are built on the assumption that the
intermediate or direct effects of participatory research contribute indirectly to transformational
societal change” (2017, p. 134). In the same paper, the authors conclude that
there are no clear mechanisms that link participatory features to impact; there is instead a
complex web of relationships, institutional cultures, and political agendas that require that
we open up the categories to see how they are conceived of by different actors internal as
well as external to the project (p.141).
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The literature on societal effects is also vague on how ‘transformational societal change’ is to be
conceptualized, not to mention how to assess the contribution of an STE to such change. In the
following section, I address these gaps by exploring the sustainability transitions theory literature
which purports to theorize the process by which sustainability transitions emerge and how such
transitions can be fostered or accelerated through processes such as STEs.
2.3

Sustainability transition impacts

In order to evaluate sustainability transition impacts, I turn first to the transitions literature which
is explicitly formed around the question of how societal transitions take place. However, as we
will see, additional literatures are required to broaden the perspective of transitions theory and
address gaps in, and critiques of, the theory. I then propose the concept of development pathways
as elaborated in Burch et al. (2014) as an organizing framework through which to categorize and
illustrate relationships between elements of sustainability transition impacts I identify in my
literature review. In addition, although I intended to use these literatures to identify sustainability
transition impacts, I found implications for evaluating both process and societal effects which I
highlight in the sections below.
2.3.1

Transition theory and the Multi-Level Perspective

Socio-technical approaches characterize transitions as
major, long-term technological changes in the way societal functions are fulfilled.
Technological transitions do not only involve changes in technology, but also changes in
user practices, regulation, industrial networks, infrastructure, and symbolic meaning or
culture (Geels & Schot, 2002, p. 1257).
A commonality of socio-technical approaches is a focus on the inter-connected nature of sociotechnical change. As Wilson & Grubler note, “technologies and their institutional settings co26

evolve. Change in these different areas is mutually dependent, mutually enhancing and mutually
dampening” (2011, p. 165). The dominant conceptual framing in the transitions literature is the
multi-level perspective (MLP) which describes the inter-relationships between the levels of niche,
regime, and landscape (Berkhout et al., 2004; Geels, 2002; 2011; Smith et al., 2010). Niches are
protected spaces where radical innovations are generated “by small networks of dedicated actors,
often outsiders or fringe actors” (Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 477). Regimes are “a shared set of rules
and routines embedded in socio-technical systems to ensure that they can provide the relevant
social function” (Cherp et al., 2018, p. 180). Regimes include the set of dominant actors, processes
and routines embodied in “industrial networks, techno-scientific knowledge, culture, sectoral
policy, infrastructure, markets, user practices, and technology” (Geels, 2002). Regimes are not
monolithic and when examining transition processes, it is important to consider inter-regime
interactions and interdependencies. For example, “battery-electric vehicles link transport and
electricity systems” (Geels, 2011, p. 40). Change (or resistance to change) in one of these linked
regimes may have amplifying or dampening effects on the other. Landscapes consist of
“heterogeneous factors such as oil prices, economic growth, wars, emigration, broad political
coalitions, cultural and normative values, [and] environmental problems” (Geels, 2002, p. 1260)
and provide a macro-context for changes to the system. Exogenous landscape level changes have
a dramatic effect on transitions as landscape factors can create conditions for change, have a
stabilizing impact on regimes, or induce a dampening effect on the impact of emerging disruptive
niche innovations (Burch et al., 2014; Davison, 2001).
The MLP posits that changes in socio-technical systems arise mainly from the intersection of two
processes. One in which collections of niche innovations align to put pressure on the policy regime,
and the second wherein landscape level changes (i.e. economic pressures) create windows of
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opportunity within the regime for niche innovations to take hold. While “socio-ecological and
socio-economic perspectives emphasise the potential for grassroots innovation and local initiatives
to catalyse macro-scale change” (Asquith et al. 2018, p. 10), the socio-technical perspective
emphasises the interdependent relationships of external landscape and niche innovations as the
key mechanism for bringing about systems transition. Governing transitions is therefore a matter
of
[enhancing] variation by stimulating the emergence and diffusion of niche innovations [and
changing] the selection environment by enhancing pressure on regimes through economic
instruments and regulation (e.g. taxes, carbon emission trading, environmental legislation)
(Geels, 2018b, p. 63).
Interactions between niche and regime are contested and multi-dimensional including
economic competition between old and new technologies; business struggles between new
entrants and incumbents; political struggles over adjustments in regulations, standards,
subsidies and taxes; discursive struggles over problem framings and social acceptance; and
struggles between new user practices and mainstream ones (Geels, 2018a, p. 227).
2.3.1.1

Governing and managing transitions

Several models have been proposed for governing and managing transitions. Strategic niche
management (SNM)
focuses on the intentional creation and nurturing of protected spaces, or ‘niches’, that may
serve as a source of change to the incumbent regime, possibly triggering a shift to a new
constellation of actor/network/technology relations (Burch et al., 2014, p. 470).
The approach presumes that the support of technological niches will foster a shift to a more
sustainable socio-technical regime (Sengers et al., 2016, p. 3). Technological innovation systems
(TIS) “focuses on the emergence of new technologies and their institutional or organizational
contexts, as well as drivers and barriers to this emergence” (Burch et al., 2014, p. 470). Loorbach
& Rotmans define transition management (TM) “as a deliberative process to influence governance
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activities in such a way that they lead to accelerated change directed towards sustainability
ambitions” (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010, p. 238). The transitions management literature is rich
with examples of transition processes and tends to focus more on the practicalities of organizing
governance processes rather than assessing whether transition management activities have
contributed to societal transition (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010).
Of the various socio-technical approaches described, the MLP “presents a logic that explains how
the interplay of innovation and disruption at different scales brings about systemic change”
(Asquith et al. 2018, p. 25). In many ways, the different approaches described in the previous
paragraph can be seen as different proposals on how to foster transition within the MLP context –
i.e. they are not competing theories. SNM and TIS have much to say about the development and
nurturing of niche innovations while TM describes an overall approach to managing transitions.
The MLP includes a wide variety of actors in transition analysis, e.g. “not only the agents of
financial and production capital but also by scientists, engineers, policy-makers, users, media,
social movements, and so on” (Schot, 2017, p. 9). The MLP’s focus on the process of how systems
actually change, its ability to represent complex and interdependent systems, and it’s provision of
space for the role of a diverse set of actors within systems change, leads me to make the MLP my
primary theory of societal transition for this thesis.
Common throughout the different strands of transitions literature is the concept that regime
transition occurs from the intersection of bottom-up pressures from niche innovations and topdown pressure from landscape shifts. However, transitions literature approaches the question of
how to evaluate transitions from a number of different perspectives. These perspectives range from
how to assess when transitions are happening to where specific processes that are designed to
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support/foster/facilitate transition have made a contribution to transition. However, as Rohracher
& Späth note while discussing urban sustainability transitions, what happens in practice is often
not transitions ‘according to plan’ or other forms of coordinated transformation processes;
such paths and plans were just one element of intervention in a constant process of
renegotiating what sustainability could mean in concreto, and to what extent these
normative orientations could accommodate various actors’ interests, power structures and
political strategies in cities (2017, p. 297).
This suggests that markers or early indicators of transition may be used in evaluation. For example,
do systemic changes point to transitions? Do they incorporate features that might be expected to
support transition?
Given its roots in innovation studies, transitions scholars have proposed tracing the scaling and
adoption of innovations as a key measure of systems transition (Bos & Hofman, 2016). Some
theorists take a political lens and have put a focus on “evaluating shifts in power relations, the
extent to which power relations have shifted, development priorities have changed, or new
identities have developed” (Burch et al., 2018, p. 308) while others focus more on changes in
governance roles and processes as indicators of transition (Meadowcroft 2009). Geels (2014) and
others (e.g. Walker, 2012) discuss the barriers to change that stand in the way of transition. We
can assess the state of those barriers and if they are changing, or what contribution an intervention
is are making towards those changes in, for example, economic, political and social lock in
mechanisms (Geels, 2018b). To assist in this effort to capture policy impact, knowledge
mobilization researchers have developed frameworks that evaluate how and where research has
been adopted by policymakers with Meagher et al. (2008) suggesting a spectrum of impact ranging
from more conceptual uses such as awareness, knowledge and understanding, and attitudes,
perceptions and ideas, to more instrumental uses such as practice and policy change. Lindquist
(2001) echoes this sentiment arguing that setting the bar as high as “policy change” can be very
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challenging for programs and instead suggests intermediate impacts such as expanding policy
capacities and broadening policy horizons (i.e. through debate and dialogue) as measurable
objectives.
2.3.1.2

Energy system transitions

The approaches described above refer to transitions in general but energy transition scholars have
proposed methods for evaluating energy system transitions specifically. Gawel et al. suggest we
might evaluate a “successful” socio-technical transformation
by whether and how far it succeeds in organizing the comprehensive sustainability of the
energy supply in a highly industrialized country within a reasonable period of time and in
maintaining profitability, security of supply, environmental compatibility, and social
acceptability in equal measure (2014, p.6).
Wilson & Grubler define a sustainable energy transition as “mitigating climate change, providing
universal access to modern forms of energy, ensuring secure markets and supply chains, reducing
air pollution and human health impacts” (2011, p. 165) while Geels et al. propose the following
definition of a sustainable energy system transition as one in which
major changes in buildings, energy, and transport systems that substantially enhance
energy efficiency, reduce demand, or entail a shift from fossil fuels to renewable inputs.
These system transitions entail not only technical changes, but also changes in consumer
behaviour, markets, institutions, infrastructure, business models and cultural discourses
(2016, p. 577).
Common among these definitions is a focus on technology, markets, and policy with relatively
little emphasis on the role of citizens, governance, and changes in social relationships.
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2.3.1.3

Learning and evaluation in transitions

Transition management (and strategic niche management) highlight the importance of social
learning:
Social learning, as a reflexive learning process that involves and goes beyond individual
participants, is considered a precondition of change within the transition management
literature. It is based on bringing together different actors’ perspectives and a variety of
options in participatory settings. Joint learning of participants can contribute to the
development of alternative and visionary solutions to complex challenges. This results in
new types of discourse as well as changing perspectives (Schapke et al., 2017, p. 5).
Reed et al. (2010) offer the following criteria for social learning which provide a useful set of
elements for my evaluation framework: “social learning must result in changes in understanding
and/or behavior (e.g. new norms, rules, practices and narratives) resulting from social interactions,
which become situated in collectives such as communities of practice, networks or societies.” (p.
12).6 Transition management also argues that there is a link between social learning and
empowerment. This empowerment is also a by-product of transition as Loorbach has said: “the
ultimate goal of transition management should be to influence and empower civil society in such
a way that people themselves shape sustainability in their own environments, and in doing so
contribute to the desired transitions to sustainability” (2007, p. 284).
The sustainability transition literature emphasises the need for managing STEs for deepening (i.e.,
learning), broadening (i.e., replicating) and scaling up (i.e., creating a regime shift) (Kivimaa et
al., 2017; Raven et al. 2010). Across the literature, a desirable evaluation is seen to be reflexive,
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flexible, continuous or long-term (occurring before, during and after the experiment), generic (i.e.,
comparable and usable across different kinds of experiments) and comprehensive. In addition,
multiple types of evaluation may be used: “ex-ante evaluation prior to the implementation of pilots
to inform their design; formative evaluation to adjust and improve ongoing ones; and, ex-post
evaluation to appraise the contribution of pilots to sustainability after completion” (Luederitz et
al., 2016, p. 2).
Wiek et al. (2017) elaborate on this work to propose a framework more explicitly focused on urban
sustainability transition experiments (called labs in their paper). A key development in the
evaluative framework is assessment of potential outcomes by extrapolating “what outcomes could
result if the outputs would be widely generated or applied” (2017, p. 254). However, simply
extrapolating from outputs to outcomes runs the risk of masking the complexity and emergence in
transitions. Wiek et al. assume here that it is the outputs that lead to change. To assess such a link,
Arnold et al. suggest that “an evaluation approach…should endeavour to link systemic or macro
evaluation with the evaluation of individual sub-programmes at the micro level” (2018, p. ii) but
do not come to a conclusion on how to do so. Looking for ‘markers’ of transition that point to
potential transition may be a more fruitful approach.
2.3.1.4

Implications for evaluation framework

Although intended to produce an approach to evaluating sustainability transition impacts, this
review of transition theory literature also suggests implications for evaluating STE processes and
their societal effects along with sustainability transition impacts. Table 2 below summarizes these
elements.
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Table 2: Evaluation elements from transitions literature

Process
Niche innovations and innovators
interacting with the regime
Creating cross-level networks
between niche and regime
Aligning with or reinforcing other
niche innovations
Reflexive and adaptive learning
processes
Spaces for experimentation and
learning

Societal Effects
1st and 2nd order niche and
regime effects (usable products,
individual capacity, networks,
institutional and organizational
change)
Climate/energy outcomes (e.g.
carbon reduction)

Sustainability Transition Impacts
2nd order structural change (policy
& organizational)
Actor relationships
Governance
Reduced barriers to transition

Transition theory scholars note a series of process characteristics that should be employed to
increase the likelihood of achieving listed societal effects and transition impacts. We can assess
how STE niche innovations and innovators interact with the regime, create cross-level networks
between niche and regime, align with or reinforce other niche innovations, embody reflexive and
adaptive learning processes, and create spaces for experimentation and learning. An evaluation
framework should assess the influence of projects at the niche and regime levels where 1st and 2nd
order societal effects may occur.
Transition theory raises several potential methods of assessing the contribution of a process to
sustainability transition. These include shifts in power and governance relationships that change
how decisions are made and influence resource flows, reduced barriers to transition (such as
institutional inertia and path dependence of built infrastructure), and changes in roles and
relationships between actors that change who has access to decision making power. While related
to effects at the level of niche and regime, these transition impacts instead reflect lasting structural
changes that become embedded – or normalized – within the regime. This also reflects a shift in
relationship between niche and regime, one in which niche innovations have succeeded in
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disrupting the regime and its associated practices. However, while transitions theory raises these
issues as considerations for transitions impacts, it is not clear from the literature how to assess
such impacts. The mechanisms through which these changes in governance and actor roles and
relationships change, or how changes in practice become embedded, are also unclear. I turn to
additional literatures in the following sections to explore these issues more deeply and develop a
more comprehensive set of sustainability transition impacts.
2.3.1.5

Critiques of transition theory

Transition theory, and the MLP in particular, is not without its critics. Critiques of MLP include
its conception of sustainability, addressing agency and lack of attention to justice, power and
politics. From a sustainability lens, the MLP has been critiqued for a focus on transition processes
rather than sustainability impacts (Asquith et al. 2018, p. 13), a relatively narrow conception of
sustainability (Geels, 2011; Loorbach et al., 2017; Markard et al., 2012; Schapke et al., 2017), and
a focus on experiments and single innovation adoption rather than whole systems change (Geels,
2018a; Markard, 2018). Where agency is located in the MLP has been a recurring critique over the
past years (Geels, 2011; Meadowcroft, 2005; Smith and Stirling, 2007; Hodson and Marvin, 2010).
Critics have characterized the MLP as overly rational and structuralist in its approach (Genus &
Coles, 2008; Smith et al., 2005) to the exclusion of individual agency towards transition. Many
authors have pointed to a lack of attention to justice and power within transitions studies in general
and specifically within the MLP (c.f. Shove & Walker, 2007; Avelino & Rotmans, 2009;
Meadowcroft 2009; Lawhon & Murphy, 2012; Geels, 2014). Where just transitions have been
addressed, a narrow definition of justice is often used (van Steenbergen & Schipper, 2017; Swilling
& Annecke, 2012).
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These critiques, and my review of the transitions literature, suggest the existence of four significant
gaps. First is a superficial inclusion of justice in transitions. This is important both for normative
and instrumental reasons. Second is an inadequate focus on governance and actor roles and
relationships. This is highly relevant due to the inherently political nature of transitions. Third,
transitions theory has not deeply engaged with theories of social practice. This matters because
practices transcend actors and constrain choices and actions. Finally, transition theory has a narrow
definition of sustainability which is important because sustainability goes beyond socio-technical
terms like changes in energy mix. In the following sections, I engage with additional literatures to
address these gaps and integrate key insights from different traditions into my evaluative
framework.
2.3.2

Beyond transition theory

In this section I engage with literatures that attempt to respond to previously identified gaps in the
transitions literature: a superficial inclusion of justice in transitions, an inadequate focus on
governance and actor roles and relationships, a lack of engagement with theories of social practice,
and a narrow definition of sustainability.
2.3.2.1

Justice, power and politics in transitions7

Early criticisms of transitions research noted the lack of power and politics in the analysis of
transitions (c.f. Shove & Walker, 2007; Avelino & Rotmans, 2009; Meadowcroft, 2009; Lawhon
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Content in this section is adapted from Williams, S. and Doyon, A. (2019). Justice in Energy Transitions.
Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions. Vol 31, June 2019. pp. 144-153. See this paper for an extended
discussion of justice in energy system transitions.
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& Murphy, 2012; Geels, 2014). Some, like Avelino and colleagues, developed new frameworks
to offer “a ‘power-laden transition storyline’” (2009, p. 563), or to better understand politics by
conceptualising (shifting) power relations between actors in transitions (Avelino & Wittmayer
2015). Miller & Levenda called for more attention to be paid to the “social and political dimensions
of sustainability” (2017, p. 347). Others have suggested that the field of transitions could better
incorporate issues of power and politics by gaining insights from the fields of political economy
(Geels, 2014), political ecology (Lawhon & Murphy, 2012), as well as political geography
(Murphy, 2015). However, “despite growing attention to power and political dimensions of
transitions (e.g. Avelino et al., 2016) several authors claim that transition scholars have actually
very little to say about equity and justice, and the political economy of transitions” (van
Steenbergen & Schipper 2017, p. 3).
2.3.2.1.1

Just transitions

Within the transitions literature, earlier engagements with justice have come from the concept of
the ‘just transition’. Swilling and Annecke (2012) provide a comprehensive overview of global
environmental and sustainability challenges from the perspective of the Global South, where the
concept of a ‘just transition’ reconciles sustainable consumption with a commitment to sufficiency
– essentially arguing for a balanced global approach to resource use and management that
addresses the distribution of costs and benefits of transition. Newell and Mulvaney (2013)
approach just transitions from a political economy perspective, whereby they argue for the need
of equity and justice to be included in efforts to support the transition to a low-carbon future. In
particular, they focus on issues related to labour and energy justice, as well as notions of climate
justice and vertical forms of environmental justice. They argue that there is a need to understand
“who defines what is just, and for whom,” (Newell & Mclvaney 2013, p. 138), and how these
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questions are related to existing power structures in different contexts. More recent work by
Jasanoff (2018) reiterates the need to consider justice in energy transitions from a global,
planetary-boundary perspective.
Another approach to incorporating justice can be referred to as ‘justice in transitions’, i.e. how
justice has been addressed in the transitions literature. van Steenbergen and Schipper (2017, p. 2)
state that “when dealing with transitions one is automatically entangled in moral and ethical
questions”. They argue that justice should be understood as a process, and not an end point,
meaning justice should be “an essential and integral part of systemic change” (p. 8). Within a more
economic focused approach to transitions, Silveira and Pitchard (2018) draw on Sen’s (2009) ideas
of justice to incorporate ‘justice in transitions’ in relation to the shift to a sustainable, low-carbon
economy. Another approach is offered by Heffron and McCauley (2018) who recommend bringing
together different framings of justice from climate justice, environmental justice, and energy
justice with transitions theories and legal geography. These different approaches to incorporating
justice all highlight the importance of the issue but only address parts of a comprehensive approach
to justice. Environmental justice provides such an integrated approach. Environmental justice has
been defined as “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies” (US EPA, 2018). It is rooted in the
principle that disadvantaged communities should not be subject to disproportionate environmental
impacts (Schlosberg 2013). As an approach, it supports political or activist activities against
injustice as no group should be unequally burdened by negative environmental impacts (Agyeman
& Evans 2004; Agyeman et al. 2010; Schlosberg & Carruthers 2010). Environmental justice takes
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place across different scales: justice for people, justice for communities, and justice for non-human
species and ecosystems (Schlosberg 2013).
There are three key concepts of justice in environmental justice: distributive justice, procedural
justice, and justice as recognition. Distributive justice, perhaps the most popular concept of justice,
focuses on the distribution of environmental goods, costs and benefits. Bell (2004) provides three
questions needed to construct a distributive justice claim: 1) Who are the recipients of
environmental justice? 2) What is to be distributed? 3) What is the principle of distribution? It is
important to recognize that with regards to distribution, it is not only about the direct environmental
burden or benefit, but other intersecting dimensions such as vulnerability, need, and responsibility
(Walker, 2012). In addition to environmental burdens/benefits, distributional justice addresses
questions of access to resources and opportunities that are deemed to be critical to redress social
injustices (c.f. Schlosberg, 2007). Procedural justice, on the other hand, is about inclusion and
exclusion in decision-making processes around environmental and social issues: “Many
definitions of environmental justice convey the importance of fairness in procedure or process as
a distinct concept of justice” (Walker 2012, p. 47-8). Procedural injustices occur when
environmental information is unavailable, as well as when there is exclusion and inequity in
relation to public participation in policy, decision-making, and access to the formal justice system.
Finally, justice as recognition focuses on the recognition, misrecognition, or non-recognition of
various groups, and is related to prejudice and discrimination of all forms. At the root of these
injustices are cultural and institutional processes and legacies that have that have explicitly or
implicitly given individuals, communities, or social groups unequal recognition (Walker, 2012).
Conceptions of environmental justice in the literature have evolved from a relatively narrow
conception of distributive justice to include the additional dimensions of procedural and
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recognition. Recognition is deemed to better engage with pluralist needs, issues and solutions
providing a comprehensive conception of justice useful for transition scholarship (Nozick, 2017).
2.3.2.1.2

Does justice in transitions matter?

Readers may ask: how important is justice? Does justice in transitions really matter? I propose
normative, substantive, and instrumental responses (following Fiorino, 1990) to these questions.
From a normative standpoint, I argue that we cannot achieve a sustainability transition without
justice, indeed that an unjust transition is not sustainable. A substantive response is that by actively
seeking to include a diverse representation of society, diverse worldviews and conceptions of
sustainability, a transition process gains access to knowledge not otherwise available. This
knowledge contributes to substantively better decision making that that conducted simply by
traditional elite policy makers. An instrumental response is that not considering justice erodes
political support for transitions efforts (Fiorino, 1990). Rohracher and Späth, in arguing for more
socio-political analysis of transitions, note that
changes in the energy or transport system are often strongly shaped by [socio-political]
discourses and dynamics – e.g. of cities positioning themselves in global economy
competition, dealing with social problems or trying to attract a young and educated
population – and not by urban energy plans, transitions targets or the aim to learn about
new technologies (2017, p. 291).
Recent populist swings in the United States and the United Kingdom illustrate this argument. Many
Trump and Brexit supporters are from fading coal mining communities and manufacturing centres
that have lost jobs due to globalization – both areas “lost” during the global economic transition
still underway. Voters that feel they were not consulted, that their way of life is threatened, that
they do not have decision making power, may respond by supporting populist politicians who
promise to restore lost greatness and take control of policy back from outsiders (e.g. the WTO or
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EU) (Batel & Devine-Wright, In Press). These themes have been taken up in recent work by
Roberts et al. who argue for the importance of considering
the role of coalitions in supporting and hindering acceleration; the role of feedbacks,
through which policies may shape actor preferences which, in turn, create stronger policies;
and the role of broader contexts (political economies, institutions, cultural norms, and
technical systems) in creating more (or less) favourable conditions for deliberate
acceleration (2018, p. 304).
2.3.2.1.3

Implications for evaluative framework

The procedural dimension of environmental justice suggests that we should evaluate how an STE
is addressing not just inclusivity and diversity of participants but the capacity of stakeholders to
adequately participate, power asymmetries between participants (and process designers,
facilitators, and funders), and how future generations and non-human actors are represented in the
process. The recognition dimension suggests an assessment of how conflicting knowledges are
represented and integrated, how marginalized peoples and alternative worldviews are recognized,
and how institutional and cultural inequalities are addressed. The distributive justice lens implies
paying close attention to where the costs and benefits of STE outputs and outcomes are accruing,
what spatial, temporal and jurisdictional scales are being considered, and reflecting on the scope
of analysis for the evaluation (e.g. a specific project within an STE, the STE itself, or a whole
system).
Sustainability transition impacts arising from environmental justice literatures are whether the
distribution of benefits and costs of transition is equitable, stakeholders are meaningfully engaged
in transition governance, and historical (and current) marginalization of peoples has been reduced.
This assessment of impacts reflects the character of changes in governance roles and relationships,
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not just whether they are occurring. In other words, an environmental justice lens provides a way
for us to assess whether transitions are moving in a more sustainable direction.
2.3.2.2

Governance

Although governance is recognised as one of the key elements in managing sustainability
transitions (Grin, Rotmans, & Schot, 2010), as a particular strand of research it has continued to
evolve within the transitions field. This is highlighted by the recognition of multi-scales and multisectors involved in transitions research, and the use of the multi-level governance framework.
Important to note here is that the governance literature is a huge field. In this section, I discuss
governance with reference to specific conversations within the transitions field. Within that
context, governance research is important because it contributes to understanding the historical
contextualization of transitions. It emphasises the embedded patterns, actions, and structures, and
how changes within these domains are influenced by exogenous trends (Grin et al. 2010).
Governance for sustainable development is about steering society towards a more sustainable
future, therefore, it is important to acknowledge who is steering and to what ends, as well as how
and where it takes place (Meadowcroft 2007). Grin et al. (2010) argue that governance research
highlights the power and politics inherent to processes of profound change, because “politics and
political processes lie at the heart of governance for sustainable development” (Meadowcroft 2009,
p. 335).
A broader critique of how transition theory addresses governance comes from the view that
contestation is, rather than a barrier to transition that needs to be managed, an integral part of
transition. Cher et al. argue that when politics is addressed in transitions literature, regulations and
policymakers [are conceptualized] as elements of a socio-technical system rather than as
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techno-economic and political entities and processes [that] are neither independent of nor
subsumed into socio-technical systems. Rather they make up semi-autonomous systems
with their own dynamics which co-evolve along with socio-technical ones (2018, p. 181).
The argument here is that by addressing politics as an independent entity – much like a set of
technology or infrastructure – transition theory does not adequately consider the interdependent
relationship of politics to all other elements of the socio-technical system and downplays the
critical role that politics plays in decision making and system transition (c.f. Meadowcroft, 2009).
Burch et al. foreground politics as involving “interactions through which the identity of actors is
shaped, their legitimacy established, and their values articulated in the public realm” and further
that the “challenge for urban transformations will be finding ways to negotiate and resolve (or
accept) differences in order to reach collaborative outcomes” (2018, pp. 304-305). Kenis et al. note
that “acknowledging conflict, contradictory interests and radical forms of pluralism is a condition
for avoiding that large parts of citizens become alienated from transition discourses elaborated by
enlightened elites” (2016, p. 15). These different arguments all point to the value of contestation
in transition processes rather than seeking consensus. The implication is that how contestation is
encouraged, fostered, and managed is an important part of evaluating STEs and will have
implications for how processes, effects and sustainability transition impacts are conceptualized.
This issue becomes especially relevant when considering methods such as Transition Management
that are explicitly designed to incorporate a wide array of interests, stakeholders and viewpoints in
transition experiments. Kenis et al. argue that
transition management can be understood as a specific variant of an ongoing tendency
towards ‘governance’, which, in a guise of bottom-up processes and participation, risks to
redistribute power from what should be ‘all citizens’ towards non-elected groups of
‘important’ business and civil society actors. The implication of this is that ‘the people’ do
not get a place as possible actors of change in this transition process. Sometimes, they are
taken into consideration in their role as consumers, but even that is not always the case
(2016, p. 3).
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They further argue that by
relying on a deliberative model of democracy, transition management fails to fully
acknowledge power relations, radical pluralism and from the possibly constitutive role of
conflict in society. In so far as conflict gets a place, it is framed as a market oriented
instrument stimulating innovation (Kenis et al., 2016, p. 3).
These critiques point out an inherent tension in sustainability transition experiments between the
desire for a truly representative sample of ‘the people’ and the practicalities of managing an
experiment with limited time and resources. Kahane et al. (2013) highlight this tension by
distinguishing between stakeholder and citizen engagement processes. Kahane et al. argue that
stakeholders (i.e. representatives of an organized group) can be helpful in participatory processes
by providing, for example, an efficient route to distributed groups, have influence and power with
decision makers to actually implement recommendations and any shifts may travel back to impact
that organization, sector or industry. However, inclusion of stakeholders can raise challenges as
well such as the appearance (or reality) of bias. As Kahane et al. note,
in Alberta, for example, consultation processes about resource extraction are often assumed
by environmentalists to incline toward the interests of extractive industries in particular,
and away from the perspectives of citizens (2013, pp. 9-14).
Inclusion of representatives of the extractive industries can exacerbate this assumption even
though it could be argued including the dominant industry is a requirement in making any
meaningful policy change. As with stakeholders, engaging citizens has its own benefits and
challenges. However, governments may not have the capacity to effectively organize citizen
engagement processes, citizens may not have the capacity to interpret large volumes of (potentially
biased) information or the capacity maintain a level of participation over time, and “deliberation
between citizens tends to reiterate structural inequalities between social groups” (2013, p. 17) such
as those between men and women, the role of marginalized groups, and class and educational
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differences. Integrating a procedural and recognition based justice lens (see Section 2.4.2.1) into
STE evaluation allows us to assess how these issues have been addressed.
2.3.2.2.1

Implications for evaluation framework

Assessing how STEs address contestation and negotiation is a key process element to evaluate
along with how power relations and dynamics within an STE (e.g. between highly resourced
incumbent entities and civil society) are addressed. In addition, we should evaluate how an STE
addresses representativeness and mitigates the risk of a (real or perceived) elite making transitions
decisions on behalf of the broader population. Medium term outcomes we may assess are whether
governance roles and relationships are changing. For example, where is the locus of decision
making within a given STE among a range of stakeholders? We may also assess how dominant
incumbent actors are incorporating the interests of a different range of stakeholders (as represented
by an STE) in policy and organizational decision making.
To capture sustainability transition impacts, what is important from a governance lens is how (and
whether) governance relations and social inequities are changing. For example, are citizens more
broadly engaged in decision making processes about transition? Are new models of governance
(e.g. polycentric governance (Ostrom, 2009; Stirling, 2014b)) emerging? This echoes the
procedural justice lens but adds the additional element of how these changes in governance
becomes embedded in a system. For example, an STE may foster deep engagement with a range
of stakeholders and disrupt traditional governance and decision making models. However, if that
disruption only lasts for the duration of the STE and does not affect dominant governance models,
it is unlikely that the STE has fostered a sustainability transition.
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2.3.2.3

Actors & agency in transitions

The role of agency – what ability individuals or organizations have in creating sustainability
transitions – is a key challenge to the idea of managing transitions. Geels suggests that there is a
role for actors in improving and expanding new elements in a regime (2002) while emphasizing
that “actors at niche and regime levels cannot influence [the landscape] in the short run (2011, p.
28). Geels & Schot suggest that niche actors can critique the existing regime, develop new
innovations that compete with the regimes while regime actors can adopt these innovations or
adjust. However, they do not suggest that this type of agency can guide socio-technical transitions
writ large (2007, p. 415). Despite Geels’ claim that the MLP is “shot through with agency” (2011),
many authors (cf. Meadowcroft, 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Smith and Stirling, 2007; Genus and
Coles, 2008; Hodson and Marvin, 2010) have argued that the MLP does not pay enough attention
to the role that individuals, groups and organizations can have in contributing to transitions.
In response to these critiques, there has been much recent work on the role of actors (Markard et
al. 2012, Farla et al. 2012, Grin et al. 2010), attention to shifts in power (Rotmans and Loorbach
2010, Avelino 2011) and agency (Geels, 2014; Elzen et al., 2011; Penna and Geels, 2012; Baker
et al., 2014; Kanger and Schot, 2016). Westley et al. argue that social and institutional
entrepreneurs have agency in affecting transition by “work[ing] simultaneously at building
innovation niches into innovation regimes and at destabilizing the dominant landscape and regime
to secure the required resources” (2011, p. 771). Jørgensen goes further suggesting that
actors cannot analytically be attached only to one level, as e.g. niche-actors, regime-actors,
or even actors with special roles and emphasis on the landscape level. In empirical terms,
actors are engaged in transforming and intervening at all levels, without necessarily being
very explicit about distinguishing between them (2012, p. 1000).
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This recent work has
made it clear that the process of transition is far from a moderate and rational consensusoriented debate about best solutions to clearly defined problems: instead it is rife with
struggles between regime-actors and niche-actors with conflicting interests, differing
timescales, problem definitions and perceived best courses of action (Schot & Kanger,
2018, p. 1),
an assessment shared by Fischer and Newig (2016). Loorbach et al. (2017, p. 164) note that
transitions research therefore seeks to understand how different types and forms of agency
influence the speed and direction of transitions and how they can be engaged, can be
empowered, and can more effectively contribute to desired transitions.
However, this leaves open the question of how to practically address the roles of agency and actors
in transitions research. This range of authors points to the importance of actors in transition but
does not provide a coherent analytical framework by which to do so.
In attempt to provide such an analytical framework of actors in transition, Avelino & Wittmayer
(2017) propose a Multi-Actor Perspective (MAP) to analyze transition actors with community,
market, state and associations (non-profits) as the primary categories of actors. Within each
category, they distinguish between individual roles (e.g. politician, consumer, activist, resident)
and organizational roles (e.g. municipalities, SMEs, NGOs, networks) recognizing, per Jørgenson
(2012), that actors play multiple roles and act at multiple levels of the MLP. There is a benefit of
this more nuanced approach rather than clustering, for example, NGOs, trade unions, universities
into a generic ‘civil society’ category. The
tendency in empirical analyses and in management applications [is] to equate the regime
with ‘government and big business’, while associating niches with ‘small entrepreneurs
and/or civil society’ (Avelino & Wittmayer, 2017, p. 281).
By applying this lens of analysis to case studies, MAP can reveal
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(1) how agency manifested in (individual) actor roles can be both promoting as well as
hindering and overlooking regarding socio-technical innovation, and (2) the deeply and
inextricably political nature of (the history of) urban [and other] infrastructure (Avelino
& Wittmayer, 2017, p. 276).
Each case study can be read as a “narrative about urban (un)sustainability as a result of power
relations, negotiations and dependencies between different actors, among different urban actors,
but also among urban, national and international actors” (Avelino & Wittmayer, 2017, p. 280)
highlighting the socio-political nature of transitions in addition to the socio-technical. The MAP
approach is a valuable analytical tool for an evaluative framework in that it provides a rich structure
for describing the range of actors engaged in systems transition and, more importantly, their
interactions at multiple levels of scale. This allows for a deeper understanding of actor roles and
relationship and how they are changing as a result of STE processes.
2.3.2.3.1

Social practice

An alternative conception of the role of actors comes from social practice theory. Practices, such
as driving or cooking, are made up of elements:
materials – including things, technologies, tangible physical entities, and the stuff of which
objects are made; competences – which encompasses skill, know-how and technique; and
meanings – in which we include symbolic meanings, ideas and aspirations” and that
“practices emerge, persist, shift and disappear when connections between elements of these
three types are made, sustained or broken (Shove et al., 2012, pp. 14-15).
Shove argues strongly that actors are not “autonomous agents of choice and change” but are in fact
carriers of practice. In other words, social practice foregrounds collective processes of activity –
practices – rather than individual behaviours.
Social practice theory implies that if we attempt to manage transitions through attempting to
change individual behaviours without paying attention to practices that transcend individual actors,
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we will not be successful in fostering transitions (see discussion on climate change and behaviour
change in Shove et al., 2012, pp. 139-162). Going even further, Shove and Walker say that by
looking at practices (i.e. asking ‘what is energy [used] for?’) “is to take a different view of the
social. It is to see society not as an outcome of intersecting systems, like geological forces pressing
this way and that, but as emergent from, and defined by, social practice” (2014, p. 46).
Rohracher and Späth note that
anchoring interrelations of emerging niches (such as new forms of renewable energy
generation), regimes (the fossil-fuel based centralised energy system) and landscapes
(deeply entrenched values and institutions, such as neo-liberal governance ideals) in
localised contexts of cities directs our view to the embedding of, for example, energy
generation and use in wider social practices beyond the energy system, and to potential
clashes of energy system change with other logics and fields of action (2017, p. 288
emphasis added).
Social practice then emphasizes “the horizontal circulation of elements and argues for a flatter
model [than that proposed by MLP] characterized by multiple relations (rather than hierarchical
[or vertical] levels) of reproduction across different scales” (Shove and Walker 2010, p. 474). The
key difference here is that the MLP emphasizes the ‘vertical’ relationships between niche, regime,
and landscape. Social practice highlights the importance of ‘horizontal’ relationships among niche
actors, between regime actors, and within the broader social-cultural landscape. In fact, a practice
view of transition implies a radical flattening of the hierarchical levels of the MLP arguing that
actors are not simply independent units of analysis within an exogenous system, but are
interdependently connected in a network of practice (Geels, 2011).
MAP and Social Practice take quite different approaches to the role of actors and their agency.
MAP places actors at the centre of analysis ascribing agency in making and changing systems to
actors. Social practice, on the other hand, posits that actors are carriers of practice and enacting
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routines that are not the result of conscious choice. Despite their differences, both are useful in
assessing sustainability transition impacts. MAP provides an analytical framework to assess how
governance roles and relationships are changing, how actors (playing different roles and acting at
different levels of the MLP) are behaving and influencing system transition, and highlights the
impact of structural barriers to action within a system. Social practice provides a framework
through with to assess how (or if) sustainability is becoming “normalized” within a system. This
might be through changes in routines within a regime (e.g. routines of decision making within
energy companies or government agencies) or within the landscape (e.g. practices of
transportation, food consumption, or housing that have massive energy implications). For example,
Shove suggests sustainability transitions are those in
which contemporary rules of the game are eroded; in which the status quo is called into
question; and in which more sustainable regimes of technologies, routines, forms of knowhow, conventions, markets, and expectations take hold across all domains of daily life
(Shove, 2010).
My evaluative framework does not propose to create a meta-theory that integrates these two quite
different approaches. However, I argue that these different theoretical lenses give useful
perspectives into sustainability transition impacts.
Hargreaves et al. propose an analytical approach that integrates the ‘vertical’ levels of MLP with
the ‘horizontal’ flows of social practice:
MLP allows one to examine the emergence of novelty through the interactions between the
vertically ordered levels of niche, regime, and landscape, while [social practice theory]
focuses attention instead on the horizontal dynamics of practices that cut across multiple
regimes as they follow their circuits of reproduction. (Hargreaves et al. 2013, p. 407).
They introduce an example where a ‘vertical’ analysis of a niche innovation (organic food delivery
service) attempted to disrupt the regime by replacing supermarkets with farmer’s markets and
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home delivery services of seasonal produce. A ‘horizontal’ analysis illustrated that the intended
disruption was not successful partially due to a lack of attention to social practices of food
purchasers and consumers. For example, the practice of cooking dinner includes planning a menu,
creating a shopping list, then stopping at the store on the way home from work to pick up food.
Farmers markets that are only open on weekends and delivery of an unknown selection of
vegetables did not fit this practice. Shove (2012) notes the same challenges when attempting to
foster pro-environmental behaviour change through policy and public education that does not
consider barriers to transition raised by existing practices or alternatively, the supports to transition
from latent practices. In evaluation, we may ask what are these embedded rules and do STEs
address job descriptions, evaluation criteria, professional standards, and changes in those
institutional rule systems (largely explicit at the regime level) needed to make transformational
change along with changes in cultural norms at the landscape level (largely invisible and implicit).
Rather than unifying these theories, an analysis “should retain the distinction between regimes and
practices and actively explore the nature of the relationships between these two units of analysis
as they intersect and cut across one another in the course of innovation processes” (Hargreaves et
al., 2013, p. 418). As Geels et al. note, “full integration of different approaches is not possible
because of fundamental differences in ontological assumptions and methods” (2016a). However,
a potentially promising strategy is 'bridging', based on dialogue and interaction of independent
approaches (Geels et al., 2018). This integrative approach is supported by Moore et al. (2018) who
argue for the integration of social practice theory with the multi-level perspective and socioecological systems analysis.
2.3.2.3.2

Implications for evaluation framework
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Given the importance of actors in transition, at the process level, we can assess which actors are
part of an STE process and which are not. The MAP framework provides a useful analytical tool
through which to do so. At the level of societal effects, we may trace the actions of a range of
actors related to an STE and assess how agency is being exercised. In addition, we may assess how
actors play multiple roles and act at multiple levels of a system. Effects through a social practice
view will be changes in institutional rules and policies that are more sustainable.
Avelino & Wittmayer (2017) point out that actor roles may promote or hinder innovation.
Sustainability transition impacts would include assessing where and how actor roles and
relationships are changing to reduce barriers to and promote sustainability transition. From a social
practice lens, we may assess how regime routines or socio-cultural landscape norms (as embodied
by materials, competencies and meanings) that “normalize” sustainability are embedded within
institutions and cultures. Note that this social practice lens echoes sustainability transition impacts
suggested by social learning literature. Social learning processes may lead to impacts such as the
embedding of low carbon / sustainable behaviours in collectives (networks, organizations,
societies) evidenced by new narratives, practices, or norms. Moore et al. argue that “wholesale
changes to the constituent elements of a practice, or the relations between bundled practices, are
required for development path change” (2018, p. 12) which implies the need for evaluation
methods that capture such changes. Social learning points to a mechanism through which new
social practices may develop in, and become embedded within, collectives.
By evaluating an STE through the contrasting lenses of MAP and social practice, we may also
assess how existing or changing social practices help or hinder transition. For example, niche
innovations in food consumption (which has large energy and climate implications) may be
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hindered in adoption not by institutional rules and regulations, but by embedded practices of work,
shopping, and cooking (Hargreaves et al., 2013).
2.3.3

Sustainability in transitions literature

In a recent literature review, Geels notes that “the MLP focuses more on processes than on
sustainability impacts of transitions. Therefore, it does not really indicate to what degree
environmental problems will be alleviated if certain 'green' innovations lead to system change”
(Geels, 2018b, p. 67). In addition, the MLP provides “only limited analysis of the potential
environmental impacts and feedbacks of large-scale adoption of new technologies and
innovations” (Asquith et al., 2018, p. 23). While these critiques focus on the environmental
dimensions of sustainability, the same limitations apply to discussions of the social dimensions of
sustainability. Broader cultural impacts along with changes in governance roles and relationships
are also not well addressed through MLP approaches.
Transitions Management approaches (and sustainability transition experiments) attempt to foster
a purposive transition by convening ‘transition arenas’ made up of stakeholders that co-create a
vision of a sustainable future and develop a portfolio of interventions to achieve that vision
(Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010; Schapke et al., 2017).
While transitions theory discusses the processes and characteristics of whole systems change,
the empirical focus has, so far, mostly [with the notable exception of urban sustainability
transitions work] been on sectors and systems with clearly identifiable technological
components (e.g. electricity, transport, heat and buildings) (Geels, 2018b, p. 66).
This is a limitation when conceptualizing sustainability transition. If systems transition on large
scales along multiple dimensions is required for sustainability, and the empirical literature focuses
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on single-sector/technology cases, how can we assess systemic transformation in a more
sustainable direction? Geels suggests the need for further conceptual development in “broadening
from singular niche-innovations to ‘whole system’ change” (2018a, p. 230). Rohracher and Späth
echo this assessment noting that
by far the most analyses of low-carbon transitions have either focused on particular
governance levels (e.g., national energy policy), particular sectors (e.g., the electricity
system) or particular actor perspectives (e.g., supply or demand-side perspectives) (2017,
p. 287).
An exception to this single-innovation/single-sector/single-system focus has been recent work in
urban sustainability transitions studies and the spatial dimensions of sustainability transitions (cf.
Burch et al., 2018; Frantzeskaki et al., 2017; Nevens et al.,, 2013; Rohracher & Späth, 2017).
While this work on urban sustainability transitions is addressing the calls for deeper investigation
into inter-niche and inter-system interactions, especially as “cities cut across niche/regime
boundaries” and governance levels (Frantzeskaki, 2017, p. 291) there are limitations to the broader
applicability and scaling of findings from transition in the urban environment to sectoral, regional,
national, or global scales. For example, cities in urban transition case studies tend not to have large
fossil fuel producing industries in their jurisdictions that come along with substantial economic
and employment dependencies as does the Province of Alberta. Bosman et al. do address the issue
of the role of fossil incumbents in transition in their study of the Port of Rotterdam (2018).
Luederitz et al. (2016) attempt to measure impacts of sustainability transition experiments by
asking whether the experiment strengthened socio-ecological integrity, enhanced livelihood
sufficiency and opportunity and other measures of sustainability. However, this framing is
evaluating specific interventions not the aggregate portfolio of experiments that are part of STEs
such as the Energy Futures Lab. This leads the framework to under-represent the importance of
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mutual reinforcement dynamics between experiments (Grin, 2011; Riddell, 2015) and where the
lab fits into (i.e. both impacting and being impacted by) a broader set – or ecology – of processes
(Chilvers & Kearnes, 2016). In addition, this framework does not address how a given process is
contributing to a sustainability transition which is different from evaluating specific indicators of
sustainability. These conceptions of sustainability transition within the MLP literature have a lack
of specificity on what the sustainability impacts of transitions actually are except in socio-technical
terms (e.g. change in energy mix). As Robinson points out (Personal communication, 2018) these
two points are connected: if the end is sustainability, it goes well beyond socio-technical
characteristics. The transformations literature attempts to do just this.
2.3.3.1

Transformations

Transformations research uses many concepts from transitions theory to fill the normative
sustainability gap within the transitions literature by integrating a socio-ecological perspective to
bring in conceptions of sustainability to systems change (Hölscher et al., 2017; O'Brien et al.,
2018). While transitions research tends to be focused on interactions within socio-technical
regimes, “transformation is more commonly applied to refer to large-scale changes in whole
societies, which can be global, national or local, and involve interacting human and biophysical
system components” (Hölscher et al., 2017). Key to transformations is that they “always represent
a fundamental rethinking of how a system (such as a city, sector, or level of government) should
or could function” (Burch et al., 2018, p. 304). The distinction between the two is not always clear
as transitions (as practiced within transition management) and transformations both start with a
normative stance on the desirability of transition from a current unsustainable state to a more
sustainable one (Hölscher et al., 2017; Loorbach et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2018). For example, in a
recent paper, Geels notes that he will “use the terms ‘transformation’ and ‘transition’
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interchangeably to refer to substantial change (depth) in energy, mobility, agro-food systems
across multiple dimensions (scope)” (Geels, 2018a, p. 225). However, what is common in the
transformations literature is a focus on the direction or character of systemic change,
whether change is seen as intentional or unexpected, managed or emergent, the central
focus in much of the transformations work is prescriptive, describing how the system
should change, either proactively or reactively (Shah et al., 2018, p. 252, emphasis in
original).
The attempt to broaden the conception of sustainability in the transitions discourse is welcome.
However, a challenge with the transformations approach to sustainability is its focus on a limits
discourse using planetary boundaries (e.g. Rockstrom et al. 2009, Steffan et al. 2015; Folke et al.
2010) and thresholds framing of sustainability “which support an assessment of potentially
detrimental implications of undesirable transformations and orient desirable transformations
towards ‘safe and just operating spaces’” (Hölscher et al., 2017). This framing has been challenged
by changes in the “concept of the role and nature of science that suggests that our understandings
of the world are necessarily socially mediated, and constructed in terms of deeply held values and
theoretical presuppositions” (Robinson & Cole 2015, p. 137). Recent work has highlighted not
only the importance but the desirability of contestation in sustainability transitions (Burch et al.,
2018; Cherp et al., 2018; Kenis et al., 2016). Indeed Kenis et al. note that “acknowledging conflict,
contradictory interests and radical forms of pluralism is a condition for avoiding that large parts of
citizens become alienated from transition discourses elaborated by enlightened elites” (2016, p.
15).
2.3.3.2

Procedural sustainability

An implication of the role of contestation in sustainability transitions is that espousing a fixed
definition of sustainability in transitions is neither feasible nor desirable. This is especially relevant
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in guiding or governing transitions. Smith et al. argue that “intended regime transformation …
would require some level of agreement on the appropriate prescriptive measures and their
objectives” (2005, p. 1498). In other words, sustainability is not a purely socio-technical concern,
but an essentially contested concept (Cronon 2006; Dryzek 2013; Guha & Martinez-Alier 1997;
Robinson, 2004) with strong normative, ethical, and political dimensions. A fixed conception of
sustainability downplays the importance of contestation in sustainability transitions; the
normative, ethical, and political dimensions of transition; and the role of power and politics in
determining question of what to agree on, what to do, what the goals of a sustainability transition
are, and who gets to decide on all of this.
These questions can be addressed using the concepts of procedural sustainability. In this
conception, sustainability is an emergent property of dialogue which
involves creating processes of discussion and negotiation in order to address the inherently
normative and ethical question of how we should live, and what choices we want to make,
given the best available scientific knowledge (Robinson and Cole 2014, p. 137, c.f.
Robinson 2004; Robinson and Tansey 2006; Miller et al. 2014; Maggs and Robinson
2016).
This approach bridges the gap between top-down conceptions of sustainability and bottom-up
emergent definitions accepting and embracing the role of contestation. Given the complex and
varied nature of sustainability transitions, a procedural sustainability approach will prove more
fruitful and flexible in application to multiple domains (e.g. energy, mobility, food, urban systems)
than a pre-determined definition. For example, a given community may say that, in addition to
traditional environmental framings of sustainability, income inequality and social justice are key
components of a sustainable future and therefore should be considered when guiding or governing
a sustainable transition. A common critique of procedural sustainability approaches is that by not
recognizing the findings of science on issues such as environmental limits and planetary
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boundaries, the approach appears to suggest that there are no meaningful limits or constraints to
human activity. However, procedural sustainability does not reject scientific findings but places
science as providing the best available evidence for decision making, and at the same time,
recognizes the incompleteness and provisional nature of scientific knowledge. Limits and
boundaries may be an input to a procedural sustainability approach but would not be seen as the
sole determining factor in what constitutes sustainability. This opens the door to the use of
scientific findings in informing scenario development, participatory modelling, deliberative
dialogues, and other methods for engaging publics in conversations about sustainability. In
addition, per Fiorino (1990), this participatory approach surfaces non-expert knowledge that
contributes to, and improves, available scientific data (Jasanoff, 2010; Wynne, 1992).
2.3.3.3

UN Sustainable Development Goals 8

The UN Sustainable Development Goals provide a mechanism through which to validate the
comprehensiveness of the above conceptions of sustainability in transition impacts. Much policy
and practice are expected to be guided by Agenda 2030 and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(see Figure 1) during the coming decade. The Agenda recognizes the demand for transformations
on various levels in society as necessary processes to realize sustainability (United Nations, 2015).
Sustainability is here represented by 17 Sustainable Development Goals, that are integrated and
interrelated emphasising three dimensions of sustainable development: the social, the economic
and the environmental. The process thereto is outlined in the very title of the Agenda:

8
Content in this section adapted from Larsson, J., Williams, S. & Holmberg, J. (2018, June). Guiding Systemic
Transition: A Cross-case Analysis of “transition labs” in Canada and Sweden Paper presented at International
Sustainability Transitions 2018. University of Manchester, Manchester, UK.
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“Transforming our world” and it is emphasised that “no one should be left behind”. While the use
of SDGs has been critiqued for taking a top-down approach to governance (Bowen et al., 2017;
Hajer et al., 2015), difficulty in translating goals to measurable actions (Biermann, Kanie, & Kim,
2017; Hák, Janoušková, & Moldan, 2015; Kanter et al., 2016), and the lack of capacity of
developing nations and non-state actors to address the SDGs (Easterly, 2009; El-Zein et al., 2016;
horton, 2015), they are generally recognized across institutions and national governments, and
provide a set of goals across the dimensions of social, economic, and environmental sustainability.
I use the SDGs to assess the comprehensiveness of my proposed evaluation framework in section
2.3.4.1 below. I recognize here that the SDGs were generated through a procedural sustainability
approach. In procedural sustainability approaches, we can compare different approaches to
sustainability. The value here of the SDGs is in their comprehensiveness.
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Figure 2: Sustainable Development Goals. Source: United Nations, 2015, p. 18.
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2.3.3.4

Implications for evaluation

The implication of opening up conceptions of sustainability per a procedural approach is that we
may assess how STE participants are engaged in conceptualizing sustainability and how differing
views are reconciled, and how conflict and the value of contestation are recognized. Societal
effects of STE related to climate action / energy use reduction can be captured. For example, Geels
(2015) highlights increased energy efficiency, reduced demand, and shifting supply away from
fossil fuels as outcomes of energy system transitions. The transformations literature also speaks to
a specific set of individual capacity development such as reflexivity, systems thinking, and changes
in worldviews. These effects may be 1st order as direct effects of an STE or may be 2nd order
indirect effects. Note also that climate impact or GHG reduction effects may occur in a longer time
frame than a given STE is running. This challenge may be mitigated by integrating evaluation of
changes in governance, practice, etc. to provide markers of directionality of change. In other
words, has an STE had effects that are likely to lead to GHG reductions or changes in energy use
in the future?
However, whether a system has transitioned to one that is truly ‘sustainable’ is not simply a matter
of adding up GHG reductions. Transition impact is captured in the changes in governance roles
and responsibilities, social learning, justice in transitions, changes and actor roles and
relationships, the development of alternative visions and imaginaries, and changes in social
practice as described in above sections. Note that, as highlighted by Burch et al. (2014) and
Robinson (Personal Communication, March 29, 2019), systems change is not reducible to these
elements. The transformations literature foregrounds the importance of changes in values and
worldviews as described above. As with changes in governance and practice, what is relevant for
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transition impact is the extent to which these changes are embedded in systems or whether they
remain as niche outliers while the unsustainable system remains largely unchanged.
2.3.4

Evaluating sustainability transition impacts

The preceding literature review highlights that the MLP is typically focused on socio-technical
systems and largely ignores or downplays changes in power, politics, social organizations,
environmental conditions, etc., except as outcomes (i.e. doesn’t see them as key components of
the systems under examination themselves). Through an integration of environmental justice,
theories of governance, actor relationships, social practice, procedural sustainability, and
transformations, I am able to develop a richer set of descriptions of sustainability transition impacts
than those provided by the transitions literature. An environmental justice approach provides a
lens through which to capture changes in power dynamics and the equitable nature of transitions.
Crucially, this lens starts to address the directionality of transition and provide a set of criteria to
assess the sustainability of transitions. Governance literatures provide a complementary set of
indicators of sustainability transition. Key elements that emerge here are how governance models,
relationships and decision making are changing and how stakeholders are integrated into these
decision-making processes. In this case these new governance models may surface (and in fact
embody) social sustainability issues that go far beyond environmental impacts.
A focus on the role of actors, how those roles change and interact to reduce barriers to, and
promote, sustainability transition is also a key element in sustainability transition impacts. While
the MLP structuralist view is useful to understand systemic change, actors in fact have agency at
multiple levels of the system structure. Understanding how those actors are influencing and
exercising agency to embed sustainable change is critical in capturing sustainability transition
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impacts. However, agency is not solely an individual endeavour. Social practice and social
learning foreground the role of the collective in both developing and embedding sustainable
practices and narratives in systems. This normalization of sustainability may in fact be the most
salient of all sustainability transition impacts. Changes in institutions, infrastructure, governance
models, etc. are all most valuable if they support and embed more sustainable social practices in
collectives. This is echoed in the transformations approach that argues for the need for changes in
collective values and worldviews to achieve sustainability transition. These changes may be
captured in the collective practices and narratives described in social practice and social learning
literatures.
I propose a development pathway approach as a framework with which to characterize
transformational societal change and a means to capture contributions of an STE to such change.9
A development path was defined in an IPCC report as the
complex array of technological, economic, social, institutional, cultural and biophysical
characteristics that determines the interactions between human and natural systems,
including consumption and production patterns, over time at a particular scale (Sathaye et
al., 2007, p. 700)
while Smith et al. (2010) describe a “dynamic array of reinforcing principles, values, materialities,
and collective projects that steer development” (Moore et al., 2018).
As Burch et al. (2014) point out, the IPCC definition is quite broad and does not move us closer
to being able to conceptualize sustainability transition impacts. To address this issue, Burch et al.

9

Content in this section and following adapted from Williams, S. & Robinson, J. (In review). Sustainability Transition
Impacts: Evaluating Transdisciplinary Sustainability Transition Experiments. Energy Research and Policy.
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(2014) integrate theories of socio-technical transition with multi-level governance (MLG) theory.
MLG focuses on governance processes and “theorizes the reallocation of authority away from the
central state to regional authorities, non-state actors, and even cross-boundary networks” (Burch
et al., 2014, p. 470). This integration is highly relevant for conceptualizing sustainability transition
impacts as it highlights the inter-relationships between levels of scales in systems transition and
also foregrounds the role of changes in governance roles and relationships highlighted by scholars
such as Grin et al. (2010) and Kenis et al. (2016) and the role of politics in transitions
(Meadowcroft, 2009).
Combining socio-technical systems and MLG approaches, Burch et al. argue that development
paths
operate at the scale of socio-technical systems and systems of governance, which consist of
social systems (formal and informal rules, habits, and norms), networks amongst actors,
diverse technologies, and ecological systems; [are] an emergent property of a system, imbued
with values, norms, rules, and habits rather than a measurable set of conditions/characteristics;
[exhibit] a particular set of interlinking regime rules and behaviours, including inertia and
cascading effects over time; and [are] reinforced at multiple levels, with varied capacities and
constraints on local agency occurring at each level (2014, p. 471).
Moore et al. (2018) build on Burch et al. arguing that a development path “is a driver of change
(linear, nonlinear, and emergent) in inextricably coupled ecological and social systems” (p. 13).
This focus on linked social and ecological systems is helpful in ensuring that sustainability
transition is broadly framed. However, these treatments of development pathways leave open three
key questions: how do we know which development pathway we are on? How do we know whether
development path change is happening? And, how do we know whether any such change is moving
in a more sustainable direction?
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The implication of the wide definition of development pathways discussed here is that all
interconnecting and interdependent elements of a complex socio-technical-natural system need to
be considered. What would it look like to define such a wide set of characteristics? How might we
describe emergent properties that don’t have a “measurable set of conditions/characteristics”
(Burch et al., 2014)? While it may be possible to characterize constituent elements of a
development pathway, complex systems are by their very nature emergent and not reducible to a
discrete list of component parts. Rising GHG emissions, severe social and economic inequality,
unsustainable production and consumption activities, and global environmental degradation and
its human consequences are all indicators of an unsustainable pathway.
How then might we conceptualize changes to this unsustainable pathway? I suggest that five
characteristics of development pathways provide a framework with which to categorize
sustainability transition elements and the changes that occur within them (see Table 3). In the
following section I elaborate on each of these characteristics in order to better understand
development pathway change.
Table 3: Five characteristics of development pathways

Characteristic
Socio-technical systems and governance
Interlinking regime rules and behaviours
Reinforcement at multiple levels
Actors and practice
Social and ecological systems

Description
Governance roles and relationships; institutional
and structural barriers to transition
Regime rules, behaviours, routines and practices
Niche-regime, niche-landscape, landscape-regime
interactions and multi-scale effects of system
transition
Actor roles, relationships and agency; collective
values and norms embodied in practice
Sustainability in multiple dimensions; interconnected, and interdependent systems
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The five characteristics here emerge from the development pathways literature. Within each
category, I propose categories of impacts. These categories draw on multiple literatures such as
transition theory, environmental justice, social practice, and transformations. Each of these
literatures speaks to a component of development pathway change. The development pathway
framing is a useful way to integrate these different literatures and illuminate different dimensions
of sustainability transition impacts. Note that up to this point, these categories of impact are not
precise enough to translate to indicators of impact or to illustrate change and direction of change.
Following the elaboration of development pathways, I provide the next level of detail in Table 4
in Section 2.3.4.1 which follows.
Socio-technical systems and governance
The socio-technical systems and governance characteristic includes the elements of changes in
governance roles and relationships (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010; Stirling, 2014a), along with
reduced barriers to transition such as institutional inertia and built infrastructure (Burch et al.,
2014; Geels, 2018a). Capturing how an STE is contributing to the reduction of structural and
institutional barriers to transition, and whether those barriers are in fact being reduced, is an
important measure of sustainability transition impact.
Interlinking regime rules and behaviours
Changes in values and norms represent emergent properties of a system and are captured by
assessing regime and collective practices. Changes in regime rules and behaviours are represented
by changes in regime routines and practices (Shove & Walker, 2010). Assessing how these
governance changes are contributing to the equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition
is addressed through environmental justice literatures (Silveira & Pritchard, 2018; Walker, 2012).
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Reinforcement at multiple levels
Assessing niche-landscape alignment surfaces both how an STE is aligning to changing social,
cultural, or political trends and how an STE might be influencing those trends (Geels, 2002; Geels
& Schot, 2007). In addition, the transformations literature highlights the importance of multi-scale
effects of systems transition (Asquith et al., 2018; OBrien & Sygna, 2013).
Actors and Practices
The embedding of sustainable behaviours in practice, routine, and cultural norms in both regime
and collectives is a crucial element of sustainability transition. Changes in values and norms as
embodied by collective practice represent emergent properties of a system and are captured by
assessing collective practices change (Moore et al., 2018; O'Brien et al., 2018) and the examination
of actors roles, relationships, and agency (Avelino & Wittmayer, 2017; Schot, 2017).
Social and Ecological Systems
Finally, the concept of a driver of change in linked social and ecological systems captures impacts
beyond climate/energy effects of the type highlighted in the transformations literature. For
example, large-scale societal change processes involving socio-ecological interactions (Hölscher
et al., 2017), reducing “risk and vulnerability while protecting the viability and integrity of the
atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and cryosphere to support the well-being of species, including
humans, both now and in the future” (O’Brien and Sygna, 2015), and “a range of desirable
responses that are considered necessary to meet the broader challenges of global sustainability,
including the targets established under the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals”
(O'Brien et al., 2018, p. 28).
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Collectively, these five characteristics support a broad set of indicators that capture elements of
development pathway change. However, in the context of sustainability transition impacts, we are
interested not just change, but in change that is moving in a more sustainable direction.
2.3.4.1

Leveraging the Sustainable Development Goals

In the development pathways literature conceptions of sustainability, Burch et al. highlight “the
desirability of integrating climate policy with broader sustainability goals relating to economics,
social dimensions, technology, and environment” along with “community development practices,
fiscal mechanisms, health and education policies, and arts and culture could be mobilized to
enhance community resilience.” (Burch et al., 2014, p. 473; Robinson et al., 2006) as key elements
to assess. Climate impacts or GHG reduction effects may occur in a longer time frame than a given
STE is running. In addition, whether a system has transitioned, or is in the process of transition, to
one that is ‘sustainable’ is not simply a matter of adding up GHG reductions.
Mapping the SDGs to the proposed evaluation categories becomes a way of doing a gap analysis
to assess whether there are elements of sustainability transition that are missing in the framework
(see Table 4 below). In doing this mapping, it becomes clear that the proposed sustainability
transitions impacts framework has the capacity to reflect all of the SDGs. Several of the SDGs
have direct and clear links, especially for STEs that are focused on energy system transition. For
example, the ‘justice’ category in the proposed evaluation framework notes the importance of
capturing the equitable costs and benefits of transition (cf. Walker 2012; Silveira & Pritchard,
2018). The SDGs provide specific areas where this equity is be found (for example reducing
poverty everywhere (Goal 1), healthy lives and well-being for all (3), inclusive economic growth
and decent work for all (8) and reducing inequality within and among countries (10)). Goal 16
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explicitly refers to the promotion of peaceful and inclusive societies with access to justice for all.
Interestingly, a key element of environmental justice – recognition of the historical (and current)
marginalization of peoples (e.g. Indigenous peoples in Canada) – is not explicitly mentioned in the
SDGs. In this case, the proposed evaluation framework adds to the SDG conceptualization of
sustainability and justice.
The SDGs also help provide insight into assessing the directionality of transition impacts such as
the embedding of new narratives and practices in regime institutions and collectives. For example,
the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) acknowledges that “climate change is
an important global issue, requiring action across industries and around the globe” (CAPP, 2019).
However, the embedded narrative is that since “global demand for energy is growing, and Canada
is uniquely positioned to help meet this demand” and further that “Canada’s significant oil and
natural gas resources can help meet global demand and be an important source of energy security
to world markets compared to politically less stable regions” (CAPP, 2019) under the rubric of
‘responsible development’. Goal 13 (Take urgent action on climate change and its impacts) along
with a number of other goals become a lens through which to assess whether these narratives,
purported to support sustainability, are in fact doing so.
It is perhaps in the category of ‘social and ecological systems’ that the SDGs provide the most
benefit in elaborating details of sustainability transition impacts. Burch et al. (2014), O’Brien &
Sygna (2015), O’Brien et al. (2018), and Moore et al. (2018) all highlight the importance of
impacts on linked socio-ecological systems in transition. The SDGs provide a comprehensive set
of areas through which to assess these systems impacts. For example, the SDGs reference food
security and agriculture (2), water and sanitation (6), ocean and marine resources (14), and
terrestrial ecosystems (15) as areas for sustainable management and development. Applying this
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broad lens is useful in assessing how an STE that is, for example, focused on energy transition is,
or is not, addressing social and ecological systems impact. Note here that the wording of the SDGs
mentions ‘sustainable development’, ‘sustainable management’, and ‘sustainable use’ of these
ecological resources. Procedural sustainability and recognition-based justice approaches open
space for alternative conceptions of the value of these resources. For example, many cultures may
see an inherent value in the continued existence of a vibrant and diverse ecosystem in and of itself
quite apart from the value the ecosystem has as a resource to be developed.
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Table 4: Mapping SDGs to sustainability transitions impact evaluation framework.
Development Path
Characteristics
Socio-technical systems and
governance

Category

Keywords and concepts from literature review

Governance role and
relationships

Governance (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010)
How (and whether) power relations and social inequities
are changing (Silveira & Pritchard, 2018)
Are new models of governance (e.g. polycentric
governance) emerging? (Ostrom, 2009; Stirling, 2014b)

Reduced barriers to
transition

Reduced barriers to transition (Geels, 2018a; Moser &
Ekstrom, 2010; Burch et al., 2014)

Link to Sustainable Development
Goal(s)
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern
energy for all
Goal 17: Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize the
global partnership for sustainable
development
Goal 9: Build resilient
infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialization and
foster innovation
Goal 13: Take urgent action to
combat climate change and its
impacts
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Development Path
Characteristics
Interlinking Regime rules and
behaviours

Reinforced at multiple levels

Category

Keywords and concepts from literature review

Justice

Distribution of benefits and costs of transition is equitable,
stakeholders are meaningfully engaged in transition
governance, and historical (and current) marginalization of
peoples has been reduced (Walker, 2012; Silveira &
Pritchard, 2018)

Changes in regime
practices

Regime routines or socio-cultural landscape norms (as
embodied by materials, competencies and meanings) that
“normalize” sustainability are embedded within
institutions and cultures (Shove & Walker, 2010)

Niche-Landscape
Alignment

Niche-Landscape alignment (Geels, 2002; Geels & Schot,
2007)

Multi-level

Change across multiple levels of scale (Folke et al., 2010;
OBrien & Sygna, 2013)

Link to Sustainable Development
Goal(s)
Goal 1: End poverty in all its forms
everywhere
Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all at all
ages
Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and
equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all
Goal 8: Promote sustained,
inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all
Goal 10: Reduce inequality within
and among countries
Goal 16: Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels
Goal 11: Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable
Goal 13: Take urgent action to
combat climate change and its
impacts
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Development Path
Characteristics
Actors & Practices

Category

Keywords and concepts from literature review

Actor roles and
relationships

Actor relationships (Schot, 2017)
Shifts in actor (individual and organizational) roles and
relationships (Avelino & Wittmayer, 2017)
How actor roles support/hinder transition (Avelino &
Wittmayer, 2017)
Embedding of low carbon / sustainable behaviours in
collectives (networks, organizations, societies) (Reed et al.,
2010)
Wholesale changes to the constituent elements of a
practice, or the relations between bundled practices
(Moore et al., 2018)
Changes in worldviews (O’Brien et al., 2018)
Inter-linked socio-ecological systems at multiple scales
(Moore et al., 2018)
Viability and integrity of the atmosphere, biosphere,
hydrosphere and cryosphere (O’Brien & Sygna, 2015)
Meeting SDG goals (O’Brien et al., 2018)
Climate change impacts e.g. GHG reduction, integrating
climate policy with broader sustainability goals relating to
economics, social dimensions, technology, and
environment (Burch et al., 2014)

Changes in collective
practices

Social and Ecological systems

Social and Ecological
systems

Link to Sustainable Development
Goal(s)
Goal 5: Achieve gender equality
and empower all women and girls

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable
consumption and production
patterns
Goal 13: Take urgent action to
combat climate change and its
impacts
Goal 2: End hunger, achieve food
security and improved nutrition and
promote sustainable agriculture
Goal 6: Ensure availability and
sustainable management of water
and sanitation for all
Goal 14: Conserve and sustainably
use the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable
development
Goal 15: Protect, restore and
promote sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat
desertification, and halt and reverse
land degradation and halt
biodiversity loss
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In Section 3.2.3 I elaborate on these indicators and describe methods used for evaluating
sustainability transition impacts of STE processes.
2.4

Conclusion

Through this review, I have identified the key insights that different literatures contribute to the
evaluation of sustainability transition experiments in an attempt an answer my first research
question “How can we conceptualize, and evaluate, the contributions to sustainability transitions
of STEs?” Through my exploration of the literatures to identify methods to evaluate sustainability
transition impacts, the importance of also evaluating STE processes and societal effects has
emerged. Evaluating process is a necessary component of the evaluation framework as a key
element of STEs is engaging stakeholders and how that is done matters. In addition, several
literatures point to the link between process and outcomes, i.e. the design and execution of a
process influences the kinds and qualities of outcomes expected. Evaluating societal effects
captures the short-term outputs and medium-term outcomes of an STE that, presumably, will lead
to sustainability transition impacts. However, these societal effects do not capture such
sustainability transition impacts. Assessing governance and power relationships, actor roles and
responsibilities, and changes in social practice through the lens of development pathways allow
me to do just that. The integration of these elements leads to my proposed three-part evaluation
framework of process, societal effects, and sustainability transition impact as follows:
•

Process – fairness and inclusivity of the process, the quality and appropriateness of the
tools and methodologies used, and the adaptive and reflexive capacity of the process
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•

Societal effects –short term “splash” outputs and medium term “ripples” or outcomes of
the process

•

Sustainability transition impacts – longer term impacts that reflect societal transition such
as norm and cultural narrative change, social learning, and changes in governance roles
and relationships between system actors

Table 5 below summarizes the key concepts relevant to evaluation from each of the literatures
reviewed mapped to the three-part framework. The structure of Table 5 largely follows the
structure of sections 2.2 and 2.3 but has been reorganized to bring related literatures together. The
table starts with evaluation literatures focusing on participatory processes (2.2.2), co-production,
and societal effects (2.3.3). This is followed by a number of literatures that speak to sustainability
transitions including transitions theory (2.3.1), governance and power in transitions (2.3.2.1),
transformations (2.3.3.1), and procedural sustainability (2.3.3.2). Social learning, environmental
justice (2.3.2.1), the multi-actor perspective (2.3.2.3), social practice (2.3.2.3.1), and development
pathways complete the table. As can be seen, many of the literatures suggest evaluation in more
than one level. Nor is there enough detail to operationalize the framework with evaluation
indicators. In Chapter 3, I integrate the key concepts from Table 3 and develop a detailed set of
indicators and methods for each level of the framework (Process – Section 3.2.1, Societal effects
– Section 3.2.2, and Sustainability transition impacts – Section 3.2.3).
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Table 5: Key evaluation insights from literature review

Literature
Evaluation

Sub-literature
Participatory Process

Co-Production

Societal Effects

Sustainability
Transitions

Transitions Theory

Key elements to assess as described in literature
Process
Societal Effects
Sustainability Impacts
Number, type and participation rates of How results of the
engagement processes Fairness,
engagement are integrated
inclusivity and breadth of participation, into policy or other
scope, transparency of processes
outcomes, relationship/trust
building, and the
development of problem
solving, complex systems
thinking, dialogue and
reflexivity capacities in
participants
Iterative, interactive, and reflexive
New forms of knowledge,
Transparent
values, and social relations
Changes in roles and
relationships
1st Order (Enhanced
2nd Order (Structural changes)
Capacity, Usable Products,
Strengthened Networks,
Institutional changes)
Climate/energy outcomes
(e.g. carbon reduction)
How STE niche innovations and
1st Order (Enhanced
Actor relationships
innovators interact with the regime,
Capacity, Usable Products,
Governance
create cross-level networks between
Strengthened Networks,
Reduced barriers to transition
niche and regime, align with or
Institutional changes)
reinforce other niche innovations,
Climate/energy outcomes
embody reflexive and adaptive learning (e.g. carbon reduction)
processes, and create spaces for
experimentation and learning
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Governance and power in
transitions

How STEs address contestation and
negotiation
How power relations and dynamics
within an STE (e.g. between highly
resourced incumbent entities and civil
society) are addressed
How an STE addresses
representativeness

Transformations

How conflict and the value of
contestation are recognized

Whether governance roles
and relationships are
changing
How dominant incumbent
actors are incorporating the
interests of a different range
of stakeholders (as
represented by an STE) in
policy and organizational
decision making.
Climate action / energy
reduction
Individual capacity
development such as
reflexivity, systems thinking,
and

Energy system transitions

Procedural Sustainability

How (and whether) power
relations and social inequities
are changing. Are new models
of governance (e.g. polycentric
governance) emerging?

Changes in worldviews, values,
practices
Changes in governance models
Change at multiple levels of
scale (i.e. global, national,
local)
Maintaining profitability,
security of supply,
environmental compatibility,
and social acceptability in equal
measure
Mitigating climate change,
providing universal access to
modern forms of energy,
ensuring secure markets and
supply chains, reducing air
pollution and human health
impacts
What kinds of jobs, who
secures them, how long they
last, and community resilience
and innovation in the face of
dynamic energy markets

How STE participants are engaged in
conceptualizing sustainability
How differing views are reconciled
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Social Learning

Environmental
Justice

Multi - Actor
Perspective

Social Practice

Shared inquiry, dialogue, and
negotiation that deepen understanding
of different points of view, and enable
collective problem solving, doubleloop learning, action and reflection
over time, Inclusivity and engagement
with diverse perspectives
Inclusivity and diversity of
participants, capacity of stakeholders to
adequately participate, power
asymmetries between participants (and
process designers, facilitators, and
funders) and how future generations
and non-human actors are represented
in the process
how conflicting knowledges are
represented and integrated, how
marginalized peoples and alternative
worldviews are recognized, and how
institutional and cultural inequalities
are addressed
what spatial, temporal and
jurisdictional scales are being
considered, and reflecting on the scope
of analysis for the evaluation
Which actors are part of an STE
process and which are not

Enhanced trust, improved
adaptive capacity, attitudinal
and behavioral change,
stakeholder empowerment,
and strengthening of social
networks

Embedding of low carbon /
sustainable behaviours in
collectives (networks,
organizations, societies)
evidenced by new narratives,
practices, or norms

Where the costs and benefits
of STE outputs and outcomes
are accruing,

Whether distribution of benefits
and costs of transition is
equitable, stakeholders are
meaningfully engaged in
transition governance, and
historical (and current)
marginalization of peoples has
been reduced.

Trace the actions of a range
of actors related to an STE
and assess how agency is
being exercised
How actors play multiple
roles and act at multiple
levels of a system
Changes in institutional rules
and policies that are more
sustainable

Shifts in actor (individual and
organizational) roles and
relationships
How actor roles support/hinder
transition
How regime routines or sociocultural landscape norms (as
embodied by materials,
competencies and meanings)
that “normalize” sustainability
are embedded within
institutions and cultures
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Development
Pathways

Climate change impacts e.g.
GHG reduction

Socio-technical systems and
governance
Interlinking regime rules and
behaviours
Reinforcement at multiple
levels
Actors & practices
Socio-ecological systems

Table 5: Key evaluation insights from literature review
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While there are several differences in approach from different literatures, what is striking is how
many similarities there are. For example, social learning and transition literatures talk about the
importance of developing trust and relationships to foster transition. Social learning and social
practice discuss the impact of embedding changes in social norms and practices. The Multi-Actor
Perspective, procedural sustainability, and procedural justice highlight the importance of assessing
how actors are engaged in transition processes and which actors are not engaged. A second insight
is that while my intention was to extract specific elements from literatures that speak to one part
of the framework, i.e. process, effects or impacts, many literatures have insights that apply to two
or all three parts of the framework. There are causal relationships embedded in these literatures
between process, effects, and impacts – effectively different literatures embed different theories of
systems change. In chapters 6 & 7 I explore evidence of these patterns and connections.
Key to sustainability transition impact in all of these categories is the embedded nature of these
changes (Shaw et al., 2014). Societal effects provide markers that changes of the type desirable for
sustainability transition impact are occurring. However, the crucial question is whether those
changes are becoming embedded in system practices and are durable over time. In addition, these
elements point to changes not just in the system itself but in its character. Changing from a rigid
and inflexible unsustainable system to a rigid and inflexible sustainable system may not be a
durable or desirable change. However, a system that embeds characteristics of adaptive capacity,
reflexivity, understanding of complex systems, and inclusion of a wider array of actors in decision
making processes may be better suited to navigating the inevitable yet unforeseeable challenges
we will collectively meet in the future.
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Many of these impacts may be far removed temporally from a given STE process. To meaningfully
assess sustainability transition impacts, it is helpful to think of ‘markers’ in addition to indicators.
For example, do changes seen in the categories described above point to transitions? Do they
incorporate features that might be expected to support transitions? These markers can be derived
from both process and societal effects evaluation indicators. While this is a pragmatic approach to
assessing sustainability transition impact, it runs the risk of assuming a simplistic and linear
conception of systemic change i.e. that a given set of processes and societal effects will lead to
sustainability transition impacts. This may be mitigated by selecting markers that have a theoretical
grounding for their role in supporting/fostering/indicating sustainability transition. Each of the
categories of sustainability transition impacts carries with it implications for process and societal
effects evaluation. In other words, by backcasting (Holmberg & Robèrt, 2000; Quist, 2007;
Robinson, 1982) from desired sustainability transition impacts, we can derive the processes that
are best suited to achieving such impacts, and the societal effects that provide markers to indicate
that such transitions may be underway.
Chapter 3 that follows, traces the evolution of this theoretical framework through a series of case
studies then operationalizes these concepts with specific indicators and markers of sustainability
transition impact. Chapter 4 contains a discussion of research methods utilized in order to assess
sustainability transition experiments such as the Energy Futures Lab.
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Chapter 3: From Theory to Practice: Operationalizing the Framework
In the previous chapter, I developed a three-part evaluation framework based on an extensive
literature review. The next challenge was how to operationalize this framework and develop
indicators and methods that can be practically applied. In this chapter I describe a series of short
case studies in which early versions of the framework were applied, tested, and refined at the
operational level. Working with practitioners between 2014-2018 has provided valuable insights
that complement the theoretically derived framework. I am then able to provide a detailed
operationalized framework with indicators and methods used in my research based on both theory
and practical experience.
3.1
3.1.1

Evolving the framework through practice
Energy Futures Lab, Alberta, Canada (2014-2018)

My engagement with the Energy Futures Lab (EFL) (the primary case for my research) began
during the early planning stages of the project in 2014. One of my first contributions was the
introduction of the MLP framework to the design team. This framework was adopted by the team
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and formed the basis of the theory of change for the EFL. The MLP also formed the basis for
building an evaluation framework for the EFL. Figure 3 below illustrates how the MLP was used

Figure 3: Using MLP to frame indicators. Source: Energy Futures Lab, 2018d
to frame evaluation indicators. This diagram shows how the EFL team interpreted the MLP for
their project. At the niche level, the EFL intended to develop and scale 10-12 innovations and
support connections between Fellows. Planned regime interventions included policy influence,
engaging with regime institutions, and shifting regime attitudes toward social innovation.
Landscape level work included dissemination of key EFL narratives and influencing public
debates on energy transition. These indicators capture effects of the EFL – e.g. regime level
outcomes, niche innovation development – but do not capture sustainability transition impacts
such as collective practice change. The EFL had developed a vision of a sustainable energy future
but the MLP framing did not provide a link between the EFL process, effects and achieving the
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vision. This was a first step prompting me to conceptualize how to capture sustainability transition
impacts although that framing did not emerge until later in my research process.
Another contribution of the MLP was its recommendations for process design e.g. creating space
for learning and experimentation and supporting mutually reinforcing dynamics between niche
innovations. These process elements are seen as necessary prerequisites for fostering system
transition. These insights led to changes in the EFL design such as an explicit focus in later
workshops on fostering collaboration between initiatives. Although my initial research intent was
to only focus on societal effects of STEs, experience with the EFL raised the importance of also
evaluating the process design of STEs. In addition, the experience surfaced the value of ongoing
evaluation to the design team and project participants during the STE. For example, by mapping
the portfolio of EFL initiatives against the levels of the MLP helped identify gaps in partners,
participants and project focus that were addressed in later phases of the EFL.10
A further insight was in the challenge of assessing the GHG impact of prototype initiatives. Most
of the projects of the EFL are early stage innovations, many still in the prototype phase. This was
by design as the intent of the EFL was to generate and scale niche innovations. The result of this
was difficulty in capturing, or even estimating, GHG effects. An attempt was made to project
potential GHG impacts of EFL initiatives. However, it quickly became clear that the number of
assumptions required for estimating future GHG effects (e.g. adoption rates of technology, rates
of consumer behaviour change, efficacy of nascent technology) made the projections unreliable.

10
See Williams, S. (In Press). The Alberta Energy Futures Lab: A Case Study in Socio-Cultural Transition through
Public Engagement in Creating Spaces of Engagement. Eds. Wiebe, S. & Ney, T. University of Toronto Press. for an
extended discussion of the role of the MLP in EFL design and implementation.
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This is a challenge as STEs are meant to contribute to, among other things, meaningful changes in
energy use patterns and ultimately GHG reductions. Attempting to measure these effects in the
short term may be an unfair burden as an STE may be more effective at influencing policies or
fostering more sustainable social practices that will eventually lead to a more sustainable system.
This supports the idea of markers of system transition – signs that effects of an STE should lead
to sustainability transition. This also highlights the tension between evaluation for learning and
evaluation for accountability. Despite the challenges in measurement described here, funders such
as government agencies require estimates of potential GHG effects in grant applications and
realized GHG reductions in reporting. Managing this tension is an ongoing challenge for STEs.
3.1.2

Local Economic Development Lab (LEDlab), Vancouver, Canada (2015-2018)

The Local Economic Development Lab (LEDlab) was a three year STE in Vancouver, Canada
focused on developing employment and income generating opportunities for residents of the
Downtown Eastside – one of the poorest neighbourhoods in Canada. A partnership between Simon
Fraser University and EcoTrust Canada (an environmental NGO), the project paired students with
local NGOs to develop new projects and scale up existing projects. As the lab evolved, the focus
shifted from supporting niche innovations to building collective capacity for systems change with
community organizations and influencing regime level regulatory and policy instruments that
currently inhibit economic development for marginalized communities in the inner city. The
evaluation framework introduced helped the design team to shift perspective and identify the
structural barriers that were inhibiting the ability of niche innovations to scale and influence
systems transition.
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I was engaged as evaluator for the project in 2015 and used the opportunity to test an early version
of the framework from June 2016 through June 2018. This version was focused on societal effects
leveraging Wiek et al.’s (2014) 1st and 2nd order effects framing. Program participants completed
bi-weekly status reports answering questions about where they had seen evidence of 1st order
(usable products, enhanced capacity, strengthened networks) or 2nd order (e.g organizational
decisions/actions or policy changes). In addition, we conducted interviews with leaders of the
participating NGOs (n=5), current and past student participants (n=12) and community and
government partners (n=2).
As with initial work with the EFL, effects were framed using the MLP. As conceived with the
LEDlab, impact evaluation questions were based on these high-level questions:
•

Niche – What is the impact of project level innovations?

•

Regime – What impact are we having on policy, regulation and institutional change?

•

Landscape – How are we influencing broader social and cultural change? What is the
impact of political and economic shifts on the LEDlab?

As can be seen in Figure 4 below (developed by LEDlab staff), the LEDlab team adopted the MLP
along with unique interpretations. As with the EFL, where “culture” fits in the MLP model is an
open question. The LEDlab has interpreted culture as being part of the regime while cultural
change is part of the landscape, indicating that the team believes that landscape level change is
contested and can be influenced. On the other hand, the EFL interpreted culture to be part of the
landscape, and also that the landscape can be influenced by an STE.
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Figure 4: LEDlab evaluating systems change approach. Source: Bird, K., Rueda, I. & Williams, S. (2017)

Similar to the challenges EFL faced in capturing GHG impact in a relatively short time period, the
LEDlab experienced challenges capturing systemic change in limited time period. However, the
evaluation framework provided a way to capture markers of systems impact. For example,
capturing changes and roles and job descriptions illustrate influence of an STE on regime actors.
In this case, the City of Vancouver included language referring to an ‘employment continuum’
(i.e. beyond employed and unemployed) in a job posting for a Community Economic Development
(CED) position. This language came from research developed by the LEDlab and shared with
DTES organizations and partners such as the City of Vancouver. While we are not able to make
the strong claim that the LEDlab has changed the City’s whole approach to CED, we can make the
claim that ideas and language from the LEDlab are being adopted by the City which may lead to
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broader changes. This was the early seed for the idea of ‘markers’ of transition whereby societal
effects observed may be taken as signs that transition is more likely to occur.
A final insight from the LEDlab project was the concept of contribution. Attributing systems
change impacts to a particular process is always difficult. At LEDlab, we aimed to identify
contribution vs. attribution – where had we made a difference and how? In our interviews with
community partners, students, and other stakeholders, we asked how much LEDlab had
contributed to the actions and outcomes they reported. Would it all have happened anyway without
LEDlab? Was LEDlab an important factor amongst many others? Or was LEDlab the critical factor
– this would not have happened without the LEDlab? 86% of community partners reported that
the LEDlab played either a significant (72% of responses) or critical (14% of responses) role in
supporting their reported actions and results. These self-reported ratings can be further validated
with external stakeholders if time and resources permit (Williams, 2018a).
3.1.3

Public Scholars workshops in Edmonton and Vancouver (Feb & April 2017)

The goal of this project was to connect academics and practitioners working in the area of
evaluating complex change processes. My aim was to gather knowledge from practitioners to
inform my thesis research, share my literature review with non-academics and identify gaps in the
field. I conducted two workshops with academics and practitioners – one in Edmonton, AB in
February 2017 and the second in Vancouver, BC in April 2017. The Vancouver workshop also
had attendees connecting via videoconference from the University of Waterloo and Portland State
University. Both workshops had attendees from government agencies, consultants working in the
evaluation and Lab facilitation space, non-profit leaders and academics. We used a creative set of
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techniques to elucidate the current state of evaluation practice for each group then collaboratively
develop an ideal evaluation framework.
A number of themes emerged from these workshops that have influenced the development of my
evaluative framework. First was the insight that although the MLP is a useful framing for systems
change efforts, it does not capture everything. Echoing transition scholars’ concerns, practitioners
noted the lack of agency and the role of citizens and politics in the MLP. Another concern was the
overly hierarchical nature of the MLP that does not reflect the messy and non-linear processes of
systems change. Finally, workshop participants noted the value of participatory evaluation –
engaging STE participants in the process of defining evaluation objectives and indicators along
with collecting and interpreting data (see Fazey et al., 2014). In effect, workshop participants were
advocating a co-production approach to evaluation.
These insights influenced the development of my framework first by changing the role of the MLP.
The MLP is still important but, as shown in the literature review, I have supplemented the MLP
with other literatures to provide a more nuanced picture of systems change. Next, the discussion
around the non-linear and iterative nature of systems change work influenced my model
connecting process, effects and transition impacts to include feedback loops between these
elements. In addition, the inclusion of elements such as project inputs and the role of external
context emerged from these discussions along with work with Sustainable Canada Dialogues (see
3.1.8)
3.1.4

National Status of Women Canada (NSW), Montreal, Canada (2017-2018)

Evaluation consultants Tatiana Fraser and Juniper Glass engaged me to provide advice on how to
evaluate systems change impact for a project funded by the National Status of Women Canada.
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This project supported 8 collective impact initiatives across Canada working in different regions
focused on the issue areas of housing, justice and economic systems. The mandate of the
consultants was to support evaluation, learning and strategy for systems change across clusters of
projects and all initiatives with a goal of “understand[ing] the collective impact we are having at a
system level and to capture and share our learning about systemic change” (Fraser & Glass, 2018,
p. 2). To support these efforts, I shared my evaluation framework that was based on 1st, 2nd and 3rd
order effects (See Figure 4). 1st and 2nd order effects are those defined by Wiek et al. (2014) and I
added the 3rd order effects. I defined third order effects as those that transcend particular policy
institutions or organizations and take place at a societal level. Alternative visions and imaginaries
represent a different future, one that is different to the current prevailing view. This can take the
form of new narratives that emerge from a process, development of shared visions or challenging
existing conceptions of the social imaginary. Transformed social practice may occur as the result
of, for example, pro-environmental behaviour activities of a process itself.
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Figure 5:NSW evaluation Framework. Source: Fraser, T. & Glass, J. 2018. Seeing Systems. Presented at Converge
June 2018, Vancouver BC.

3rd order effects were my initial attempt to bridge between societal effects and sustainability
transition impacts. However, this framing was problematic in a number of ways. First, in Wiek et
al. 2014, the concept of “orders” does not only reflect temporal scale but orders of influence. First
order effects are those that occur as a direct result of a project. 2nd order effects are an indirect
result based on 1st order effects. 3rd order effects would then be indirect effects of indirect effects.
My initial conception of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order effects was a misinterpretation of Wiek et al. (2014)
in which I attempted to apply the ‘order’ concept to distinct levels of effect. The ‘orders’ in fact
refer to direct effects (1st order) and effects of these effects (2nd order). Setting aside the naming of
the construct, the elements I included in 3rd order effects are not sufficient to capture a robust range
of sustainability transition impacts. This insight was another step toward conceptualizing my three
part framework and developing a more sophisticated conception of sustainability transition
impacts.
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Despite this, the consultants found value in the framework noting that:
Our first year applying the Systems Change Evaluation Framework indicates
that it is an effective model to give gender equity initiatives perspective on
their work and to assess progress made towards systemic change. When we
were verifying the draft Framework with the eight initiatives in this project, as
well as analysing Year One data, we were thrilled to see how each initiative,
with its unique strategy, focal issue and scope, aligned clearly with the
outcomes and indicators. We look forward to continue testing the Framework
in the next two years. We believe it could be a powerful tool for other systemic
change initiatives to articulate their strategies and show their impact. (Fraser,
T. & Glass, J. ,2018)
The use of the framework with a number of parallel projects echoes the value seen in the EFL case.
The framework provides a valuable strategic lens through which to articulate a project’s theory of
change and illustrate alignment and relationships between projects. These practitioner insights
validate Grin’s (2010) focus on the role of mutually-reinforcing dynamics between niche
innovations in supporting systems transition.
3.1.5

Mistra Urban Futures (MUF), Gothenburg, Sweden (2017)11

MUF, headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden has a vision of sustainable urbanisation where cities
are fair, green and accessible and a mission to “generate and use knowledge for transitions towards
sustainable urban futures through reflective co-creation at local and global levels” (Mistra Urban
Futures, 2015). MUF supports transdisciplinary research projects with local partners in cities
around the world including Capetown, South Africa; Sheffield-Manchester, UK; Kisumu, Kenya;
and Gothenburg, Skåne and Stockholm, Sweden. While the Mistra Urban Futures programme has

11

Content in this section adapted from Williams, S. 2017. Evaluating Societal Effects of Transdisciplinary Coproduction Processes: Final Report. Report prepared for Mistra Urban Futures, Gothenburg, Sweden.
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invested substantially in evaluation processes, the question of how to evaluate the societal effects
of transdisciplinary co-production processes remained open. The Mid-term Evaluation conducted
in 2015 (Reepalu et al. 2015, pp. 12-15) placed an emphasis on capturing societal impacts and
proposed a preliminary evaluation framework building on Wiek et al. 2014. The evaluation
approach used interviews in three of the centres and document reviews to generate a frequency
count of “each category of outcomes or impacts…in the narrative” (p. 13). As a result of an
introduction by Robinson (Personal communication, June 2017) who is a member of the MUF
Board of Directors, MUF engaged me to develop an evaluation framework and set of methods to
capture these societal effects. The evaluation framework proposed in my report extended work by
Wiek et al. and attempted to provide a set of qualitative and quantitative indicators of societal
effects that can be more precise and wide-ranging than a frequency count of terms. In addition,
this framework captured the impact of co-production processes along with the cumulative impact
of the actual outcomes of implemented results from research undertaken by the LIPs.
My work with MUF was greatly influential in incorporating co-production approaches into my
evaluation framework. Transition theory scholars have highlighted the importance of collaborative
processes with stakeholders (e.g. transition arenas) (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010) but the coproduction literature provides a concrete set of indicators for evaluating how these processes are
designed and implemented. The co-production literature also provides a set of effects indicators
illustrating the benefits of this approach.
As with the NSW project, MUF is working with multiple projects in multiple locations. A key
difference in MUF is that different cities have different interests and different sets of capacities for
conducting evaluation work. For example, one city may be more interested in capturing policy
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development and influence while another may be more interested in the growth of network effects
between previously disparate sets of systems actors. My proposed evaluation approach can support
such an effort by providing an overarching framework that allows different focus areas in different
areas of a project. Results from these different focus areas “roll up” to provide an overall picture
of project influence.
An issue raised that is still unresolved in my framework is the impact of differing cultural
approaches in evaluation. MUF staff and LIP directors raised the question of the implications of
difference in cultural backgrounds for doing this work. For example, Kenya and South Africa have
different approaches to dissent, challenging ideas, and speaking in groups. This affects how both
project participants and external partners respond in interviews, focus groups, and surveys. A
preliminary answer to this challenge is to include a range of methods in both process and evaluation
to mitigate cultural differences in responses. In addition, evaluation should be conducted as much
as possible by evaluators from, or sensitive to, local cultural contexts. This issue deserves much
deeper investigation than is possible in this thesis and I intend to explore in a future paper
integrating concepts of procedural and recognition-based justice. MUF is currently conducting
societal effects evaluation using the proposed framework and results are expected in 2019.
3.1.6

Suncor Energy Foundation, Calgary, Canada (2017-2018)12

The Suncor Energy Foundation (the majority funder of the EFL) wished to understand the effects
of their social innovation investments within the company. The goal of this project was to

12

Content in this section adapted from Williams, S. (2017). Suncor Energy Foundation Social Innovation Investment
Evaluation Report. Calgary, AB.
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investigate how Suncor’s participation in these investments has affected the organization itself –
in other words, what has been the social, institutional or financial return on investment of these
investments. How have Suncor employees that participate in these programs changed their
thinking and behaviour? What insights have they brought back to Suncor? How has Suncor
changed its decision making, perceptions of risk and stakeholder engagement? To answer these
questions, we conducted interviews with 7 program participants and 4 Suncor employees that were
indirectly connected to Suncor’s social innovation programs. We looked for evidence of impacts
in categories of Enhanced Individual Capacity (e.g. learning, communications skills), Network
Effect (e.g. new or strengthened networks) and Organizational Changes and Actions (e.g. new
decision making processes and changes in work approach) based on my 3 order effects framework.
We also asked questions about shifts in external stakeholder perception of Suncor. We found
evidence of impact at all levels of analysis.
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Table 6: Evaluation framework used with Suncor Energy Foundation. Source: Williams, S. (2017 – unpublished).
Suncor Energy Foundation Social Innovation Investment Evaluation Report. Calgary, AB.
Orders of
Effect
1

Categories of Effect

2

Policy Effects
- Policies/decisions made
- New evidence and actors
included in policy decisions
- Solutions implemented
Alternative Visions and Imaginaries
- Shifts in public narrative
- Collective purpose and vision
- Greater social cohesion across
groups

3

Usable Products
- Technologies
and
social
innovations
- Publications
- Distribution of knowledge

Enhanced
Individual Network Effects
Capacity
- Networks created or
- Acquired
knowledge
expanded
(individual or collective; - Community
trust
systems/process)
created or expanded
- Personal change
- Community identity
- Decision
making
capacity
Organizational Changes and Action
- Changed context for new and ongoing work
- New organizations and business models
- Change in decision making processes
Transformed Social Practices
- Norm change and/or adoption
- Inclusion of new actors and issues in public spaces and
discourse
- New space for innovation and experimentation

As this project focused on a sub-set of 1st and 2nd order effects, it served as a validation of the
approach. However, the project did not go as far as investigating sustainability transition impacts.
A key theme that emerged from this case is the potential importance of personal transformation in
systems transition work. A number of participants reported profound shifts in their worldviews,
values, and how they saw themselves as part of the system. O’Brien et al. (2018) have pointed to
the importance of these personal shifts in their work on transformations. These insights led to a
second research project that explored this link between personal and systems transformation in
more detail (see Williams, 2018b). This work influenced the inclusion of evaluation indicators that
reflect this personal transformation in my framework. However, much work needs to be done (that
is outside the scope of this thesis) to further define how to capture the characteristics of personal
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transformation, elaborate on which characteristics are most important to facilitate systems
transition, and how personal transformation influences systems (i.e. through influencing groups,
political action, etc.).
3.1.7

The Atmospheric Fund (TAF) low-Carbon neighbourhood pilots, Toronto, Canada

(2018-2019)13
A research group led by Dr. John Robinson at University of Toronto (of which I am a member)
was engaged in 2018 by The Atmospheric Fund (an environmental foundation) to develop an
evaluation framework assessing the direct and indirect effects of low-carbon neighbourhood
projects on greenhouse gas emissions reductions, on health, equity and/or economic objectives,
and on contribution to larger sustainability transition goals. We proposed developing and testing a
multi-pronged light touch framework to evaluate the multi-dimensional and cross-scale
sustainability impacts of these projects, which we are applying to ten of TAF’s neighbourhood
projects in 2019. The multi-pronged light touch evaluation framework is intended to support TAF
and the Environment and Energy Division (EED) at the City of Toronto in developing enhanced
selection criteria for future funding projects; inform the design and development of new projects;
enrich the City’s evaluation of the Toronto’s Greenest Neighbourhoods (TGN) project; create
useful data for participating practitioners; and provide a framework that can be tested and applied
to other projects.

13

Content in this section adapted from Adapted from Robinson, J., Slater, K., Williams, S., Pajouhesh, P., and
Benzakin, G. (2018). TAF Evaluation Framework Outline.
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By multi-pronged, we refer to examining the process, outcomes, and sustainability impacts of
projects at various stages: RFP design, project design, evaluation of proposals, initial findings and
final report, and providing tailored evaluations that are useful at each stage. We also plan to assess
impact across a variety of dimensions (e.g. climate, health, equity, economy) and scales (e.g.
temporal and organizational). By light touch, we refer to the ease of application and low cost of
the evaluation framework. Central to its design is its ability to be readily used by project leaders
to measure and improve project development, implementation and outcomes, and flexible enough
to be applied to a variety of engagement approaches.
To that end, we proposed applying a 3-tier approach in terms of the type of effects and impacts:
•

Tier 1: procedural evaluation;

•

Tier 2: shorter-term outputs and outcomes; and

•

Tier 3: longer-term sustainability impacts.

We will evaluate the project development cycle at three different points:
•

Stage 1: the design of the RFPs;

•

Stage 2: evaluation of project funding proposals;

•

Stage 3: interim and final reports.

The TAF evaluation framework is largely based on my previous work focused on 1st and 2nd order
effects. However, through the development of this evaluation framework in collaboration with
colleagues at University of Toronto emerged a move away from my initial 1st, 2nd and 3rd order
framework to a version of a three-part framework that considers process, effects and transition
impacts.
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Co-author Kimberly Slater (University of Toronto) introduced me to the concepts of social
learning as a means of evaluating sustainability transition. The introduction of this literature has
provided a means of capturing the impact of collective learning processes and identified a
mechanism by which social practices are developed and embedded within groups. These concepts
have influenced the inclusion of social learning elements in the process, effects and sustainability
impacts parts of my framework.
A main objective of the TAF evaluation framework is its light touch approach. Many STEs do not
have significant evaluation resources and those resources are often focused on evaluation for
funders that have specific required measures that usually do not map to sustainability transition
impacts. The light touch approach is designed to mitigate this issue. The framework I have
developed is, on the other hand, heavy weight in its reliance on interviews over time and a wide
range of indicators. Future collaboration with the TAF evaluation project will provide a test case
in how my evaluative framework may be adapted for a light touch approach while maintaining a
rigorous approach to research data and analysis.
A final influence emerging from this case is the idea of ‘markers’ of sustainability transition (John
Robinson, Personal Communication, November 26, 2018). Capturing transition impacts from a
relatively short term (usually 1-3 year) STE is difficult. The development of this three part
framework allows us to utilize societal effects and process element as ‘markers’ of systems
transition. For example, from a social learning lens, an STE that has included process elements of
inclusivity and collective problem solving and seen effects such as the development of new shared
visions and narratives in collectives, can be understood to demonstrate ‘markers’ of transition that
should lead to embedding of these visions and narratives in social practices. Of course, this is a
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presumption that needs to be validated through longer term research to capture sustainability
transition impacts over time. Nonetheless, the concept of ‘markers’ provides a valuable analytical
tool for STE designers and practitioners that may be applied in a light touch or heavyweight
evaluation process.
3.1.8

Sustainable Canada Dialogues, Ottawa, Canada (2018)14

The Canadian Federal Budget 2018 included a focus on making progress towards fulfilling
Canada’s commitments to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and transition to a low-carbon
economy. This transition will require the implementation of a mix of different low-carbon energy
sources and low-carbon energy usage to meet national energy demands. What the ‘made-inCanada’ low-carbon energy mix will look like is unknown and the potential role for each energy
source and usage needs to be explored. Informed policy is essential to drive change from businessas-usual scenarios in a way that addresses low-carbon energy goals, but also maximizes economic
benefits, maintains Canada’s competitiveness, ensures reliability and considers environmental and
social impacts.
A group of academics and practitioners (of which I was a part) developed a framework to evaluate
socio-technical energy transition learning projects. It builds on recommendations from ReEnergizing Canada: Pathways to a Low-Carbon Future, a report commissioned to Sustainable
Canada Dialogues (SCD) by Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) in the context of Generation

14
Content in this section adapted from Potvin, C., Sharma, D., Williams, S., Meadowcroft, J., Rosenbloom, D., Hall,
M., Hoffmann, M., Robinson, J., Sheppard, S., McVey, I., Ashley, B., Wielinski, G. and Morency, C. (2018). A
framework to evaluate low-carbon energy transition learning projects. Report prepared for Natural Resources Canada.
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Energy (a large-scale public engagement process on the future of energy in Canada). One of the
SCD scholars’ recommendations for immediate action is to support low-carbon energy transition
doing-by-learning projects in innovative social practices and technologies covering the spectrum
of diversity found in Canada. The report synthesized the literature on low-carbon energy
transitions and their evaluation. It then proposed an evaluation framework developed and enriched
by discussions and exchanges that took place at a one-day working session held in Ottawa on June
1, 2018, when SCD invited a group of experts with relevant experience from the private, NGO and
public sectors to begin co-developing a holistic approach for evaluating socio-technical energy
transition learning projects. The proposed evaluation framework is illustrated by three case studies
and benefited from several rounds of feedback from practitioners, federal civil servants and
scholars. I led the literature review and evaluation framework development process and was a coauthor of the report.
Based on the literature and June 1 workshop results, we developed a conceptual evaluation
framework. The framework presented here (Figure 6) was refined following feedback from case
study practitioners and June 1 stakeholders. In this framework, inputs are resources like support
and funding that are brought to a learning project. Based on the literature, we propose to organize
the project’s ‘results’ into three categories: output, outcome and impact, which reflects both the
proponents’ direct control and the immediateness of the effect while recognizing that alternative
definitions could also be adopted.
Short-term outputs are the tangible, short-term, direct effects of a project. Medium-term outcomes
are medium-term effects of a project that relate back to the project goals but might be under less
direct control of the proponents. Impacts are the longer-term consequences of a project and can
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include tangible improvements in reducing GHG emissions and longer-term changes to
organizational culture, consumer behaviour or public attitudes and values. We propose this
distinction between output, outcomes and impact because, while long-term impacts can be the
most challenging to capture due to the lengthy time lag between an initial project and its impact,
it is precisely these impacts that are the most important with respect to the low-carbon transition.
This categorization maps closely to my proposed framework but, as described further below, my
framework attempts to more clearly define impacts as sustainability transition impacts, i.e. those
that are indicators of transition towards sustainability.

Figure 6: Proposed evaluation framework. Adapted from Potvin et al., 2018.

Long-term impact categories attempt to capture how projects are fostering a transition to new
development pathways or, in other words, moving towards a “new normal ”. Note that outputs
and outcomes as defined here are elements of my societal effects category while long-term impact
maps to sustainability transition impacts. I have updated Figure 6 to reflect this mapping. Impacts
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such as these are usually attained over a lengthy time horizon; attributing impacts to specific
projects can be challenging. However, this is still a worthwhile endeavour. Without a continual
view to whether projects are contributing to long-term impacts, it is easy to fall back to projects
that generate measurable short-term outcomes but do not contribute to a societal transition to a
low-carbon future. Impact effect categories include contributions to sustainability and to the lowcarbon transition. For example, transition theory suggests that changes in public narrative and
values are markers of regime transition. Whether those narratives, values, and subsequent
behaviour choices are becoming more pro-environmental, is an indicators of a transition in a more
sustainable direction. Similarly, changed or newly established dominant social practices (e.g.
practices of mobility, food choice and preparation, and housing) would indicate that sustainable
practices are becoming the norm.
We also explicitly considered three contextual drivers of change in transition learning projects: (1)
The audience—for whom the evaluation is intended —is a crucial first question that emerged from
practitioner feedback. Evaluation procedures may be devised narrowly to engage certain
stakeholders or broadly to engage multiple stakeholders; (2) external context factors, such as
political context, socio-economic factors and characteristics of the target population, which can all
have great consequences on individual projects and so should be carefully considered.
Furthermore, the importance of local external context factors is often undervalued when attempting
to replicate the success of a project in a different context; (3) implementation characteristics,
including the tools and methodology adopted by proponents, which can include the type of
stakeholder engagement and methodologies used in the project design (e.g., alternative
treatments/controls, nature of the interventions) and analysis of what triggers the outcome (e.g.,
were the face-to-face surveys most effective?). Transdisciplinary methodologies as well as
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quantitative and qualitative data are important to capture these characteristics. Note that when
experimenting within complex systems, the process is often characterized by iteration, feedback
loops between system components and systems that are continually changing. Nonetheless, this
framing provides a useful format for categorizing types of effects.
An important caveat to consider when implementing such an evaluation framework is that
transition projects need to be understood as working within complex systems in which the
audience, the process and methodology chosen by the proponents, and external factors all affect
the outputs, outcomes and impacts. Accordingly, different stakeholders could consider distinct
outputs or outcomes. To some degree, project proponents should be explicit about which target
group or population they are trying to influence change in. For a city official, for example, a policy
could be an output, reserving the term outcomes for much broader public consequences, whereas
an NGO interested in home retrofits would consider policy an outcome
The SCD case had a number of significant influences on my evaluation framework. First, the
proposed framework reflects the interdependent relationship between project elements and the
feedback loops that exist between, for example, the external context of a project, the design and
methodology of an STE and its effects and impacts. The inclusion of additional elements such as
inputs and external context is another key influence. While not directly included in my evaluative
framework, these elements are crucial in understanding the context in which an STE emerged
(important for making assessments on replicability of an STE) and the role of external context
shifts on project implementation.
Second was gaining clarity of where to place climate impacts such as reductions in GHGs in my
framework. In the SCD framework, climate effects are classed as long-term impacts. However, in
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my framework, I have chosen to class these as effects. In my framework, I conceptualize transition
impacts as those that indicate a transition to a more sustainable system, one in which GHGs will
undoubtedly be lower. However, the direct results of an STE that affect climate and energy are
placed as effects.
A final insight was a vivid illustration of the gulf between positivist and constructivist approaches
to evaluation. Positivist approaches consider the scientific method to be most accurate and
privilege randomized control trials (RCTs) as the ‘gold standard’ in measurement. Constructivist
approaches start from the premise that knowledge is socially constructed (Jasanoff, 2010) and
evaluation therefore needs to incorporate both qualitative methods and the “interpretation of the
perspectives of different stakeholders involved in the intervention” (Arnold et al., 2018, p. 12).
During discussions at the June workshop with academics, practitioners and government officials,
there was an obvious concern that evaluation of transition experiments is not ‘rigorous’, that
anything short of the ‘gold standard’ of randomized control trials is not sufficient to demonstrate
impact, and that concrete measures of success should be in place before the project starts. This
positivist approach to evaluation just does not fit in the complex real-world systems of transition
experiments where such controlled settings are not always applicable (see, e.g. Park et al., 2017;
Pearl and Mackenzie, 2018). I believe that we need more interchange between positivist and
constructivist approaches to evaluation, possibly leading to a middle-ground realist approach (see
Arnold et al. 2018). There is much to learn from different approaches, but we must find a common
way forward. Without this, a continued focus on measures and indicators will lead to projects that
are easy to measure in the short term and may not actually contribute to the sustainability
transitions that are so badly needed across the globe.
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3.1.9

Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies (IASS), Potsdam, Germany (2018)15

The IASS is a transdisciplinary research institute with a focus on sustainability. IASS has a strong
focus on co-production and partners with “academia, political institutions, administrations, civil
society, and the business community” (IASS, 2019). The IASS was to be evaluated by the German
Council of Science and Humanities (hereafter, the Science Council) in 2020. The results of this
evaluation will determine the future of the Institute and have a decisive influence on the future
focus, institutional structure and financial resources available to the IASS. A coherent set of
criteria and indicators must therefore be developed in preparation for this evaluation. These criteria
and indicators must be similar enough to those applied by the Science Council in order to meet its
requirements and, at the same time, specific enough to reflect the Institute’s defining
characteristics. In a first step toward this, a quality model was developed in 2017, utilizing a set of
criteria and indicators derived from the Institute’s profile. This was submitted to the Advisory
Board for discussion in October of that year.
The Advisory Board welcomed the development of this model, emphasized the importance of
impact indicators, and suggested that steps be taken to further develop the criteria for societal
effects and their integration within a comprehensive, science-based framework. I was invited to
join IASS as a Junior Fellow from September – December 2018 to assist with the development of
this framework in collaboration with Janina Schirmer at IASS. Note that my Fellowship was as a
result of recommendation from Robinson to the IASS Advisory Board of which he is a member.

15

Content in this section adapted from Schirmer, J. & Williams, S. 2018. Criteria and indicators for the societal effects
of IASS activities. IASS. Potsdam, Germany.
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We developed a report that offers an overview of the criteria and indicators applied to measure
societal effects. In a first step, the criteria and indicators used in existing quality assessment
procedures are presented and explained. This overview serves to shape the expectations of peers
in the coming evaluation and, at the same time, to provide examples of best practice. Following
this, is an assessment of the current academic discussion of impact criteria. The main focus here
is on identifying suitable indicators and criteria as well as methods of documentation, collection
and analysis.
Building on this and the findings noted in the memorandum of October 2017, a set of quality
criteria and indicators for societal effects was proposed that reflects the specific transdisciplinary
research approach applied at the IASS. Figure 7 illustrates the high-level organization of this
framework. As can be seen, the proposed framework builds on my previously developed 3-order
framework. However, the concepts of “useful scientific insights” and “strategic discourses &
narratives” have been added to make more explicit the types of usable products that are desired
outcomes by IASS. In addition, IASS already has in place a research output tracking system that
captures products such as academic publications, reports, presentations, speeches and workshops
so these were not included in the proposal for societal effects evaluation.
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Figure 7: Capturing societal effects of IASS. Source: Schirmer & Williams, 2018.

A second adaptation of the framework was starting with the evaluation questions as defined by
IASS and mapping effects categories to those questions (see Table 7). This has had multiple effects
on the framework developed for IASS. This mapping ensures that the evaluation process will
provide answers to these questions that are most relevant for IASS itself – evaluation for learning.
However, by focusing on the questions that are most relevant or IASS, there is a risk of not
including elements that are crucial to sustainability transition impacts. Here, for example,
transition impacts elements may be seen in “alternative visions and imaginaries” and
“transformations of social practice” but elements such as changes in development pathways, shifts
in governance relationships, and justice in transition are not present. This case has provided the
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final set of influences in my conceptualization of sustainability transition impacts. IASS evaluation
work began in January 2019 with a targeted completion date of June 2019.

Are efforts to support transformations toward greater
sustainability successful across politics, society, and
the private sector?

§
§

Alternative
visions
and
social
imaginaries
Transformation of social practice

Have research activities improved the understanding
of sustainability in politics, society and business?

§
§

Useful scientific insights
Improved capacities

Do the results of IASS research activities inform
political decision-making and/or public debates and
discussion processes?

§
§
§

Strategic discourses and narratives
Useful scientific insights
Improved capacities

Did research make a positive contribution to existing
decision-making and implementation routines?

§
§

Policy effects
Organizational change

Has research resulted in the successful development
of collaborative design processes for transformations
toward sustainability?

§
§

Organizational change
Network effects

Productive Interactions of different sort as indirect
indicators

Table 7: Mapping evaluative questions to effects categories. Source: Schirmer & Williams, 2018
Evaluation Question
Effect Category

3.1.10 Summary of case study influences on evaluative framework
Through the implementation of different versions of my evaluative framework in practical cases,
a number of key insights emerged that have influenced the design of the framework proposed in
this chapter. First was a confirmation of the value of the MLP. Practitioners saw value in this
transition framework in the design and implementation of their programs. In addition, the MLP
becomes a helpful framework with which to map indicators of systems transition. However, as
found in a number of cases, the MLP also has its limits. Case studies such as the Public Scholars
Initiative prompted me to consider additions to the evaluative framework that integrate non-linear
relationships and a more nuanced conception of the role of agency and contestation in transitions
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work. The use of the MLP (and other theoretical frameworks) in these case studies raises an
interesting point. While practitioners often see the value of frameworks such as the MLP and adopt
them, the frameworks are adapted in practice and interpreted differently than the literature
suggests. I argue this is a positive application of these theoretical frameworks. Frameworks such
as the MLP act as boundary objects that allow different groups of stakeholders to adapt a common
view of systems change or at the very least a common set of terms with which to describe differing
views of how systems change occurs. Differences in interpretation generate constructive ambiguity
(Robinson, 2004) that may lead to new insights for systems change work on the ground. These
differences in interpretation may also lead to new theoretical insights. For example, the EFL team
interpreted the MLP as including culture as part of the landscape level and that the landscape could
be influenced by niche and regime actors. MLP theory generally says that landscapes cannot be
influenced in the short term (Geels, 2002; Geels & Schot, 2007). However, an open question in
the literature (Geels, 2018a; See Grin, Rotmans, & Schot, 2011; Loorbach et al., 2017; Smith et
al., 2010) is how much of an impact a process designed to facilitate transition can have on the
socio-cultural landscape. Westley et al. argue for the role of social and institutional entrepreneurs,
suggesting that “institutional entrepreneurs and their networks may work simultaneously at
building innovation niches into innovation regimes and at destabilizing the dominant landscape”
(2011, p. 771). Riddell on the other hand notes that ENGOs may exert landscape leverage by
“selectively mobilizing and amplifying landscape pressures” (2015, p. 141). Together these views
indicate that the landscape may in fact be contested and can be influenced by actors to both create
conditions for systems transition and create the conditions that will contribute to resilience of these
transitions. Differing interpretations of theoretical frameworks such as the MLP by practitioners
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can push scholars to further refine theory and provide an empirical basis for grounded theory
development. I plan to explore this relationship further in a subsequent research paper.
A second insight is the potential role of personal transformation in systems change. The Suncor
Energy Foundation case reinforced transformations literature focus on the importance of individual
change in values and worldviews to support systems transition. This is a different approach than a
focus on influencing individual behaviour change and provides a connection (through social
learning and social practice) between individual, collective and systems change. The role of
personal change is therefore included in the systems transitions impact component of my
framework. A third insight is the concept of ‘markers’ of transition. This concept provides a way
to conceptualize how a given STE is contributing to sustainability transition even though the
transition may still be underway or may take longer to occur than the STE or research project lasts.
The LEDlab case illustrated how this might work in practice and the TAF evaluation framework
case provided a more concrete example of how to operationalize this. Fourth, a number of cases
foregrounded the co-production approach to STEs and prompted a deeper investigation of this
literature and inclusion of co-production process and effects indicators in my framework.
Finally, the biggest insight was in the development of the three level framework of process, effects,
and sustainability transition impacts. My initial framework did not include process elements at all
and had a fairly rudimentary conception of sustainability transition impacts in my “3rd order
effects” category. Through this series of cases, the importance of the relationship between STE
process (and inputs and external context) and its effects became clear and, supported by literatures
such as transition management and co-production, necessary to include in an evaluation
framework. In addition, the gap between capturing societal effects and how an STE is actually
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contributing to sustainability transition in my approach also became clear. This led me to a deeper
investigation of a number of literatures to more concretely articulate the concept of sustainability
transition impacts. My proposed evaluative framework integrates process, societal effects, and
sustainability transition impacts along with STE inputs and the external context within which an
STE operates.
In the following section, I operationalize the insights gained from both the literature and these
cases into detailed set of indicators for each of process (3.2.1), societal effects (3.2.2), and
sustainability transition impacts (3.2.3).
3.2

Operationalizing framework

The framework proposed in Table 5 illustrates how different literatures contribute to the process,
societal effects, and sustainability transition impacts parts of my evaluative framework. However,
the level of detail is not sufficient to assess a particular case. In the following sections, I provide
that level of detail. For each of the sections – process, societal effects, and sustainability transition
impacts – I have grouped related keywords from different literatures into clusters (references are
noted in Tables 8, 9, and 10 below). I then operationalized the keywords with reported (regular
font) and observed (italic font) indicators. Reported indicators are ones that may be reported by
STE participants, design team members, or other stakeholders that are interviewed or surveyed.
Observed indicators are those assessed by myself through, for example, design document reviews,
meeting observations, or review of publicly available documents such as government policy briefs
or annual reports. In each section, I briefly summarize research methods used to assess process,
societal effects, and sustainability transition impacts. These methods are more fully elaborated in
the following chapter on Methodology.
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3.2.1

Process

Table 8 below presents the operationalization of process evaluative elements. Elements are
grouped into high level categories of enabling conditions (fairness, inclusivity, transparency),
methods (iterative, reflexivity, dialogue, negotiation, collective problem solving), supporting
transition (niche/regime interaction, aligning innovations, experimentation and learning,
conceptualizing sustainability), and governance (stakeholder capacities, power relations, engaging
future and non-human actors, recognition). Process elements were derived from the literature
review as summarized in the Process column of Table 5. Each element is operationalized through
a series of specific indicators that are obtained either through direct participant reporting or
indirectly assessed by the researcher.
These categorizations emerge from multiple literatures that are pointing to the significance of a set
of measures. For example, participatory process evaluation, co-production of knowledge,
environmental justice, governance and power in transitions, and actor-network theory, all describe
the importance of inclusivity of participation. Transition theory, co-production, and social learning
all point to the value of iterative interaction and social learning. The former emphasizes knowledge
translation and use, while the second foregrounds the importance of co-learning between
participants (both individuals and organizations).
Framework elements capture specific process characteristics seen as desirable in the literature. For
example, ‘scope’ addresses whether the process design includes or excludes sensitive issues. This
challenge has been raised in critiques of environmental impact assessments where scope of
analysis can restrict what issues are assessed (Salter et al., 2010; Stirling, 2008). This can be seen
in recent debates in Canada about the Trans Mountain Pipeline where the National Energy Board
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(NEB) excluded the impact of the pipeline on increased oil tanker traffic off the coast of British
Columbia. The Canadian Federal Court of Appeal subsequently struck down the NEB’s project
approval citing this narrow scope (in addition to inadequate consultations with Indigenous peoples)
as problematic (Dawson et al., 2018). Finally, I include the core characteristics that support the
potential for development pathway change (longer time horizon, systems thinking, adaptability
and feedback, integrated decision making) identified by Burch et al. (2014, p. 478).
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Table 8: Operationalization of process evaluative measures
(Formatting: regular-effects directly reported; italic-effects indirectly assessed by researcher)
Operationalization framework approach adapted from (Schapke, et al., 2017). Note only key references are cited here for readability, additional citations can be
found in Section 2.3.2.
Category
Element
Keywords and concepts from literature
Operationalisation of keywords and concepts
review
Enabling
Fairness
Fairness (Abelson et al., 2003; Rowe & Frewer,
Participants report that information is presented fairly
conditions
2005)
and in an unbiased way
Inclusivity
Inclusivity (Abelson et al., 2003)
Participants report that the process has an adequate
Inclusivity (Hansson & Polk, 2017)
representation of the system
Inclusivity and diversity of participants (Walker, Participants report that their views are adequately
2012)
incorporated into group decision making processes
How an STE addresses representativeness
Number, type and participation
(Silveira & Pritchard, 2018)
Rates of engagement processes
Which actors are part of an STE process and
Demographic, sectoral, political diversity of
which are not (Avelino & Wittmayer, 2017)
participants
Discursive representation (Dryzek & Niemeyer,
Appropriateness of engagement scale
2008)
Breadth of representation of system actors and
diversity of discourses
Portfolio of interventions reflects broad coverage of
system (or a specific sub-sector)
Transparency
Transparency of processes (Rowe & Frewer,
Participants report they understand the process
2005)
design, facilitation goals and goals of the STE
Transparent (Hansson & Polk, 2017)
Participants report understanding of funding model
and sources of the STE
Process design, facilitation plans, funding sources,
etc. are shared with participants
Scope
Scope of process adequately broad (Lee, 2015)
Participants report that issues and challenges they feel
are most important are within the scope of the STE
Methods
Iterative
Iterative (Hansson & Polk, 2017)
Participants report ability to influence design and
Embody reflexive and adaptive learning
implementation of process
processes (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010)
Process design has changed as a result of participant
input
Processes and capacity to adapt to shifting landscape
and regime contexts
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Category

Element
Reflexivity

Supporting
transition

Keywords and concepts from literature
review
Reflexive (Hansson & Polk, 2017)
Embody reflexive and adaptive learning
processes (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010)
Adaptability and feedback (Burch et al., 2014)

Dialogue

Dialogue (Robinson & Cole, 2014)

Negotiation

Negotiation (Argyris & Schon, 1978)
How STEs address contestation and negotiation
(Shove & Walker, 2007)
How differing views are reconciled (Burch et al.,
2018; Cherp et al., 2018; Kenis et al., 2016)
How conflict and the value of contestation are
recognized (Jasanoff, 2010)

Collective problem solving

Enable collective problem solving, double-loop
learning, action and reflection over time (Argyris
& Schon, 1978)
STE niche innovations and innovators interact
with the regime (Pajouhesh, 2016)
Create cross-level networks between niche and
regime (Pajouhesh, 2016)
Integrated decision making (Burch et al., 2014)

Niche/regime interaction

Operationalisation of keywords and concepts
Participants demonstrate reflection on goals of the
process, their role in transition, and possible system
interventions
Participants report greater understanding of the
current system
Processes in place to facilitate reflexivity among
participants
Processes in place to capture landscape and regime
shifts outside the STE
Participants report generative conversations with
diverse participants
Processes in place to facilitate dialogue
Participants report a diversity of viewpoints are
represented and perceived value in diversity of views
and opinions
Participants report shifts in their views based on
dialogue with participants
Negotiation and dialogue lead to collective outputs
such as shared visions
Facilitation processes to surface divergent views and
reconcile
Production of shared outputs such as collective vision
of a desirable future
Participants report making connections with regime
and/or niche actors
Participants report project activity and decisions that
include niche and regime actors
Process design includes opportunities for building
niche/regime connections
Participants from both niche and regime are included
in process
Portfolio of projects demonstrates niche/regime
interactions
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Category

Element
Aligning innovations

Governance

Keywords and concepts from literature
review
Align with or reinforce other niche innovations
(Grin, 2011)

Experimentation and
Learning

Create spaces for experimentation and learning
(Geels, 2018b)
Shared inquiry (Argyris & Schon, 1978)

Conceptualizing
sustainability

How STE participants are engaged in
conceptualizing sustainability (Robinson et al.,
2011)
Longer time horizon (Burch et al., 2014)
Systems thinking (Burch et al., 2014)

Stakeholder capacities

Capacity of stakeholders to adequately
participate (Heffron & McCauley, 2018)

Operationalisation of keywords and concepts
Participants report project activity with other niche
actors (inside or outside STE) and value of
collaborating with other niche innovators
Participants report understanding of opportunities for
system intervention
Assessment of portfolio of initiatives to identify
collaborations
Participants report content and process learning
Participants report ability to generate new ideas
New initiatives/ prototypes/ experiments emerge from
the STE
Processes in place to develop experimental capacity
in participants
Physical space is provided for experimentation
Content and process knowledge is shared with
participants
Participants report that the process to develop a
shared concept of sustainability and vision for the
future was collaborative and their contribution was
included
Participants report learning about systems in which
the STE operates [move to Effects]
Facilitation tools and processes designed to generate
vision of a future sustainable system are open and
inclusive
STE takes a systems thinking approach to
sustainability challenges
Sustainability definition has a long time horizon
STE has a well articulated theory of change as to how
it will foster/support/accelerate sustainability
transition
Assess quality/robustness of theory of change
Participants report that they have adequate resources,
time, and capacity to participate in the STE
Financial support and training is available to
participants
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Category

Element

Keywords and concepts from literature
review
Power asymmetries between participants (and
process designers, facilitators, and funders)
(Newell & Mulvaney, 2013)
How power relations and dynamics within an
STE (e.g. between highly resourced incumbent
entities and civil society) are addressed (Avelino
& Wittmayer, 2015)

Operationalisation of keywords and concepts

Engaging future and nonhuman actors

How future generations and non-human actors
are represented in the process (Silveira &
Pritchard, 2018)
What spatial, temporal and jurisdictional scales
are being considered (Walker, 2012)
Reflecting on the scope of analysis for the
evaluation (Walker, 2012)

Recognition

How marginalized peoples and alternative
worldviews are recognized (Walker, 2012)
How conflicting knowledges are represented and
integrated (Nozick, 2017)
How institutional and cultural inequalities are
addressed (Walker, 2012)

Participants report that the scale and scope of
collective vision encompasses future generations and
non-human actors
Participants report that the STE is working at the
appropriate spatial, temporal and jurisdictional scales
Interests of future generations and non-human actors
are represented in the process or in outputs (e.g.
visions)
Does the vision/scope of the STE represent long time
scales, consider different geographical scales (e.g.
from neighbourhood to urban centre to region)
Participants that self-identify with marginalized
populations or world views report that their views are
recognized
Processes are designed to recognize integrate
marginalized communities
Participants from Indigenous or other non-western
traditions report their worldviews are represented in
process design and facilitation
Non-western conceptions of sustainability transition
are recognized
Participants report ways in which the STE has
addressed institutional and cultural inequalities
Institutional and cultural inequalities are made
visible to participants
Process design and implementation changes are
made to address inequalities
Addressing inequalities becomes part of the vision of
the STE

Power Relations

Participants report mechanisms/strategies that have
been developed to address equity, power, and/or
social justice concerns with the STE
Power dynamics are directly addressed with
participants
Financial support provided to civil society
participants
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Semi-structured participant interviews captured most reported process elements identified in Table
8. Supplementary interviews were conducted with Indigenous Fellows to capture effects referring
to integration of marginalized communities, representation on non-Western conceptions of
sustainability, and how the EFL has addressed institutional and cultural inequalities. These
elements were not present in the original interviews conducted and it was necessary to gather
additional data in order to assess these elements. Observed evaluation elements are captured
through a review of meeting observation notes (e.g. Fellow working group on funding), design
documents, initiative portfolio analysis, design team interviews, and evaluation reports developed
by an independent consultant engaged by the EFL. Data collected was then coded using codes
derived from evaluation elements developed in Table 8. See Appendix F for full list of codes used
in analysis.
3.2.2

Societal effects

Table 9 operationalizes societal effects elements. Here I use the 1st and 2nd order effects framing
developed by Wiek et al. (2014) as an organizing structure with the addition of climate/energy
impacts. Note that climate/energy measures are directly relevant for the case of the Energy Futures
Lab. STEs that have a different focus may derive measures related to urban sustainability, water,
or other context-specific environmental measures.
Societal effects elements were derived from the literature review as summarized in the Societal
Effects column of Table 5. 1st order effects include individual capacity development, usable
products, and network and relationship effects and institutional changes such as policy and
organizational change. Effects suggested by multiple literatures map into these categories. For
example, social learning, participatory process evaluation, and co-production all point to the
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effects of strengthened networks, relationship, and trust building along with changes in
relationships between network actors. Environmental justice, social practice, governance and
power in transitions, and participatory process theory highlight structural effects such as changes
in governance relationships and integration of process outputs into decision making.
These societal effects indicators can also be used as ‘markers’ of sustainability transition (John
Robinson, Personal communication, November 26, 2018). While there is not necessarily a direct
linear relationship between effects and impacts, these markers provide indications of where the
potential for sustainability transition may already be evident. Sustainability transition impact
indicators may be used to validate whether these markers are in fact leading to transition. However,
we must be cognizant of the limitations of time and resources in capturing such impacts. Markers
of transition can therefore become provisional indicators of whether a given STE is more likely to
facilitate sustainability transition impacts.
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Table 9: Operationalization of societal effects evaluative measures
(Formatting: regular-effects directly reported; italic-effects indirectly assessed by researcher)
Operationalization framework approach adapted from (Schapke, et al., 2017). Note only key references are cited here for readability, additional citations can be
found in Section 2.3.2.
Category
Keywords and concepts from literature review
Operationalisation of keywords and concepts
Individual capacity
Enhanced Capacity (Wiek et al., 2014)
Participants report changes in understanding - increased
Improved adaptive capacity (Schapke et al., 2017)
knowledge, change in attitudes, changes in thinking; changes in
Individual capacity development such as reflexivity, systems ways of thinking, learning and working; new understandings of
thinking, and changes in worldviews (O’Brien et al., 2018)
subject area (e.g. energy systems); awareness of oppositional
stakeholder empowerment (Loorbach, 2007)
arguments
attitudinal and behavioral change (Schapke et al., 2017)
Participants report enhanced communication skills
1st order niche effects (Wiek et al., 2014)
Participants report a greater sense of empowerment and agency
Development of problem solving, complex systems thinking,
dialogue and reflexivity capacities in participants (Schapke et Co-produced knowledge; System, goal or transformation
al., 2017)
knowledge; Co-produced scenarios; Idea exchange
New forms of knowledge, values, and social relations (Fazey
et al., 2014)
Participants report that they have learned from different
Deepen understanding of different points of view (Reed et
perspectives; new insights about different stakeholder groups;
al., 2010)
increased understanding of desires and concerns of collaborators
Engagement with diverse perspectives (Schapke et al., 2017) Participants report changed perceptions and expectations (i.e.
Understanding of perspectives and preferences of different
stakeholder groups); broadening of perspectives and knowledge
Usable products

Usable Products (Wiek et al., 2014)
1st order niche effects (Wiek et al., 2014)

Participants report new action plans, technologies, etc. as a
results of the STE
Observed development of:
Innovative technologies and social innovation adoption/scale
Intellectual property
Action plans
Media – newspaper, magazine, online articles
Publications (academic & non-academic)
Written reports, research and practice overviews, (spreading
knowledge) meetings with decision makers, workshops,
seminars; funding applications; peer reviewed articles;
technical reports/gray literature
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Category
Networks and
relationships

Keywords and concepts from literature review
Strengthened Networks (Wiek et al., 2014)
Strengthening of social networks (Schapke et al., 2017)
Relationship building (Hansson & Polk, 2017)
1st order niche effects (Wiek et al., 2014)
Trust building (Hansson & Polk, 2017)
Enhanced trust (Schapke et al., 2017)
Changes in roles and relationships (Hansson & Polk, 2017)

Operationalisation of keywords and concepts
Participants report expanded networks, boundary-crossing
collaborations and partnerships, new contacts and/or
strengthened (existing) networks; sharing, and greater
willingness to share, knowledge with broader networks
Participants report new ways of working across disciplines and
sectors; better understandings of roles of partner orgs; better
understanding of how to make use of expertise and networks;
collaborative funding applications; network building,
community identification
Participants report development of social capital and feelings of
identity with other participants/the STE
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Category
Institutional change

Keywords and concepts from literature review
Institutional changes (Wiek et al., 2014)
2nd order regime effects (Wiek et al., 2014)
Changes in institutional rules and policies that are more
sustainable (Shove & Walker, 2010)
Whether governance roles and relationships are changing
(Burch et al., 2018)
How dominant incumbent actors are incorporating the
interests of a different range of stakeholders (as represented
by an STE) in policy and organizational decision making
(Kenis et al., 2016)
How results of the engagement are integrated into policy or
other outcomes (Barrett et al., 2012)
Where the costs and benefits of STE outputs and outcomes
are accruing (Walker, 2012)

Operationalisation of keywords and concepts
Policy
Participants and/or policy makers report resource management
decisions, policies/laws passed, new evidence introduced into
policy/strategy, synthesis and accessibility of information to
policymakers
Participants report direct impact on policy and practice
Participants report indirect impact on the knowledge,
understanding and attitudes of policy-makers and practitioners
Policy makers report influence (direct or indirect) of STE on
policy and practice
Policy/law/regulation changes published with reference to STE
or reflecting STE knowledge/language
Changed policy discourse
Organizational Changes and Actions
Participants report shifts in organizational responsibilities/roles,
changes in job description
Changes in internal and/or external job descriptions
Participants report shift in rules of engagement between
stakeholders
Published terms of reference for government and corporate
stakeholder engagement processes
Participants report shifts in investment strategy
Participants report changes in organizational decision making
process or operating models

Climate/Energy effects

Climate/energy outcomes (e.g. carbon reduction) (Wiek et
al., 2014; Geels et al., 2016)
Climate action / energy reduction (O’Brien et al., 2018)

Governance
Participants report changes in governance roles and relationships
relevant to STE
Participants report equitable distribution of costs and benefits of
transition within the domain of the STE
Participants/STE report or project carbon reductions or other
measurable sustainability actions
Observed or projected reduced energy demand, increased
renewable energy supply, increases in energy efficiency,
reduction in GHG emissions
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A combination of research methods is needed in order to capture different kinds of effects of the
sustainability transition experiments, including those that might occur at different levels and
scales. As with process elements, semi-structured interviews conducted with participants capture
the reported effects elements from my evaluative framework. Observed elements are captured
through a review of design documents, meeting observation notes, project outputs (e.g. Vision
document and project plans), external documents (e.g. government, industry and NGO reports,
government websites, oil & gas company sustainability reports, NGO reports), evaluation reports
developed by an independent consultant engaged by the EFL, and a social network analysis
conducted by the EFL evaluator.
As noted in Section 4.2.2, interviews were designed and conducted using a preliminary version of
my evaluative framework. Nonetheless, interviews captured effects elements of individual
capacity, usable products, networks and relationships, structural change, and actor/agency change.
Additional interviews with a sub-set of Fellows were conducted to assess climate/energy effects
that were not addressed in the initial set of interviews.
External document analysis and supplemental interviews with external stakeholders were used to
validate participant reports of societal effects. For example, reports that the EFL had contributed
to policy development in Government of Alberta renewable technology investments were
validated through review of public reports on the Emissions Reductions Alberta website. In other
cases, participant reports were validated through supplemental interviews with external actors. For
example, reports that EFL had influenced policy and decisions within the Canadian Oilsands
Innovation Alliance (COSIA) - an oil and gas industry working group - were validated through
interviews with COSIA members from a number of oil and gas companies. See Appendix H for
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detailed list of external documents consulted. Data collected was then coded using codes derived
from evaluation elements developed in Table 9 in Section 3.2.2 See Appendix F for full list of
codes used in analysis.
3.2.3

Sustainability transition impacts

Table 10 operationalizes sustainability transition impact elements. Here I propose the categories
of socio-technical systems and governance, interlinking regime rules and behaviours,
reinforcement at multiple levels, actors and practice, and socio-ecological systems as means of
assessing sustainability transition impacts. A development path approach provides a useful
framework with which to make sense of these seemingly disparate collection of elements.
Table 10 uses these five characteristics of development pathways to categorize sustainability
transition elements that were derived from the literature review as summarized in the Sustainability
Transitions Impacts column of Table 5.
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Table 10: Operationalization of sustainability transition impact evaluative measures
(Formatting: regular-effects directly reported; italic-effects indirectly assessed by researcher). Note only key references are cited here for readability, additional
citations can be found in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Development
Category
Keywords and concepts from literature review
Sustainability Transition Impact Indicators
Path
Characteristics
Socio-technical
Governance role and
Governance (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010)
Participants report inclusion of new actors and
systems and
relationships
How (and whether) power relations and social inequities are
issues in public spaces and discourse
governance
changing (Silveira & Pritchard, 2018)
Participants report changes in decision making
Are new models of governance (e.g. polycentric governance) (or who gets to participate in decision making)
emerging? (Ostrom, 2009; Stirling, 2014b)
that affects the STE
Changes in practices of participation and new
forms of participation in governance processes
observed through published terms of reference
Reduced barriers to
Reduced barriers to transition (Geels, 2018a; Moser &
Participants report influence on reducing
transition
Ekstrom, 2010; Burch et al., 2014)
barriers to transition such as institutional
inertia, built infrastructure, or policy
Reduction in incumbent actors actions to resist,
delay or derail low-carbon transitions
Leadership, resources, information, values and
beliefs present to support transition
Changes in development path dependencies
and/or adoption of adaptive management
practices
Interlinking
Justice
Distribution of benefits and costs of transition is equitable,
Participants report equitable distribution of
Regime rules and
stakeholders are meaningfully engaged in transition
costs and benefits of transition
behaviours
governance, and historical (and current) marginalization of
Participants report STE has contributed to
peoples has been reduced (Walker, 2012; Silveira &
reduced marginalization of peoples
Pritchard, 2018)
Assessment of distribution of benefits of STE
initiative portfolio
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Development
Path
Characteristics

Reinforced at
multiple levels

Category

Keywords and concepts from literature review

Sustainability Transition Impact Indicators

Changes in regime
practices

Regime routines or socio-cultural landscape norms (as
embodied by materials, competencies and meanings) that
“normalize” sustainability are embedded within institutions
and cultures (Shove & Walker, 2010)

Niche-Landscape
Alignment

Niche-Landscape alignment (Geels, 2002; Geels & Schot,
2007)

Multi-level

Change across multiple levels of scale (Folke et al., 2010;
OBrien & Sygna, 2013)

Participants report new or changed sustainable
routines (i.e. “rules of the game”) within
regime organizations
Participants report new ways of sustainability
thinking, frameworks or narratives that have
become embedded in institutions or policies
New sustainable practices/norms evidenced in
policy statements or reports
Participants report project alignment to broader
social, political and cultural trends
Niche innovations developed in STE aligned
with broader social, political and cultural
trends supporting sustainability
Participants report changes at multiple levels
(e.g. organization, region, national, global)
Observed cross-scale changes and reinforcing
links (e.g. national policy supporting regional
niche innovation)
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Development
Path
Characteristics
Actors & Practices

Category

Keywords and concepts from literature review

Sustainability Transition Impact Indicators

Actor roles and
relationships

Actor relationships (Schot, 2017)
Shifts in actor (individual and organizational) roles and
relationships (Avelino & Wittmayer, 2017)
How actor roles support/hinder transition (Avelino &
Wittmayer, 2017)

Participants report a greater sense of
agency/efficacy; greater agency in influencing
changes to practice, i.e. “rules of the game” in
organizations
Participants demonstrate reflexivity on the role
they are playing in systems transition;
development and adoption of collective
purpose and vision; improved problem solving
capabilities between actors/participants
Participants shifting roles
Participants report actions at multiple system
levels

Changes in collective
practices

Embedding of low carbon / sustainable behaviours in
collectives (networks, organizations, societies) (Reed et al.,
2010)
Wholesale changes to the constituent elements of a practice,
or the relations between bundled practices (Moore et al.,
2018)
Changes in worldviews (O’Brien et al., 2018)

Greater social cohesion across groups related
to STE
Are the boundaries and relations between
sectors shifting in the STE domain (between
public and private, for-profit and non-profit,
formal and informal)?
Which (new) actor roles are (re-)emerging in
the STE context?
Participants report development and adoption
of new sustainable narratives, practices, values,
worldviews or norms
Participants report sustainability norm change
and/or adoption within publics
Shifts in public narrative related to focus of
STE (e.g. energy transition)
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Development
Path
Characteristics
Social and
Ecological
systems

Category

Keywords and concepts from literature review

Sustainability Transition Impact Indicators

Inter-linked socio-ecological systems at multiple scales
(Moore et al., 2018)
Viability and integrity of the atmosphere, biosphere,
hydrosphere and cryosphere (O’Brien & Sygna, 2015)
Meeting SDG goals (O’Brien et al., 2018)
Climate change impacts e.g. GHG reduction, integrating
climate policy with broader sustainability goals relating to
economics, social dimensions, technology, and environment
(Burch et al., 2014)

Participants report improvements to the
ecological capital in geographical area of STE
focus?
Participants report ways in which STE take into
account both human and ecological well-being,
and STE acknowledges and protects ecosystem
services (for example, include food security)?
Participants report ways in which the STE has
contributed to meeting SDG goals
Effects of STE aligned with supporting SDG
goals
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Sustainability transition impacts are more difficult to capture than societal effects and require a
different set of data collection and analysis methods. Semi-structured participant interviews
provide a base set of directly reported sustainability transition impact elements. Questions in the
final round of interviews specifically asked participants to identify headwinds and tailwinds related
to the EFL. Headwinds refer to industry, economic, or societal trends that may hinder the EFL in
achieving its vision. Tailwinds are trends and factors that may help the EFL achieve its vision.
These questions facilitated a discussion with participants on the role that the EFL had in
contributing to these broader societal trends. Collectively, these interviews generated a set of
‘signposts’16 of transition in Alberta. Interviews were supplemented by design team interviews,
review of external documents, and review of project outputs such as initiatives and prototypes
developed.
Changes in governance roles and relationships, the actions of incumbent actors in support - or in
hindrance – of transition, leadership for sustainability transition and adoption of adaptive
management practices were assessed through participant interviews and reviews of external
documents published by regime actors. Assessing justice elements such as questions of distribution
of costs and benefits of transition are again addressed through a combination of participant
interviews and external validation. As justice issues were not directly addressed in initial

16

The ‘signpost’ concept was adapted from Suncor Energy’s internal strategic planning team. As described on their
website, signposts refer to “changes in global energy demand and supply mix, political and economic indicators,
climate data and policy trends and also include technology advances and consumer trends.”
https://sustainability.suncor.com/en/climate-change/carbon-risk-and-energy-outlook
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participant interviews, these were supplemented by review of project design documents, outputs
and initiative tracking.
Niche-regime alignment assessment emerged from a comparison of development pathway changes
surfaced in interviews and the actions (e.g. project output, activities, and outcomes) of the EFL.
Multi-scale reinforcement was assessed through analyzing EFL effects through an MLP lens.
Changes in worldviews were assessed through participant interviews. Note that this assessment is
limited to the views of EFL participants themselves. Extrapolating whether these worldview
changes are reflected in broader society is done in an elementary manner through simple media
scans but requires more in depth analysis in future research.
de Haan & Rotmans (2011) suggest an integrated analysis of patterns in transition through
examining structures that restrict and enable practices, cultures that provide sense-making and
interpretation of practice and finally practices themselves. I believe this approach to be fruitful in
analyzing actors and agency in transition. Tracing the actions, changes in behaviour and changes
in relationships between actors in transition (Hansen, 2017; Hurlbert et al., 2018) and outcome
harvesting (Gaventa & Barrett, 2010; Koch, 2014) methods alongside an analysis of changes in
practice provides insight into both structural forces that constrain individual actions and the actors
themselves. In order to trace changes in actor roles and relationships in more detail (e.g. shifting
boundaries and relationships between sectors), interviews and document reviewed served as a base
for analysis through the multi-actor perspective as elaborated by Avelino & Wittmayer (2017) and
described in Section 2.4.2.3.
Many scholars have argued that changes in social practice are representative of systems transition
(see Section 2.4.3.2). However, the practicalities of operationalizing these changes in practice are
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often left unclear (Rauschmayer et al., 2015). Moore et al. (2018) propose a set of interview
questions designed to capture these changes. Interviewees are asked to report on behavioural
changes in their organization or community, institutional or social changes in the community, and
their perceived level of influence in changing or altering the “rules of the game” in their
organization. These questions point in the right direction but are in some ways problematic. The
first set of questions ask about behaviours not practices. What matters here is the routinization of
behaviour into embedded practices. The final question gets at this with the concept of changing
the "rules of the game”. I adapt these questions to capture these changes in practice. A final
methodological question is which practices to examine. As Rauschmayer et al. (2015, p. 216) point
out, practices related to sustainability transition can range from cooking & eating to moving &
travelling. My approach has been to use participant interviews to surface practices which are
reported to have changed in collectives or regime institutions. I use these emergent set of practices
for further analysis.
Changes in practice were addressed in two dimensions. First was assessing how low
carbon/sustainability behaviours were embedded in collectives (e.g. networks, organizations,
societies) through participant interviews. Second was assessing change within regime routines
and socio-cultural landscape norms. A representative set of regime actors was identified through
participant and design team interviews. These consisted of industry groups (e.g. Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), Canadian Oilsands Innovation Alliance (COSIA)),
government agencies (e.g. Emissions Reductions Alberta, Alberta Innovates), and NGOs (e.g.
Pembina). Participant reports of new and changed routines in these organizations helps identify
practice impacts in regime institutions. Participant interviews also surface changes in sociocultural norms. However, as with worldview changes, additional research outside the scope of this
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thesis is required to assess the extent to which societal norms have changed and niche practices
have been widely adopted and normalized. Within the scope of this thesis, I conduct a simple
media analysis to capture mentions of the EFL in industry and traditional media channels. This
provides a cursory overview of contributions of EFL to shifting public narratives. However, this
does not serve as a replacement for comprehensive discourse analysis that will be performed as
part of future research.
Participant and design team interviews, along with design document review and initiative tracking
help to identify where the EFL has contributed to socio-ecological systems change. Sustainability
dimensions of transition impact are assessed in two ways. First is through identifying impacts of
the EFL in categories described above and assessing whether those impacts are contributing to
sustainability impacts. As described in section 2.3.4 and 2.3.4.1 above, sustainability
characteristics emerge from the literature review and are complemented by application of the UN
Sustainability Development Goals to ensure completeness.
The second element assessed is the EFL’s vision for a sustainable energy future and progress
towards that vision. This vision was co-produced by the EFL participants and therefore represents
(per procedural sustainability) a version of sustainability that can be compared with the SDGs. In
a sense, this interplay represents two versions of sustainability talking to each other (John
Robinson, Personal communication, March 19, 2019). I assess which elements of sustainability
transition impact are included in the vision and which are not. The EFL vision also provides an
illustration of how an STE has integrated various SDG goals into a coherent goal. The
transformative nature of Agenda 2030 may not lie in in the rational (mainstream) procedure of
translating international goals into national regulations and policies, to be implemented and
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followed-up in a bureaucratic manner. Here the Agenda and the SDGs risk become a ‘checklist’
(Larsson et al., 2018). Assessing the vision of an STE provides insight into how SDGs are
integrated and connected. For example, sustainable energy transition in Alberta inextricably links
climate change action (Goal 13) with affordable, reliable and sustainable energy for all (Goal 7),
availability and management of water (Goal 6), just and equitable distribution of the costs and
benefits of transition (Goals 10 and 16), economic growth and job creation (Goal 8), and ecosystem
protection (Goal 15). The comprehensiveness of the SDGs provides a lens through which to assess
whether an STE such as the EFL has integrated these different dimensions of sustainability into its
vision. Data collected was then coded using codes derived from evaluation elements developed in
Table 10 in Section 3.2.3. See Appendix F for full list of codes used in analysis.
3.2.4

Additional contextual factors

Recent evaluation models have moved away from linear relationships to integrate systems
thinking, recognizing that evaluation should consider multiple contexts (societal, economic,
political, and so on), be comprehensive, and take in to account external and internal factors that
could influence outputs and outcomes (Arnold et al., 2018). External factors, such as the political
context, socio-economic factors and characteristics of the target population, which can all have
great consequences on individual projects should be carefully considered. Furthermore, the
importance of local/regional external context factors is often undervalued when attempting
to replicate the success of a project in a different context. In addition to capturing STE process,
societal effects, and sustainability transition impacts, it is therefore also important to capture the
inputs to an STE and the external context in which it operates
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Input effect categories include, among others the capacity of the project designers and facilitators,
the level of in-kind and financial support available, funding levels and sources, and motivations of
project participants (Luederitz et al., 2016). External context categories (often mapping to
landscape level factors as elaborated in transitions theory (see Geels, 2015) include socioeconomic, cultural and social conditions, such as changes in information and communications
technology, settlement patterns, livelihoods and occupations, mobility, cultural beliefs and
practices, and production and consumption systems and activities; the environmental context; the
political context; programs/incentives and regulations related to goals of the STE; the ecosystem
of other processes and experiments happening concurrently (Kearnes & Chilvers, 2016); and buyin/support from stakeholders. In addition to capturing changes in external context for evaluation,
it is important that STEs themselves are able to understand and adapt to shifting external contexts.
The process evaluation elements of reflexivity (Hansson & Polk, 2017; Loorbach & Rotmans,
2010) and adaptability (Burch et al., 2014) capture these STE capacities. I discuss inputs and
external context factors in Section 5.2
3.2.5

Evaluation framework summary

In this chapter I have elaborated the main components of my proposed evaluation framework. First
is process evaluation that encompasses the fairness and inclusivity of the process, the quality and
appropriateness of the tools and methodologies used, and the adaptive and reflexive capacity of
the process. Next is societal effects, the short term “splash” outputs and medium term “ripples” or
outcomes of the process. Finally, are sustainability transition impacts – the longer term impacts
that reflect societal transition such as norm and cultural narrative change, social learning, and
changes in governance roles and relationships between system actors. In other words, changes in
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development pathways. In addition, I discuss the relevance of input factors such as resources and
capacity along with the external context within which an STE operates.
Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between these components. Dotted lines in the diagram indicate
one-way relationships between elements while solid lines represent two-way relationships.
Numbers in Figure 8 label component relationships for clarity in discussion. The simplest
relationship is between inputs and process (1). The inputs of a given STE will influence what
process is both desired and feasible within an STE process. Note that both process and inputs are
also affected by external context (5,6). External context factors such as political trends can play a
large role in impacting which stakeholders take part in an STE, what resources are available
through public and private funding sources, what topics are to be discussed, and which group is
seen as credible convenor for an STE. Context and process (6) is also a two-way relationship as
an STE can serve as a demonstration that, for example, government-corporate-NGO collaboration
is possible within a polarized political environment. This example has potential to shift the
willingness of different actors to engage in political coalitions that go beyond the scope of an STE.
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Figure 8: Relationships between evaluation components. Dotted arrows indicate one-way relationships; Solid
arrows indicate two-way relationships. Adapted from Potvin et al., 2018.

STE processes have an impact on the societal effects possible and achieved (2). This is also a twoway relationship. For example, societal effects such as how dominant incumbent actors are
incorporating the interests of a different range of stakeholders (as represented by an STE) in policy
and organizational decision making (Kenis et al., 2016) may influence how an STE can itself
address power dynamics and imbalances between participants and funders in its process.
Societal effects make it more likely that an STE will contribute to sustainability transition impacts
(3). At the same time, these transition impacts can influence societal effects. For example, as
governance relationships change (impacts), that may make it easier for STEs to engage with regime
actors and foster structural and organizational changes (societal effects). Finally, transition impacts
are also affected by and affect external social and political contexts (4). External contexts shape
the ‘repertoire of possibilities’ (Taylor, 2004) accessible in societal transition processes. As these
shift, transition impacts of different kinds and scales become possible.
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Even simplified as in Figure 8, this interconnected and interdependent web of relationships points
to the complexity of sustainability transition experiments and their evaluation. In this chapter, for
each evaluation element I developed a set of direct and indirect indicators. In the following sections
I describe the methods used to capture, code, and analyze data to assess these indicators. I also
describe the methods used to assess the contribution between relationships described in Figure 8.
For example, how might we assess the relative contribution of an STE to sustainability transition
impacts as compared to exogenous external context factors? How can we disentangle causal
relationships between elements and make claims about the relevance of an STE to sustainability
transition? I address these questions in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Methodology
4.1

Introduction

Methods to capture societal effects during times of rapid change - when both landscape context
and the interventions themselves are evolving - must be reflexive (allowing for ongoing learning)
and flexible (allowing for changes in response to landscape shifts) while maintaining research
fidelity. This methodological framework builds in a number of decision points where changes to
methods were introduced. For example, participant interviews surfaced potential system shifts that
warranted further investigation using a method such as outcome harvesting.
Developmental and utilization focused evaluation (DE) (Patton et al., 2016) is a helpful approach
for making decisions as to what methods to use. DE focuses on project developments and key pivot
points within the project to surface learning for the project team. The idea is to conduct this
evaluation and learning in real time so that the team can respond and adapt to changing conditions
rather than waiting until review at the end of the project to see what went well and what didn’t.
This approach has implications for methodology design. The first is that data collection and
analysis methodology needs to evolve alongside the innovation. As McKegg and Wehipeihana
note,
over time, multiple types and forms of data and evidence are gathered; both planned and
opportunistic data collection occurs, and high use is made of naturally occurring data
collection activity and moments. (cited in Patton, 2016, p. 248).

It also is important to recognize that preferences of innovators matter in that, if evaluation is to be
used to help the design team and participants make better decisions, the evaluation methodology
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must be designed to support that use. In this way, the evaluation process can serve to support
reflexivity and learning within the process. This desire for use of my research influenced the
methodology used and highlights my role as action researcher.
I use a range of data collection and analytical methods in order to apply the evaluative framework
developed in Chapter 3 to the case of the Energy Futures Lab. Table 11 illustrates the methods
used for each of the levels in my framework. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe in detail the data
collection and analytical methods used to inform my analysis. Common to all of these methods is
use of the evaluative elements derived from Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10 in Sections 3.2.1
(process), 3.2.2 (societal effects) and 3.2.3 (sustainability transition impacts).
Table 11: Mapping research methods to evaluative framework levels

Evaluative Framework
Level
Process

Societal Effects

Sustainability Transition
Impacts

Data Collection Method

Analytical Method

Meeting observation
Design document review
Semi-structured participant
and design team interviews
Project outputs
Semi-structured participant,
design team, and partner
interviews
External document review
EFL Evaluation Reports
Project outputs
Semi-structured participant,
design team, and partner
interviews
Project outputs
External document review

Coding with Nvivo

Coding with Nvivo
Outcome harvesting
Contribution analysis

Coding with Nvivo
Outcome harvesting
Contribution analysis
Social practice analysis
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4.2

The role of the “self-reflexive scientist”

Fazey et al. describe the role of a “self-reflexive scientist” in action-oriented transitions research.
The authors note that in this role,
researchers act as a self-reflexive scientist by using reflexive processes to critically
evaluate their role in shaping the research, action and learning including: how their
epistemological, ontological positions, norms, values, concepts, methods and paradigms
influence understanding about change and how they are part of, reinforce and influence the
systems they seek to change (2017, p.64 following Wittmayer & Schapke, 2014)
along with “engendering scepticism concerning one’s knowledge and value stances as well as the
views of others and making explicit underlying values and assumptions” (Fazey et al., 2017, p. 66
and see Sovacool & Brown, 2015). In the following section I investigate my own normative stance,
values, beliefs, assumptions, and role within the EFL. I then provide a careful exposition of how I
allowed for such potential bias, and then describe how I am explicit in the text when I reach a
judgement on a given indicator, that my judgement is informed explicitly by my theoretical
framework and the evidence I cite. Important to note here is that this response “is not about how
[I] try to change [my] own inclinations but how [I] set up procedures that are themselves neutral”
(John Robinson, Personal Communication, June 30, 2018).
When investigating my own biases and assumptions, what emerges is a set of contradictions. First,
I am deeply skeptical of the eco-modernist discourse that runs through much of sustainable
development discussions and underpins the EFL. In this discourse, sustainability and development
are not mutually exclusive. The EFL has internalized this view in, for example, their position that
there is a role for fossil fuels in a sustainable energy system. This does not seem feasible to me so
contributes to my skepticism of how effective the EFL can be in fostering sustainability transition.
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At the same time, I have spent 5 years working with and supporting the EFL. I want to believe that
EFL is making a difference, that we are collectively making progress on sustainability transition,
and I have a deep belief in the need for sustainability transition. I know well, and trust, the members
EFL Design Team in their own desire to foster sustainability transition. I am also pessimistic about
the ability of EFL to meaningfully influence the deeply embedded resource extraction focus of
Alberta and Canada or the polarized discourse around energy in Canada. I am skeptical of the
motivations of regime actors and project supporters such as Suncor and have faith in the values
and motivations individuals within those organizations. While I agree with the assumption within
the EFL (and within STEs in general) that working with regime is fruitful in fostering transition, I
do not agree with the assumption that fossil fuel companies continuing to extract oil and gas is
compatible with a sustainability transition.
My own norms, values, and beliefs likely, if not inevitably, influence my role in the EFL and my
research. In an effort to support the EFL in its work, I taken a lead in facilitating workshop sessions,
contributed ideas and theoretical frameworks from my research to the Design Team, and
challenged the team regarding, for example, robustness of portfolio of initiatives and the EFL’s
approach to Reconciliation and Indigeneity. My desire to continue to support the work of the EFL
after the conclusion of my research led me to accept a contract for evaluation of EFL 2.0 starting
in January 2019. Therefore, a crucial element of my assessment is clarity on my methodology for
making evaluative claims. In other words, what evidentiary standards or methodological
approaches might enable reliable claims to be made within the categories of my evaluation
framework (David Kahane, Personal communication, June 27, 2019)? This is especially important
given my direct engagement with the EFL design and implementation, my relationship with the
EFL Design Team, and my ongoing evaluation work for the EFL. In this section I detail a three142

level method that describes how I make claims about participant reporting, how I assess participant
self-reporting, and how I exercise reflexivity on my own role in the EFL as a “self-reflexive
scientist” (Fazey et al., 2017).
The first level is development of my evaluative framework itself. The framework was theoretically
and empirically derived to assess systematically whether participant, funder, partner, or design
team claims of impact are valid in terms of contributing to sustainability transition. In other words,
the framework provides a mechanism to assess whether reported effects and impacts are in service
of fostering sustainability transition as opposed to, for example, making incremental changes that
perpetuate the stability of our current unsustainable energy system.
In a second level assessment, I looked at the distribution of sentiments (see Appendix G for
distribution against all evaluation elements) i.e. what were most participants saying. I also looked
for countervailing sentiments to ensure I reflect the variation in thought of participants. In other
words, I did not take a majority of positive assessments for granted. For example, when most
participants said the process was inclusive, I also included statements that questioned this.
Throughout the thesis I have indicated the percentages of participants whose sentiments are
illustrated by representative quotes. In some cases, for readability, I have used ‘many’ or ‘most’
to describe contexts where the majority of participants (i.e. greater than 50%) hold a similar view.
I present, depending on context, either the percentage of all Fellows interviewed or the percentage
of those who mentioned a given element. Both approaches are needed as using the different
numbers can downplay both positive and negative sentiments. For example, while only 8% of
Fellows overall had negative impressions of the diversity of viewpoints represented in the EFL,
29% of Fellows who specifically mentioned diversity in the interview had a negative impression.
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Conversely, while only 33% of Fellows reported a perceived value in diversity of views, 95% of
those who directly mentioned diversity had a positive view of the value of diversity. It is also
useful to understand how many participants mention a given element at all. For example, only 16%
of Fellows mentioned issues of power dynamics within the EFL or strategies to address equity and
power within the EFL. This could be interpreted as problematic for the EFL as such a small number
of Fellows are even considering issues of power. A final note on interpretation of results is that,
since interview questions were open-ended, participants were not specifically asked, for example,
“Did you consider issues of power in the EFL?” Numbers and percentages reported are mentions
that emerged unprompted from interviews.
The third level assessment is my evaluation of participant claims in two parts. First is based on my
literature review and development of evaluative framework. For example, when participants rate
highly the sustainability of the EFL Vision, I assess this through, for example, SDGs, transition
theory, and attention to sustainability discourses used. This provides a way to independently assess
participant self-reporting. A second validation method is using external documents to validate
participant claims. For example, evidence of EFL influence through direct mentions in policy
documents and public statements indicates that participant claims of influence are valid. In order
to counter possible external reporting bias (i.e. personal and institutional interests of sponsors,
partners, and funders of the EFL), I propose possible alternative explanations other than EFL
influence (borrowing from process tracing methodology). However, in this thesis I did not have
time to rigorously apply the process tracing methodology to cases within the EFL. Future
evaluation using this framework should use process tracing (see Section 7.8.1.2) and bellwether
interviews (see Section 7.8.1.1) to validate participant claims and external reports. In this
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dissertation, I have given therefore given more weight to reported influence from external sources
that do not have a direct relationship with the EFL.
Finally, I assess the EFL through its own conceptions of sustainability rather than through the lens
of my own beliefs and sustainability discourse. I use the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals to
assess the comprehensiveness of the EFL’s sustainability definition and vision (see Section 5.6.1).
These multiple levels of assessment do not mean that my own bias is not present in my analysis.
The reader must assume to some degree that it is, indeed that is the only reasonable position (Terre
Satterfield, Personal Communication, July 2, 2019). However, these levels of assessment make it
clear to the reader what standards I am using to include quotations and make conclusions. My
judgements on any given indicator are therefore informed explicitly by my theoretical framework
and the evidence I cite (e.g. participant comments or external evidence).
4.3
4.3.1

Data sources & collecting data
Meeting observation & feedback surveys

Direct observation of main workshop meetings (along with web meetings and conference calls as
they arise) provided insight into how participants were interacting, the way they talked about
transition, what information was provided via the design team, and the impact of external context
shifts on participants. Note that meeting observations leverage workshop evaluation forms
completed by participants and evaluation reports completed by EFL design team staff. I attended
eight of the EFL participant workshops held to date (November 2015 in Banff, January 2016 in
Edmonton, May 2016 in Kananaskis (relocated from Fort McMurray due to forest fire evacuation),
October 2016 in Calgary, February 2017 in Red Deer, May 2017 in Canmore, October 2017 in
Waterton, February 2018 in Olds, June 2018 in Calgary, October 2018 in Kananaskis). Each of
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the workshops concluded with a feedback survey where participants rated their level of interest
and value derived from the sessions. Following each workshop, an “After Action Review” was
conducted with members of the design team to assess how closely the workshop adhered to the
design, whether workshop objectives were met and to review feedback from participants. In
addition, I attended a regular series of in person and online design team meetings (See Appendix
D for a complete list of meetings and workshops).
As the EFL has evolved, an additional set of in-person activities has emerged. These include
informal Community Meetings of EFL Fellows in Calgary and Edmonton, EFL Bootcamps (3 day
introductions of EFL tools and techniques), and Newtonian Shift events (day-long interactive
board game illustrating principles of energy system transition). In addition, there are a set of
Organizational Engagement activities conducted within partner organizations. These range from
simple one-day trainings to multi-day engagements over a period of months. These programs are
designed to support EFL Fellows in engaging their organization. I attended Newtonian Shift events
in March and October 2016 and May 2018. I rely on EFL-generated design documents and
evaluation reports for descriptions of these events that I was not able to attend. In addition,
participant and design team member interviews (see below) capture the content of these events.
The EFL communications team sends out a regular “Roundup” email highlighting EFL Fellow
participation in public events, news about EFL-related projects, and updates on the EFL itself.
These email newsletters provided a mechanism to identify engagement of EFL participants with
other niche and regime actors and supported the tracking of prototype progress.
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4.3.2

Semi-structured participant interviews

Participant interviews were conducted at roughly six month intervals spanning August 2015 –
April 2018. Interviews were selected as the primary data collection method due to the depth of
conversation/insights allowed as compared to surveys. I chose to conduct interviews throughout
the project to capture participant insights as close as possible to events. Post-project surveys (such
as those conducted by Wiek et al., 2014) rely on participant memory of events that may have
happened a number of years prior. Interviews allowed me to describe events, refer back to previous
interviews, and provide explanatory context when needed.
Prior to the start of the sustainability transition experiment process, 38 baseline interviews were
conducted in Summer of 2015 by the EFL Design Team. Each interview consisted of questions
asking what prospective participants see as the biggest barriers to and opportunities for transition,
what they see as their role in the transition and what success (and failure!) would look like for the
process. This data will be used in future work as a baseline to track shifts in participant attitude
and learning and to help with design of the lab process.
During the EFL, semi-structured interviews were conducted with all participants by phone or in
person roughly twice per year. Note that interview protocols were developed using an early version
of my evaluative framework that relied heavily on the societal effects framework as developed in
Wiek et al., 2014. Despite the use of a preliminary version of my evaluative framework, the
interviews still proved useful for assessing the EFL process and societal effects. However, in some
cases, supplemental interviews and additional data collection methods were needed to capture
evaluation elements in my final evaluative framework that were not captured in initial interviews.
This was particularly the case in sustainability transition impact evaluation.
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Interviews were designed to track individual, prototype, organization and network
changes/impacts (1st order effects) and sought to understand participants’ own insights into
emerging or potential societal shifts (2nd order effects) they regard as having occurred due to efforts
of the lab process and/or other possible explanations. Interviews focused on societal effects, and
the mechanisms through which the effects occurred (e.g. actions taken by participants), primarily
at the levels of the individual participant, their organization, the prototype team(s) they are working
with, and social and professional networks of which they are a part. Unstructured questions
included asking participants to identify particular powerful actions they think have the most impact
and results that might deserve further investigation. For example, I asked what has been the most
surprising or unexpected result of the EFL so far and where participants are seeing signs the energy
transition in Alberta is starting to happen. In addition, participants were asked for their own
characterization of the EFL – what do they see as the goal of the process. These questions helped
identify areas of impact at the structural and cultural levels that can be explored further using other
research methods as described below. Structured questions included asking whether participants
have personally experienced new relationships, connections and collaborations with Lab Fellows,
new understandings of the energy system in Alberta or shifts in how they think about their own
role or contribution to the energy transition. These structured questions were designed to elicit data
from participants on actions or changes at different levels of analysis. Other questions asked about
new actions that have been taken or new insights generated at the prototype (working group),
organization or professional/social network levels.
A preliminary set of interviews was conducted with a subset of 4 EFL participants (called Fellows)
in December 2015 to test the interview protocol. After updating based on this pilot, a full set of
interviews was conducted in Spring 2016. 34 of 42 Fellows were interviewed and recordings
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transcribed. A second round of interviews was conducted between December 2016-January 2017
with 16 of 42 Fellows. A third round of interviews was conducted in January-March 2018 with 33
of 60 Fellows. Note that this round has a different sample size. At the end of the first phase of the
EFL, participants were given the option of continuing or ending their relationship with the lab. Of
the 42 Fellows, 7 decided not to continue mainly due to job changes or geographical relocations
that made the EFL less relevant to their job or less practical to attend. 11 new Fellows joined the
EFL in February 2017 with an additional 4 joining in May 2017. A total of 63 Fellows were
interviewed. Interview data is coded to allow analysis of both sets of Fellows in aggregate and
independently.
I coded participant interviews by working group, sector (derived from MAP typology (see Section
2.4.2.3) and basic demographic traits such as age and gender, then used that to clarify who is saying
what and see if any early patterns emerge. I then coded transcripts along the different dimensions
of my evaluation framework, levels of analysis and categories of effect and look for evidence of
effects using indicators such as those set out in Tables 8-10 in Section 3.2.
Note that interviews were conducted by myself along with 4 other members of the EFL Design
Team. This has the benefit of being able to cover the majority of the 60 plus fellows over the 30
month research period. In addition, the Design Team wanted to maintain a relationship with
participants outside formal workshops and saw conducting interviews as a way to do so. This raises
the issue of inconsistent application of the interview protocols. I have mitigated this risk by
conducting research protocol training with the interviewers. In addition, all interviews are recorded
and transcribed allowing me to validate adherence to interview protocol and conduct follow-up
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interviews when required for clarity and consistency. See Appendix E for the Participant Interview
protocol.
An additional set of interviews was conducted with Indigenous participants of the EFL. The
original interview protocol did not explicitly ask about diversity of worldviews and how well those
had been integrated into the process. Supplementary interviews with Indigenous Fellows added
data to capture procedural and recognition-based justice elements of the EFL along with an
assessment of how issues of structural inequalities had been addressed in process and effects of
the EFL.
While there are inherent limitations in the reliability and validity of self-reported measures,
“researchers generally agree that self-reported estimates of learning are valid, within limits”
(Gonyea, 2005, p. 80) and are often “the only practical source of certain types of information”
(ibid, p. 74). Limits of self-reports include cognitive barriers such as misunderstanding questions
and social desirability bias in which respondents are “reluctant to report what they actually think,
believe, or do” (ibid, p. 82) or may over report behaviours thought to be desirable. I have attempted
to mitigate such issues in several ways. First, when asking for numerical ratings, this is followed
up by asking why the respondent rated it that way. This provides an opportunity to ensure that the
respondent understood the question correctly. Second, wherever possible, I look for objective
evidence of reported effects and outcomes through additional data sources.
4.3.3

Semi-structured design team and partner interviews

In addition to interviews with Lab participants, a parallel set of interviews has been conducted
with the process design team (see Section 5.2.1.1 for detail on design team) and project partners
(see Section 5.2.1.2 for detail on funders and partners). These interviews helped to capture the
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evolution of process design over time, the rationale for design changes, and learning/changes that
are happening within the design team members themselves. Interviews with project partners
surface how partners are contributing (or not) to the process. Note that this contribution may be
financial, providing physical space, facilitation support, making connections or recruiting project
participants.
I asked both design team and partners where they are seeing signs of transition and seeing impact
of the EFL. Note that as with participant interviews, this data serves to surface potential impacts
that can be further investigated and validated through other research methods. See Appendix E for
Design Team and Partner interview protocol.
4.3.4

External document review

In order to capture EFL effects and transition impacts, external documents provide a mechanism
to validate where and how the EFL has had an effect with, for example, regime actors. An initial
set of documents was suggested through participant and design team interviews along with meeting
observations. For example, Energy Efficiency Alberta (EEA) (a provincial government agency
funded by carbon levy revenues) engaged the EFL for a review of its Technology Roadmap. In
order to assess effects of this engagement, I reviewed publicly available documents on the EEA
website.
A second set of documents was identified after conducting a multi-actor perspective (see Section
2.4.2.3) analysis of the EFL. This analysis identified actors such as EFL funders and partners,
organizations that supported EFL Fellows, and regime actors in the Alberta energy system. This
constellation of actors provides a representation of the regime actors in the energy system in
Alberta and connected to the EFL. In addition, I added a selection of actors that are not directly
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connected to EFL but are critical for driving energy transition in the province. For each of these I
reviewed publicly available documents to find references to EFL and evidence of EFL effects and
impacts using codes derived from my evaluative framework defined in Section 4.1. For a complete
list of external documents reviewed, see Appendix H.
4.3.5

Design document review

I conducted a review of process design documents, interviews with the design team, a review of
funding proposals, etc. (for a complete list of internal EFL documents reviewed see Appendix H)
to better understand EFL design choices. The document review was especially valuable in
assessing the EFL process in Chapter 5. The review was used to inform interviews and discussions
about the process and also surface new ideas and insights that emerged as evidenced by meeting
agenda topics and design decisions. This process also helps to clarify the EFL’s theory of change
or intended strategy. As Mintzberg et al. (1998) describe, the intended strategy rarely is fully
implemented – nor should it be given changing system conditions. However, an awareness of the
intended strategy and a recognition of emergent strategy is helpful in evaluating the ability of the
transition experiment to respond and adapt to changing conditions and take advantage of emerging
opportunities.
4.3.6

Secondary data reuse

The final set of data is secondary data sources from the Energy Futures Lab itself. As noted earlier,
the EFL has engaged a professional evaluator for the project. The evaluator generated a series of
reports and analyses that provide useful data for assessing process and societal effects with limited
insights into sustainability transition impact. Reuse of this secondary data allows me to “enhance
methodological robustness, for example, by combining the breadth of quantitative scope with the
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depth of qualitative insight” (Bishop & Kuula-Luumi, 2017, p. 13). Quantitative data used includes
a social network analysis of relationships between EFL participants, participant feedback analysis,
and evaluation reports. Additional secondary qualitative data includes summative evaluation
reports on the EFL and “vignettes” describing a sub-set of EFL projects. When utilized, I evaluate
and contextualize this content. For example, I clarify what the evaluation reports contain, their
benefits and limitations, and how my evaluative framework extends the context of evaluation work
in a more complete and sophisticated form.
4.4
4.4.1

Data analysis methods
Coding

Interviews and documents were coded and categorized based on evaluation elements defined in
Tables 8, 9, and 10. These elements were derived from an extensive literature review and through
testing with a number of practitioner case studies (see Appendix F for a complete list of codes used
in analysis). Codes were created in Nvivo 12 for Mac and applied to data sets described in Section
4.1 above. Initial codes were derived from Tables 8, 9, and 10. However, during the coding
process, additional elements surfaced that were added as codes. For example, mutual support
between participants emerged as a theme as did the level of support (e.g. financial investment)
available to EFL initiatives.
Additional codes were created to capture mentions of external actors (individuals and
organizations) in interviews. This was used to trace influence in my assessment of societal effects
and sustainability transition impacts. A general category of “Worldview descriptions” was created
to code participant mentions of their worldviews – or descriptions of worldviews held by other
actors. This category was then further refined by labelling a range of worldviews articulated.
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Finally, “signpost” questions (see Section 4.2.2) were coded as headwinds, tailwinds, and
turbulence. This data was used to develop a thick description of the external context the EFL was
working within along with identifying potential contributions of EFL to sustainability transition
impacts.
Quotations from participant interviews have been anonymized and labelled as follows in Table 12.
Table 12: Participant interview labelling scheme

Label element
Participant ID
Multi-Actor
Perspective Sector
Energy Sector
Interview Round

Range of Values
1-63
M = market, C = community, S = State, T = Third sector
F = fossil fuels, R = renewables
1 = Spring 2016, 2 = Fall 2016, 3 = Winter 2017, 4 =
February-March 2018, 5 = February-March 2019

For participants in the market sector whose organizational focus is energy, an additional label has
been applied to indicate whether the participant is in the fossil fuel or renewable energy sector. So,
for example, P48-MF-2 represents participant 48 who is from the fossil fuel market MAP sector
whose quote comes from the second round of interviews conducted in Fall 2016. Note that some
quotations have been edited to remove individual and organization names that would make the
identity of the participant easily identifiable. Quotations that do identify companies or individuals
have been done so with permission by interviewees.
4.4.2

Outcome harvesting

Participant interviews that suggest a broader shift or transition is happening related to specific EFL
initiatives or the EFL in general generated a more in depth outcome harvest (Koch, 2014; Quinlan
et al., 2008; The World Bank, 2014). Outcome harvests have been used extensively by the World
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Bank in project evaluation and represent a broad approach to evaluating complex change
initiatives. The focus of the method is developing “change stories” which can include one more
indicators of what the EFL considers a ‘breakthrough result’. Interpretation of these stories is
verified with participants who reported them and then the reported change or outcome is validated
with an external stakeholder (e.g. policy maker, government official, or corporate officer). This
helps address the significant difficulty of establishing a baseline for a complex change initiative
where outcomes are diverse (e.g. trying to develop a baseline for every possible outcome in an
efficient manner is practically impossible). A key element in this method is in drafting outcome
descriptions based on interviews and then working with participants to review and refine outcomes
that I have identified. A final step is to substantiate reported outcomes with, for example, initiative
tracking and external document review. This participatory analytical method engages project
participants in the evaluation process and engages the project design team in the use of evaluation.
This method was used to develop a series of illustrative examples of EFL effects and impacts by
tracing specific EFL initiatives such as AOSTRA 2.0. These examples are not meant to represent
a “sampling” approach to capturing impact. However, by presenting these change stories, we can
see the interplay between different clusters of effects and impacts.
4.5

Contribution and causality

The research methods described in Sections 4.1 through 4.3 allow me to assess the EFL’s process,
societal effects, and sustainability transition impacts. However, these methods leave open
questions of contribution and causality. In other words, have the societal effects of the EFL led to
sustainability transition impacts? If so, which sets of societal effects led to which sustainability
transition impacts? To what extent was the EFL itself responsible for societal effects and
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sustainability transition impacts reported and observed? Finally, how might we assess the potential
sustainability transition impacts of the EFL given the relatively limited time span of the process
and the research project?
Interviews with participants provide a very useful starting point but societal effects and
sustainability transition impacts are self-reported so need further validation. In addition, these are
purely descriptive of changes and do not address the question of whether the change happened as
a result of the EFL process or would have happened anyway. It can be very difficult to create direct
attributions between processes like these and societal impacts. I address this issue by looking for
direct references from external sources like government reports, speeches, etc. and being very
precise about tracing actors, observing where they exert influence and how. For example, a
mention of the contribution of the EFL to policy development in a public speech by the Alberta
Minister of the Environment would be a direct reference. However, more work would be needed
to ascertain how much impact the EFL had as opposed to the government wanting to bolster the
image of themselves as a convening partner in an engagement process such as the EFL.
Contribution analysis is a method that helps test a theory of change, determine whether expected
outcomes were achieve and evaluate whether a given process contributed those outcomes (Mayne,
2001); Mayne, 2011). By listing the assumptions behind the theory of change and gathering
evidence to support (or disprove) those assumptions, the researcher can make claims as to the
robustness of contribution analysis. This might be minimal – in effect stating that expected outputs
were delivered, direct – making claims as to direct contribution of the process to outcomes, or
indirect – making supported claims about indirect contributions to outcomes. As Mayne (2012, p.
273) notes, while
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attribution is used to both identify with finding the cause of an effect and with estimating
quantitatively how much of the effect is due to the intervention. The term contribution is
used here in the following way: in light of the multiple factors influencing a result, has the
intervention made a noticeable contribution to an observed result and in what way?
Participant interviews in Fall 2016 (round 2) and Winter 2017 (round 3) included a question asking
the participant to rate the level of contribution the EFL made to the effects and outcomes reported
on the following scale from 1-5:
1. None. This happened without EFL support.
2. Some. EFL played a small role
3. Moderate. The EFL was an important factor – amongst many others
4. Significant. The EFL support was a big factor.
5. Critical. This would not have happened without the EFL.
As these contribution assessments are self-reported, additional data is needed to validate these
statements. Participants were asked why they rated contributions this way which surfaced
participant rationale. In a sub-set of illustrative cases, these self-reported contributions were
validated with additional stakeholders involved with the project and through reference to external
partner documents (see 4.2.4). I include assessments of EFL contribution to societal effects and
sustainability transition impacts in Chapters 6 “Assessing EFL Societal Effects” and 7 “Assessing
EFL Sustainability Transition Impacts” respectively.
4.5.1

Projecting impact

A final element of assessing contribution and causality is the challenge of assessing potential
impact. System transitions (especially energy system transitions) occur over periods of years or
even decades (Grübler, 1998; Schot & Kanger, 2018; Smil, 2010). Given that an STE (and an
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accompanying research project) may last for only a small portion of that time, this presents
difficulties in assessing long term sustainability transition impacts. However, given the literatures
reviewed in developing my evaluative framework, we can anticipate (based on process
characteristics and societal effects) certain types of impacts if certain ‘markers’ of transition are
present. For example, do reported effects point to transitions? Do they incorporate features that
might be expected to support transition?
As noted earlier, Wiek et al. (2017) propose assessment of potential outcomes by extrapolating
“what outcomes could result if the outputs would be widely generated or applied” (2017, p. 254).
Wiek et al. assume here that it is the outputs that lead to change. However, simply extrapolating
from outputs to outcomes runs the risk of masking the complexity and emergence in transitions.
In contrast, ‘markers’ of transition capture not only the presence of process elements and societal
effects leading to sustainability transition but also their quality/kind. For example, from a social
learning lens, an STE that has included process elements of inclusivity and collective problem
solving and seen effects such as the development of new shared visions and narratives in
collectives, can be understood to demonstrate ‘markers’ of transition that should lead to embedding
of these visions and narratives in social practices. We can further assess the quality of these visions
and narratives (e.g. long-term visions, inclusion of future generations and non-human actors) in
their support of sustainability transition.
Transition and social learning theories (Geels, 2018b; Argyris & Schon, 1978) foreground the
importance of process elements such as creating spaces for experimentation and learning in
transition processes. These spaces provide the opportunity to develop niche innovations that may
contribute to sustainability transition and to foster shared learning within the group of STE
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participants. If present, this process marker may be seen as contributing to the likelihood that an
STE will make/foster/support sustainability transition impacts. As another example, transition
theory, societal effects evaluation, and theories of transdisciplinary co-production (Schapke et al.,
2017; Wiek et al., 2014; Hansson & Polk, 2017) all point to the value of strengthened networks
and relationship building. These networks, especially those that cross boundaries and niche-regime
levels (see Pajouhesh, 2016), are crucial for regime adoption of niche innovations, supporting
integrated decision making, and enabling changes in governance relationships. If these boundary
spanning networks are not present in an STE, we may make an assessment that this may hinder
the ability of an STE to support sustainability transition impacts. I include assessments of EFL
potential contribution to sustainability transition in chapter 7 “Assessing EFL Sustainability
Transition Impacts”
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Chapter 5: Assessing the Energy Futures Lab Process
“Everyone significant needed to change the energy system is here” (P6-T-1)
5.1

Introduction

The Energy Futures Lab was convened to facilitate sustainability transition in Alberta’s energy
system. In this chapter, I provide a more detailed description of, and assess, the EFL process using
the first level of the framework elaborated in section 3.2.1. Process assessment is important as
STEs are participatory and multi-stakeholder by design. The processes by which STEs are
designed and implemented are important in and of themselves (i.e. fairness, attention to power
dynamics, inclusivity) and because the presence of certain process elements lays the foundation
for achieving societal effects and sustainability transition impacts. For example, the ways in which
an STE conceptualizes ‘sustainability’, the methods used to foster experimentation and learning,
and the degree to which an STE supports niche-regime collaborations, are all key to enabling
sustainability transition.
I begin this chapter with a summary of the EFL design and methodology. I then discuss the inputs
(i.e. funding and convening partners) along with the external context within which the EFL
emerged. Following this I assess the EFL’s process approach to enabling conditions, methods,
supporting transition, scope and governance (see The chapter concludes with reflections on the
theoretical basis of the process evaluation elements of my evaluation framework and an overall
assessment of the EFL process design and implementation.
Table 13 below for a summary of process evaluation categories and elements). I use data from
participant and design team interviews along with reviews of EFL design documents, meeting
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observations, and internal evaluation reports to inform my analysis. For each process element
category, I describe and assess the EFL’s design intent then describe and assess what happened in
practice. The chapter concludes with reflections on the theoretical basis of the process evaluation
elements of my evaluation framework and an overall assessment of the EFL process design and
implementation.
Table 13: Process evaluation categories and elements. See section 3.2.1. for further detail

Category
Inputs

Elements
Design and facilitation capacity, funding and partners,
participant motivations
External context
Political, social, economic context
Enabling conditions
Inclusivity, fairness, transparency, trust
Methods
Iterative, reflexivity, dialogue, negotiation, collective
problem solving
Supporting Transition Niche/regime interaction, aligning innovations,
experimentation and learning, conceptualizing
sustainability
Scope
Scope of process adequately broad
Governance
Stakeholder capacities, power relations, engaging
future and non-human actors, recognition

Section
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Note that the EFL design and methodology have evolved over time due to responses to external
context shifts, feedback from EFL participants, developmental learning by design team members,
and other factors. Throughout this chapter I highlight these shifts and connect to process evaluation
elements such as reflexivity, iteration, stakeholder capacities, and collective problem solving
among others.
5.2

Inputs

Input effect categories include the capacity of the project designers and facilitators, the level of inkind and financial support available, funding levels and sources, and motivations of project
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participants. These inputs affect the ability of an STE to effectively design and implement their
projects.
Table 14: Inputs evaluation elements.

Category
Inputs

5.2.1

Elements
Design and facilitation capacity
Funding and partners
Participant motivations

Section
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Design and facilitation capacity

The core of the EFL design and facilitation team was made up of Natural Step Canada (TNSC)
staff and consultants. Additional design support came from experts in narrative analysis,
developmental evaluation, and systems mapping. TNSC staff had extensive experience with group
facilitation techniques, experience with the Framework for Sustainable Systems Development (a
set of sustainability principles developed by TNSC) and backcasting, but most experience of
TNSC had been working with individual corporations and municipalities on sustainability projects.
The EFL was therefore an experiment in a new model for TNSC “Sustainability Transition Labs”
(STL) that combined TNSC expertise in sustainability consulting with social innovation labs
practice. An early EFL funding application defines an STL as “an approach to tackling complex
social and environmental challenges that no single organization can address alone” (Energy
Futures Lab, 2014). TNSC engaged members of REOS Partners (a consultancy) for Labs-specific
design advice and support. REOS and Government of Alberta (GoA) staff also supported the group
in systems mapping and prototype development. While 55% of Fellows interviewed identified a
lack of expertise and capacity for supporting niche innovations (e.g. direct project support) as a
gap in the EFL, “the majority of Lab participants provide consistently positive feedback on the
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Lab team’s effectiveness in convening and facilitating Lab events” (Cabaj, 2019, p. 25). A notable
gap in the EFL Design Team is a lack of Indigenous designers or facilitators.
5.2.2

Funding and partners

Initial funding for the development of the EFL came from TNSC itself, the Alberta Real Estate
Foundation and the McConnell Foundation. This seed funding supporting a scoping exercise in
the Spring of 2014 and the development of a proposal to the Suncor Energy Foundation (SEF)
(submitted April 30, 2014). This application was successful and generated funds of $2.5MM CAD
over 5 years from SEF. In parallel with the Suncor application, efforts were made to obtain
matching funding from the Government of Alberta (GoA). However, despite interest from several
ministries, funding at this level was not available. The timing of the funding proposal could not
have been worse for requesting government funding. As the price of oil tumbled, so too did
government revenues. Instead of the hoped for $2.5MM from the GoA, a grant of $100K was
eventually secured leaving SEF contributing over 90% of the budget for EFL.
A concern in public engagement processes is that the participation of industry players can lead to
regulatory capture when industry advances its own interests in a regulatory or review process
(Carpenter & Moss, 2013). The Energy Futures Lab made a conscious choice to include regime
incumbents such as Suncor, Shell and the Government of Alberta in the process without a clear
path to mitigating the risks of industry capture of the process. The inclusion of Suncor as lead
funder was certainly beneficial in attracting support from, and demonstrating legitimacy to, the oil
and gas industry and the Provincial Government. However, this also impacted the legitimacy (or
at least the perception thereof) of the EFL by other system actors such as environmental NGOs.
Although no EFL participants reported pressure or influence from Suncor or other funders on the
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process, there was concern expressed that inclusion of dominant regime actors reinforced a marketdriven approach to sustainable development. For example, through my observations of the process,
it was striking that the idea of “keep [the oil] in the ground” (McKibben, 2016) expressed by
ENGOs such as 350.org was not considered as a viable option for the EFL to pursue. The EFL has
adopted an eco-modernist approach which positions nature as a monetizable resource whose
exploitation can be maximized through environmentally responsible business (Cohen, 2006). This
narrative stance is also embedded within the core FSSD principles of TNSC which assume that
there is an approach that will allow resources to be developed sustainably. The question of ‘what
if this is not the case with oilsands development?’ was not directly addressed within the EFL. This
is an indication that the reflexivity exhibited by the EFL (in terms of questioning fundamental
assumptions) did not extend to questioning the framing and discourse of the Lab itself.
Questions of legitimacy were somewhat mitigated through a set of convening partners that made
in-kind as well as (in the case of GoA and Suncor) cash contributions. These partners included the
Pembina Institute (a policy focused ENGO), the Banff Centre for the Arts (a leadership
development and training organization), TNSC, Suncor and GoA. These partners were meant to
represent a balance of NGO, corporate and government interests. Of course, perceptions of balance
are not universal. The Pembina Institute is an illustrative case as it has straddled the line between
critique of, and support from, the energy sector in Alberta. As described in a Financial Post article,
while the Calgary-based Pembina Institute has for years been one of the Canadian oil
sands’ toughest critics and gets some funding from U.S. foundations, it’s also a big
consultant to the sector. Corporations account for half its $5-million a year in revenue.
(Cattaneo, 2012).
Critics of the Pembina Institute may see this support as being evidence of being too close to the
dominant energy system players in Alberta. However, in July 2019, the Pembina Institute was
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called out by name in the announcement of a Government of Alberta $2.5MM public inquiry into
the “foreign funded defamation campaign by environmental groups against Alberta’s oil and gas
industry”. Alberta Premier Jason Kenney claimed that Pembina received “claimed Pembina
received $8 million from American funders to fight the oil and gas industry” (Maimann, 2019).
The effects of funders and partners are best assessed through examining the EFL process and
specifically, how it addressed reflexivity (Section 5.5.4) and diversity (Section 5.4.1). Over time,
additional partners were added that provided financial support (e.g. Shell and Enbridge), research
capacity (e.g. CESAR), and media support (e.g. JWN). See Appendix B for a complete list of EFL
partners.
5.2.3

Motivations of project participants

Overall, EFL Fellows were highly motivated to participate in the EFL. Fellows were required to
apply for the process, demonstrate organizational support for their participation, and pay a fee of
$5,000 for participation. Fees were waived for NGO participants. Common reasons cited for
participating were alignment with personal values, the desire to make new connections, and the
desire to influence systemic change. Many participants also expressed concerns about the process
prior to joining the EFL. These fell into three main categories. First was a concern that the dialogue
would not translate to impact:
My greatest fear is that we don't affect change, that we put all this effort in… We do all
this amazing stuff and no one hears us and that we just continue on the status quo. ...My
fear would be that we have all this great conversation but it just stays as great conversation
(Energy Futures Lab, 2015b).
Second, that participants would seek to advance their own agendas rather than collaborate:
I worry about competing agendas. ... my fear is that people come there with an agenda and
they don't get off it. They don't open their minds up ... what's an associated concern is that
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in some ways this is a mask for a green agenda … there's a lot of discussion but it’s really
a smokescreen for an agenda to try to drive environmental greenhouse gas reduction at all
cost without any other impacts considered (Energy Futures Lab, 2015b).
Finally, was concern whether EFL would be able to create a space for creative tension,
disagreement and dialogue in a way that surfaced diverging viewpoints:
And I don't think there's anything such as developing a safe room. I don't think that that
exists. We all have different power positions and are enabled and disabled in varieties of
ways, but how can you create a respectful environment that allows for some of those
challenges to come forward? I think that's about the process (Energy Futures Lab, 2015b).
These concerns were addressed by the EFL Design Team. However, the challenge of translating
dialogue to impact remains. I discuss this in depth in Chapter 7 on Sustainability Transition
Impacts of the EFL.
5.3

External context

External context categories relevant to evaluating STES map to landscape level factors as
elaborated in transitions theory. These include socio-economic, cultural and social conditions, such
as changes in information and communications technology, settlement patterns, livelihoods and
occupations, mobility, cultural beliefs and practices, and production and consumption systems and
activities; the environmental context; the political context; programs/incentives and regulations
related to goals of the STE; the ecosystem of other processes and experiments happening
concurrently; and buy-in/support from stakeholders. In this section I provide a brief overview of
the external context of the EFL. In Chapter 7, I provide more detail on the relationship of these
changes to the EFL and how the EFL has attempted to influence these external context factors.
When the EFL was being planned, the price of oil was over $100USD/barrel, the Province of
Alberta was governed by the Conservative Party which had been in power for 40 years and was a
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supporter of the oil industry and minimized climate action, and the country was governed by the
Conservative Party led by Prime Minister Stephen Harper who championed oil and gas and was
reluctant to take action on climate change action. Since then, the price of oil dipped to a low of
$22USD/barrel before rebounding to an average of $63.68 in April 2019 (GoA, 2019).17 A newly
elected provincial New Democratic Party and federal Liberal government implemented sweeping
environmental actions including provincial and national carbon pricing, over the period from 2015
through 2018. However, the economic price due to the collapse in oil prices paid by Canada, and
Alberta in particular, has been staggering on both government and business. Oil royalties that
account for a large proportion of government revenue fell by 75% from 2014/15 to 2016/17
(Government of Alberta, 2018). Over 60,000 energy sector employees have lost their jobs and
recovery has been slow. The province of British Columbia is in a fight with Alberta and the Federal
government trying to block the construction of a pipeline that will carry Albertan bitumen from
the oilsands to the B.C. coast. The Energy Futures Lab emerged at a time when the future of energy,
system transition, and meanings of sustainability are top of mind for citizens, business, NGOs, and
governments across the country. This was a unique confluence of events that provided a perfect
environment for the EFL to be established.
Canadian political shifts during the first half of the EFL were overwhelmingly positive for the
project. The election of the NDP in Alberta and the Liberals at the Federal level led to the
introduction of policies and programs that support energy transition. However, during the second

17
Prices quoted are for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) which is widely used as a benchmark price. Per barrel prices
of Albertan oil – known as Western Canada Select (WCS) typically trade at a discount due to higher processing costs
for heavy oil, transportation costs from Alberta to US and International markets, and restricted access to these markets
due to pipeline and rail capacity.
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half of the EFL, as the economic slowdown wore on, opposition to policies like the carbon levy
along with frustration at the lack of progress on pipeline development fed the rise of the right-ofcentre United Conservative Party (UCP) who were elected on April 16, 2019. The UCP repealed
the carbon levy as their first order of business when the Legislature first sat (as happened in Ontario
with the election of the Conservative Party led by Doug Ford).
5.4

Enabling conditions

Inclusivity, fairness, and transparency are all identified as key enabling conditions for STEs in the
participatory process evaluation, co-production, and environmental justice literatures. The
inclusion of a representative and diverse set of system actors, fairness in the ways in which
information is presented, transparency in funding and process design, and trust between
participants are critical factors in enabling STEs to conduct transitions work. In the process of
coding interviews, the element of trust between participants emerged as an additional element that
should be considered important as a condition for the EFL (see Table 15).
Table 15: Enabling conditions evaluation elements

Category
Enabling conditions

5.4.1

Elements
Inclusivity
Fairness
Transparency
Trust

Section
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4

Inclusivity

From its inception, the EFL design team had a desire to include a broad and inclusive
representation of the Alberta energy system in the process. The team felt that
this broad focus has enabled us so far to position the EFL as highly relevant to many
important stakeholders for enabling the transition to a sustainable energy system in Alberta
(i.e. not just players who touch one part of the system) (Energy Futures Lab, 2015a).
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At the same time, the team recognized that “in a group of ~36 people, it is unlikely we will be able
to truly represent the whole system in all its diversity” (EFL Design template, 2015a). The
mitigation plan for this inherent limitation of STEs was to engage, in parallel, a larger group that
would provide diversity in Labs perspectives while not participating in the day-to-day activities of
the EFL. The EFL team also planned to include information to participants from a variety of
transition perspectives and to share details of the EFL goals, process design, methodologies, and
funding sources with participants.
The EFL cohort of participants (see Appendix A) did in fact include a broad set of coverage of the
Alberta Energy System (see Table 16). The actor categories as defined by Avelino & Wittmayer
(2018) of community, market, state and associations (non-profits) were all represented in the
cohort. As Avelino and Wittmayer point out, members of these categories are not monolithic in
their views and the EFL included a diversity of perspectives within categories. For example,
participants from the oil and gas sector had differing perspectives on the necessity, and desirable
speed of, energy transition in the province along with the role of fossil fuel companies in that
transition. Views varied within this sector and were different again from other sectors. However,
the original plan to have a parallel larger group did not materialize. Instead, the group focused on
engaging organizations and the general public through public events.
Table 16: EFL participants by MAP category

EFL Participants
Original cohort
As of November 2018

Community
1
5

Market
17
19

State
8
7

Third Sector
11
9

The EFL also attempted to include a diverse set of initiatives across different elements of the
energy system in Alberta (See Section 5.6.2 for a detailed discussion of EFL initiatives). EFL used
a variety of methods through the life of the project to assess the portfolio of interventions. This
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analysis was conducted at multiple points throughout the project and used MLP, 3 Horizons (a
strategic planning tool used to map actions to short, medium, and long-term outcomes) (Sharpe et
al., 2016), and an energy system value chain as frameworks for identifying gaps in the EFL
portfolio of initiatives and the cohort of participants. This analysis led the EFL team to adjust its
portfolio and invite new Fellows into the Lab from, for example, agriculture, the financial sector,
and natural gas industry (Williams, In Press).
In the first EFL internal evaluation report, EFL participants reported “respect for, and commitment
to, diversity” in the membership but also a “concern that [the] full energy system [was] not
represented especially First Nations” (Energy Futures Lab, 2017d, p.5). Participants reported
satisfaction with their ability to freely share views and opinions. For example:
expected there to be a lot more environmental leaning people and none if any right leaning
people. Impressed by vocal and range of spectrum is verbalized and vocalized, can tell
there are different opinions in the room (P36-T-3)
and also: “Fellowship is an opportunity to be who you are and listen to others with an open mind”
(P43-S-3).
However, 47% of Fellows who explicitly mentioned diversity of viewpoints challenged the stated
diversity of the EFL. While the EFL in many respects is very diverse in viewpoints, participants
have self-selected to participate so are arguably more supportive of sustainability transition than
the population at large. As one Fellow notes, “even though orgs [in the EFL] are different, people
in the Lab are quite likeminded” (P49-S-2). This feedback also applied to conversations within the
Lab itself (see Section 5.5).
Gaps in EFL membership pointed out by participants in early interviews included rural
communities, food, agriculture, overweighting to academia vs. business, small oil and gas
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operators, service companies, industry associations like CAPP who represent the energy industry
of today, youth, local communities, Indigenous peoples, and “the people who are in more
precarious socioeconomic status” (P42-T1). Regarding Indigenous peoples, in the original cohort,
one Indigenous Fellow was representing his home nation while another was working at a large oil
and gas company, and a third worked at a First Nations management corporation. The gap
identified referred not to the raw number of Indigenous people in the room, but whether different
nations and Indigenous approaches to energy transition were represented.
The EFL team responded to this feedback by expanding from 39 to 59 Fellows by 2018. The EFL
team stated the reason for expansion as being “based upon the fundamental need to reflect the
broad diversity of actors and voices that play a role in the future of Alberta’s energy system”
(Energy Futures Lab, 2017d, p.4). Expanding the membership addresses some issues but brings
up others. Networks and relationships between participants were reported to be one of the biggest
benefits to participants. The expansion of the Fellowship led to concern that the “Fellowship is too
large now – so many I don’t know who’s who. At the beginning we all know who wasn’t there,
now hard to even tell who’s missing [from a workshop]” (P54-MF-3).
A key element of inclusivity is not just whether there is an adequate representation of the system
in the process but whether diverse views are incorporated into decision making. In this regard,
33% of participants who mentioned whether disparate views where incorporated into decision
making reported challenges. For example, one participant said that
At the same time, it concerns me that I sometimes feel like some voices are silenced within
the EFL, and that really concerns me. It's weird because those people who are getting
silenced I think are the people who are diametrically opposed to my views [referring to oil
and gas participants], but that concerns me. I think they need a voice and I think that that
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kind of conversation is absolutely essential, and I see the process as silencing that ...
Silencing the controversy, and that concerns me (P42-T-1).
This was echoed by a participant from the oil and gas sector who felt that “I don’t feel I’m being
utilized – my area of expertise and focus is not part of the plan [things being contemplated in the
EFL]” (P17-MF-2) and by a participant developing emissions reductions technology who reported
that : “I really felt my voice wasn't being heard. And so I, I just thought I'm, I'm here. Actually I
realized that the last couple of workshops I was actually coming away feeling really upset and I
realized that was probably driven from feeling not heard” (P5-MR-3). However, 67% of
participants who discussed disparate views voiced a contrary view. An example of this viewpoint
is that the EFL had created a “safe space willing to come in with open minds and think about ways
of working together” (P17-MF-3). This quote is from the same participant who, a year earlier, had
said they did not feel they were being utilized and perhaps an indication that changes in
membership and methods in the EFL were having the desired effect.
A related challenge is how diverse voices that are included in the EFL collaborate across
differences. One participant noted that
… I still see segregation amongst a group as well. One is the natural tendency for oil and
gas players to stick together, another natural tendency for our aboriginal fellows to stick
together. I think that's probably because people tend to stick, create groups, amongst which
they see similarities and have more shared interests. I think that's an indication that many
of us are still not in that shared solution space. We're still working in our silos where we
feel comfortable working (P48-MF-1).
This clustering was also recognized by the EFL team. The Red Deer (Feb 2017) and Canmore
(May 2017) workshops included exercises that were specifically designed to foster collaboration
across sectors and encourage mutual alignment between initiatives.
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In summary, the EFL has made a robust effort at including a diverse and representative crosssection of the energy system in Alberta in terms of sectoral representation. Although there are
gaps, the team has proven adept at recognizing and filling these gaps. The addition of multiple
Indigenous Fellows, artists, and smaller oil and gas firms helped address gaps. However, the lack
of youth and small community involvement has not yet been addressed. The EFL Roadshow,
where the EFL goes to smaller Alberta communities is a direct attempt to reach communities in a
different way than through the Fellowship and engage with a broader audience. Further research
will assess the efficacy of this approach. The final gap which needs to be addressed is in diversity
of viewpoints, and as discussed further in Section 5.8.1, developing processes to ensure that
diverse views that are present in the EFL have an opportunity to be heard and influence decisions.
5.4.2

Fairness

In terms of fairness, the EFL made efforts to provide information to participants from a variety of
sources including The Natural Step Canada, Government of Alberta agencies, fossil fuel and
renewable energy companies, and research institutes such as Pembina. There were differing
perspectives on the fairness of information presented during the EFL. A small percentage of
Fellows reported that “I feel that we're slipping way too far one side rather than the other and our
objectiveness is perhaps not as good as it should be from a facilitation component” (P56-MF-1)
and appreciated bringing in external data from, for example, the Chief Economist of Alberta
Energy. The same Fellow noted that
We should be trumpeting how important the resource extraction area is and better be having
a discussion about how do we replace $150,000 jobs, because you can't replace them with
$15 an hour jobs, right? I mean it's just not realistic. (P56-MF-1).
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Supporters of renewable energy point to ‘green jobs’ as replacement for extractive industry jobs.
For example, a recent report by Clean Energy Canada notes that “the 23,700 people who work in
green energy organizations outnumber the 22,340 whose work relates to the oil sands” (Buckley,
2018). Presumably however, although not specified in the report, these renewable jobs pay more
than $15 per hour but less than $150,000 per year.
However, the vast majority of comments regarding fairness were positive. For example, one
Fellow noted that
the other and fair approach or fair item that appeals to me a lot about the energy futures lab
is the objective that we are aiming to achieve, the energy transition. That is like I stated in
the existence on the lab itself, but we often when people start looking at transformation on
a system for the most part, everybody is only looking at that small portion of the system
that they are working on and they are usually only defend those interests of that system.
That is one thing that is extremely hopeful from the energy futures lab that the idea is to
work on the energy transition of the system not on the scope of the system that you are
working on or the company that you are working on or on the sector you happen to be
making money off (P26-S-1).
While the EFL provided a range of information, the perception of this information remains
coloured by pre-existing social and political perspectives of Fellows. However, as discussed
further in Chapter 6, there is evidence of greater understanding of different perspectives and
oppositional arguments.
5.4.3

Transparency

Each workshop began with a clear statement of the goals and objectives of the workshop. In
addition, the initial workshops spent a large portion of workshop time discussing the goals and
objectives of the EFL itself. Each process method or tool employed (e.g. Backcasting, prototyping,
MLP) was explained as was the rationale for inclusion in the process. EFL design team members
introduced themselves and their roles. Funding status updates was a regular part of workshops and
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Fellows were invited to participate in a funding sub-committee to explore funding options along
with the design team.
In terms of transparency in design, the EFL may have been transparent to a fault. While participants
appreciated understanding of the process, a small number also complained of “framework fatigue”
while working through yet another analytical tool presented and explained by the design team. A
sub-set (less than 5) of participants reported too much time being spent on process without enough
time working. While this is perhaps a valid critique, the EFL design team was consciously trying
to ensure that participants spent time understanding the system context and the type of transition
they were working towards before diving into initiatives. This is an outcome of the EFL itself
being a niche innovation. The design process was emergent and responsive which was valuable.
However, the unintended consequence was this “framework fatigue.” The Design Team could
have avoided this by focusing on a smaller number of frameworks and conceptual tools provided
to Fellows. The EFL team was also attempting to introduce Fellows to new dialogue, systems
thinking, and sustainability transition processes that (it was hoped) Fellows would bring back to
and implement in their organizations (see Section 6.6 for a discussion of the effectiveness of this
strategy). Despite these caveats, participants largely report trust in the process (89% of participants
who mentioned process design). As an example
I think we're trusting that this methodology will work for us. That's a big leap for everybody
is to all participate in this process in a meaningful way and trust that we'll have the outcome
that we're hoping for (P11-MF-1).
Participants also demonstrated an understanding of how the process is designed:
[When describing EFL to colleagues] sometimes I get into the theory of it, that it's a social
change initiative where we're building our capacity to work together through some fairly
intensive work, and that work is about understanding the vision for Alberta in terms of our
energy system (P23-T-1).
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Regarding funding, participants expressed an understanding of the funding sources, the limitations
of available funds, and the potential challenges those raise. Fellows acknowledged the issues of
power and influence that Suncor funding for the EFL addressed. Most participants, however, felt
that the need for the EFL outweighed such concerns (see Section 5.8.1 for a further discussion on
power relations within the EFL). For example, one participant speaking about how they talk about
with colleagues noted that
There's always some feeling that maybe it's, there's some kind of window dressing going
on. Like, if I say that, ‘Oh, I've joined this group and it's funded by Suncor, Banff Center’
people are like, ‘What the hell is that about? What the hell does that thing do?’ When I
discuss with them more of the kind of process on the ground, they're very intrigued. They
think it's a much needed ... the kind of discussions that should be taking place across society
when dealing with social problems, environmental issues, which just doesn't happen often
enough (P27-T-1).
Based on participant reports of trust and understanding of the process, the EFL has demonstrated
a high level of transparency within the STE related to planning, goals, evaluation, funding, and
process.
5.4.4

Trust

Four Fellows mentioned (unprompted) the importance of developing trust between participants
noting that
it does take a lot of time for people to learn about others' perspectives and interests and to
build trust to move from a very single, solitary view of an issue to a space where you want
to have a shared solution space (P48-MF-1).
Fellows further noted that the EFL has “set the mode for tackling transition: building trust and
encouraging each other to be ambitious. If not us, who? If not now, when?” (P58-MR-2). However,
the question was raised of how to continue to build that trust when integrating new Fellows:
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tough conversations we [referring to original cohort] can have because of trust,
relationships, safe space. As we design and support broadening [the Fellowship], how do
we broaden and include the Fellows and still build enough trust with the new Fellows to
have those conversations? (P51-S-2).
The Red Deer workshop in February 2017 (when 12 new Fellows joined the EFL) included
exercises (e.g. paired walks) that were designed to introduce the new Fellows to the EFL and
provide space for building personal connections. These new Fellows have been well integrated
into the EFL and have joined existing initiatives and started their own. However, this integration
has not been even across all Fellows. Section 6.4 explores Fellow experience with networks and
relationships in more depth.
5.4.5

Enabling conditions summary

In terms of establishing the enabling conditions for an STE, the EFL has performed well. The
inclusion of a broad representation of interests across the energy system in Alberta, the provision
of a range of information to participants, and the high level of transparency supported a process
design that fostered trust between participants. These enabling conditions provided a solid
framework within which EFL participants could engage in dialogue, learning, and experimentation
towards sustainability transition. However, the EFL could have better supported the recognition
and valuation of divergent voices and narratives within the process and provided a wider range of
system information to participants from diverse actors. In addition, lack of diversity in
sustainability discourse constrained the range of possible system interventions considered by the
EFL.
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5.5

STE methods

As important as setting up enabling conditions for an STE are, so too are the methods used in the
process itself (see Table 17). Dialogue, negotiation, collective problem solving, and shared
learning are important for development of, as one Fellow put it, a “shared solution space” (P48MF-1) for transition. Reflexivity, adaptation, and iteration are all important elements that
demonstrate the ability of an STE to learn and adapt based on changing system conditions and its
own internal learning. Reflection at the individual level is also an illustration of how participants
in an STE are learning about their role in transition processes while reflexivity shows how
participants are questioning their fundamental assumptions or worldviews.
Table 17: Methods evaluation elements

Category
STE Methods

Elements
Dialogue
Negotiation
Collective problem solving
Reflexivity
Iterative

Section
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
5.5.5

The EFL design team put considerable thought into methods designed to facilitate generative
conversations and collective problem solving. For example, the first workshop in Banff included
an exercise that was meant to surface the wide range of narratives about energy in the room. As
the EFL progressed, additional techniques were introduced to facilitate what the team called
“tough conversations” about the energy transition.
5.5.1

Dialogue

A small group (3%) of participants expressed initial fears that dialogue within the EFL would not
be possible followed by appreciation that this was not the case. For example, one of the fears
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expressed by a participant (and echoed by the design team) was whether a generative conversation
was possible across such a diverse set of participants. For example,
I think the scenario I probably identified was that if the - this is just a guess - if the
participants came and came to advocate for personal positions, we would never be able to
agree on common foundation and build off of that. I would say that scenario is really not
played out at all. I think there is maybe one or two individuals that advocate a little bit more
than I'd like, but not to the degree where I find it overly distracting, but it's limited to one
or two individuals, and the rest are ... It's pretty interesting, actually. As I said, I think you
guys have done a good job facilitating it (P57-MF-1).
A challenge to the design team that emerged through 2016 interviews was the depth of debate that
was occurring. Roughly 1/3 of participants reported that, though dialogue was taking place, it was
at a surface level. Participants felt that while agreement was generally a good thing, that agreement
was not based on fully discussing underlying tensions and differences of opinion on, for example,
the value of new pipeline development, the role of oil and gas in a future energy system, the
required pace of transition efforts, and the usefulness of carbon pricing. The following quotations
illustrate these concerns:
I think having to work through those tensions is important. Otherwise, we're just skimming
off the surface and it's nicey, nicey, but go through the conflicts that we have to deal with.
If what we're trying to do is innovation and we're not dealing with those fundamental
conflicts of values and perceptions of the world, I don't see how, especially in Alberta, how
we're going to move forward (P42-T-1).
[there are] still some tough conversations to have around the pace of transition, and
benefits and burdens, what it looks like at political and org level. Some tough conversations
[still to come] around pace and implications [of transition], cost to society e.g breaking
power purchase agreements, what is the cost to society? (P51-S-2).
The EFL design team added a new technique called ‘fishbowl’ to facilitate such tough
conversations in the Canmore (May 2017) workshop. In this technique, a group of 4 participants
engage in conversation on a pre-selected topic such as “what is the role of pipelines in energy
transition?” The rest of the participants observe the conversation and may join the inner circle one
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at a time. Each time a new participant joins the inner circle, one of them must leave. This gives an
opportunity for many people to be part of the conversation without too many voices drowning out
what was being said. This was followed by a ‘moving conversations’ exercise in Kananaskis
(November 2018) that was designed to surface the differences in viewpoints among the
participants. Both design interventions are illustrations of the reflexivity and adaption to feedback
of the EFL. The importance of this form of dialogue was highlighted by one of the participants
who noted that there is “nothing like this [in Alberta]. [Public] conversation is even worse, but the
need for this kind of initiative and dialogue is more needed that ever. [The] need is getting stronger
and stronger” (P49-S-3).
The EFL has utilized a variety of techniques to facilitate deeper dialogue between participants.
However, as discussed further in Section 6.2.2.1, there remain unquestioned assumptions (for
example a faith that sustainable development Alberta’s oilsands is possible and desirable) remain.
5.5.2

Negotiation

Key elements of negotiation are the diversity of viewpoints represented, a perceived value in these
diverse viewpoints, and shifts in views based on dialogue. The diversity of viewpoints in the EFL
was one of the most frequently cited values of the Lab by participants (95%). For example:
I think it's a good representation from the fossil fuel industry but also the renewable
industry from entrepreneurs and from one kind of executive government people. And so, I
think that is very rare and extremely valuable (P14-T-3).
This was echoed by another participant who commented on the
diverse range of inputs and participants – industry, banking, municipalities, NGOs. I
belong to a number of innovation groups inside the oil industry, and EFL allows me to
connect with people who want to have a conversation that are not part of oil and gas, even
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people in industry bring in fresh perspective and willingness to try something new (P24MF-3).
Participants strongly support the value of diversity of views, for example: “Existence of EFL to
bring together likeminded people from different agencies, parties – having the space to bring them
together is very important. I strongly support the existence of EFL” (P24-MF-3) and also the
following quote:
I think it's important to gain a diverse range of perspectives and sometimes you can get
caught up in your own group network and the perspectives that they have but I think it's
you don't always get the opportunity to hear the voice of, for instance, like nongovernmental groups and also even representatives from government, other industry, and
also I'm sure people don't hear First Nations perspectives as well. I think it's great to have
that diversity. I think really you saw it in the beginning where people had strong
perspectives but through dialogue we were able to develop more of a balanced approach I
found (P11-MF-1).
However, 29% of respondents who mentioned diversity of viewpoints represented commented that
the EFL did not take advantage of external knowledge and that, although the group was diverse,
participants tended to stick their own groups (see also Section 5.4). Another common theme was
that the EFL needed to have more representation from “disrupters” or extreme ends of the political
spectrum. There were several reasons expressed for this sentiment. One was to challenge the
perceived homogeneity of the EFL itself. A second was to better represent viewpoints outside the
EFL as an instrumental method of better engaging with those audiences.
However, there were differing opinions on the level of diversity present in the EFL. As Cabaj
notes,
when one person in the last workshop in Calgary in June 2018 declared ‘I think we have
too many people from the political left in this Lab’, another person immediately responded
‘You think this represents the Left in Alberta? This group is hardly Left – it is so
mainstream!’ (2019, p. 27).
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Fellows also reported respectful dialogue and debate with 81% of participants reporting positively
on the EFL’s ability to foster generative conversations when asked about dialogue in the EFL. One
Fellow was
very concerned entering looking at potential fellows and organizations, concerned they
would come in with very strong narratives about me as a representative of oil and gas.
Maybe expecting the worst, far from that. Some reservations at first but I don’t see a strong
anti-oil narrative, still there but nothing disrespectful or personal or rampant. Still a fringe
voice, representing of diversity of views but respectful and professional. Don’t feel ever
personally attacked. Don’t feel like I am being criticized (P48-MF-3).
This worry about being attacked for their own views, along with the report these fears were not
realized, was expressed by participants from the oil and gas sector, renewables and ENGOs.
Finally, many participants (38%) reported learning from diverse perspectives when asked about
dialogue in the EFL, for example:
I found the conversations on narrative to be the most interesting stuff. What are people’s
narratives? How do we learn about – and then adapt to - other people’s views and language?
How do we talk to the CEO of Junior Gas company? How do we understand it without
turning it into a bad thing? How do we avoid the type of dialogue in the USA? I think the
introduction of narratives in those early days are good (P58-MR-2).
Very few participants reported changes or shifts in their views based on dialogue. Positions were
heard and respected but exposure to, and understanding of, these different perspectives did not
actually change the views of participants. However, understanding different perspectives may have
contributed to their ability to enter into dialogue with those who hold different views (John
Robinson, Personal Communication, June 4, 2019).
5.5.3

Collective problem solving

The EFL facilitated a number of workshops, and exercises within workshops, to facilitate
collective problem solving. These included the Backcasting exercise to get to a shared EFL vision
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(see Section 5.6.1), an energy trends exercise co-facilitated by GoA staff designed to generate
collective responses to provincial, national, and global energy trends, and a review of Emissions
Reductions Alberta’s Technology Roadmap (See Section 6.5.2.2 for detailed discussion of the
effects of this exercise). Products such as the Vision, a jointly authored op-ed, and the EFL
showcase are examples of results of collective problem solving within the EFL (see Section 6.3
for more on products of the EFL as part of analysis of EFL societal effects).
Collective problem solving was a key element of the EFL and the techniques deployed were largely
successful. However, there was a tendency to move to consensus in decision making, sometimes
under time pressure, that left minority viewpoints to the side as the group moved forward. With
finite time and resources, it is impossible to move forward with every idea. Moving to consensus
too quickly can have the effect of groups coalescing around familiar ideas rather than embracing
more experimental approaches.
5.5.4

Reflexivity

Reflexivity, reflection and adaptation were built into the EFL design from the beginning. The team
had a strong commitment to evaluation and learning and engaged Mark Cabaj as Developmental
Evaluator (DE). The DE function reflected key developmental moments, learnings and pivots back
to the design team, so they could understand and react. The team understood the emergent nature
of STEs and focused most planning on the early workshops around building relationships, trust,
and a shared vision of the future. The team expected that new ideas and projects would emerge
and left space for the EFL process itself to evolve in response to internal feedback and external
systems changes. However, reflexivity means more than just reflecting on roles. It encompasses
reflection and questioning of axiomatic assumptions.
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13% of Fellows reported that, through the EFL process, they had reflected on their own roles in
systems transition and many of those had acted on those changes. For example, one Fellow noted
that, through the EFL they had
really strengthened commitment [to] and understanding of transition, need for us to
understand how energy transition is going to impact us and need for us at the city level to
be prepared for a lot of this (P45-S-3)
while another reflected that “EFL has helped [me] look not just as an entrepreneur but as part of a
bigger picture and [the] need to take feedback from the system into account with what we are
doing” (P4-MR-2). 48% of participants also reported increased understanding of the system and
their role in systems transition. For example, “Understanding that it is an energy system is
significant. You can do a lot in your small area but really it is best to understand how it fits into
the bigger picture and how it can support other changes to occur as well.” (P25-M-3). However,
other participants expressed frustration at the time it took to understand the direction of the EFL
and their role within it. For example,
We’re at a good stage, but what is the outcome we’re trying to get to? I’m bought into the
process, good opportunities to move forward, [I am] trying to understand what we’re trying
to get out of the group, where we’re moving (P45-S-2).
There was also evidence of a smaller group of Fellows (14%) exercising reflexivity in questioning
some of their underlying assumptions about other stakeholder groups and the energy system itself.
The EFL implemented a number of methods to foster such reflexivity included a narratives
exercise that surfaced, and challenged, existing narratives of the energy system in Alberta and
dialogue exercises such as fishbowl and moving conversations. Examples of Fellows questioning
assumptions include the following quotations:
Yeah, I think it's absolutely ... I mean I know I still sit pretty far on the right end of the
spectrum but it's absolutely made me question a little bit more about impact, both personal
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and as a whole. It's stimulated a lot more questions than probably answers which is not a
bad thing in my view... As much as I really want an answer, I do know that sometimes
questions are better. It's challenged me that way (P56-MF-1).
I think it's great that the team is basically half government employees, half industry folks,
and they each come at it from a different perspective. I think one of the ahas for me, and
one of the ahas out of this whole lab workshop, is the people from the government that we
have engaged in this workshop are really passionate, and passionate in a way that I wouldn't
have expected, and really committed to Alberta prospering (P57-MF-1).

Questioning of fundamental assumptions can be destabilizing when pre-existing worldviews are
challenged. For example, one Fellow commented that “I had some of my assumptions
checked…and while I guess it is a sort of learning, it does not feel like it. In fact, I feel a little lost
now” (Cabaj, 2019, p. 33). This feeling of being lost can be an advantage in STEs as destabilization
at the personal level can open up opportunities for change in behaviour, openness to new ideas, or
new forms of collaboration. These effects are explored further in Section 6.2 and 6.4.
Fellows within the EFL demonstrated reflection at the participant level (i.e. reflecting on their role
in transition), at the level of the STE itself (i.e. continually evaluating goals and process then
adjusting based on feedback), and fostered reflexivity within a subset of Fellows who have
questioned their underlying assumptions and presuppositions. However, what was not evident was
reflexivity of the EFL itself in questioning its own assumptions of, for example, the role of
capitalism and economic growth in energy transition or integrating different sustainability
discourses. There were two Fellows who explicitly mentioned this (one in an interview, the other
during the first workshop in October 2015) but there was no further exploration of these
assumptions during the EFL.
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5.5.5

Iterative adaptation/learning

The EFL had a notably strong commitment to evaluation and learning, especially for an STE that
did not emerge from an academic setting and therefore had no specific requirement from funders
or project partners for evaluation beyond output reporting. Cabaj designed and administered
evaluation such as workshop feedback surveys, ‘After Action Reviews’ that debriefed each
workshop with the Design Team, evaluation reports, and Design Team meeting facilitation. In my
role as evaluator and researcher, I designed and delivered components of the evaluation including
systems mapping. Results of workshop feedback surveys and participant interviews were regularly
summarized for both the Design Team and project participants. Participants were given the
opportunity to react to preliminary evaluation findings and confirm or challenge statements by the
evaluators. Eventually,
some routine evaluation practices were undertaken by the EFL (and TNS) staff. They also
assumed responsibility for managing select evaluation practices, such as administering and
analyzing workshop surveys, facilitating After Action Reviews, and were directly involved
in interviewing some of the EFL Fellows during annual interviews (Cabaj, 2019, p. 9).
Figure 9 illustrates, from an internal EFL perspective, the challenges and limitations of their
approach to evaluation. Note that these challenges map to those identified in Section 2.1.1 of
emergent processes, working within changing systems, and the tension between evaluation for
learning (here described as “inside feedback”) vs. evaluation for accountability.
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Figure 9: Limitations of EFL Project Evaluation (Cabaj, 2019, p. 7)

The EFL has been able to successfully adapt and iterate its design based on learning developed
through this evaluation process. The two following sections describe in more detail how the EFL
has changed its design and strategy in response to internal and external shifts.
5.5.5.1

EFL design changes

There were several changes to the EFL design that emerged as a result of feedback from Fellows
and as a result of observed internal and external changes. Fellows identified the lack of defined
outcomes and objectives as limiting in their ability to communicate the impact of the EFL to
colleagues and to focus the activity of EFL participants. The EFL team introduced a “results
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framework” based on the MLP niche, regime, and landscape levels to address this issue. At the

Figure 10: EFL results framework (EFL, 2017a)

Canmore workshop in May 2017, the EFL Design Team and participants adopted the MLP as a
framing device for a “400-day sprint” from June 2017 through to July 2018 when the initial tranche
of funding for the EFL expires. Figure 10, developed by the EFL Design Team, provides a visual
representation of this strategy. The EFL has focused on developing connections between fellows
and scaling initiatives at the niche level. At the regime level, the team identified key “regime
players” to engage with along with contributing to policy discussions and social innovation with
“major AB institutions.” Finally, the team has focused on the promotion of “EFL narratives” as a
way of influencing the landscape. Specific goals were set in place for each level of the MLP
framework and the team is tracking progress using the MLP framing (Energy Futures Lab, 2017a).
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Another process change was in how work on the EFL initiatives progressed. The original design
was that initiative groups would work on their projects between workshops and come back to
report progress and discuss next steps. Fellows reported the difficulty of having time to work on
initiatives (see section on Stakeholder capacities). Starting in the Waterton workshop (October
2017), dedicated time was allocated for project teams to move their initiatives forward along with
peer feedback from other Fellows. This dedicated working time was reported to be extremely
valuable by just less than half of participants.
5.5.5.2

EFL strategy changes

As Mark Cabaj, the EFL evaluator, notes,
One of the features of successful social innovators is their willingness to pay attention to
emerging results and learnings and adapt “their means” in order to ensure that they can
achieve their ‘ambitious ends’. EFL should focus on what it takes to accelerate the energy
transition in Alberta and adapt its design and delivery accordingly. (Energy Futures Lab,
2017e).
In Spring 2017, three major shifts in the EFL design emerged (Cabaj, 2019). The first was an
evolution of the original three-part strategy. As shown in Figure 11 below, there were three
changes in strategy. The first was a recognition that shifts in public narratives would require more
attention than relying on Fellow networks. An effort was made to engage specific audiences such
as political conservatives through partnerships with organizations like the Manning Centre.
Secondly, the original intent of the organizational stream was to support Fellows inside their
organizations. This goal expanded to focus on helping Fellows shift the behaviour and strategy of
their organizations to align with the EFL Vision. Note that in EFL 2.0, an explicit goal is to have
Fellow and Partners organizations make a public commitment to supporting the EFL Vision.
Thirdly was to change focus from creating brand new innovations to supporting innovations.
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Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 describe how the EFL implemented process to, for example facilitate
mutually reinforcing dynamics between EFL initiatives.

Figure 11: Shifts in EFL strategy (Cabaj, 2019, p.15)

The second overall change in EFL design was a result of growing understanding that the EFL
design team had neither the capacity nor the skillset to focus on the development and nurturing of
new niche innovations. Instead, the role of the EFL would be to align existing initiatives and
Fellows for greater impact. This builds on Fellow feedback of the value of the lab as not being
solely an idea generator but an accelerator. Participants reported that many of the projects that
emerged through the EFL would have happened without the EFL but the EFL played a crucial role
in catalyzing and accelerating the development of the projects. Finally, the team adopted a more
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formalized “sprint” project management methodology to address the perceived lack of progress,
and a desire to show impact to potential funders of EFL 2.0.
The changes described in Sections 5.5.5.1 and 5.5.5.2 illustrate a high degree of adaptive capacity
within the EFL. The team, and participants, were able to recognize and respond to internal and
external pressures, leading to adjustments in both design and strategy. The EFL was also able to
recognize its own capacity limitations and make adjustments accordingly.
5.5.6

Methods summary

Methods deployed within the EFL were largely successful. EFL Fellows engaged in dialogue and
negotiation processes that challenged preconceptions and fostered collective problem solving.
Individual participants demonstrated reflexivity on their own roles in system transition while the
EFL itself also reflected on the efficacy of its process design and strategy. The EFL was able to
adapt design and strategy in response to these reflections and in response to external changes.
However, these adaptations remained within unquestioned eco-modernist and sustainable
development discourses. The EFL also struggled with giving voice to marginalized perspectives
(also see Section 5.8.4) and in balancing the desire for collective progress with divergent
viewpoints.
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5.6

Supporting transition18

Transition theory, and more specifically transition management, highlights the importance of four
key process elements: building cross-level networks between niche and regime actors, supporting
alignment between niche innovations (what Grin calls “mutually reinforcing dynamics”),
developing a collective vision, and providing space for experimentation and learning (see Table
18).
Table 18: Supporting transition evaluation elements

Category
Elements
Supporting Transition Conceptualizing sustainability
Experimentation and learning
Aligning innovations
Niche/regime interaction

Section
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4

I introduced the MLP framework to the EFL Design Team in early planning meetings in 2014 and
2015 and have continued to share my observations, findings, and recommendations with the
Design Team and with Fellows. Creating niche/regime networks, developing a collective vision,
and providing space for experimentation were part of the original EFL design. One of the design
objectives of the EFL was that “participants have built trust, co-articulated the essence of the
transition they seek to enable in the energy system, and clarified the shared and individual value
that would be realized by collaborating” (Energy Futures Lab, 2014). The EFL design team
deliberately invited a selection of participants working with niche innovations and energy system
regime actors to be part of the EFL. Facilitating connections (both personal and professional) was

18
For an extended discussion of the use of transition theory in EFL design and implementation, see Williams, S. (In
Press). The Alberta Energy Futures Lab: A Case Study in Socio-Cultural Transition through Public Engagement in
Creating Spaces of Engagement. Eds. Wiebe, S. & Ney, T. University of Toronto Press.
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an underlying goal of workshop design. The initial EFL workshops including a series of exercises
designed to support the development of a collective vision of the energy system of the future that
the EFL would work toward implementing. Finally, the concept of prototyping and
experimentation was embedded in the “lab” idea. Supporting mutual alignment of innovations was
not present initially however this emerged mid-way through the EFL. This shift occurred partly as
a result of my intervention in presenting the team with additional information on MLP theory and
transition management process approaches.
In addition, the EFL used MLP throughout the design process to assess the current state of the
system, identify intervention points, map the portfolio against MLP to check the alignment to
transition, and informed a number of process design elements such as building niche-regime
networks, creating space for innovation, supporting mutually reinforcing dynamics between niche
innovations and embedding landscape context monitoring and adaptation into the EFL itself
(Williams, In Press). The MLP also informs plans for “EFL 2.0” which will focus more explicitly
on bridging the niche and regime to scale niche innovations and shift regime players in a more
sustainable direction. The EFL 2.0 strategy is to “influence [the energy transition] by niche
activities, by practice and policies, [and] influence markets through cultural landscape” (Energy
Futures Lab, 2018c).
5.6.1

Conceptualizing sustainability

Given that STEs have a goal of fostering sustainability transition, the process by which
sustainability is conceptualized, and the resulting approach to sustainability within an STE, is
important to assess. During the Lab itself, participants used backcasting methods to develop a
shared vision of a sustainable energy future. The backcasting process (as opposed to forecasting
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which starts from the current state) starts with a vision of the future then asks what steps are
required to get there. The second EFL Workshop in January 2016 was focused on this activity.
After the workshop, a self-selected sub-group of Fellows continued working on the vision and
presented a version to the group of Fellows for approval.
The vision that emerged from this process says that in a sustainable energy future:
Albertans are thriving because we produce and use energy in a way that the future requires
of us. This means that we are…
1. Home to the world’s most innovative, entrepreneurial and responsible energy
citizens.
2. Net carbon-neutral for electricity, heat, mobility and industrial processes.
3. The world’s leading source of energy technology, products, know-how, and futurefit hydrocarbons.
4. A leader in energy-based partnership towards reconciliation with Indigenous
peoples in Canada. (Energy Futures Lab, 2018a)
In addition to the vision, there are a set of 7 ‘success principles’ that further elaborate on these
goals. The principles state that “Achieving this vision would mean that by 2050, Alberta has an
energy system that:
-

Enables a high quality of life for Albertans by meeting our energy needs reliably and
affordably
A leader in energy-based partnership towards reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in
Canada.
Is inclusive, accessible, and equitable to current and future generations.
Enhances the health of our natural environment and the health of Albertans
Is net carbon-neutral for the production and consumption of energy in Alberta.
Is a continued source of economic prosperity for the province and the country
Is diverse, resilient, and adaptable (Energy Futures Lab, 2018a).

Visions about future system innovations play a number of important functions in sustainability
transitions projects, including by mapping the space of possible options, serving as a metaphor for
building actor-networks, and creating a shared narrative for mobilizing capital and other resources
(Smith et al., 2005). Especially in the Alberta context, it is important to recognize the significance
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of such a diverse group of actors coming to agreement on a shared vision of the future of energy
in Alberta. One of the EFL Fellows described the value of the MLP in this regard, saying it helped
to gain “a better sense of the interplay between players [and become] better aligned when we better
understand the roles we play” (P32-S-3). While the vision was agreed to by all Fellows, there are
still underlying tensions (reported by 11% of Fellows who mentioned the collaborative visioning
process). For example, one Fellow challenges the strategy of the EFL to use existing hydrocarbon
assets as a resource to invest in future transitions saying that “EFL has it wrong. There is no place
for hydrocarbons in a sustainable energy future” (P42-T-2). Nonetheless, there was enough
agreement between the wide range of stakeholders to move forward as a group.
There has been ongoing debate within the EFL participants and Design Team on the implications
of the 4th bullet of the vision referencing energy-based partnership towards reconciliation with
Indigenous peoples in Canada. As one Indigenous Fellow noted,
Say you have these four pillars and the Fellows are actively uptaking 3 of 4, what is
responsibility of EFL to be responsive to that feedback? Do you take it out because it is not
being picked up? Or do you drag people along to see the value? Was part of my reason to
step away from EFL. I can’t be the only Indigenous person that is banging head against the
wall with an organization where they state this is one of the most important things without
making progress. Chad has asked please stay with us we are working on it, Alison [set up
the] custom version of right relations [workshop with Banff Centre], I see increased
requirement in our social contract to be actively working in this realm, the required reading
to prepare for upcoming workshop. We’ll see where it goes and if its integrated (P60-C-5).
As I will detail in Section 5.8.4, implementing such a bold vision statement has been deeply
challenging for the EFL.
Assessing the EFL Vision and Success Principles through the lens of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals illustrates that the EFL has reflected 12 of the 17 SDGs either directly or
indirectly (see Table 19 below) demonstrating a fairly comprehensive conception of sustainability.
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The four pillars of the Vision receive the most focus during EFL workshop discussions and have
formed the basis of, for example, initiative portfolio reviews (see Section 5.6.2). Note that as we
will see in Chapters 6 & 7, the comprehensiveness of conceptualizations of sustainability in the
EFL Vision is not necessarily matched by the breadth of EFL activities.
Table 19: EFL vision, success principles, and SDGs

Vision and Success Principles
Responsible energy citizens
Net carbon-neutral for electricity, heat,
mobility and industrial processes
Energy technology, future-fit hydrocarbons
Partnerships towards reconciliation
Enables a high quality of life for Albertans by
meeting our energy needs reliably and
affordably.
Is inclusive, accessible, and equitable to
current and future generations.
Enhances the health of our natural
environment and the health of Albertans
Is net carbon-neutral for the production and
consumption of energy in Alberta
Is a continued source of economic prosperity
for the province and the country
Is diverse, resilient, and adaptable.
Missing from, or tangential to, the Vision and
Success Principles

SDGs
12 - Responsible consumption and production
13 – Climate action
8 – Decent work and economic growth
9 – Industry, innovation and infrastructure
16 – Peace, justice and strong institutions
7 – Affordable and clean energy
10 – Reduced inequalities
11 - Sustainable cities and communities
3 – Good health and wellbeing
6 – Clean water and sanitation
14 – Life below water
15 – Life on land
13 – Climate action
8 – Decent work and economic growth
9 – Industry, innovation and infrastructure
1 – No poverty
2 – Zero hunger
4 – Quality education
5 - Gender equality
17 – Partnerships for the goals

The goals of No Poverty, Zero Hunger, Quality Education, Gender equality and Partnerships for
the goals are not directly addressed in the EFL Vision. It could be argued that poverty and hunger
could be addressed by “enhancing…the health of Albertans” but issues of poverty and hunger are
not specifically mentioned. However, the importance of energy for “shelter, comfort, mobility,
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food” is mentioned in the quality of life principle. When the EFL discusses equity, it specifically
mentions “youth and marginalized populations” and does not mention gender. Despite having a
number of academics as Fellows and partnerships with academic institutions, education is not
referenced in the Vision or Success Principles. Finally, there was no explicit intent by the EFL to
use the SDGs as a framework for defining sustainability nor have there been efforts to build
partnerships for the goals.
5.6.2

Experimentation and learning

Providing space for experimentation and learning is one of the primary elements that emerge from
transition theory, in particular transition management. Given the complexity and uncertainty of
transition processes, the ability to generate new ideas, test projects, and learn from system
interventions is a core goal of STEs. The main vehicle within the EFL for niche experimentation
has been the prototypes (later called initiatives). The concept of prototyping was introduced to
EFL participants in the first workshop in Banff October 2015 as a means of testing ideas and
learning from the system by engaging with it. Roughly 15 ideas were generated in that first
workshop and a sub-set were selected by Fellows for further exploration. The initial set of
prototypes were not selected based on a set of criteria but by “voting with feet” with the prototypes
that had interest from Fellows moving forward and others not. At the second workshop in
Edmonton in January 2016, a more formalized process for selecting prototypes was introduced. In
this workshop, 9 prototypes continued, a few new ideas were generated, and 6 were deprecated
(i.e. did not receive further attention from EFL participants). In this workshop, the portfolio of
interventions was assessed by mapping against a value chain model of the Alberta energy system,
the components of the EFL vision, and the levels of the MLP. This mapping exercise helped the
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EFL recognize the gaps in Fellowship from the agriculture and transportation sectors, and to spend
more time discussing the role of pipelines in energy transition.
Initiatives ranged from highly technical such as developing alternative uses for carbon, to labour
such as retraining oilsands workers to install solar panels, to policy such as the 360 Policy Lab.
Some initiatives were brought to the EFL by Fellows and scaled within the Lab (e.g. Solar Skills,
Clean Combustion, Sustainaville). Others emerged collaboratively from Fellows (e.g. AOSTRA
2.0, Indigenous Energy Entrepreneurship) while others were developed by Fellows in partnership
with the Design Team (e.g. EFL Roadshow). Appendix C provides a summary of EFL initiatives
as of November 2018. Chapters 6 and 7 provide a more detailed description of initiatives along
with assessments of their contributions to societal effects and transition impacts.
64% of participants who mentioned experimentation and learning reported generation of new ideas
within the EFL through prototype activities and expanded networks. However, there was a range
of critiques of the experiments emerging from the EFL from 22% of Fellows. First was around the
level of ‘boldness’ of initiatives:
Generally hoping for bolder actions coming out of the lab. When looking at the size of the
challenge and the work groups, there is a large gap. Rather see higher risk, bolder actions
(P54-MF-2).
And further, that “we missed the boat, talking about little things that everybody's talking about and
I don't see how it gets us to the better future” (P5-MR-3). The concern here is that the scale of
initiatives emerging from the EFL does not match the scale of the transition challenge. At the same
time, other Fellows reported a positive view noting that
I think they are initiatives that are attainable, which I think is very important. I always try
to fight the battles that I can when I'm. So they're attainable and I think they are also
relevant (P15-MR-3)
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and also that the EFL was “very focused on results, trying to deliver specific outcomes decided by
the group. Feels good to be part of a group actually delivering results” (P24-MF-3).
A second concern was how the portfolio was developed: “As soon as we got into the prototypes,
it wasn't room for dialogue anymore because we picked what we were going to work on [based]
on popularity” (P5-MR-3). There were also concerns that the methodology used to assess
initiatives was weak:
needs to be methodology to assess whether those ideas are powerful enough, have the
systemic capacity to do changes. There are criteria [being used in EFL] but deserves more
in-depth analysis to ensure that whatever initiative comes from EFL is the best idea that
can change that area, or one of the best (P26-S-3).
This comment illustrates a tension within STEs: how to balance desire to make substantial
sustainability impact with the uncertainties that are inherent when working within complex
systems. As Cabaj noted,
some Fellows argue that the EFL should focus on initiatives that generate immediate results
(e.g., scaling up a new technology that can lead to greater business activity and reductions
in GHG emissions). Others would prefer more ambitious, yet slower-to-emerge, riskier,
‘moon shots’ (2019, p. 28).
Overall however when asked about experimentation within the EFL, 64% of participants reported
positive experience with experimentation within the EFL and 91% reported project activity with
other niche actors. The EFL used a “portfolio” approach to support a range of initiatives that
combined niche innovations with niche-regime interactions. In Chapters 6 and 7, I assess the
results of this strategy by examining the societal effects and sustainability transition impacts that
emerged from the EFL portfolio of initiatives along with its other activities. The EFL portfolio of
initiatives demonstrated breadth of coverage along several dimensions. For example, the portfolio
included both niche and regime innovations including a number that crossed niche-regime
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boundaries. However, most initiatives are focused on working within the current energy system
rather than attempting to disrupt it and are largely focused on energy supply as opposed to demand.
Finally, the portfolio is largely a collection of initiatives rather than leveraging the potential
mutually reinforcing nature between initiatives.
5.6.3

Aligning innovations

Aligning innovations means not just collaborating with other niche innovators but in providing
opportunities for support between initiatives, in other words how an STE can foster what Grin
(1990) calls ‘mutually reinforcing dynamics’ between innovations. Fellows reported
acknowledging the need for disparate groups to align e.g.
…it will take so many different people. It will be very complicated. Hard to get everyone
to more or less in the same direction. Coordinating all of that is a massive challenge and
may be impossible [but] needs to be done. Can’t let perfection be the enemy of the good
(P46-MF-2).
Fellows also acknowledge the challenge of “aligning objectives of separate entities, [in order to]
get together to have impact” (P4-MR-2). The EFL was seen as a good approach to doing this:
I am in a role within an organization, when dealing with systems like energy, that it is
frustrating when everyone is in their own mindset in role. I always see gaps and people not
working and putting time and energy to solve some of the gaps. Excited about EFL taking
a systems perspective and sustainability lens and bringing people together to
institutionalize informal networks; important in moving forward the sustainability agenda.
Can only get so far in doing your role or getting your own organization to perform best
possible in their mandate. Need different people and different perspectives working
together (P18-MF-1).
2/3 of participants reported collaborations that emerged from the Lab in a self-organized fashion.
This ranged from information sharing to creating joint project proposals to making introductions
to external partners. However, there was not a formal effort to support alignment between EFL
initiatives until May 2017 in Canmore. This workshop contained exercised designed to cross200

pollinate between initiatives and to break sector-specific silos that had emerged (see Section 5.4).
Starting with the Waterton workshop in October 2017, the EFL Design Team assigned Fellows to
participate in working sessions on selected initiatives. The design team seeded groups with crosssectoral and cross-level (i.e. niche-regime) participants. This resulted in good progress on
initiatives and identified possibilities for collaborations. One Fellow commented that
having a cross-section of people in the lab, especially in the last session [referring to
Waterton] with people assigned helped. In the past people were involved with prototypes
because that was what their company was doing. Being assigned based on background
helped moved things forward (P19-MR-3).
An example of mutual reinforcement was when one of the initiatives, focusing on retraining oil
sands workers to do solar panel installations, collaborated with the Indigenous Energy Innovation
initiative and the Louis Bull Tribe to train 16 workers (including 5 members of the Louis Bull
Tribe) in Maskwacis and install solar panels on the roof of the daycare centre. As described more
fully in Chapter 6, the collaboration led to concrete outputs such as the solar panel installation but
also deeper cultural engagement with, as one of the Indigenous Fellows put it, “Treaty citizens
working alongside First Nations people” (P20-C-2).
Despite the successful connections described above, there is still more opportunity for the EFL to
support alignment of niche innovations. This is a key role for STEs to play as participants working
on their own projects may not see the opportunity, or the value, in mutually reinforcing dynamics
between niche initiatives that could better facilitate regime shifts.
5.6.4

Niche-regime interaction

Largely due to the makeup of the EFL cohort (i.e. by including participants from niche and regime)
and EFL design decisions, when describing their collaborations, participants reported both
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connections with (71%) and project activity between (67%) niche and regime actors. The EFL
provided a venue for these connections and facilitated project collaborations. This was recognized
and appreciated by the majority of Fellows:
We are changing things in Alberta, [EFL is a] great place to interface with lots of different
people in industry or government, different than networking sessions in a conference
[which are] not as structured as EFL (P19-MR-3).
Participants see opportunity for future work that more directly engages with policy development.
There have been direct and indirect influences of EFL on policy but a limited number of
structured/formal interventions. One Fellow notes that the EFL
could do more on policy perspective – e.g. 360 Policy Lab [an EFL initiative where policy
makers could bring early policy ideas/drafts to EFL for review and comment] and where
EFL could provide comment and advocacy on policy (P12-S-3).
This is an opportunity for the EFL 2.0 to explore in more depth. The EFL has been quite effective
in fostering niche-regime interaction with EFL participants and projects. However, what matters
are the results of this niche/regime interaction. More detail on this, and on projects that emerged
from niche-regime interaction, are detailed in the chapter on societal effects of EFL in Section 6.5.
5.6.5

Supporting transition summary

The EFL has successfully implemented all four process recommendations emerging from
transitions literature: building cross-level networks between niche and regime actors, supporting
alignment between niche innovations, developing a collective vision, and providing space for
experimentation and learning. Networks between niche and regime actors have been developed
and continue (see Section 6.4). The EFL has also supported, to a limited degree, mutually
reinforcing dynamics between niche initiatives although there is more opportunity to do so. The
vision of the EFL was developed through a collaborative process and includes a broadly
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comprehensive conception of sustainability. Finally, the space for experimentation and learning
(both content and process) provided by the EFL has fostered the development of a wide range of
initiatives and project outputs (see Section 6.3) along with participant learning (see Section 6.2).
5.7

Scope

Decisions on the appropriate scale and scope of an STE are crucial design choices to assess. The
scope of an STE affects the ways in which problems are framed and the range of solutions that are
explored. The EFL design team addressed scope in several ways. First, the project plan noted that
the scope should be broad – the energy system as a whole – for the framing of the EFL
overall. A narrowing of focus can emerge (or be designed for) in the Leadership Cohort as
we get farther into the innovation space – i.e. sub-groups of experimentation/ collaboration/
innovation focused on particular topics, themes or sub-systems (Energy Futures Lab,
2015a).
Next, the Design Team recognized the complexity and interconnected nature of energy systems
noting that:
there isn’t one energy system, but several intersecting systems that span different
jurisdictions and reflect different interests and concerns. Accordingly, there isn’t one
energy conversation in Alberta, but a series of very different conversations for different
sectors in different jurisdictions that respond to different concerns. We need a wholesystem dialogue to maximize the potential for innovation and to avoid falling into the same
traps as old if we instead focused on a single specific part of the system (Energy Futures
Lab, 2015a).
This recognition of the interconnected and interdependent nature of complex systems provided
space with the EFL for Fellows to integrate a variety of initiatives and to debate how system
elements relate to one another to support transition.
Participants had varying views on the appropriateness of the scope of the EFL. One dimension of
challenge was on the appropriate geographical scale of the EFL. The EFL wrestled with questions
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such as: would it even matter if we shut the oilsands down (representing 0.1% of global GHG
emissions)? Would it not be a bigger global impact if we focused instead on producing natural gas
that can displace Chinese coal consumption thereby impacting 24.5% of global GHG emissions
(Government of Canada, 2018)? The EFL Fellowship and Design Team collectively decided to
focus on Alberta, working on what was within their sphere of influence. As one Fellow noted,
I am more concerned now with spending a lot of time trying to align with all the changes
happening at the Provincial, Federal and even international level (e.g., Paris Accord). We
may get so cross-threaded, caught up in a political morass, that we don’t give ourselves the
freedom we need to work on concrete solutions for Alberta (P7-M-1).
As another Fellow notes,
I mean if we're looking towards changing energy usage, consumption, types, what have
you, are we supposed to be looking at Alberta only, or are we supposed to be looking at a
world carbon consumption because I don't think those two are necessarily the same thing
(P56-MF-1).
Internal EFL discussions are now underway for a national scale EFL in Canada to specifically
address these issues of scale within the country, not just the province.
Despite these decisions, 22% of Fellows expressed concern about the scope of the EFL. For
example, there was a desire for the Vision and portfolio of initiatives to be bold:
I think we need to get to the core questions very quickly. We don’t have much time. What
does Alberta have to do? What are we doing to do before 2016-2017? What kind of Alberta
economy are we going to build? We need to get to this soon. To me it’s clear that the world
is going to transition to the low carbon economy. Demand for coal, probably, will peak
soon. China is there: India soon. The demand for oil will peak soon in decades. Natural
gas, not entirely clear. It’s going to happen a range from 20 to 40 years. We have the
responsibility to prepare the Province for the future (P34-S-1).
Fellows also challenged the nature of the conversation within the EFL. If the goal of the EFL is
disruption, Fellows noted that there are “still some tough conversations to have around the pace of
transition, and benefits and burdens. What it looks like at political and org level. [We] have stayed
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at a safe level with Vision” (P51-S-2). This quote illustrates the tension noted in Section 5.6.1 in
developing a vision that is supported by all yet is bold enough to guide transitions activities.
A concern was also expressed with “initiatives that are focused on very small parts of emissions
profile, people gravitate to things they are comfortable with, sound sexy but ultimately has to be
justified with material reductions in emissions” (P54-MF-3). This is a valid critique of the potential
for direct emissions reductions of some of the EFL initiatives, but it is important to remember that
this is not the “GHG Reductions Lab” but has a focus on energy transition. Obviously, emissions
reductions are part of that transition but there are also many social, cultural, economic, and political
dimensions to transition. In addition, a presumption of facilitating transition in niche and regime
is that systems shifts will support long-term emissions reductions through, for example, the
adoption of more sustainable practices by collectives and regime institutions. I will examine this
in more detail in Chapter 7 on Sustainability Transition Impacts.
A smaller percentage of Fellows (11%) positively commented on the scope of the EFL, for
example:
When I think of the [Edmonton workshop], we had a list of the present challenges. I think
there are eight points that we came up with at the end of the last session [Note: these eight
points were the precursor to the EFL Vision]. When I looked back, I took a photo of those
challenges. When I look back at those challenges, I was taken aback with their
sophistication, with their complexity, with their difficulty. None of them were, the list of
challenges, none of them said things like getting government to listen to us. They were
much more, much more nuanced (P27-T-2).
However, participant assessments of the scope of the EFL varied with their sectoral background
(see Section 5.5.2). For example, a Fellow working at an ENGO expressed disappointment that
the EFL initiatives were not innovative while a Fellow working at a major oilsands company
thought that the AOSTRA 2.0 initiative could be transformative for the industry. These tensions
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may not need to be resolved. A core element of procedural sustainability is the value of
constructive ambiguity in which definitions (plural) may emerge from a process as opposed to
having “definitional rigour imposed from the outset” (Robinson, 2004, p. 374). This leaves open
the possibility for EFL work to proceed while participants continue to challenge the scope and
activities of the project.
5.7.1

Scope summary

While the decision to confine the geographical scope of the EFL was understandable given
resources, partners, and participants, this may prove to be a limitation in facilitating systems
transition. Alberta is inescapably part of national and international energy systems. In addition, the
vast majority of the fossil fuels extracted in the Province are exported for use (mainly combustion)
beyond Alberta’s borders. Similarly, the scope of initiatives of the EFL focus mainly on energy
supply rather than demand. This narrowing of scope is problematic as it does not encompass the
demand for, and impact of, Alberta’s fossil fuel resources.
5.8

Governance

Issues of governance are important in STEs from both a procedural sustainability and procedural
justice approach. Here we are concerned about how power relations within the STE have been
addressed, stakeholder capacities to meaningfully engage in the STE, how future generations and
non-human actors are engaged in the STE, and how alternative and/or marginalized worldviews
and peoples are recognized (See Table 20). In the context of the EFL, questions of Indigenous
engagement are particularly relevant.
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Table 20: Governance evaluation elements

Category
Governance

Elements
Power relations
Stakeholder capacities
Engaging future and non-human actors
Recognition

Section
5.8.1
5.8.2
5.8.3
5.8.4

Note that when discussing governance in this chapter, I am referring to governance of the EFL
process itself. Discussion of how the EFL has contributed to changes in systems governance (i.e.
at the regime level or changing governance roles and relationships) takes place in Sections 6.6.4
and 7.3.1
5.8.1

Power relations

The EFL did not have defined processes in place to mitigate power and equity imbalances in the
Lab. A small subset of Fellows (5%) expressed concern about how these power dynamics
manifested in the Lab. For example, when describing the EFL to colleagues, a Fellow reported that
colleagues often assume that since the EFL is funded by an oil company, it is ‘tainted’ somehow:
they look up what the Energy Futures Lab is and right away they dismiss it because Suncor
is paying for it. Especially the people that I work with that have done something in the
environmental field, they all just kind of scoff at it and go, ‘Oh yeah, here's another one’
(P42-T-1).
The same Fellow reported impacts of power imbalances noting that
I guess, I mean it's interesting, here I am, probably if you put a continuum, if we had done
that little exercise where you stand on the line, I'd be on one far end of the continuum about
how much I think we need to transition and what that means to me. I have quite radical
views about that. And I see some people within the group have that as well. At the same
time, it concerns me that I sometimes feel like some voices are silenced within the EFL,
and that really concerns me (P42-T-1).
At the same time, other Fellows (8%) reported they were free to express ideas without constraint.
See for example the following quote along with quotations in Section 5.4.1:
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[I] can think out loud, say what I think in a safe space even if uninformed, not get bashed
only educated. Healthy differences of opinion that allow to seek like-minded [Fellows] but
different approaches and find out which make sense in different ways and places (P13-MF3).
While the Suncor Energy Foundation, the major funder of the EFL, was not reported to have an
outsize influence on the deliberations within the EFL, imbalances that emerged. First was in the
Fellow representation. At the outset, each participating organization had one Fellow representative
within the EFL. During the EFL, three Fellows moved from their organizations to take on roles at
Suncor. This meant that, by the end of November 2018, there were four Suncor employees (1
inactive, 3 active) as Fellows. In addition, since the EFL did not have its own funding sources to
support initiatives (see Section 5.4.1), one Fellow noted that the “initiatives that moved were the
ones funded and backed by large scale energy companies” (P50-T-3). Examples of this included
AOSTRA 2.0, Solar Skills Campaign (funding from Suncor, Shell, and Enbridge), Future of
Freight, and Indigenous Energy Entrepreneurship (funding from Shell).
A further power dynamic is that between the facilitators and process designers of the EFL, and the
participants. Section 5.5.5 details the many ways in which the EFL design and delivery process
was collaborative with the Fellows. However, the EFL design team remains responsible for
defining the frameworks used for systems analysis, processes for defining sustainability, selecting
partners, and designing and delivering workshops. In some cases (e.g. financial support for the
EFL, documenting the EFL Vision) the Design Team has devolved responsibility for core EFL
work to sub-teams of Fellows that are supported by Design Team members.
EFL 2.0 has still not addressed power dynamics in a formal way. In addition, only 16% of Fellows
mentioned issues of power at all. Managing power dynamics matters for procedural and
distributive justice, social sustainability and has implications for governance of sustainability
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transitions. This issue may become more pressing in EFL 2.0 as a new set of partners are added.
These regime institutions bring financial resources and challenges that have the potential to
contribute to sustainability transition impacts and also the potential to co-opt the EFL process in
preservation of their dominance in the current regime configuration (see Geels, 2015 for a
discussion of ‘resilient regimes’ strategies in responding to European energy transition).
5.8.2

Stakeholder capacities

EFL made the decision early to position the EFL as a Fellowship. Potential Fellows were asked to
complete an application process. Once accepted, they were required to pay an annual $5,000
membership fee. This fee was typically paid by their organization. Each year about 1/4 of Fellows
received a full bursary (fee waived) with another 10-15% receiving a reduced fee or negotiating
some form of in-kind support in lieu of the fee. Regardless of the type of organization or the level
of fee support provided, a consistent report from interviews was the lack of time and resources to
work on EFL projects. As part of the Fellowship agreement with employers, participants were
given paid days off to participate in EFL workshops but generally there was no reduction in day
job requirements. Note also that for participants who are self-employed, workshop time was
effectively unpaid time. When asked about barriers to participation in the EFL, 74% of Fellows
reported it being difficult to find time to work on initiatives that were not directly related to dayto-day work and also a lack of financial resources to take an initiative from prototype to scale, e.g.
[a] challenge for Fellows to do additional work that is not part of their day jobs. Some
projects require significant amount of time and hard if not daytime hours. Especially with
diversity of projects being pushed forward (P12-S-3)
and “[the] value is in working together on projects, the challenge is trying to get that work done
and create space for that work once back at my desk” (P45-S-3). The implication is that, as one
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Fellow notes, “successful initiatives were that way since people were getting paid to do them as
part of the job” (P12-S-3). This has the advantage of being able to move projects forward with
adequate resources. However, the disadvantage is that projects that are closely related to day-today work tend to be more incremental than disruptive and may also restrict the topic areas covered
to ones that are of interest to the organization. As Westley et al. note, “this is the equivalent of
ideas that do not fundamentally challenge the broader landscape or institutional level that defines
and constrains the problem domain” (2011, p. 768). This is an inherent limitation of most STEs.
In very few cases, STE participants are released from work obligations to focus solely on
innovations emerging from an STE. The challenges of obtaining the level of funding (or
institutional support) that would support such engagement will likely prevent the widespread
adoption of this model.
5.8.2.1

STE support for niche innovations

A consistent challenge raised by those participants who were asked how to improve the EFL (57%)
was a lack of financial and project management support for EFL initiatives. The funding for the
EFL was designed to support the workshops along with Fellow travel and expenses, but had never
been intended to provide, for example, seed funding for initiatives that emerged from the EFL. In
addition, staffing levels for the EFL were not sufficient to provide dedicated project management
resources for a portfolio of 20+ initiatives. The EFL design team was keenly aware of these issues
but did not have capacity to fully address this issue in EFL 1.0. Some responses were partnering
with ATB Financial (an Alberta financial institution) through the ATB Booster program to provide
Fellows with access to seed funding for early stage initiatives, facilitating connections to funders
for projects, and exploring partnerships with groups like Creative Destruction Lab that are
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explicitly focused on scaling up innovations. This issue has been directly addressed within EFL
2.0 through the Partner Challenge and Impact Fund. Partner Challenges are brought to the EFL
team by partners along with resources to fund solutions. The Impact Fund is a new project along
the lines of a venture fund that has allocated funds for investing in early stage innovations that
emerge through the EFL. Further research will assess the extent to which these new mechanisms
may replicate the incremental bias described in this section.
5.8.3

Engaging future and non-human actors

A key element emerging from procedural justice is the engagement of future generations and nonhuman actors in transition processes. Youth voices had a limited representation in the EFL in the
form of a Fellow from Student Energy (an NGO run by, and for, university students engaged in
energy issues). Two Fellows (one original, one that joined in 2017) strongly advocated for youth
voices to be part of the EFL. For example:
We absolutely need a much stronger youth involvement. It doesn't necessarily need to be
a lot in terms of numbers. It's the effectiveness of the people who are good are going to be
involved really talented, smart, young people who can speak to their perspective and their
interests really clearly and there are also capable of fighting fights, defending their position
that they've got (P29-C-3).
Part of the EFL vision states that the future energy system will be “inclusive, accessible, and
equitable to current and future generations” (Energy Futures Lab, 2018a). However, a mechanism
through which to assess inclusivity, accessibility and equity for future generations has not received
attention in the EFL. Nor has the question of how to represent future generations in the EFL process
been addressed.
The vision also states that a future energy system
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enhances the health of our natural environment and the health of Albertans. Alberta’s
energy system contributes to positive long-term impacts on ecosystems, including air,
water, land, and biodiversity, and is restorative to ecosystems and natural capital (Energy
Futures Lab, 2018a).
As with future generations, the ecological dimension of sustainability has not received the same
attention as emissions reductions and the social and economic dimensions. There was no
discussion of the rights of non-human actors or how their interests should be represented as part
of EFL either in the dialogue process or in the projects that EFL undertakes. There was also no
discussion of the inherent value of the environment as opposed to instrumental value in sustainable
development.
5.8.4

Recognition

Addressing inequality, recognizing Indigenous worldviews, and Reconciliation are embedded in
the EFL Vision. Most Lab participants rated positively the EFL’s “efforts to employ select
Indigenous practices during events” (Cabaj, 2019, p. 26). These efforts included having a local
Elder open most workshops with a blessing, acknowledging the traditional territories of the First
Nations on whose land the workshops occurred, discussion of the colonial legacy of workshop
locations (e.g. workshop at Fort Calgary where the legacy of RCMP vs. First Nations conflict is
still very much alive), and visiting traditional sites such as Head-Smashed-in-Buffalo-Jump. In
addition, becoming “A leader in energy-based partnership toward reconciliation with Indigenous
peoples in Canada” is one of the four ‘pillars’ of the EFL vision. It is important to note here that a
single Indigenous worldview does not exist. In Alberta alone there are 45 Nations on 140 reserves
(INAC, 2010) plus Indigenous peoples living off-reserve and Métis peoples. Each of these groups,
and indeed members of these groups, may have different conceptions of energy transition and the
role their nation or group should play in transition.
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Participants who self-identified as Indigenous (n=5) had differing perspectives on whether
Indigenous worldviews were recognized in the EFL. One of the Indigenous Fellows reported
appreciation for the efforts the EFL has made to integrate Indigenous perspectives:
I think specifically for myself the willingness of the lab to incorporate the First Nations or
Indigenous voice in the process I think is important and I think from a protocol perspective
like how we've opened up our sessions with an Elder from the different regions I think has
been great and I think that's had a good mood for the environment (P11-MF-1).
Another Fellow spoke of the value of the opportunity to engage with non-First Nations Fellows:
[I] want to bring more practice from ancestors. All has to do with networking, ability to
talk with someone, reach out to someone. At the [workshop], taught the importance of duty
to consult and protocols. E.g. don’t bring a contract, bring intent to listen and bring a gift,
have discussion first so agreement being made will be more effective for both parties (P20C-3).
At the same time, Indigenous Fellows felt there was a missed opportunity to more fully integrate
First Nations culture and tradition into the EFL that went beyond territory acknowledgments. For
example, an Indigenous Fellow described the partnership with the Solar Skills project led by Iron
& Earth and Fellow Lliam Hildebrand:
With Iron & Earth group, when doing training, there was a program of Cultural Integration.
Lliam asked to add some cultural component, started with a pipe ceremony, not mandatory
to the group, but think important to learn about culture and what it has to offer. [One of
our] Elders asked if OK to invite group to sweat, everybody showed up – mostly non-First
Nations – except those that got lost! Heard from elder advisor – ‘so good to see that nonFirst Nations people want to be part of it’. One of the participants in sweat didn’t shower
after as didn’t want to lose the sweat and the smell. You can talk about this and read about
it, until you are part of it, don’t know the importance and significance. [I want to] bring
that into the EFL – bring a cultural training hour into each day – history, protocol,
ceremonies, language, better understanding of what First Nations people are. Really
excellent team building exercise, maybe do a traditional feast, traditional round dance,
sponsor a round dance in community – celebrate the work we are doing and celebrate
community (P20-C-3).
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However, that deeper integration did not take place in EFL 1.0. There are plans to deliver one of
the EFL Roadshows and have an EFL 2.0 workshop in First Nations communities that may offer
such an opportunity.
There were three main challenges that emerged in engaging and recognizing Indigenous
worldviews and Fellows in the EFL. First, Indigenous Fellows reported being uncomfortable with
being asked/expected to speak on behalf of all Indigenous peoples in Canada and being looked at
for answers on how to move forward. One Indigenous Fellow reported that:
Being the only FN in there [referring to initial EFL workshops. Additional Indigenous
Fellows subsequently joined the EFL] was a little daunting, bit of expectations I wasn’t
prepared for (P20-C-5)
while another noted that “I struggle with idea of being an expert [on Indigenous issues]” (P56-MF5). Fellows note that these concerns are not unique to the EFL and, unfortunately, occur in most
collaborative spaces in which they operate.
Second was a concern about the silo effect of a separate Reconciliation bullet point in the EFL
Vision and Indigenous initiatives. This concern was expressed related to how the fourth bullet does
(or should) connect across other vision bullets and across initiatives. Despite the intent of the
Vision to be interpreted as integrated and not separated into four sub-components, one Indigenous
Fellow felt that
having Indigenous entrepreneurship as separate from everything from everything else is
contradictory to reconciliation and having Indigenous views cross over. [EFL so far is] not
about bringing reconciliation into everything that EFL does (P62-T-5).
Finally, there are varying definitions of what the terms ‘Reconciliation’ and ‘partnership’ mean in
the EFL context and the context of Indigenous contestation of the concept of Reconciliation itself.
Along with this is concern that things are moving without having a common understanding across
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the EFL what those terms, and in turn the Vision, mean. As one of the Indigenous Fellow
commented,
[this] comes back to [my] earliest questions of the leadership - what do you mean by
partnership? What do you mean by Reconciliation? I can see a Fellow understand that
question as ‘I guess I should be considering some Indigenous people to be brought in some
capacity into my project after it is defined.’ [That is] not an understanding of co-creation
or partnership. Do we mean a joint venture? Or true relational partnerships where both
parties bring something incredibly valuable to the table and there is benefit in doing so? Or
just getting an Indigenous partner and say there was Indigenous engagement? That has not
been addressed. [I] feel strongly those concepts need to be explored (P60-C-5).
The EFL responded to (and is still responding to) these challenges. The original wording of the
fourth pillar of the EFL Vision referred to “Canada’s Indigenous peoples” which, as noted by
Indigenous Fellows in the Olds workshop, implies possession stemming from colonization
processes. Indigenous Fellows in that same workshop also raised the point that the EFL had
skipped over ‘Truth’ and moved straight to ‘Reconciliation.’ After the Olds workshop (February
2018), the Design Team shared Reconciliation-related resources (including UNDRIP and the TRC
Recommendations) with Fellows. As part of EFL 2.0, the EFL worked with the Banff Centre to
develop a custom version of their ‘Truth and Reconciliation through Right Relations’19 course.
This course is designed to “develop a deeper understanding of our shared history, the meaning of
reconciliation, and the role Canadians play in improving our relationship.” 9 Fellows and 7
members of the EFL Design Team attended the 2-day course in February 2019. Later that month,
the first workshop of EFL 2.0 in Edmonton had a 2 ½ hour session dedicated to conversation about
what came out of the course and what that means for the EFL. The effects and impacts of this will
be explored in future work in two directions. The first will be applying an environmental justice
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See https://www.banffcentre.ca/programs/truth-and-reconciliation-through-right-relations for more detail
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lens (developed in Williams & Doyon, 2019) to the EFL as case study, the second collaborating
with one of the EFL Indigenous Fellows in a research project to further explore Indigeneity and
the EFL.
5.8.5

Governance summary

It is perhaps within the Governance category that the EFL process has been weakest. Without a
strategy to address issues of power and equity within the EFL, the process was at risk of cooption
and stakeholder capture. In fact, a small sub-set of EFL participants argue that this was the case.
Support for Fellows to participate in the EFL was provided however the lack of financial support
(directly from the EFL) for initiatives led to an over-reliance on funding from fossil fuel companies
and initiatives were closely tied to the day-to-day work of regime institutions. Finally, the lack of
clarity on how partnership towards Reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada would be
operationalized presents a great risk of the EFL being perceived as ‘redwashing’ energy transition
efforts. Important to note here is that these issues have been recognized by the EFL Design Team
and efforts are being made in the design and implementation of EFL 2.0 to address them.
5.9

Patterns

Through my analysis, it became clear that alongside assessing individual elements of the EFL
process, there were patterns and clusters where process elements co-occurred or supported one
another. There were also many cases of cross-level connections where I was able to trace how, for
example, process elements supported societal effects. In the scope of this thesis, I am not able to
fully explore and detail all such patterns and connections. In this section, I describe two patterns
of process elements. In following chapters, I do the same for societal effects and sustainability
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transition elements. I also trace selected examples of cross-level connections. Future research will
investigate these patterns and connections using more systematic and robust methods.
One of the patterns that emerged from my assessment of the EFL process is the connection between
inclusivity, transparency, trust, dialogue, and learning and experimentation. The inclusion of a
broad representation of interests across the energy system in Alberta, the provision of a range of
information to participants, and the high level of transparency supported a process design that
fostered trust between participants.
A second cluster was between inclusivity, niche/regime connections, and experimentation and
learning. The success of the EFL at incorporating actors from many sectors of the energy system
ensured that niche and regime organizations and institutions were represented. In addition to
supporting societal effects (described in Chapter 6), the diversity of participants and connections
between niche and regime actors facilitated creating space for experimentation and learning. Due
to the range of participants in the EFL, experimentation went further than that conducted inside
individual organizations (see Section 6.4 for a more detailed review of networks and
experimentation).
5.10 Conclusion
5.10.1 Theory
Applying the theoretically derived framework in my analysis has led me to several reflections on
theory. Theoretical concepts or directions that are problematic include the definition and benefit
of diversity in STEs and the role of contestation within STEs.
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5.10.1.1 Diversity
Multiple literatures (e.g. social learning and transition management) point to the value of having a
broad and diverse representation within STE processes. However, these same literatures leave
open the question of what diversity means in STE contexts. An EFL participant reported after the
first workshop in October 2015 that “everyone significant needed to change the energy system is
here.” As noted throughout this chapter, there were differing opinions regarding this statement.
While the EFL had a broad representation of stakeholder groups, gender, age, and balance between
niche-regime organizations, this is only one dimension of diversity. Other dimensions that were
surfaced through interviews included socio-economic backgrounds, political and economic views,
and conceptions of sustainability and sustainable development. In addition, assessment through
the lens of procedural justice highlighted the lack of integration of future generations and nonhuman actors in the EFL dialogue process. Given that any STE will have limitations on the number
of participants, a complete representation of a given system will not be possible.
More research on integrating the work of deliberative democracy scholars who have proposed
citizen assemblies (Gaventa & Barrett, 2010; Kahane et al., 2010), deliberative polls (Fishkin,
2009), and online engagement (Leighninger, 2011) as promising methods for representing broad
populations would be beneficial. For example, STE participants may be randomly selected to
create a representative sample of the population. This would provide great benefit in terms of
representativeness but may not provide the same benefit as selecting participants from dominant
regime actors and niche innovators. In addition STE literature should consider how multiple modes
of engagement (e.g. online and offline) may be integrated to broaden representation (Lyons et al,
2013). Following Kahane et al. (2013), STEs could experiment with combining large scale citizen
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engagement with small scale stakeholder engagement. More work needs to be done on designing
such processes and understanding the mechanisms by which information is passed between
citizens and stakeholder, the role of niche innovations in such processes, and how such a process
would engage with policy makers.20
Perhaps a more fundamental aspect of diversity can be assessed by examining the dominant
worldviews that underlie the design and delivery of an STE. For example, the lack of integration
of non-human actors in dialogue underscores the anthropocentric nature of the EFL. The discourse
of sustainable development with its faith that society can continue to develop and grow within
current economic and political systems but in a more sustainable way can be seen in the Natural
Step’s sustainability principles and in the EFL Vision. A valuable assessment of diversity might
include sustainability discourses (Dryzek, 2013; Dryzek et al., 2013; Dryzek & Niemeyer, 2008)
or even worlds (Maggs & Robinson, 2016). For example, the EFL has adopted an eco-modernist
approach which positions nature as a monetizable resource whose exploitation can be maximized
through environmentally responsible business (Cohen, 2006). There was also no discussion of the
inherent value of the environment as opposed to its instrumental value in sustainable development.
This narrative stance is also embedded within the core FSSD principles of TNSC which assume
that there is an approach that will allow resources to be developed sustainably.
The question of ‘what if this is not the case with oilsands development?’ was not directly addressed
within the EFL. One Fellow challenges the strategy of the EFL to use existing hydrocarbon assets
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A proposal for such a project entitled “FutureTalks: Community Co-creation for Transformative Urban
Sustainability” with John Robinson (University of Toronto) as Principal Investigator is currently in development.
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as a resource to invest in future transitions saying that “EFL has it wrong. There is no place for
hydrocarbons in a sustainable energy future” (P42-T-2). Evaluation and assessment of an STE
such as EFL can surface these underpinning discourses and worldviews to ensure that, when an
STE is considering diversity, these fundamental dimensions are recognized. In other words,
ensuring that we are not simply fostering a diverse set of viewpoints and actors within one specific
narrative frame which can present a false sense of diversity. However, I am not arguing that more
diversity is always better. I argue that encouraging reflexivity – questioning fundamental
assumptions – can open new directions for future transition. It is critical for STEs to, if not include
multiple discourses, ensure that reflexivity is exercised to question dominant discourses and ensure
that the process is not constrained within an approach that may obscure underlying system
dynamics (David Kahane, Personal Communication, June 29, 2019). Such reflexivity expands the
repertoire of possibilities (Taylor, 2004) for transition. This expansion is required for
transformative action as, thinking and acting in ways are incremental extensions of our previous
actions will not lead to sustainability transitions that fundamentally realign governance roles and
relationships, collective practices, narratives and values, and our relationship with socio-ecological
systems.
5.10.1.2 Agreement, consensus and contestation
Related to the presence of diversity of views is the importance of contestation within STEs.
Procedural sustainability, transition management, and deliberative democracy theorists have all
argued for the importance of contestation and dialogue in STEs. However, transition management,
transdisciplinary co-production, and social learning literatures point to the value of developing
shared visions of the future in STEs. Finally, neither of the two sets of literatures referenced here
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speak to the challenge of facilitating dialogue between radically opposed viewpoints. Some EFL
participants suggested the EFL needed to have an even broader representation of views to better
represent polarized political opinions in Alberta. Within an STE, there is value in managed
contestation however including participants that are fundamentally opposed to the goals of an STE
(e.g. sustainable energy transition) could stall progress and mire an STE in endless debate.
Deliberative democracy scholars have produced work on deliberations across ‘deep divides’
(Luskin et al., 2012) that may provide insights on managing and facilitating dialogue in polarized
environments. Transformative Scenario Planning has proven successful in high-conflict
environments such as the Israeli-Palestine conflict and post-Apartheid South Africa (Kahane,
2012). These techniques should be integrated into STE practice and the effects of doing so assessed
by STE researchers.
However, while dialogue and debate within an STE is important, gaining agreement from all parts
of society may be neither feasible nor desirable. Societal transitions can (and often do) occur
without consensus. Missing from much STE research is the role of more adversarial approaches to
systems change such as non-violent protest, direct advocacy, or other civil society actions (see for
example Stirling, 2014). A presumption within the STE literature is that by working with the
dominant regime, change can be fostered from within. However, other theories of systems change
would argue that, by working with the dominant regime, an STE is likely (if not guaranteed) to be
co-opted and serve to support the current system rather than facilitate systems transitions. The
Governance category of this evaluation framework is useful to surface these issues in STEs. For
example, attention to power dynamics with an STE and between an STE and its funders can
highlight potential for cooptation and STEs should design processes to prevent that occurrence.
While it may be impossible for an evaluator to say what is the ‘right’ approach for an STE to take
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(e.g. debates about the mechanisms for systems change have been taking place for hundreds of
years), we can assess the extent to which an STE questions fundamental assumptions about a given
system. We can also assess whether an STE is working within a single discourse (e.g. ecomodernism) or engages with multiple discourses. At the same time, I argue that this evaluation
framework can, and should, be applied to processes that favour direct action (such as Extinction
Rebellion). While differing in philosophy and tactics, adversarial approaches share the same goal
of system transformation as do STEs.
5.10.2 EFL process assessment
In summary, the EFL has demonstrated commitment to fairness, inclusivity, and transparency in
its process design and implementation. The exception to this is the lack of reflexivity in questioning
fundamental assumptions about the dominant discourse present in Alberta and the EFL itself. EFL
participants report that the process includes a broad representation of the energy system in Alberta
and the value of such diversity. The process has embedded reflexive tools and methods and
demonstrated the adaptive capacity to respond to changing landscape pressures such as political
and economic changes. However, the EFL has struggled with issues related to governance in terms
of managing power asymmetries between participants and in engaging future and non-human
actors in the process. Perhaps the biggest challenge related to process is in engaging with
Reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada through process design, participant, and project
selection. This is exacerbated by the challenge of conceptualizing Reconciliation in the context of
contested views on the definition, and validity, of the concept from Indigenous peoples across
Canada.
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The EFL was able to establish a set of enabling conditions for an STE. By including a broad
representation of stakeholders from across the energy system in Alberta, providing a range of
information to participants, and delivering high level of transparency, the EFL was able to support
a process design that fostered trust between participants. EFL participants engaged in dialogue,
learning, and experimentation towards sustainability transition. However, the EFL could have
better supported the recognition and valuation of divergent voices and narratives within the
process. EFL Fellows engaged in dialogue and negotiation methods that challenged
preconceptions and fostered collective problem solving. Individual participants demonstrated
reflexivity on their own roles in system transition while the EFL itself also reflected on the efficacy
of its process design and strategy. The EFL was able to adapt design and strategy in response to
these reflections and in response to external changes. At the same time, the EFL struggled with
giving voice to marginalized perspectives. Process elements that support transition including
niche-regime interaction, supporting alignment between niche innovations, and providing space
for experimentation and learning were all present. The EFL vision and portfolio of initiatives were
co-produced by Fellows in a collaborative process and the vision, when assessed using the SDGs,
represents a comprehensive conception of sustainability.
Given that Alberta is part of national and international energy systems, the decision to focus the
geographical scope of the project may be limiting in supporting transition. The value of the
decision is that the EFL can take action where it has resources to bring to bear. However, most
demand for Alberta’s oil and gas lie outside the province. In addition, since EFL initiatives focus
mainly on energy supply rather than demand, they do not address the demand for, and impact of,
Alberta’s fossil fuel resources. This may prove to be a crucial omission as demand for energy is a
huge factor in the future of Alberta’s energy system. These external factors may prove to be more
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powerful in resisting transition efforts than the EFL is able to overcome. The lack of strategy to
manage power dynamics within the EFL put the EFL at risk of stakeholder capture by funders such
as Suncor. At the same time a lack of financial support for Fellow initiatives also presented a risk
that initiatives that proceeded were the ones most closely aligned to regime actor activity and it
appears this was the case for many initiatives. Better understanding what ‘partnership towards
Reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada’ means for the EFL has been taken on as one
of the biggest challenges of EFL 2.0 with substantial efforts being made to address this and other
governance issues raised here.
In summary, the EFL demonstrated mixed success in across evaluation categories and elements.
In most cases, where gaps or shortfalls have been found, the EFL has adapted process design with
an ‘on-the-fly’ in response. Based on my assessment, the EFL was well positioned to foster societal
effects that can influence sustainability transition in Alberta. In following chapters I will assess
whether the EFL’s success in process elements led to societal effects (Chapter 6) and/or long-term
sustainability transition impacts (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 6: Assessing Energy Futures Lab Societal Effects
“Is talking making any difference? I don’t know but I hope so.” (P18-MF-1)
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, I assess the societal effects of the Energy Futures Lab. Societal effects evaluation
gives us important information on the short-term outputs and medium-term impacts of
sustainability transition experiments. Increased individual capacity, the production of tangible
outputs such as technologies or action plans, and the development of networks and relationships
are important outcomes of STEs. While important in and of themselves, an additional value is that
these effects can support institutional change in policy and within organizations. Actions taken by
institutions can have great sustainability effects and set the stage for sustainability transition
impacts by, for example, embedding new and more sustainable routines within institutions.
For each category, I provide evidence of EFL effects. Each section is organized by elements within
each category. I then assess each category. To highlight the interconnected nature of the evaluative
categories and elements, I have also included a series of illustrative cases as space does not allow
this depth of analysis for all EFL effects reported. Table 21 below summarizes the elements of
each effect category and provides the overall structure for this chapter.
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Table 21: Societal effects evaluation categories and elements. See Section 3.2.2. for further detail

Category
Individual Capacity
Usable Products
Networks and
Relationships
Institutional change –
Policy
Institutional change –
Organizational
Climate/Energy
Effects

Elements
Understanding and learning, agency and
empowerment, reflexivity on role in transition,
changed or broadened perceptions
Innovative technologies or social innovations, action
plans, media, publications, written reports and
research
Expanded and strengthened networks, sharing with
networks, development of social capital
Direct and indirect policy influence, new
evidence/information introduced to policymakers
Shifts in organizational roles, responsibilities or rules
of engagement between stakeholders, shifts in
investment strategies, changes in organizational
decision making processes and governance
Carbon emissions reductions or other sustainability
effects such as reduced energy demand, increased
renewable energy supply, increases in energy
efficiency

Section
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

6.7

Throughout the chapter, I note the interconnected nature of these effects. For example, individual
capacity development in understanding different stakeholder perspectives may lead to new forms
of collaboration. This in turn may lead to institutional change in policy or organizational decision
making.
6.2

Individual capacity

In this societal effects category, we are looking for evidence of changes in individual
understanding and learning, agency and empowerment, reflexivity on role in transition, changed
or broadened perceptions. Increased learning and understanding about systems thinking and the
energy system itself are important in enabling participants to develop strategies for system
interventions. Agency and empowerment speak to participants’ ability to personally engage with
systems transition work and meaningfully influence systems. Reflexivity enables participants to
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not only reflect on their own role in systems transition but to question fundamental assumptions
about how the system works. Finally, broadened perceptions reflect greater understanding of
different stakeholders and different perspectives on the challenges and opportunities of systems
transition. Not surprisingly, given the EFL’s emphasis on dialogue, systems thinking, and
transition, there is a general finding of shifts in this category of effect in most participants.
However, the durability of these shifts and the ability of participants to influence their
organizations is not as strong.
6.2.1

Understanding and learning

EFL participants reported increased learning and understanding along many dimensions with the
most commonly reported being an increased understanding of the energy system in Alberta – its
components, relationships, and complexity; systems thinking; and transition processes. 70% of
participants in Interview Round 3 reported that their knowledge of Alberta’s energy system and
transition opportunities increased a little or a lot (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Participant knowledge change (Cabaj, 2019, p. 32)
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The following quotes illustrate how this learning appears across sectors with a government
employee learning more about Indigenous groups and the oil and gas sector:
When I started at EFL my perspective was trying to be wide but I did not have the
knowledge or understanding of several areas in the energy system in Alberta and the
challenges they face. For example, with indigenous groups, oil and gas (my expertise is in
electricity and renewables) my understanding significantly improved and on transition
(P26-S-3).
At the same time, a participant from the oil and gas sector reported learning about renewables:
Yeah, I think I've definitely felt a sense of much better understanding of the renewable
space and where it's at and maybe some of the challenges facing it as it pertains to adoption
within Alberta and definitely how that's the funding mechanism and ultimately the platform
that allows it to compete appropriately within the province as well as without a real
detrimental impact to the cost of service within the province as well (P17-MF-1).
Other participants reported learning about the interconnectedness and complexity of the energy
system in Alberta as illustrated in the following quotations:
Understanding that it is an energy system is significant. You can do a lot in your small area
but really it is best to understand how it fits into the bigger picture and how it can support
other changes to occur as well. A value chain is key to developing the “low carbon”
economy (P25-M-3)
and also:
I feel like it's expanded my ability to think about systems, or have the confidence to involve
somebody else in a conversation where I think it's needed. It's just made me reframe how
I go about even my daily work. That's helped me really think through, ‘Are we actually
taking a systems view of a problem?’ and how I might go about impacting that (P23-T-1).
Participants reported both content and process learning. Process learning included facilitation
techniques designed to support communication with diverse groups. For example,
I think just the ability for the space for us to have a conversation in a way that's not
polarized has been huge for me. It's not been something that I felt has been happening in
Alberta. I've been learning a lot about how to have some more challenging conversations.
It's been really helping build my capacity, in how to connect with others that might have
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vastly different viewpoints or have a different perspective. For the EFL to create the space
for all of us to do that has been really powerful for me (P23-T-1)
and also:
Particularly what was interesting to me was thinking about, how could you through a
process or learning materials, use that as a catalyst to get people to think in a quite
significantly different way about a topic. That's really interesting to me. That is, I'd say,
I've got a lot of passion around that (P42-T-1).
14 participants also reported implementing some of these process techniques within their
organizations. These included facilitation techniques and the Backcasting process as illustrated by
the three following quotes:
Facilitation – really like a lot of the ideas and tools, those have been useful to experience
and be part of. Interesting/innovative facilitation techniques Have used narratives exercise,
modified sticky exercises, Open Space (P51-S-2),
Backcasting as opposed to forecasting – looking more at our own goals. E.g. [upcoming
project] has a strict set of deadlines coming this Fall, now backcasting from that (P4-MR2), and
Gave me tools to be more effective as a player in the system – how to network, how to
listen. Tools to be more effective in playing in the system (P43-S-3).
However, knowledge does not always translate to action. As one participant noted,
I think I have a much better understanding of the energy system. Lots of that's through
osmosis. Lots of that's - I mean I wasn't in energy per se focused work that I've done in the
past, so I think that's very interesting and I've learned a lot, I guess, from the group as a
whole. Transition, I'm struggling with what that means and what the full implication is
going to be (P56-MF-1).
This may also explain the 9% of respondents who reported a decrease in knowledge. As
understanding of the complexity of the system increases, Fellows felt that their existing
understanding was not as comprehensive as they had thought. For example,
’I had some of my assumptions checked,’ noted one Fellow, ‘and while I guess it is a sort
of learning, it does not feel like it. In fact, I feel a little lost now.’ Said another, ‘Trying to
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figure this out isn’t easy. I wonder sometimes if we are making it all too complicated, or at
least more complicated than it needs to be, but I have to sit on that for awhile.’ (Cabaj,
2019, p. 33)
6.2.2

Agency and empowerment

Just less than ½ of EFL participants reported that, through the EFL, they now had a greater
commitment to contributing to energy transition. However, 59% reported no change to their
confidence in their ability to contribute to energy transition, while 23% reported a decrease in
confidence.

Figure 13: Participant confidence change (Cabaj, 2019, p. 34)

There were two reasons for this decrease. First, many participants reported a high level of
confidence when entering the EFL and, upon learning about the complexities of systems change,
were humbler about their ability to influence change. For example: “[my] level of commitment
has not changed, the journey and change has been in ability to understand the whole picture and
capability to contribute, never my desire” (P22-MR-3). A second reason is that sometimes more
understanding leads to less confidence as described here:
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[I] now know more about the scope of the problem and more aware of gaps needed to be
filled, less confident in how quickly or easily system can be changed, know more about
what I can do. More confident in what I can do to deliver my part of it. Learnt things that
will help my ability to contribute but increased apprehension on how quickly or easily we
can get there (P24-MF-3).
Participants reported feeling empowered as systems actors as opposed to acting within their sector
or organizations. For example,
To me the one item that I find personally very significant is just seeing myself [shifting]
from an individual who is working on a better energy system to an activator, to somebody
who is empowering others and moving things forward from a community and societal
perspective. That is the one thing that I find most powerful and useful (P26-S-1).
This represents a social component of learning where participants now feel more connected to a
community that is working together towards a common goal. While the fact that the decreased
percentage was slightly higher than increased could be seen as a failing of the EFL, I argue that it
is instead a success. Developing an understanding of the complexities of the energy system and
seeing the structural barriers to change that are resistant to individual actors would naturally lead
to a decreased in confidence. However, there was a marked increase in collaboration and
networking which are avenues of collective rather than individual contributions to energy
transition.
6.2.2.1

Reflexivity on role in transition

48% of participants reported thinking reflexively about their role in energy transition while also
expressing concern as to what their role should be:
Coming in [I] was ignorant of what I could do and couldn’t, now a better understanding.
More aware not necessarily more confident…Still unsure how I can most effectively help
and whether I should, am I using the right resources. Committed but not sure how best to
support in way most helpful (P40-MF-3).
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However, reflexivity means more than just reflecting on roles. It encompasses reflection and
questioning of axiomatic assumptions. Reflexivity about transition roles occurred at the level of
individuals, the relationship of individuals within their organizations, and at the organizational
level. An example of a personal reflection comes from a Fellow within the oil and gas sector:
Even from my own sense, my own sense of purpose surrounding what I believe in as it
pertains to our energy future and how we have to create a much more balanced conversation
and inclusive conversation of all the different community groups and people that are
affected, which really is everybody, which really includes all aspects of society,
environment, and industry, whatever that industry is, because the same challenges we'll
face the next wave of energy service providers if they don't create a connectedness to the
people that are being impacted, which is really where my voice is best suited, is to
champion the whole idea of connecting community, the environment, and energy (P17MF-1).
Another Fellow reflected on the value of other ‘levers’ of systems transition:
my understanding of the number of levers available to pull to help shape the direction and
speed of energy transition. Seeing other perspectives and their priorities and what
opportunities those other parties bring to the table. Always knew there were other options
but have not personally been connected to specifics [such as] financial, regulatory, job,
social change, behaviour related changes that can help drive to EFL vision (P24-MF-3).
Fellows also reflected on how their personal role connects with the role of their organization. For
example,
Yeah, I think it's absolutely ... I mean I know I still sit pretty far on the right end of the
spectrum but it's absolutely made me question a little bit more about impact, both personal
and as a whole. It's stimulated a lot more questions than probably answers which is not a
bad thing in my view... As much as I really want an answer, I do know that sometimes
questions are better. It's challenged me that way. I think it's been good because I do have
at least a couple of potential [projects] on the business side that I could see shaking out and
there may be some work on potential green energy that I wouldn't have chased otherwise
or looked at. I think that's really positive. (P56-MF-1).
A government Fellow reflected on this relationship between personal and professional roles:
[I have] always been committed and part of the whole rationale for joining EFL, something
I believe in, everyone agrees with concept of transition but velocity and how we get there
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is unique for everyone. I’m there as [P32] not [P32] with the Alberta Government but
obviously I understand policy context and technical context. What is really interesting is
the people and the Fellows that are involved. This is not $140/barrel oil time, volatility,
economic reliance on revenue we generate from resources, interesting to see transition in
occupations even, hear about friends and folks who have transitioned whole careers change
(eg. from reservoir engineer to blockchain). Interesting to hear what that means for the
province. More committed hearing other peoples’ challenges and how I can contribute in
my day to day job (P32-S-3).
Some Fellows have also questioned and shifted their views on the role of their organization in
transition:
I realize now the influence [our organization] has. Felt like perceptions of [our
organization]’s influence were misplaced. Brand is bigger than size compared to Suncor
and Syncrude in oilsands and fracking is small compared to oil. Our footprint in Canada
has not been growing – questioned importance of [our organization] at the table. Now –
when going back to COSIA and Clean Energy Innovation Network, realize there is a reason
we needed [our organization] – credible voice, informed views – pleasantly surprised at
how much we bring to table (P48-MF-2).
There were instances (14%) of Fellows reporting challenges to fundamental assumptions about the
roles and viewpoints of different stakeholders in the energy system. For example, one Fellow
reported “most opinion changes around oil and particularly oilsands companies, the degree to
which they understand the environmental implications, not what I was getting from press” (P33T-3) while a Fellow from a fossil fuel company noted that they “have had Fellows say ‘thanks for
saying that, I didn’t expect an oil company to say that’. Even after a year that is surprising” (P48MF-2).
By facilitating reflections on not just individual roles but roles within organizations and
organizational roles, the EFL has enabled a mechanism by which to transfer niche innovations into
regime organizations. In addition, this supports other effects like organizational and policy shifts.
The potential is then in place for future embedding of these routines and practices in organizations
in such a way as to be resilient to landscape and regime shifts like oil price recovery and elections.
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Section 7.4 explores the effectiveness of translating transition actions and perceptions into regime
practices.
6.2.3

Changed or broadened perspectives, attitudes and expectations

14% of participants reported changes in perception as a result of participation in the EFL along
several dimensions. The first of these was in seeing other participants as individuals as opposed to
simply representatives of stakeholder groups or organizations. As an example, a government
participant reported that
I've really been able to see firsthand some of the different perspectives that individual
Albertans as a whole as well because some of the folks in the room are there, work for an
NGO, work for an oil company. You worked for this, work for that, right? But, but you can
see their views as individuals also. Right? And you can see, and again, this is not an
uncommon experience, make it see a person, a rational person, right. Who, who believes
something fundamentally different. Um, and sometimes the differences are like opposite
ends of the pole. Sometimes the differences are more nuanced than. Yeah. So that's been a
very rich, has been a very rich education for me, especially being somebody in the world
of public policy (P1-S-3).
In some cases, changes in perceptions about different stakeholders led to insights about their role
in transition and the need to engage them in transition processes. For example, a provincial
government Fellow reported a “much better appreciation for need for different stakeholders on
board. And need for municipalities – need to support them; have not heard their voices” (P33-T2) while a municipal government Fellow reported
better understanding of where [energy companies] are coming at, what their challenges are
– beyond just saying ‘well they had their heyday, now they are paying the price’, now really
putting some faces to the industry, typically would not interact with [them] a whole lot
(P45-S-3).
A Fellow from the transportation sector noted that
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it is useful to understand the objectives of other industries as it helps ground our industry’s
goals and helps with government engagement as there are few [groups] who have
connections across industries or understand their challenges and opportunities, so EFL does
help in providing a broader understanding of the various challenges across multistakeholder/industry (P25-M-3).
As the following quotation illustrates, this broadening of perspectives led to insights on the need
for those sectors to be engaged in transition work:
Meeting together was very useful, conversations with very diverse group of people –
powerful and meaningful. Effective in changing the mindset of people that didn’t see
certain sectors as being important to be part of the conversation (P26-S-3).
Participants also had existing perceptions challenged in important ways. First was on the degree
to which stakeholders that were presumed to be divergent were actually aligned. For example,
How aligned we are on some things – Suncor and Decentralized Energy Canada do agree
on some things – agree more than disagree. Large players are thinking about this just as
much as NGOs and governments – maybe in different ways but they are staying awake [at
night] as well (P37-T-2).
Another Fellow noted that they “went in with a pessimistic view, now more optimistic that the
radical middle is not that far apart, close to the tipping point. Thought we were a lot farther apart
than we are” (P38-MR-2).
A second challenge to perception was how different groups think about, and support, transition. A
powerful example comes from a Fellow with a senior role at a large oil and gas company:
I think it's great that the team is basically half government employees, half industry folks,
and they each come at it from a different perspective. I think one of the ahas for me, and
one of the ahas out of this whole lab workshop, is the people from the government that we
have engaged in this workshop are really passionate, and passionate in a way that I wouldn't
have expected, and really committed to Alberta prospering (P57-MF-1).
The EFL has been effective in enabling participants to better understand the actors engaged in
energy transition and their perspectives. As participants see the system, the players and the need
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to get them engaged, and reflect on their role in system transition, this helps develop the crosssectoral and niche-regime boundary spanning collaborations necessary to facilitate systems
transition.
6.2.3.1

Awareness of oppositional arguments

An element of social learning is developing awareness of oppositional arguments. Participants
reported this for themselves, e.g.
[I] see both sides and how vocal opposition is not consistent – challenging for shared
transition. Thought I would be in the middle and trying to broach a large gulf, pleasantly
surprised (P38-MR-2)
and
[I learned that there are] far more detractors for oil sand development in the province than
[I had] envisioned. Thought that most detractors [were] from outside Alberta or very
extreme NGOs but that is not the case (P48-MF-1).
Participants also reported not just awareness of, but the value of oppositional arguments. For
example, a Fellow working at an oil and gas company noted that
most of the people that I know in a professional and social setting know that I belong to
the EFL. Some people giggle, some people say ‘What? You of all people!’ I have become
much more of a proponent and believer. May not agree with the direction, believe in the
opportunity for discussion and input. [With] people who are more left-leaning, it is good
to have someone question it to refine their argument (P56-MF-2)
and the “importance of listening to opposing narrative – asking questions about why? What is
behind that, etc. Most people have good intentions at heart – people can be quick to judge. Getting
to empathy rather than agreement, get to collaboration” (P49-S-2).
Over ½ of participants were not only aware of oppositional arguments but that their ability to
understand and respond to these arguments changed as illustrated by the following quotations: “I
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feel that I listen more to other people. Not because my attitude is changed, but because of my
inability to convince others! I have become humbler, and more open to other people ideas.” (P34S-1) and “Since becoming more well informed on different aspects, my opinions are more
balanced. Still lean a certain way but I think I have a better idea of where everybody is coming
from.” (P22-MR-3).
6.2.4

Individual capacity summary

The EFL has done well at fostering learning and understanding within participants across all
effects categories particularly related to reflexivity on participant roles in energy system transition.
However, a lack of clarity on defining transition makes it more difficult for Fellows to put their
new knowledge into practice. In addition, due to organizational structures and inertia (see Section
6.6), participants may not be able to effectively influence their organizations and leverage their
new knowledge and understanding. Where individual capacity development has been perhaps most
effective is in facilitating knowledge and understanding of perspectives of different stakeholders,
systems thinking and awareness of oppositional arguments. These changes have led participants
to report new insights into the need to, and methods to, engage different stakeholders in transition
projects. The benefits of this can be seen later in this chapter when we look at new forms of
collaboration (6.4.3) and shifts in organizational decision making (6.6.5) that occur as a result of
this engagement.
6.3

Usable products

In this category of effects, we are looking for evidence of usable products such as innovative
technologies and social innovation adoption/scale; intellectual property; action plans; media –
newspaper, magazine, online articles; publications (academic & non-academic); written reports,
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research and practice overviews, (spreading knowledge) meetings with decision makers,
workshops, seminars; funding applications; peer reviewed articles; technical reports/gray
literature. EFL participants reported many projects and collaborations within the EFL that resulted
in usable products as described. In addition, 2/3 of participants reported collaborating with other
EFL Fellows on projects outside the EFL. This section describes a selection of usable products
within categories described in Section 4.1.2. See Appendix I for a complete list of usable products
from the EFL.
6.3.1

Innovative technologies and social innovation adoption/scale

The Carbon Upcycling and Methane reduction initiatives within the EFL are examples of
innovative technologies developed within the Lab while the Solar Skills Campaign (retraining oil
sands workers for solar panel installations) is an example of a social innovation. Important to note
is that all three of these initiatives had their start before the EFL. The EFL was important in
providing access to resources and networks but generally did not serve as a generator of net-new
niche innovations. However, the EFL has been effective in facilitating collaborations between
initiatives and providing support for the scaling of initiatives (e.g. 59% of participants reported
expanded networks and 44% reported sharing ideas and projects emerging from the EFL with their
networks or organizations). For example, the Fellow leading the Solar Skills campaign reported
that they were
not sure how Iron and Earth [the NGO implementing the program] would have even
survived without the funding from Suncor and Enbridge [that was a] direct result of being
part of the lab. Had people going to bat for us that trusted us and would be successful and
an important initiative to take a risk on (P41-T-3).
The EFL also provided “access to the people in those companies [Suncor and Enbridge] to have
those conversations with them” (P41-T-3).
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6.3.2

Action plans

Numerous action plans were developed within the EFL including the 300-Day plan for the EFL
itself (Energy Future Lab, 2017b), along with action and deployment plans for various initiatives.
For example, the AOSTRA 2.0 working group produced a summary report along with a document
detailing plans for transferring the initiative work to COSIA and Alberta Innovates for further
development (Energy Futures Lab, 2017c).
6.3.3

Media

The EFL received media attention in industry, local and national print and online publications. The
following is a partial list of EFL media mentions.
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Table 22: Selected EFL media mentions (Cabaj, 2019)

Source
Daily Oil
Bulletin
CBC Vancouver
JWN
Daily Oil
Bulletin
JWN
LinkedIn
JWN

Publication
Date
December 20,
2018
December,
2018
November 8,
2018
May 17, 2018
April 2, 2018
February 12,
2018
December 18,
2017

Clean50
Globe and Mail
Maclean’s
Financial Post

June 15, 2017
June 1, 2017
May 17, 2017

JWN Energy

April 25, 2017

CBC

April 19, 2017:

Calgary
Economic
Development

April 10, 2017

Article Title
Energy Futures Lab Fellowship Program Is
Transformational
Audio interview with Chad Park on climate change
and energy transition
Why the Petroleum Hall of Fame needs to meet the
Energy Futures Lab
Petro-Lithium Production Represents Diversification
Of Alberta’s Energy Economy
Blockchain used to track, monetize rural renewable
power generation
ReGenerate Alberta creates dialogue to breathe new
life into old assets
Organizations reshaping Canadian energy: The
Energy Futures Lab
Energy Futures Lab Recognized with Clean50 Award
Is Oil a Dirty Word?
Why It’s Time to Rethink Pipeline Protest
The Energy Futures Lab Looks for Common Ground
in Energy Debate
Energy Futures Lab Boosts Creative Tech Solutions
to Help End Polarization Around Energy
‘Groundbreaking’ lab focuses on future of energy in
Alberta
Energy Futures Lab a natural step for Calgary

In addition to these third-party articles, the EFL produced an ongoing series of blog posts on the
site www.energyfutureslab.com. These included updates on the EFL process, profiles of EFL
Fellows and Initiatives, and highlights of EFL workshops. The EFL team also sent out a weekly
email newsletter – the EFL Roundup – to Fellows and others interested in the EFL. By 2018, the
email newsletter had 1823 subscribers in addition to 1386 Twitter followers and 637 Facebook
followers.
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The EFL Vision represents another form of publication. The Vision was published on the web site
in Summer 2016. Following this, almost all 2015 EFL Fellows penned a joint op-ed published in
the Calgary Herald stating their support for the Vision entitled “We Are Better Together” (Energy
Futures Lab, 2016). The fact that this disparate group of people could publicly agree to such a
vision is impressive. However, important to recognize is that signatures represented personal
support for the vision, not organizational/official support. We therefore cannot see this expression
of public support for the vision as necessarily indicative of regime shifts. A goal of EFL 2.0 is for
Fellow and Partner organizations to publicly support the vision which will entail deeper
engagement with organizations and, approval from corporate and government legal departments
prior to publication.
6.3.4

Publications (academic & non-academic)

In addition to publications from my own research, the EFL has proven to be an interesting topic
for researchers. Researchers in the United States, UK, Canada and Sweden have produced
publications using the EFL as a case study. In addition, the EFL has been featured in a compendium
of social innovations in Canada and as a case in a course at the Oxford Programme of Study on
Canadian Energy Policy (see Appendix I for details on publications).
6.3.5

Written reports, research and practice overviews

The EFL has documented the process in detail and published a series of blog posts documenting
the process on its web site (see Appendix I). In addition to these posts, the EFL Design team has
published regular updates on the EFL overall along with project specific updates.
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Date
Published
May 24, 2017
March 25,
2017
January 10,
2017
October 19,
2016
July 18, 2016

Title

Source

The Energy Futures Lab Looks
For Common Ground In Energy
Debate
Welcome New Energy Futures
Lab Fellows!
EFL Fellowship: Leading And
Influencing In Times Of
Uncertainty
An Emerging Portfolio Of EFL
Initiatives
Visualizing The Energy System

https://energyfutureslab.com/theenergy-futures-lab-looks-for-commonground-in-energy-debate/
https://energyfutureslab.com/welcomenew-energy-futures-lab-fellows/
https://energyfutureslab.com/fellowshipleading-and-influencing-in-times-ofuncertainty/
https://energyfutureslab.com/anemerging-portfolio-of-efl-initiatives/
https://energyfutureslab.com/stevewilliams-visualizing-the-energy-system/
https://energyfutureslab.com/chad-parkthe-energy-futures-lab-pivots-to-phaseii/
https://energyfutureslab.com/learningjourneys-more-than-just-a-fancy-fieldtrip/
https://energyfutureslab.com/meetingin-the-radical-middle-shaping-a-newenergy-futures-narrative/
https://energyfutureslab.com/ourunfinished-backcasting-business/
https://energyfutureslab.com/rapidtesting-small-investment-prototypingin-the-energy-futures-lab/

May 30, 2016

Chad Park: The Energy Futures
Lab Pivots To Phase II

April 27,
2016

Learning Journeys: More Than
Just A Fancy Field Trip?

March 30,
2016

Meeting In The Radical Middle:
Shaping A New Energy Futures
Narrative
Chad Park: Our Unfinished
Backcasting Business
Rapid Testing, Small Investment:
Prototyping In The Energy Futures
Lab

February 25,
2016
January 20,
2016

Table 23: Selected EFL blog posts

6.1.1

Usable products summary

In addition to the societal effects facilitated through EFL initiatives themselves (see Sections 6.5,
6.6 and 6.7), the products emerging from the EFL provided value in other ways. First, the visibility
of the EFL supported the creation of reputational benefit for Fellows which enabled them to be
more effective in their transition work (reported by 4 Fellows; see 6.4.4). Next, media and other
public interventions provide an avenue for influencing and contributing to new narratives in regime
institutions and collectives (see 7.4). Publications and research emerging from the EFL also serve
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as contributions to the practice of designing and implementing STEs across Canada and globally.
Learnings from the EFL have been adopted by other Natural Step Canada STEs such as the
Circular Economy Leadership Coalition and have been shared with funders and practitioners at
forums such as the Canadian Environmental Grantmakers Network annual conference in 2018
(Park, 2018) and the Canada Lab Practitioners’ Community series of webinars in 2018 (Cabaj,
2018) and 2019 (Williams, 2019b). While not tracked as part of this thesis, this has the potential
to influence the work of other STEs and contribute to sustainability transition impacts in other
domains (e.g. waste, water, or housing) and in other jurisdictions. Finally, these usable products
demonstrate the validity of the EFL to funders and governments that, despite their limitations, rely
on tangible outputs and outcomes as indicators of sustainability impact (see Section 2.2). While
arguably not as important in contributing to sustainability transition impacts as policy and
organizational changes, capturing the usable products from an STE is invaluable for process
designers to access funding in order to deliver their projects.
6.4

Networks and relationships

In the Networks and Relationships effects category, we are assessing the extent to which
participants report expanded networks, boundary-crossing collaborations and partnerships, new
contacts and/or strengthened (existing) networks; new ways of working across disciplines and
sectors; development of social capital and feelings of identity with other participants. Fostering
new kinds of collaboration between diverse stakeholders that cross the boundaries of niche and
regime is a core goal of STEs. This is perhaps the area in which the EFL has been most successful
in its efforts.
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6.4.1

Expanded and strengthened networks

In April-June 2018, the EFL team (with the assistance of social network mapping firm Kumu)
conducted a survey to quantify the types and degree of network connectivity between Fellows and
how that had changed pre and post EFL. 47 Fellows responded to the survey and were asked to
rate their level of connection to other Fellows before and after the EFL. Options were: “We don’t
have a connection; We have an informal connection; We are sharing information, resources, and
networks; We are working together on an energy transition project.” (Cabaj, 2019, p.36). Fellows
were also asked to describe the connection in free text (see Table 25 below for summary of
connections and collaborations reported by Fellows).
Results of the survey show a marked increase in the total number of connections. The average
degree (number of connections reported per Fellow) and network density (the proportion of
potential connections that are realized) both doubled. Analysis by cohort shows, not surprisingly,
that 1st cohort Fellows (i.e. those that have been with the EFL since its inception in 2015) were
more closely connected than more recent Fellows (joining in 2017 and 2018) who are still building
connections over time (See Figures 14 and 15).

Table 24: EFL network connectivity changes (Kumu, 2018, "Case Study: Strengthening a network to reshape
an energy system”, p. 4)
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Figure 14: Connections before EFL (EFL, 2018, Network survey results)

Figure 15: Connections after EFL (as of June 2018). (EFL, 2018, Network
survey results)
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This analysis illustrates the increased density of networks between EFL participants but does not
speak to the value of these networks. Many quotes (from 59% of Fellows) do just this. In addition
to formal EFL activities “2/3 are connecting on non-prototype activities: information sharing,
education/training, joint projects, brokering relationships” (Energy Futures Lab, 2017d). As
described in the EFL final report, “almost all EFL participants reported that they valued the
relationships they have developed with other Lab participants” and that “EFL Fellows constantly
point out that the relationships that they have developed with each other are one of the most
valuable outcomes to emerge over the last several years” (Cabaj, 2019, p. 17). This was evident
even during the 1st round of participant interviews conducted in Spring 2016 when the EFL had
only been running for six months e.g. “Definitely developed new relationships from the lab, which
have been interesting and beneficial. I think have been beneficial to me, hopefully to others” (P57MF-1). The EFL has been seen as valuable in expanding networks beyond what participants may
already have, especially those that are constrained by sectoral focus areas. For example, a Fellow
with a municipal government commented that the “EFL network brings multisectoral piece
together, so valuable. [I am] in a Municipal government bubble, getting out beyond that is
valuable.” (P45-S-2)
EFL participants have seen value in expanded networks in four key ways. First is the network as
knowledge and learning resource:
Created relationship where there wasn’t before. Knew many fellows but majority didn’t
know or have relationships. Now connected and built into my network. Can go directly to
them if you have questions about their part of the energy system or the org, built up a level
of trust (P51-S-3).
Second is in leveraging the network to develop projects to work on together:
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One new collaboration that I am doing with her is actually starting in 2 weeks... Megan on
Calgary development invited me to be part of newly formed renewable energy council that
is being created …. On April 25th we are going to convene for the first time on the
inaugural meeting of the Calgary economic development renewable energy sector advisory
committee. That is something extremely exciting to me and to Calgary overall. To have
now a renewable energy sector advisory committee is a really positive step towards an
energy transition (P26-S-1).
Third is in leveraging connections for access to other stakeholders, financing or future
opportunities. For example, one Fellow describes the value of engaging with other Fellows:
Meera at Shell recommended that I join board of Alberta Clean Technology Industry
Alliance [an industry group supporting clean technology development in Alberta], received
a Shell climate change grant, Matt – before [he] left Husky – connected to Asphalt group
there, testing our products, Luciano – testing carbon and graphene tech in oil fields
upgrading (P4-MR-2).
Another Fellow notes the opportunity for future connections:
And why are [these relationships] significant? Maybe because I'll be looking for a job if I
don't make the other company take off. But I think some of the connections that have been
developed may turn into viable opportunities (P56-MF-1).
The final value of the networks is serving as a platform for impact. The following extended quote
illustrates how the EFL and its networks led to several opportunities to support energy transition
and for personal development for the Fellow:
When EFL started 4-5 years ago, I was able to get on these platforms and be a voice and
give that guidance like the Energy Efficiency panel. First Nation component of report is
basis of how First Nations are using renewable energy programs and how they want to see
that implemented in communities. [That is] as a result of being in EFL. Talking at Walrus
Talks about connection between Earth and environmental practice. [Provincial
Environment] Minister Phillips was there and invited me to be part of Energy Efficiency
Advisory Panel, learning from board members – led to renewable, 2020 Catalyst programs
(working with Indigenous groups across the country, sharing ideas and best practices on
how to achieve goals), and Indigenous Climate Action at National level. Without EFL
would not have had that opportunity. Definitely supported me. Giving me opportunity and
platform to bring up issues and concerns in respect to First Nations, industry and
government like how to do better consultation, importance of protocol and ceremonies in
First Nations communities, brought one of my elders out to speak to the group on his
experience, blessed the event. Having those platforms [is the important part] – able to speak
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at Walrus Talks, Calgary Energy Summit twice, City of Edmonton twice, treaty 6/7/8
group. Able to get out there and inspire other First Nations communities that renewables
are a viable resource and industry we can get involved in. Support was there consistently
in putting me in the forefront. Felt humbled and truly honoured to have opportunity to
speak. Very helpful for me, wasn’t really a strong speaking person. Fun and I enjoyed it.
Hope messages I shared was very important – importance of consultation, protocol, First
Nations networking, sharing my journey and my tribe’s journey in renewable exploration
(P20-C-5).
These examples show how effective the EFL has been in facilitating the expansion and
strengthening of networks. These networks have developed inside the EFL and, as described in
more detail below, extended beyond the boundaries of the EFL.
6.4.2

Sharing with networks

44% of EFL Fellows reported sharing content and process knowledge with internal and external
networks. A Fellow working at a large oil and gas company reported that
One thing that we're working on right now is an internal [Company X] news article with
[P48] and we both work at [Company X] so we had one of our folks here do up an article
on it and then they'll be putting it on our internal website here. Just spreading information
about what the EFL lab is and what the intent of it is and sharing the website and that sort
of thing. Then also just chatting with some of my colleagues about what I've been working
on. I think we're missing those outcomes yet to share. It's hard to share anything if you
don't have a specific outcome (P11-MF-1).
Other Fellows reported sharing information about the EFL process with colleagues inside their
organizations:
Vision and Innovation Pathways docs have been shared, used to host conversations with
different people. People are receptive. Like direction, tone and nature of framing. Useful
and timely info. Timing/pace issues are often raised. Docs themselves and narratives have
helped with the context setting. Facilitation – really like a lot of the ideas and tools, those
have been useful to experience and be part of. Interesting/innovative facilitation techniques
Have used narratives exercise, modified sticky exercises, Open Space (P51-S-2).
A smaller sub-set of participants (15%) also report sharing EFL content with external audiences
on their own initiative such as “[When I] speak at conferences, always put a plug in for EFL – e.g.
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investors in Toronto” (P38-MR-2) and “So it's still, you know, it's more getting messaging out to
a broader audience around transition and … things that need to be considered and why this needs
to be happening” (P14-T-3).
In addition to sharing initiated by Fellows, the EFL has created opportunities for Fellows to speak
publicly about their work. For example,
The Alberta Energy Futures Showcase, held in Calgary’s Jack Singer Hall [date], was a
clear indication of just how far and wide the EFL message was being diffused midway
through the initiative. Nearly 400 people involved in the energy system met to hear the
EFL vision, mission, and examples of energy transition exemplars in action. In keeping
with the social maven strategy, EFL Fellows were front and center in the event (Cabaj,
2019, p. 40).
Sharing with networks continued with Fellows who left the EFL. One participant who moved to
another province to take on a new job noted that they
talked to my bosses about EFL and possibilities of working together. Due to geographical
distances not as much that I could be doing [with the EFL]. Been in couple of conversations
with [EFL design team, TNS, and Fellows] on how we could create something like EFL in
[my province]. Remain champion of EFL at [my new organization] – speak in favour of it
when it comes up. Not very present in [my province] but couple of people have asked me
about that and I talk to them about it (P26-S-3).
The EFL has demonstrated effectiveness in building capacity for individuals to share with network.
At the same time, the EFL has created opportunities for Fellows to share more broadly with
networks.
6.4.3

New ways of working, collaborations

21% of participants report new collaborations that crossed traditional sectoral boundaries with
actors that do not normally connect. As an example, one Fellow noted that
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We're getting people to be connected such that we wouldn't in the normal course have that
opportunity. For an example of me standing, talking to David for Enerkem and, and Geoff
from WestJet talking about pushing the City of Calgary to a different management system
under waste such that we can do a bio-aviation diesel in Calgary is frankly exhilarating and
I would never in formal course had that opportunity to talk to a best in class solution
provider in Edmonton where the guy that is frankly got a very tough mandate because the
WestJet aviation fuel side and that's the great opportunity, so I love that connectivity (P7M-3).
Fellows have also leveraged connections within the EFL to create external collaborations with
59% reporting expanded networks due to the EFL. For example, Megan Zimmerman with Calgary
Economic Development organized a public event on ‘Elements for Successful Innovation’ with
three EFL Fellows as panelists: Jennifer Martin, President and CEO of Telus Spark; Juli Rohl,
Founder of the Alberta ReGeneration Project; Siamak Khorrami, Senior Manager of Business
Innovation at ATB Financial. The event was billed as discussing
a number of questions related to innovation, both within the province and the energy sector,
and the necessary elements required to make innovation successful - from policy
development and public engagement, to skills transition and culture (CED, 2017).
Figure 16 below illustrates a range of collaborations that emerged organically within the EFL.
Percentages represent the proportion of collaborations within each category as reported by
Fellows. The other 2/3 of reported connections were related to EFL initiatives and therefore
facilitated by the EFL Design Team. In other words, the collaborations listed below were not
managed by the EFL Design Team but occurred organically as a result of the network connections
made within the EFL.
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Figure 16: EFL connectivity initiatives (Cabaj, 2019, p. 63)
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Participants also reported the value of collaboration within sectoral groupings. For example, the
EFL convened a group of regime institutions (Suncor, Shell, Conoco Phillips, MEG, CNRL,
Imperial and Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers) for a workshop intended to share EFL
process, vision, and goals. As the EFL evaluator notes,
the very fact that these major energy companies were prepared to explore these issues
together is an indicator of that industry leaders are interested in the different perspectives
on energy transition (Energy Futures Lab, 2018e).
When discussing the AOSTRA 2.0 initiative, a Fellow from the oil and gas sector asked
Would we still have the same ideas [without the EFL]? Certainly EFL accelerated things.
Huge accelerator. Helped things congeal much. All the generative ideas. Maybe in time
Sandy [oil and gas] or John [government] and I would have talked about something
different. [EFL provided an] opportunity to have generative conversations. Would have
been very difficult to get the players together to get things going (P48-MF-3).
Another Fellow noted the value of new forms of collaboration supported by the EFL:
I've done some research and continue to do research on other collaborations like COSIA
which was very CEO driven, very financially efficiency focused and that that creates a
different type of collaboration and I think I think EFL has a lot of value in the types of
collaborations that it is (P14-T-3).
Despite these new collaborations, many of the initiatives demonstrated the sectoral clustering
identified in Section 5.4.1. There is a “likelihood that projects are unevenly cross-sectoral (e.g.
ENGOs working on renewables, oil and gas working on AOSTRA 2.0)” (Energy Futures Lab,
2017d). These sectoral collaborations have the benefit of implementing ideas through support of
participants’ organizations. However, there is a stronger likelihood that these ideas are incremental
changes that do not disrupt those organizations’ strategies and business models.
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6.4.4

Development of social capital

Another element of social learning is the development of social capital within the group. Reported
by 30% of participants, this common theme is illustrated with this representative quote:
There are people here that I was ready to argue with at the drop of hat when we first started.
I still argue with them, but we can find some things that we agree on, and go out together
after for a beer and have a laugh (Cited in Cabaj, 2019, p. 25).
This can be seen as both an effect in itself and as a prerequisite for relationship development and
collaboration. Personal relationships have developed over time as described here:
Yeah, and the other part of it is I loved everybody to death because they're all genuinely
really good people, so it would have been easy because I know from my own personal
research of time and energy, but for the person, I wouldn't want to spend the time, but for
the most part on that front, the community is amazing. The results of what they've left me
that we have put the put together an absolute amazing group (P7-M-3).
These relationships often last over time but even when they fade, still provide value to EFL
Fellows:
Certain people [I] connected with early on and continued and now pretty strong. Some
early connections have waned a bit, still connected but not as strong. And some new fellows
[I am] drawn to. Like real life with friendships ebb and flow, circumstantial with need, or
time and energy available. Even if people are on an ebb, I know how to reach them and
know they would answer my call if I need them (P49-S-3).
Benefits of this social capital include mutual support between EFL participants. This was
manifested in “feeling less alone, validates the work the City is doing. Personal commitment has
increased because of this.” (P45-S-2) and also in learning from colleagues, for example
learning and supporting others facing challenges internally – how do you get support and
move things forward. Gatherings insightful and hear positive examples in orgs where you
would never think they would adopt and also very practical tools on how to do this, e.g.
getting executive support (P51-S-3).
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Another value of social capital that emerged during the interview process with 4 Fellows was
reputational benefit derived from participation in the EFL. This allowed Fellows to, for example,
“gain ‘credit’ with government types by being part of EFL” (P18-MF-1) and that “participating in
the Lab gives an extra level of credibility in my work and I use it like a well-worn calling card
wherever I go” (Cabaj, 2019, pp. 29-30). Another Fellow reports that they “have experienced an
unquantifiable bump in reputation and prestige due to our association with the Lab. It helps, for
instance, to mention our participation when we meet industry people or even the Minister” (P58MR-2). The benefits to individuals are obvious here but there is also benefit in supporting transition
efforts. When Fellows are seen as “lone nuts”, as reported by a Fellow working within a large oil
and gas company (P54-MF-3), their sustainability efforts and views can be easily discounted by
regime actors. The EFL (both Fellows and Partners) provides legitimacy for those working inside
large organizations and provides political cover to pursue actions that are outside the normal scope
of the organization. This social capital extended beyond the EFL itself. During the development
of the AOSTRA 2.0 initiative, EFL Fellows invited several collaborators from government and
industry to join the working group. During the working group calls, EFL team members reported
that these external collaborators referred to themselves as being part of the EFL.
However, deep social connections with other participants is not a universal experience. As reported
in the EFL Final Evaluation Report,
in a key informant interview midway through the project, one Fellow reported that after
some initial enthusiasm to engage with people with alternative view points, her eagerness
to connect with them had faded. She found herself spending time with those who shared
her opinion that Alberta need to dramatically decarbonize its economy. In the opening of
the last EFL workshop in Calgary, a Fellow from the third cohort admitted in the opening
session that he felt safer ‘on the periphery’ because he was not sure if ‘he could trust the
group just yet’ (Cabaj, 2019, p. 37).
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In sum, the EFL has been able to generate substantial social capital between Fellows, however,
this social capital is not evenly distributed across all participants.
6.4.5

Networks and relationships summary

The EFL has proven successful in building and fostering networks and relationships between
participants. These networks have led to new collaborations, facilitated sharing of information
across networks, and supported the development of social capital within the EFL. As we will see
in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 that follow, these networks and relationships have facilitated structural
changes in policy and organizational decision making and behaviours.
6.5

Institutional changes - policy

In this institutional change category, we are looking for evidence of policy effects. This includes
the elements of new evidence introduced to policy makers, and direct and indirect influence on
policy. The EFL has demonstrated effects in all three of these elements. The following quote
illustrates both the challenges and successes of EFL policy influence:
perhaps it may be my biggest, my biggest disappointment is within the government. For
example, like I have thought that, oh, you know, Alex or whoever, like John Zhao, people
like this, you guys are sort of like part of government and you're part of this thing. I thought
that the conversations of the lab would be a lot more embedded in the work that we were
doing because it seemed to me as though some other companies and other organizations
we're having more success with that. But, but now though, now slowly I'm beginning to
see some of that in the government as well where as people in a policy, in a policy making
or policy development capacity saying, oh, we can use the lab as a tool. We could use some
of the thinking (P1-S-3).
In this case, the EFL participant reports frustration that the EFL was not more directly connected
to policy makers. At the same time, the participant notes one of the biggest values of the EFL – as
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a ‘tool’ that introduces new information and evidence to policy makers. As we will see through
the example in this section, this has in fact led to direct policy changes as a result of the EFL. The
balance of this section will explore these policy influences in more detail.
6.5.1

New evidence introduced into policy/strategy

Policy interactions emerged organically through initiatives such as BioJet and AOSTRA 2.0. The
EFL also developed an initiative called the 360 Policy Lab that was specifically designed to
provide a venue for policy makers to test and get feedback on policy ideas. The concept was to
leverage the cross-sectoral nature of the EFL and provide advice and guidance to policy makers
before policies were implemented. As described in the EFL Final Report,
The 360 policy consultations yielded immediate, albeit varied results. According to Alex
Nnamonu, Lab Fellow and Executive Director of Corporate Policy and Planning at Alberta
Municipal Affairs, government staff appreciated the Fellows’ advice to align the
Transportation Climate Plan with other policy initiatives and with the insights from the
work on Future Fit Hydrocarbons. In other instances, the influence of the Fellows’
feedback was greater. For example, the staff of Emissions Reduction Alberta adjusted their
draft Technology Roadmap and used some Fellows’ ideas to help design their soon-to-be
released BEST Challenge program (Cabaj, 2019, p. 50).
A Fellow from the Provincial Government notes that the “360 Policy Labs one of the most
interesting pathways right now that has emerged especially on key issues and gaps on GHG
reduction – excellent spot to test ideas without getting into specifics, high level problems
presented” (P32-S-3). Another Provincial Government Fellow commented that they “have shared
ideas on the need to look outside what the electricity system is and look at the whole system and
how we, the work that we are doing will be interacting with the other portions of the system” (P26S-1). In the same interview, however, this Fellow noted the challenges in taking action within the
organization despite sharing of information:
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Overall the reaction has been positive, but I haven't gained a lot of traction on it because
due to the fact that the [organization] is, like the work that we do is mandated by legislation,
if legislation doesn't tell us to do X aspect, then we won't. We are literally like told what to
do and we do it really well and it benefits Albertans, but if we are not told by the
government this is now your mandate, then we will not be doing it (P26-S-1).
The EFL has been effective in providing venues to share information with policy makers. 14% of
Fellows reported instances of providing new evidence to policy makers. This has been done
through specific initiatives such as the 360 Policy Lab and as a result of including representatives
of regime institutions as participants in the EFL. This makes information sharing easier as Fellows
go back to their own organizations. And, of course, since there are many representatives from
policy making institutions that are part of the EFL, these Fellows are exposed to new ideas and
connections at each EFL workshop.
6.5.2

Direct impact on policy and practice

10% of Fellows reported examples of direct policy impact of the EFL. For example, a Provincial
Government participant commented that, when developing metrics for
innovation funding and [policy] support at a high level. A lot of things pulled from EFL
and expanded the metrics to beyond just GHG and GDP – what are other program areas
we should be looking at as a province. About 3-4 ongoing innovations initiatives leverage
what I learned and adjust those criteria. These will eventually be funding programs that a
lot of Fellows or Fellows that represent organizations and coming technology will be
eligible for this funding (P32-S-3).
In this section I present two illustrative cases of direct policy impact within the Alberta Indigenous
Climate Leadership programs (AICL) program and Emissions Reductions Alberta (ERA).
6.5.2.1

Alberta Indigenous Climate Leadership program (AICL)

Alberta Indigenous Climate Leadership is a Government of Alberta collection of programs that
“Provides grant funding to improve energy efficiency to reduce emissions and help with access to
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training for employment in a green economy” (GoA, 2019). A range of training, capacity building,
assessment and project delivery programs are part of the project. For example,
The Alberta Indigenous Solar Program provides grants of up to $200,000 per project to
First Nations, Métis Settlements and Indigenous organizations. The money is used to install
solar panels on buildings owned by communities or organizations, such as ofﬁces, medical
centres, schools and more. The Alberta Indigenous Community Energy Program helps First
Nations and Métis Settlements reduce emissions and save on energy costs through
community energy audits funded to a maximum of $90,000 (EEA, 2018, p. 51).
One Fellow, as a result of the EFL, influenced the design and implementation of these programs.
As described in Section 6.4.1, this Fellow spoke on a panel (invited as a result of EFL) where the
then-Environment Minister was in attendance. The Minister invited the Fellow to be on the Energy
Efficiency Advisory Panel where community consultations took place with Indigenous
communities.
Indigenous communities identiﬁed jurisdictional issues, both political and operational, as
barriers to adoption of energy efﬁciency and community energy systems. They pointed to
a need for multigovernmental collaboration with respect to First Nations and Métis
settlement infrastructure and housing. (EEA, 2018, p.9).
The EFL made direct contributions to the Fellow’s participation on the panel: “Without EFL would
not have had that opportunity” (P20-C-5) and had a lesser influence on the report outcome. While
the EEA report states that “In addition to formal outreach events, Panel member Desmond Bull
conducted successful personal outreach on behalf of the Panel” (EEA, 2018, p. 52), participant
reports of policy influence cannot be confirmed from EEA published documents. The resulting
pilot programs were launched in June 2018 (GoA, 2018) and “will provide $2.5 million for First
Nations and Métis Settlements to undertake renewable energy projects and energy efﬁciency audits
in their communities” (EEA, 2018, p. 51).
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6.5.2.2

Emissions Reductions Alberta (ERA)

In early 2018, ERA approached the EFL to conduct a review of its Technology Roadmap. ERA is
tasked with investing in emissions reductions technologies in Alberta and the Technology
Roadmap sets out strategic priorities for the organization. As described in the resulting Roadmap,
“this review leveraged the expertise in the EFL Fellowship to: Analyze the four investment areas
of focus described in the current TRM and provide a summary of ideas and recommendations to
take them to the next step (i.e. “a deeper dive”) in terms of defining pathways and success; Provide
overall advice and insights for the next iteration of the TRM.” (ERA, n.d.a , p.4)
A small group of EFL Fellows conducted an initial review of the draft Roadmap. At the Olds
workshop (March 2018), the EFL team facilitated a 2 hour working session with Fellows and ERA
staff:
Key to the EFL’s review of the TRM was a “backcasting from the future” perspective that
is central to the EFL’s work. While forecasting projects past trends into the future,
backcasting starts with the end in mind, seeks to outline conditions for a successful future,
and then uses this vision for the future as the starting point for planning (ERA, n.d.,
Technology Roadmap, p.4).
This backcasting approach helped answer a question identified by one of the Fellows:
We received a lot of good input from many organizations as the Roadmap was developed.
Yet our first iteration of the Roadmap was missing something. That was clear when we
shared the draft with Fellows and they asked the question: ‘A Roadmap to what?’ [The
EFL Review] also encouraged us to think beyond technological innovation and include
social innovation – a stretch for a technology road map and organizations whose purpose
it is to invest in technology – but something we realized was important to our “complete
solutions” approach (P61-S-3).
The final TRM published by ERA acknowledges the influence of EFL:
This version of the TRM includes the valuable input provided by the EFL Fellowship.
Central to their advice was that the next version of the TRM help better clarify the question,
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“A Road Map to What?” by providing a more specific and compelling vision of Alberta’s
lower carbon future. This vision can help paint a picture of the unique contributions Alberta
can make in a low-carbon emissions future and illuminate options for technological
pathways to get there (ERA, n.d.a., p.4).
The EFL influence is also recognized in ERA’s 2017/2018 Annual Report:
In January 2018, we updated the TRM with input from the EFL Fellowship. Central to their
advice was to create a more specific and compelling version of Alberta’s lower carbon
world. Using the EFL’s expertise at visioning and backcasting provides a clearer
description of what we are trying to achieve. This enhancement helps paint a picture of the
unique contributions Alberta can make in a low-carbon emissions future and further
highlights options for the technological pathways to get there (ERA, n.d.b, p. 34).
6.5.3

Indirect impact on the knowledge, understanding and attitudes of policy-makers and

practitioners
A common theme expressed by participants about the policy influence of the EFL was that it is
“hard to measure the influence – huge influence on my thinking and influenced decisions sector
wide – COSIA, CRIN” (P48-MF-3). Despite this, 21% of Fellows reported indirect policy
influence by the EFL. As an example, a Fellow involved in the City of Edmonton’s Energy
Transition Strategy commented that
nothing specifically attributed to Lab initiative in our work directly, [but the] whole idea
of having a better and rounded understanding Alberta’s energy future has been really
important in framing the context of our work at the City level (P45-S-3).
In addition to these learnings about systems thinking having indirect influence on policy, several
Fellows were members of the City’s Energy Transition Leadership Network (City of Edmonton,
2018). Another Fellow commented on the role that EFL played in providing support and visibility
for different transition strategies:
If the EFL hadn’t accelerated, [we] would have missed the window for a few things – e.g.
concept that energy system can transition to a low carbon end point and still use
hydrocarbons as a primary energy (through CCS, etc.) and benefit from monetizing/
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commercialising natural resources in province. Message creeping in was message that
transition was about renewables and phasing out oil and gas, now a message that oil and
gas can contribute and play a role [in transition]. No longer about being the last barrel
produced but being an ongoing part of ongoing energy system but in a different way (P24MF-3).
The case of the National Energy Board (NEB) provides an illustration of the EFL’s indirect policy
impact. Each year, the National Energy Board publishes Energy Supply and Demand Projections.
There is a baseline Reference Case. This includes current policies, and assumes moderate
technology improvement, consensus economic growth and energy prices. Given the
uncertainty when it comes to prices, we also include a High Price case and a Low Price
case. Finally, we include a Technology Case. This projection includes greater global
climate policy ambition and market outcomes aligned with the International Energy
Agency’s Sustainable Development Scenario (NEB, 2018a).
One of the EFL activities was collaborating with the NEB modelling team to prepare an ‘EFL
Case’ “which models the supply and demand projects for Canada based on the EFL vision… The
output of the EFL Case might be a case for inclusion in the NEB’s 2018 Energy Futures Report,
or it might be a stand-alone EFL Report (that is supported with NEB modelling)” (NEB Modelling
working group meeting, January 26, 2018). A series of meetings between a sub-group of EFL
Fellows and technical modellers at the NEB throughout 2017. Internal NEB work is underway to
develop the ‘EFL Case’. In addition,
The NEB is developing a Sustainable Development Case for supply and demand
projections of the energy system to 2040, which will be included in the release of its next
report “Canada’s Energy Future 2018”. The NEB’s Sustainable Development Case will
incorporate many of the assumptions from the International Energy Agency’s Sustainable
Development Scenario (from the World Energy Outlook 2017) but also incorporate
feedback from the EFL to ensure that it is applicable to Alberta and Canada. The EFL is
also developing a complementary analysis that will compare the results of the NEB’s
Sustainable Development Case for 2040 against the EFL vision for 2050 (P51-S-April 18,
2018).
EFL Fellows expressed great appreciation that a regime institution such as the NEB has undertaken
this work:
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I mean, the National Energy Board is now doing a full-on forecast based on the Alberta
Energy futures lab input. People who are not shocked every day at that should be. The NEB
is, um, is a crown corporation like a regulatory body and to have been so influenced that
they're willing to put this type of internal effort it's just, it's still like mouth gaping open in
shock (P2-T-3).
Influence on this report has great potential impact as the report is widely read in news, government,
industry, and academia. For example, NEB energy information was accessed 986,347 times in the
2017-2018 reporting year (NEB, 2018b, p. 15). Introducing the EFL Vision and concepts of energy
transition, with legitimation by the NEB to this broad audience could have a bigger impact than
the forecast itself.
6.5.4

Institutional changes - policy summary

The EFL has shown tangible evidence of introducing new ideas and evidence to policy makers and
in having direct and indirect influence on policy. The design of the EFL has contributed to this
influence as in the City of Edmonton example where individual capacity development (learning
about systems thinking) has the potential to influence policy and organizational decisions. The
ERA example illustrated how the process elements of inclusivity, collaboration and development
of social capital (along with content and process learning) led to meaningful influence on future
ERA investment strategies.
However, the policy influence of EFL has been limited to a few specific cases. Fellows note the
potential for further influence in EFL 2.0 as “people will naturally be putting in more of time to
EFL if the EFL is being heralded in government and policy and industry circles as shown to be
delivering value. Lots of people don’t know about it yet” (P40-MF-3). Engagement of more regime
institutional partners and better leverage of the 360 Policy Lab concept (both of which are planned
for EFL 2.0) would support more, and potentially deeper, policy influence.
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6.6

Institutional change - organizational

In contrast to Section 6.5 which described policy shifts, this section examines how the EFL has
influenced shifts within organizations. These include changes in organizational responsibilities or
job descriptions, shifts in rules of engagement with stakeholders, changes in investment strategies,
changes in organizational decision-making processes and governance. These ‘routines’ in
organizations are important as they reflect how institutional norms and behaviours are changing
(or not) in a more sustainable direction.
6.6.1

Shifts in organizational responsibilities/roles, changes in job description

10% of participants reported that participation in SEF programs had led to changes in their roles
within existing organizations or led to new roles in new organizations. Indeed, Suncor has hired 3
EFL participants to work at the company and these moves were attributed to participation in the
EFL by 2 of these participants: “had I not been in the EFL, I would have not had / taken a position
at Suncor. Talking with Sandy, understanding what they were trying to do…to learn about their
social goals…EFL was the catalyst.” (P56-MF-2) and “EFL played a role in moving to Suncor;
already know Arlene and Fiona. Met with Lori after meeting with Fiona, Lori highly recommended
[me] to Fiona and Arlene” (P54-MF-3). One of these roles already existed but the other was new
and reported to be “more strategic by design and inward focused, to translate external policy into
internal decision making. I think the creation of his role is demonstration of a (small) step forward
for us on a sustainability journey. It also represented growing work load related to climate.” (P54MF-May 17, 2019).
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Several participants reported that role changes were self-directed in that they applied the lessons
learned in social innovation programs to reshaping their existing roles within the company. For
example, one Fellow reported launching an
internal initiative within [organization X] trying to rethink what our utility business would
look like in the future. Ran Newtonian shift with thought leaders in the company, [to help]
think through future and what our role could be. Helpful [to me] – cement me internally as
someone outward looking, bring learning from EFL in and distribute through senior leaders
(P13-MF-3).
Another Fellow reported that they had reconfigured and redirected their team as they had
rebranded and reframed [their] team’s mandate to ‘Sustainable Development and
Innovation’ - came out of Lab – Kananaskis workshop. [Asking] ‘how to evolve mandate
of the team? What is new raison d’etre?’ Opportunity to be outside own environment,
retreat with other intelligent people, trusted space to bounce ideas off, came out of the Lab
(and a few other seeds) – eureka moment was at the Lab – now head up Innovation team
at [Organization Y] (P48-MF-2).
The same Fellow reported the implementation of this change in an interview conducted one year
later: “redesigned team inside [Organization Y] – used to be ‘Environmental Performance’ –
changed team and mandate and what we deliver to the business unit to ‘Sustainable Development
and Innovation.” (P48-MF-3).
6.6.2

Shifts in investment strategy

There were several examples of EFL influencing shifts in investment strategies. Table 19
summarizes investments that were influenced with a total of CAD$76MM. This section presents
illustrations of how the EFL influenced investment decisions in these organizations along with
indirect influence on renewable investment in the Province.
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Table 25: Investment/granting influenced by EFL

Organization
ERA – BEST Challenge
WestJet Aviation Biofuel Challenge
Alberta Innovates – Beyond Bitumen Combustion
Total
6.6.2.1

Total Investment Dollars
(millions CAD)
$70
$2
$2
$74

Regime renewables investment

The EFL provided opportunity for regime fossil fuel organizations to investigate the potential for
investing in renewable energy. As a Fellow from a fossil fuel company notes,
when I talk about the lab within [Organization Y], with the direct business benefits or
insights I've gained from the lab and what it means for business both on the bitumen side
but also on energy transition and climate change, and in particularly the clean-tech
opportunity space, so that's the clean tech opportunity space is something that I want to get
[into], increasing awareness of [Organization Y] within Canada. What's happening in the
lab has opened my eyes and it's allowed me to think about what business opportunities we
have in that space (P48-MF-1).
In a later interview, the same Fellow commented they had
used EFL colleagues to define views on future of innovation in oil and gas – what the
challenges are, technologies, used oil and gas to further renewable – came out of EFL –
would never have happened without EFL – geothermal, using solar and well – innovation
can be a jumping off point (P48-MF-3).
Several Fellows noted that investments in renewables by traditional energy companies are
increasing, for example the “acquisition of Spectra [natural gas] is partially driven by climate and
opportunities to invest in more renewable energy” (P46-MF-2) and noting that “in the renewable
industry, many people are getting beyond the sentiment, ‘We should do this’ and now asking,
‘How do we get a piece of the pie?’” (P58-MR-1). Important to note is that in these cases, the EFL
did not directly affect investment decisions but did provide space for regime institutions to further
explore renewable investments in a collaborative, multi-stakeholder environment.
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6.6.2.2

BioJet/ERA/Alberta Innovates

A more specific example of shifts in investment strategy relates to ERA. Section 6.5.2.3 described
how the EFL had influenced ERA policy. This, in combination with initiatives within the EFL,
contributed to significant shifts in ERA investments. The BioJet initiative started within the EFL
as an attempt to create bio-based jet fuel as an alternative to fossil fuel based. Early participants in
the initiative were WestJet (one of Canada’s two major national airlines), Enerkem (converting
municipal solid waste to biofuels), Suncor (experience in refining biodiesel) along with
government agencies such as Alberta Innovates. The initiative was an example of the value of
convening stakeholders as one Fellow noted “a lot of big companies making some sizable bets to
problem of adapting their business to a new energy reality – e.g. WestJet – how to build capacity
for biofuels?” (P37-T-1).
Partly as a result of connection between an EFL Fellow from WestJet and a Fellow from ERA,
ERA developed their BEST Challenge funding program. One of the Fellows involved in the BioJet
project reported that the “EFL was an is an important part in getting that moving forward – from
idea and couple of discussions to something gaining real momentum.” (P19-MR-3). The ERA
program provided “up to $70 million toward new clean technology projects in biotechnology,
electricity and sustainable transportation, with WestJet eyeing the new program to potentially help
fund a biojet fuel facility in the province” (Wood, J. July 18, 2018). A separate initiative, a
partnership between WestJet and Alberta Innovates, was announced later in 2018. The WestJet
Aviation Biofuel Challenge allocated $2 million to develop biojet fuel solutions. with Alberta
Innovates later in 2018 (Alberta Innovates, n.d.). This initiative was also partly due to connections
formed between Fellows from WestJet and Alberta Innovates within the EFL.
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Collaborations with Alberta Innovates also provided a venue for continuation of the AOSTRA 2.0
initiative. The EFL AOSTRA 2.0 team initiated a formal handover of the project to COSIA in June
of 2017 (EFL, 2017). Stantec Consulting conducted a technical feasibility study in 2018 for the
Beyond Bitumen Combustion (BBC) portion of the initiative (Stantec, 2018, ) on behalf of COSIA.
BBC was integrated into Alberta Innovates as part of their Clean Energy investment portfolio
(Alberta Innovates, 2018) and funding for further research on the concept was announced in April
2019. Alberta Innovates “received 39 expressions of interest from organizations across Canada.
15 applications were invited to submit full project proposals and seven projects were ultimately
selected to share $2 million in funding.” (Alberta Innovates, 2019a). The Alberta Innovates
partnership became formalized in September 2018 with the announcement of AI becoming a
funder of EFL 2.0 for $600k over 3 years (Alberta Innovates, 2019b).
6.6.2.3

Investment strategy summary

The EFL has been effective in influencing shifts in investment strategies toward support of more
sustainable energy sources. In broad areas such as fossil fuel company investment in renewables,
the EFL played an indirect role along with many other landscape factors that are influencing
interest in renewables. However, the EFL was important in providing a venue to learn about, and
experiment with, energy transition safe space. The EFL is safe for participants and for regime
actors since their peers are part of the group. In these examples cited, the EFL has been able to
directly and indirectly influence $74MM in investment from a range of organization and
government agencies. Notably the influence was not just on the amount of spending but how that
funding was allocated and the mechanisms (e.g. Backcasting) that are now used by institutions to
direct investment dollars.
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6.6.3

Changes in organizational decision-making process or operating models

30% of participants reported changes in organizational decision-making processes within their
organizations. For example,
In my own org, previously we had a much longer time horizon for considering tech
investment. The EFL perspective on transition and timeline, allow us to show what types
of actions are important in shorter term [and shows the] importance of acceleration of
innovation rather than just investing in and improving the status quo (P8-S-3).
Another organization has changed the structure of their policy planning based on learning from
the EFL (P37-T-2), while another reflects on changes in use of planning tools:
I shared the or discussed the back-casting technique for instance with a number of people.
That was very interesting to see people's reactions from that. We do have here at the
[Organization Z] a forecasting team and they do exceptional work. The difference here was
just to open the horizon from the fact that forecasting and back-casting are complementary
tools (P26-S-1).
Despite these examples, it is unclear to what extent the introduction of new ideas/process
experiments have been embedded in new organizational policies and procedures.
6.6.4

Governance

In this section of institutional change, we are looking for evidence of changes in governance roles
and relationships relevant to STE and equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition
within the domain of the STE. The EFL has been effective in facilitating new forms of
collaboration across stakeholder groups (see for example Section 6.4.3). However, there is less
evidence that rules of engagement (such as terms of reference) between stakeholders have become
formalized in institutional policies and procedures. As an example, the AOSTRA 2.0 initiative
represented a new form of collaboration for companies such as Suncor. But, as a Fellow points
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out, the question of whether the organization will continue such forms of collaboration as a matter
of course is not yet clear:
Within Suncor, obviously we are Canada's largest energy company, and one of the great
things about being in that position, but one of obviously the onuses on us as well, is to
effectively work with governments, other industry, and the public, to ensure that we're all
moving in the right direction. We have been working internally, basically on this AOSTRA
2 concept, to say as a company, how do we want to influence an effective outcome that
would support this type of collaboration [referring to EFL] which will enable the effective
development of more oil sands resource? (P57-MF-1)
An EFL 2.0 initiative called “Future of Freight” which is focused on testing hydrogen powered
freight delivery in Alberta may be an indication the answer is yes. The initiative has the same type
of cross-sectoral representation as AOSTRA 2.0, builds on the same set of core Fellows, and a
Fellow from Suncor is taking a leading role in the initiative work.
The value of the EFL then may be in providing a space for these new forms of collaboration even
though official terms of reference are not changing within organizations. The arms-length nature
of the EFL gives participants freedom to work in new ways. As one participant notes,
we would have never been able to work on this idea [referring to AOSTRA 2.0] in our
companies in the way that we needed to. We were considered ‘lone nuts’ for even thinking
about it and whenever we mentioned it, some of our colleague’s defense immune response
would kick in. Developing the idea in the Lab, with a diverse collection of other
organizations, and outside the company ground, gave it extra legitimacy and the breathing
room we needed (P54-MF-3).
In terms of equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition within the domain of the EFL,
there were very few mentions of this during interviews (3% of Fellows) and the majority of those
commented on the lack of equitable distribution of costs and benefits. Participants commented on
the challenge of transition for existing jobs:
I mean everybody around me is oil people, so I'd better connect them to how it's going to
benefit them and how they can participate in it [referring to energy transition]. How they
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can be involved in it and not simply saying that you know, we're going to create a bunch
of jobs in a different industry does nothing for a rig hand on the back of a service rig that
won't have a job for the next twenty years (P17-MF-1).
Other participants talked about the value of EFL in reducing dependence on existing energy
infrastructure:
You know, that we don't have to depend on these massively far-flung energy grids in order
to meet our needs. And especially here in a rural setting, I can tell you that's pretty
appealing. So no surprise that a lot of farmers and ranchers are really digging into the whole
solar stuff (P29-C-3).
The EFL vision explicitly recognizes the importance of the distribution of benefits of the energy
transition referring to “high quality of life” and the need for “dependable and affordable energy”
(Energy Futures Lab 2018a). Many of the EFL projects (such as geothermal and smart energy
communities) are aimed at ensuring the distribution of energy to remote communities, including
First Nations reserves that are often diesel powered, throughout Alberta. The distribution of costs
is addressed through Fellow-led projects focused on workers and communities in transition such
as Iron and Earth that is retraining oil sands workers to deploy solar panels. A challenge for the
EFL is translating the impact of projects that may address issues of distributive justice to
transitioning the entire energy system in the Province to one that is more environmentally just.
This challenge is both a matter of scale (projects to system) and the need to go beyond distribution
to address other justice concerns.
6.6.5

Institutional change – organizational summary

There are many examples of the EFL contributing to institutional change within organizations.
However, it remains unclear the extent to which these changes have been embedded within
institutions and will last over time. It is also unclear the extent of EFL contribution. For example,
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most organizations mentioned as examples of organizational change in this thesis do not publicly
reference the EFL other than in funding announcements.
6.7

Climate/energy effects

Given that sustainability is embedded in the goals of all STEs and the focus of the EFL on the
energy system, assessing the climate/energy impacts of the EFL is critical. Most of the EFL
initiatives were in development stage so have little direct GHG reductions to report. Only 3% of
Fellows reported carbon reductions emerging from the EFL and its projects. The EFL has
initiatives that directly address the major sources of emissions for the province however there was
little GHG reduction realized in EFL. There may have been some indirect effects as the EFL has
contributed to sustainability work at the municipal level, e.g.
Looking at becoming much more efficient in the way we use energy in the city – better
buildings, home retrofits, a little bit on industry, transportation (public transit) and the
renewable side of things – need to supply energy with a lower carbon footprint (P45-S-3).
Perhaps a bigger potential GHG reduction may come from the EFL’s influence on regime actors.
For example, one Fellow notes that “COSIA as a body who continues to work on climate change
tech but still (after year 6-7) but no evidence of performance change due to their existence” (P54MF-3). The EFL may play a role in facilitating this regime institutional approach to sustainability.
Structural changes detailed in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 could support such changes.
Rather than seeing this as a critique of the EFL, I argue this is a natural and in many ways desirable
result. The EFL is not the “GHG Reduction Lab” and if it were, the group would have focused on
a very different set of initiatives. The activities of the EFL are designed to foster energy system
transition that will lead to overall lowering of GHG emissions but will take time for these effects
to manifest. It is also incredibly difficult to tie the effects described in this chapter such as learning,
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networks, and organizational change to direct GHG impacts. Nonetheless, projects such as the EFL
are often pressured by funders to report on GHG reductions in the short term. A Fellow pointed
out this tension:
And in my opinion when they're [referring to potential EFL funders] talking about systems
change, Alberta's energy system, that's the province. And, and so we're, the whole meeting
was basically like, well, what specific GHG reduction impact have you had in the last three
months. It was kind of like, fuck, that's not the case anymore. And I sort of said my analogy
is that it feels like everybody's playing the short game at the expense of the long game and
the lab is the perfect long game initiatives for a province to undertake (P58-MR-3).
STEs are playing the ‘long game’ but often still forced to report on their short game. STEs may
attempt to respond to these pressures by assessing potential GHG reductions. This approach is also
fraught with challenges. Potential future GHG reductions projections are based on a series of
assumptions that are often no more than guesswork, especially in the context of rapidly shifting
regime and landscapes. Another challenge is one of attribution of realized or projected GHG
reductions to a specific project. For example, one Fellow commented on the problems inherent in
applying broad attribution for results:
Look at something like COSIA – because their membership makes up [a] large group –
they take credit for entire industry improvements on water use, land use, etc. Alberta
Innovates is helping companies invest in those technologies, but COSIA takes the credit
for industry-wide GHG reductions (P8-S-3).
While an STE such as the EFL could take this approach and claim reductions on a broad scale, this
is not a defensible approach. Unfortunately, despite the lack of value of focusing on short term
GHG measurements, this remains a primary measure for funding coming from governments,
foundations, and corporations.
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6.8
6.8.1

Patterns and cross-level connections
Patterns

There were two main clusters of patterns that emerged from my assessment of the EFL’s societal
effects. The first was a connection of network effects with usable products leading to policy
influence. The second was individual capacity development (of various kinds) and networks
leading to policy and/or organizational change.
An example of networks and usable products leading to policy influence is the case of the National
Energy Board creating a scenario based on the EFL Vision. In this case, the network connections
formed within the EFL in addition to the Vision co-produced by Fellows led to the NEB scenario
development. The scenario report produced by the NEB has great potential impact as the report is
widely read in news, government, industry, and academia. For example, NEB energy information
was accessed 986,347 times in the 2017-2018 reporting year (NEB, 2018, p. 15).
There were many examples of the links between individual capacity development and network
effects. For example, the EFL has been effective in enabling participants to better understand the
actors engaged in energy transition and their perspectives. As participants see the system, the
players and the need to get them engaged, and reflect on their role in system transition, this helps
develop the cross-sectoral and niche-regime boundary spanning collaborations necessary to
facilitate systems transition. In addition, individual capacity development has been effective in
facilitating knowledge and understanding of perspectives of different stakeholders, systems
thinking and awareness of oppositional arguments. These changes have led participants to report
new insights into the need to, and methods to, engage different stakeholders in transition projects.
The benefits of this can be seen in new forms of collaboration and shifts in organizational decision
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making that occur as a result of this engagement. For example, the BioJet initiative connects niche
innovators with regime corporate and government (at multiple levels) institutions. As one Fellow
involved in the initiative states, they have
taken a much broader view in how I can impact this. Specifically mobilizing biomass in
Alberta. Working on and communicating with – Alberta Innovates, Ministry of
Agriculture, multiple levels of government, BioAlberta, put together an industry coalition
to leverage biomass in Alberta with view that biomass is an essential part of energy future
even though not much discussion at all with EFL (P16-MR-3).
This quote illustrates not only actors working at multiple system levels but in integrating systems
thinking into this work.
Individual capacity development has also enabled participants to take advantage of network
connections fostered through the EFL. For example, one of the Fellows developed communication
skills and had opportunities to speak in public. The Fellow commented that: “Without EFL would
not have had that opportunity” (P20-C-5). As a result of the speaking opportunity, the Fellow was
invited to be a member of an Energy Efficiency Alberta Advisory panel and influenced the report
outcome on how Alberta’s climate projects engage with Indigenous peoples in the province: “In
addition to formal outreach events, Panel member Desmond Bull conducted successful personal
outreach on behalf of the Panel” (EEA, 2018, p. 52). In another case, capacity development in
form of reflexivity and agency enables both organizational change and potential policy influence
as illustrated in this example:
Due to role now at [my organization] – leader in energy conversation in Canada. Have an
influential role within sustainability team and now with Chief Sustainability Officer, senior
leadership taking even more seriously. [My organization] has significant policy influence
(P54-MF-3).
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6.8.2

Connecting process to effects

In addition to the reinforcement between societal effects elements, we can also see evidence of the
importance of process elements in supporting societal effects. For example, the process element
of facilitating niche/regime connections, in combination with support for experimentation and
learning contributed to organizational change within COSIA through the AOSTRA 2.0 initiative.
The value of the EFL then may be in providing a space for these new forms of collaboration. The
arms-length nature of the EFL gives participants freedom to work in new ways. The ERA case
(See Sections 6.5.2.2 and 6.6.2.2) demonstrates a range of linkages. The diversity of participants
in the EFL that spanned niche and regime were critical in supporting new forms of collaboration.
This, in addition to capacity building, and the EFL Vision (product) led to policy change and
changes in investment strategy within ERA. Further, these policy changes also created an
environment where ERA funded EFL and supported further experimentation within the EFL
through the BioJet challenge. However, we must not discount the additional external factors that
have contributed. For example, in the BioJet example, WestJet (along with airlines globally) is
highly motivated to reduce GHG emissions through a range of methods. This external pressure
was a motivation for WestJet to partner with the EFL.
6.9
6.9.1

Conclusion
Theory

Assessing the EFL through the lens of my evaluation framework has confirmed the value of
extending extant theories of STE evaluation (e.g. Wiek et al., 2014 and Luederitz et al., 2016).
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Wiek et al. (2014) position the first individual capacity, network, and usable products as 1st order
effects, with structural change as 2nd order effects. In my framework I have included those as 1st
order – e.g. the direct policy and organizational effects of the EFL. It is valuable to assess the direct
effects of an STE such as EFL on institutional change (e.g. new roles or divisions inside an
organization). Structural changes as conceived of by Wiek et al. are addressed as Sustainability
Transition Impacts and could represent development pathway change (e.g. Alberta economy
shifting from oil and gas extraction to services). The effects of these effects (i.e. 2nd order) can be
considered in the sustainability transition impacts level of an evaluation framework, which I
discuss in Chapter 7 on Sustainability Transition Impacts.
Secondly, patterns and connections between societal effects elements (and between process and
societal effects elements) have emerged from my analysis. For example, there is a pattern in which
individual capacity development (communication skills, systems thinking) led to enhanced
network engagement. This network engagement led to direct policy influence and shifts in
investment strategies.
6.9.2

Assessment

Through this assessment, I have found evidence of societal effects of EFL in almost all categories
of my analysis. The EFL has done well at fostering learning and understanding within participants
across all effects categories. However, due to organizational structures and institutional inertia,
participants may not be able to effectively influence their organizations and leverage their new
knowledge and understanding. The EFL has been effective is in facilitating knowledge and
understanding of perspectives of different stakeholders, systems thinking and awareness of
oppositional arguments. These changes have led participants to report new insights into the need
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to, and methods to, engage different stakeholders in transition projects. We see evidence of many
kinds of usable products emerging from the EFL ranging from innovative technologies, action
plans, media reports, academic and non-academic publications, and reports. These products
supported the creation of reputational benefit for Fellows which enabled them to be more effective
in their transition work and may also provide an avenue for influencing and contributing to new
narratives in regime institutions and collectives.
The EFL has proven successful in building and fostering networks and relationships between
participants. These networks have led to new collaborations, facilitated sharing of information
across networks, and supported the development of social capital within the EFL. These networks
and collaborations demonstrate new forms of governance and supported institutional policy and
organizational change. Policy changes included the introduction of new ideas and evidence to
policy makers and direct and indirect influence on policy although the policy influence of EFL has
been limited to a few specific cases. There are many examples of the EFL contributing to
institutional change within organizations. However, it remains unclear the extent to which these
changes have been embedded within institutions and will last over time. Despite these caveats, the
EFL has done an impressive job in facilitating societal effects across this range of categories.
The EFL has also been successful in implementing design and process elements that support these
societal effects. The ERA example of policy influence illustrates how EFL process design elements
have supported societal effects. For example, a Fellow noted that
It was not just the diversity of the Fellows that made a difference. We could have convened
just as diverse a group ourselves. It was the quality of their feedback. They had clearly
worked together before and though they each had different – sometimes even dramatically
different – opinions, they shared and discussed them in a way that was constructive and
helpful. This gave us extra confidence in using their feedback (P61-S-3).
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More specifically, process and content learning about systems thinking informed the feedback and
thereby the usable product (i.e. Technology Roadmap) and investment strategy of the organization:
One of the things [the EFL Fellows] told us is to avoid pursuing these pathways into distinct
streams of work, when in fact, they are often interdependent. That was good advice. It
informed how we constructed our ‘BEST’ Challenge which will invest in technologies that
reduce carbon emissions in bio-tech, electricity, and sustainable transportation (P61-S-3)
(see ERA, n.d.c,).
The example above also demonstrates how knowledge and ideas have been communicated to
policy makers and how those ideas may be taking hold. For example, Steve MacDonald (CEO of
ERA) mentioned the concepts of Backcasting, that investments are not just about technology, the
need to build networks and partnerships in a complicated ecosystem in a public address at an EFL
event in June 2018. These linkages illustrate a key point with the application of my evaluation
framework. It is not that an STE such as EFL is simply given a ‘score’ at demonstrating effects in
X of Y categories. What matters, and where the EFL has been effective, is in ensuring that process
elements are in place to support effects and, crucially, that categories of effects are mutually
reinforcing. For example, the case of EFL influence on AICE illustrates how development of
individual capacity (reputational benefit, communication skills, agency) along with niche-regime
spanning networks facilitated influence on institutional policy change.
The EFL also experienced challenges in achieving societal effects. One Fellow noted that the
“[EFL] affected some political and business thinking – have seen things referring to EFL but can’t
remember where – more of a gut feel” (P33-T-3). This quote is illustrative of the lack of evidence
of structural changes being embedded in institutions. Related to this challenge is the limits of
influence of EFL Fellows in influencing their organizations:
As an individual contributor within [a] government organization, was difficult for me to
make decisions on this type of organization – e.g. invest money or provide public support
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for this initiative or another. Not many things changed since [the government organization]
is risk averse and very reluctant to go on record in support of anything as neutral regulator
(P26-S-3).
The EFL has attempted to bolster Fellow influence within organizations through Organizational
Engagements. A role of EFL can be to better support embedding of these changes in institutions
and collectives which directly supports sustainability transition impacts. Individual Fellows
working within regime institutions do have the capacity to influence those organizations but would
benefit from additional support. While the EFL put great focus on alignment of different
stakeholders and innovations, the degree of alignment may be overstated. For example, while
Suncor and Decentralized Energy Canada may agree on some things, they fundamentally disagree
on, for example, the rate at which fossil fuels should continue to be extracted in the province. This
highlights a key issued within the EFL – can existing energy companies pivot and support a
transition (as their press and rhetoric suggests) or are they too locked in to the current financial
and structure to make change possible? This is an example of the relationship between the EFL
and external context pressures. Some pressures are a net positive, for example investor community
pressure for action on climate and sustainability. Others, such as institutional inertia, government
reliance on fossil fuel royalties for revenue, and cultural resistance to change, inhibit the ability of
the EFL to make meaningful impact on sustainability transition. Chapter 7 explores in more detail
the efforts that EFL has made to address these barriers to transition.
Finally, Fellows themselves challenged how innovation is defined within the EFL. Commenting
on the Solar Skills Initiative (a collaboration with the NGO Iron & Earth and the Louis Bull Tribe),
a Fellow noted that they
know there are a number of initiatives, connections made between fellows to work on
projects together. [I] think that something is occurring but has been conventional models.
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For example, a success story where an oil and gas company gives an Indigenous
community money - entrenched model. Or [a] non-Indigenous training organization
realizes that non-Indigenous market is not playing out the way they thought it would and
partners with an Indigenous community that has lots of unemployment (P60-C-5).
The Fellow is commenting that while an individual initiative may be seen as innovative, the
innovation is playing out within existing institutional governance structures. Innovations of this
type can reinforce rather than disrupt such structures. This comment highlights the need to consider
the directionality of societal effects of the EFL. In other words, are these collaborations
contributing to sustainability transition impacts and development pathway change? This question
will be explored further in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7: Assessing Energy Futures Lab Sustainability Transition Impacts
“It was a perfect storm – could not have thought of a better time to have the Lab” (P18-MF-2)
7.1

Introduction

In assessing sustainability transition impacts, I use characteristics of development pathways to
generate categories and indicators for assessment (see Table 26 below). The socio-technical
systems and governance characteristic includes the elements of changes in actor and governance
roles and relationships, along with reduced barriers to transition such as institutional inertia and
built infrastructure. Capturing how an STE is contributing to the reduction of structural and
institutional barriers to transition, and whether those barriers are in fact being reduced, is another
important measure of sustainability transition impact. Changes in values and norms as embodied
by collective practice change represent emergent properties of a system and are captured by
assessing regime and collective practices and the examination of actors and agency. These changes
are seen in concrete form with changes in regime rules and behaviours as evidenced by changes in
regime routines and practices. The embedding of sustainable behaviours in practice, routine, and
cultural norms in both regime and collectives is a crucial element of sustainability transition.
Assessing niche-landscape alignment surfaces both how an STE is aligning to changing social,
cultural, or political trends and how an STE might be influencing those trends. In addition, the
transformations literature highlights the importance of multi-scale effects of systems transition.
Finally, the concept of a driver of change in linked social and ecological systems captures impacts
beyond climate/energy effects of the type highlighted in the transitions literature.
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The Alberta energy system has been in a state of turbulence for the lifetime of the Lab. As one of
the Fellows comments, the “system truly is in transition – couldn’t have picked a better time.
Energy is critical to everyday life – perfect timing, and a high amount of flux…It was a perfect
storm – could not have thought of a better time to have the Lab” (P18-MF-2). In this chapter I
assess the EFL’s contribution to sustainability transition impact in this time of change. The chapter
contains two major parts. In Sections 7.1 through 7.6, I describe changes in the external
environment and how the EFL was able to adapt to, address, or influence these changes. In Sections
7.7 and 7.8, I assess the EFL’s impact on sustainability transition. I take this approach as before
we can make claims about the influence of the EFL, we must first understand development
pathway changes that are happening around the EFL. The next, much more difficult, step is to
assess the relationship between the EFL process, activities, and societal effects to transition
impacts. Table 26 below summarizes evaluation elements and categories for this level. The
categories are organized by components of development path characteristics as elaborated in
Section 2.3.4 and 3.2.3.
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Development Path
Characteristics
Socio-technical
systems and
governance

Interlinking Regime
rules and behaviours

Category

Elements

Section

Governance role and
relationships

New actors and issues in public spaces and
discourse; changes in decision making; Changes
in practices of participation and new forms of
participation in governance processes

7.2.1

Reduced barriers to
transition

Reducing barriers to transition such as
institutional inertia, built infrastructure, or policy

7.2.2

Justice

Equitable distribution of costs and benefits of
transition; reduced marginalization of peoples
New or changed sustainable routines (i.e. “rules
of the game”) within regime organizations; new
ways of sustainability thinking, frameworks or
narratives that have become embedded in
institutions or policies
Project alignment to broader social, political and
cultural trends

7.3.1

Multi-level

Changes and reinforcing links at multiple levels
(e.g. organization, region, national, global)

7.4.2

Actor roles and
relationships

Greater social cohesion across groups related to
STE; Are the boundaries and relations between
sectors shifting in the STE domain (between
public and private, for-profit and non-profit,
formal and informal)? Which (new) actor roles
are (re-)emerging in the STE context?
Development and adoption of new sustainable
narratives, practices, values, worldviews or
norms; sustainability norm change and/or
adoption within publics; shifts in public narrative

7.5.1

Improvements to ecological capital, human and
ecological well-being; acknowledges and protects
ecosystem services (for example, include food
security); contributed to meeting SDG goals

7.6

Changes in regime
routines

Reinforced at
multiple levels

Actors & Practices

Niche-Landscape
Alignment

Changes in collective
practices

Social and
Ecological systems

7.3.2

7.4.1

7.5.2

Table 26: Sustainability transition impact evaluation categories and elements. See Section 3.2.3 for further
detail

Capturing all changes in development pathways is challenging. Rather than attempt to document
all social, political, economic, and cultural changes in Alberta since the start of the EFL, I have
bounded my scope of analysis to development pathway changes identified through EFL interviews
and my document reviews (e.g. media, government, and industry reports). This approach has a
limitation where there may be development pathway change occurring that is outside the scope of
what EFL participants have reported. However, given that the EFL (and its conceptions of systems
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transition) is the focus of my research, there is value in assessing development pathway change
through an EFL lens.
Objectively we can see a whole series of landscape and regime changes that impact the Alberta
energy system. Since 2015, Alberta has experienced an oil price crash, floods and forest fires, a
new Climate Leadership Plan by new Provincial government, US President Obama blocking
Keystone XL pipeline which would deliver Alberta oil to the South, the introduction of the PanCanadian Climate Framework with carbon pricing introduced by new Federal government, COP
Paris agreement with goals to limit global warming to 2C, protesters blockading the Dakota Access
Pipeline, newly elected US President Trump approving the Keystone XL pipeline, Trump pulling
out of the Paris climate agreement, the Federal government announcing plans to phase out coal
production by 2030, the Federal government buying the TransMountain pipeline for $4.5B to
ensure expansion is built, newly elected Ontario Premier Ford canceling carbon tax and climate
programs, Alberta introducing mandatory production cuts to shore up oil prices, and the newly
elected Alberta Premier Kenney introducing Bill 1 to repeal the carbon levy. These events are not
necessarily indicative of development pathway change but do illustrate the level of turbulence in
the system. EFL participants reported many changes occurring in and around Alberta along several
dimensions. In the following section I will discuss political, technological, economic, social,
institutional, cultural, and biophysical changes reported by EFL Fellows. I will also provide
counter-evidence where events contradicted Fellow reports or proceeded in a different direction
from predictions.
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7.2

Reported development pathway changes

The NDP was elected in Alberta which immediately shifted the conversation around energy and
transition in the Province. While this led to a range of policies and programs that supported EFL
efforts, a common concern was whether those policies and programs would survive a government
change. One Fellow commented that
for Alberta’s energy system, the next 18 months before provincial election will be pretty
significant in what energy system is going to look like. Progress made – carbon pricing,
Climate Leadership Plan [CLP] – are at risk of being undone. Political piece around UCP
[who have been] explicit about Bill 1 to repeal CLP – connects to all four parts of the vision
are undermined by taking away Alberta’s CLP (P51-S-3).
On the other hand, a few Fellows made comments similar to the following:
It doesn't matter what party wins in the future. I think it will be a tough decision for them
to, to go back on that. Um, I think, I think slowly that that market is growing, like the clean
tech market and things of that nature that, that renewable economy is becoming a legitimate
economy onto itself (P1-S-3).
This is reinforced by the Federal Government’s carbon pricing policy which acts as a backstop if
there is no Provincial policy: “Jason Kenney [leader of the United Conservative Party] saying he
will repeal the carbon levy, but coming back that won’t happen since Feds will impose a carbon
price anyway” (P36-T-3).
On May 14, 2019, these concerns came to pass when the UCP was elected. The new government
wasted no time in fulfilling its election promise to repeal the carbon tax:
True to its word, Bill 1 under the UCP government axes the NDP-era tax, which saw
Albertans pay a levy on their home heating bills and fuel. However, there’s no word on
what will happen to the thousands of projects across Alberta funded by the carbon tax. The
UCP did not make a minister available to answer questions on the bill after it was tabled.
As such, there were no answers on what happens to carbon tax-funded projects like solar,
small-town energy retrofits to help municipalities save money on their utility bills, energy
efficiency programs for farmers or upgrades to seniors homes. Nor is there any word on
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the future of Energy Efficiency Alberta, the external agency that oversees efficiency
(Graney, 2019).
31% of Fellows pointed to continuing polarization and politicization of energy as an ongoing
barrier to transitions work: “Political shifts that are likely to happen during the next provincial
election, need to continue to depoliticize these issues” (P41-T-3) and “Political atmosphere highly
charged. Typical Alberta redneck don’t get it nor do they want change” (P50-T-3). This extends
beyond the borders of Alberta where ongoing battles over pipelines with BC: “Escalating political
posturing between BC and AB is further politicizing energy in AB, Canada and BC. Continues to
be difficult to have conversations in solutions way” (P12-S-3).
As with many of the impacts discussed in this chapter, there are micro and macro scale changes
co-occurring. As an example, a Fellow commented on their interaction with a conservative
political staffer:
…I think is interesting is like in those exact same conversations, including like we have
one investor who is the chair of Jason Kenney's fundraising campaign and he is like, man,
this [referring to climate change] is a long-term thing that's not going away. And so even
people who are like ridiculously actively involved in blowing up our climate leadership
plan are still resigned to the fact that this is an inevitability (P58-MR-3).
Technological developments such as electric vehicles, battery storage, and autonomous vehicles
are accelerating. Specifically related to energy, “costs are coming down and there's new... value
chains and new supply chains that are emerging where people are able to not just build these things
cheaply but deploy them cheaply as well” (P1-S-3). However, this is contrasted with the
“continued development of oilsands with current technology which is very GHG intensive, new
technology is between 2-15 years out. Oil and gas now largest contributor [to Alberta GHG
emissions]” (P54-MF-3).
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The price of oil has been volatile through the EFL project from a peak of $105.15 in May 2014
during EFL planning stages, to a low of $30.32 in January of 2016 to an average of $63.68 in April
2019 (GoA, 2019).21 The collapse of oil prices led to many changes in the energy system with
large scale layoffs, industry consolidation, and economic impacts in related sectors such as
construction and transportation. However, perhaps the most influential change identified by
Fellows is structural change in the industry. For example, “the downturn dramatically restructured
costs and efficiency of the Oil Sands. [P54-MF] said that the production costs of [Company X] is
down $10-$11 per barrel. That’s remarkable” (P58-MR-3). The implication, as another Fellow
points out, is that
the oil recovery now price wise has happened. The companies have stabilized. They figured
out how to do their business with less people and so the employment numbers have not
come back. I think the oil companies are all posting profits and they're doing it with a lot
less stuff and more technology and again, just all the world, not just oil (P2-T-3).
An oil and gas industry that employs fewer people and has less capital investment will lead to a
very different role in the Alberta economy than it has enjoyed in the past. There are signs that
shifts away from the oil and gas sector are occurring across Canada as in this report:
’Recent data that we've seen so far suggests that investment in the non-energy sector has
started off the year in positive territory,’ said Wilkins. ‘[Digital] economic activities now
make up the same share of nominal GDP in Canada as mining, oil and gas combined.’ A
positive note for Alberta in that regard was that the province had the third biggest digital
economy, including within the petroleum sector and in farming (Pittis, 2019).

21
Prices quoted are for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) which is widely used as an international benchmark price. Per
barrel prices of Albertan oil – known as Western Canada Select (WCS) trade at a discount due to higher processing
costs for heavy oil, transportation costs from Alberta to US and International markets, and restricted access to these
markets due to pipeline and rail capacity.
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Within governmental institutions, there were many reported large scale changes both positive and
negative for sustainability transition. Fellows pointed to policies (in Alberta and beyond) such as
“Climate Leadership Plan, Carbon tax, cap on carbon [for oilsands emissions], Federal [climate]
plan, Alberta moving on renewables” (P54-MF-2) as examples of policies that support sustainable
energy transition. Another Fellow commented that
I was talking with one of my colleagues today that the Alberta building codes are going to
change dramatically that are in relation to responses to energy transition. There's a great
opportunity for us that I don't think the public has got a clue about (P30-T-1).
However, there was concern about the longevity of such programs:
current Provincial government initiatives are strong and can be long lasting but a sizable
skepticism of ‘flavour of the day’ – will it go back to status quo with change of
government? People not sure if this is a time where we really do make a change (P38-MR2).
Regardless of how long lasting these policies are, awareness of change and a willingness to look
at alternatives seems to be embedded in government roles. For example, a Fellow from the
Provincial government noted that
an ongoing function of our area is to look at the strategic landscape for the Province, what
the transition means for Alberta, [and research] alternative futures. It is a transition and
adapting to the transition is something need to continue to monitor and feed into (P32-S3).
There is also significance of a government official saying “it is a transition” which is a departure
from past government narratives.
The role of the oil and gas industry in the Province has been challenged more than any time in the
past. The following quote illustrates the impact of change that challenges this culture:
Some view the anti-oil movement as not simply an attack on the economy, on people's jobs,
but it's almost, could be viewed as an attack on people's identity, people's culture. So, so
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that to me actually could be a significant headwind of if, if, um, some of the social change
around energy transition, some other views become almost like an identity war us against
them… (P1-S-2).
The prominence of the industry was highlighted through economic impacts and, in the view of
some Fellows, led to a greater collective visibility on the future of the Province:
Well, I think the awareness on the part of certainly industry, um, and you know, obviously
it overlapped with the past three years. There's been a massive oil correction and a mass
amount of jobs, layoff and in Alberta… The epicenter for that from a, you know, there's
some jobs they'll come back, but ones that won’t. So I think it's just that awareness that we
needed collectively. Everybody as Albertans need to up our game and uh, couldn't be
passive anymore (P38-MR-3).
“Upping our game” meant different things to different people with some Fellows suggesting a
cultural shift in attitudes toward energy transition: “Culturally, despite a bunch of attacks in the
media, many – maybe even most – people seem to be ok with a carbon tax.” (P58-MR-2). This
perceived shift may be belied by the election of the UCP who won with 54.9% of the vote and
received 72% of seats in the Provincial Legislature (Elections Alberta, 2019).
Very few Fellows mentioned biophysical changes other than GHGs. When those were mentioned,
it was usually in an economic context, for example: “In Canada – Feds and Province very focused
on trying to reduce carbon impact and less focused on ability to create wealth to do that. Alberta
able to do things [related to carbon impact] since it generated wealth, need to do that into the
future” (P43-S-3).
What becomes evident is that evidence of development pathway change is mixed, and in many
cases, contradictory. This indicates turbulence - but not change in one direction or another. In other
words, what Rosenbloom and Meadowcroft (2014) term periods of flux between stable regime
configurations. For example, the fact that EFL was created and sustained is evidence of new kind
of interest in transition and showed a whole suite of effects. As Jost et al. note:
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transformative changes of various kinds are characteristic of any plausible future scenario.
The issue is not whether such changes will occur but whether they occur in more, rather
than less, sustainable directions. It is therefore not so much a question of creating change,
as steering omni-present change towards sustainability (Submitted).
This brings us to a set of unanswered questions – is Alberta in the midst of a larger change? Is
there a development path shift underway? If so, does EFL have anything to do with it? To answer
these questions, I turn to the characterization of development pathways and sustainability transition
impacts developed in Chapter 2 and Section 3.2.3. Important to note here is that changes within an
individual component does not necessarily indicate development pathway change. Development
pathways are complex systems that are not reducible to discrete components. However, if we see
changes across multiple dimensions, we may conclude that a development pathway change is
underway.
For each category within my evaluation framework, I assess changes occurring through interview
questions on signs of transition in Alberta and headwinds/tailwinds that either hinder or support
the EFL vision, supplemented by a review of media, government and industry reports. I then assess
whether EFL process or effects contributed to these changes while navigating the evaluation
challenges discussed in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.34. Finally, I discuss the patterns (i.e. linkages
between process, societal effects, and transition impact elements) that would suggest a likely
contribution to sustainability transition impacts.
7.3

Socio-technical systems and governance

The socio-technical systems and governance characteristic includes the elements of changes in
governance roles and relationships, along with reduced barriers to transition such as institutional
inertia and built infrastructure. Capturing how an STE is contributing to the reduction of structural
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and institutional barriers to transition, and whether those barriers are in fact being reduced, is an
important measure of sustainability transition impact.
7.3.1

Governance roles and relationships

In this assessment category, we are looking for evidence of the inclusion of new actors and issues
in public spaces and discourse, changes in decision making (or who gets to participate in decision
making) that affect the STE, and changes in practices of participation or new forms of participation
in governance processes.
7.3.1.1

New actors and issues in public spaces and discourse

Transition became a part of public discourse (also see Section 7.5.2) but the range of actors
participating in public discourse did not change drastically. For example, early feedback from EFL
Fellows noted the difference in discourse between the then newly elected NDP versus the previous
Conservative government:
So we changed these two governments [referring to Alberta and Federal elections], at least
in this province, and that has sparked a different kind of, at least in this province, a different
kind of discourse where there's possibilities of change and something different. You can
talk about that without people laughing you out of the room, and you can actually talk about
environmental issues. Oh my god! (P42-T-1)
However, the EFL itself models how new actors and issues can engage:
EFL represents a group trying to look at things differently, bridge the gaps, create the
transitional future. Engaging a broader group has been important and more can be done.
Social opportunity. Approaching challenges differently – in a collaborative way. Actions
get drawn out and decision can be harder. EFL is good at getting people to talk differently
with each other (P43-S-3).
A sub-set of Fellows (10%) report this has been recognized by actors outside the EFL: “Seen over
and over EFL is looked to as people with expertise and leading innovation, able to collectively
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impact growing space in AB” (P36-T-3). The EFL is modelling how new actors can collaborate
and participate in public discourse and, at the same time, is a new actor itself participating in public
discourse. Examples such as the publication of the EFL Vision in Edmonton and Calgary
newspapers, and the EFL Showcase event in downtown Calgary were very public demonstrations
of new forms of collaboration and positioning the EFL as a new actor in public discourse.
Fellows did see the emergence of new actors such as the UCP (which united the Conservative and
Wildrose parties) and were
concerned how we are engaging UCP – up our game on being non-partisan, haven’t been
partisan but now time to engage them actively. Good conservative values that are true from
what we are doing in the lab. Need to be communicated to pretty well dominant right wing
party (P33-T-3).
This was seen as especially important as “elections expected flip from government that support
climate change action to ones that are neutral or against” (P54-MF-3), a prediction that was borne
out in reality with the UCP election. The EFL engaged with conservative movements with
iterations of the Newtonian Shift game with the Manning Centre (a conservative thinktank) and
through informal conversations with conservative political staff.
It is perhaps in the area of Indigenous participation in decision making that the biggest changes in
Alberta may be seen. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission has influenced Federal and
Provincial actions related to Indigenous peoples’ engagement in energy transition. A Fellow notes
that the
Feds have done a good job in setting up opportunities, Alberta’s store of energy resources
means that in particulars of partnerships, Alberta is a leader or at least right near the front
– support of Federal government, cultural and social stage set and natural resources in
Alberta. For example, new contracts and partnership with First Nations providing services
to oilsands industry, business development and services companies in Indigenous
communities. Lots playing a supporting role as opposed to being owners and managers of
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resources but are developing knowledge and expertise and economic benefit for
communities (P24-MF-3).
This is happening in the context of continuing First Nations legal challenges to resource
development. A challenge of the consultation process of the TransMountain pipeline (from
Alberta, through BC to the Pacific) led to a Supreme Court ruling that put development on hold.
Through legal means, Indigenous groups across Alberta and Canada have forced their way, rather
than being invited, into decision making on energy transition. The EFL has modelled partnership
with Indigenous peoples through its initiatives and governance. In limited cases (e.g. contribution
to Alberta Indigenous Climate Programs) the EFL has been able to influence policies that support
Indigenous participation in energy transition decision making.
7.3.1.2 Changes in practices of participation and new forms of participation in governance
processes
Despite the evidence of new actors participating in governance processes and changes in decision
making, there is little evidence of these changes becoming embedded in official process such as
terms of reference for government or corporate governance processes. The EFL governance model,
collaboration approach, and diversity of actors demonstrates a new model of governance. This
model has the potential to radically shift the balance of power between actors in governance
processes and engage groups, such as Indigenous peoples, that have traditionally been excluded
from such processes.
7.3.2

Reduced barriers to transition

In this category, I assess the extent to which the EFL has influenced reducing barriers to transition,
incumbent actors’ actions to resist or delay transition, along with the presence of leadership and
adaptive management practices to support transition. Participants reported many barriers to
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transition with institutional inertia in government and business being the most commonly reported
(n=5). For example, one Fellow noted the “limited capacity in City [of Edmonton], and Province
to deliver on energy efficiency, solar etc. Requires training, capacity and programs need to more
forward together” (P45-S-2). Another commented that “COSIA as a body who continues to work
on climate change tech but still (after year 6-7) but no evidence of performance change due to their
existence” (P54-MF-3). Oil and gas industry development is also a barrier. As noted in the EFL
Evaluation report,
There is tension between [Alberta’s] current priority areas (doubling down on the oil sands)
and where we think we need to get to (be a low carbon producer of energy). ‘Hey, we are
an oil and gas company,’ noted a long standing EFL Fellow, ‘and it’s not easy to pivot
when we have so much invested in a fairly conventional approach – the spectre of having
all these stranded assets – even if we want to. I think we are moving in the right direction,
but not necessarily quickly’ (Cabaj, 2019, p. 47).
Despite the extensive built infrastructure of oil wells, pipelines, oilsands sites, and centralized
power stations, there was some hope that industry may be changing perspective. For example, one
Fellow commented that the
future of energy is decentralized – will have very positive implications for EFL. Referring
to distributed energy – more and more distributed energy resources – residential solar,
small generators popping up in AB and worldwide, combined with tech like AI/machine
learning will be substantially positive for a system change. Major companies beginning to
shift perspective based on these trends – e.g. Shell divesting from oilsands, thinking of
moving forward into electricity sector much more aggressively. Won’t become a power
utility but they know oil and gas is not going to be the same as now in 10 years (P26-S-3).
In terms of policy, there are mixed signals. For example, lack of economic incentives for
investment in renewable energy was cited as a barrier: “just being able to make it a viable
investment opportunity; some sort of incentives from government would help” (P12-MF-2). On
the other hand, Fellows noted that the
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current administration CLP ultimate vision is fairly well aligned with EFL vision e.g. 4-5
areas of CLP has a 10-15 year outlook but 2050 is on the trajectory to meeting the vision
and mission statement developed – huge support, provides the beginnings of a roadmap to
get there (P32-S-3).
Most reports related to this category mentioned the continuation of barriers to transition rather
than reduction. References were made to the innovation system in Alberta lacking boldness and
tolerance for risk that would enable system transition. For example, one Fellow noted that the
problem is legacy systems that still exist in energy system in Alberta. Some need to be
blown up – they are preventing us from seeing the structural problems we have. Innovation
system in AB is sadly lacking – not bold (P43-S-3).
Another commented that
we are not the global leader in this area [renewable tech], still seeing some cultural
reluctance to make the changes necessary to go there. A lot of money to be made in
continuing the existing method – lots of inertia. Lots of profit in the old system. More
innovation I have seen in my career in changing products and industry but not at the rate
have seen changes in other areas (P24-MF-3).
This comment on financial models was echoed by a Fellow in the renewable energy space. In this
case,
particular to our oil to solar project there was a difficulty to make a financial model work
based on some legacy power contracts or an ability for a DFO22 to work with a client on,
you know, maybe dropping some distribution charges so we can actually make this happen.
I mean everybody's covering their financial assets so to speak. Um, you know, and that was
a big roadblock for us (P15-MR-3).
Speeches from government and corporate officials do seem to demonstrate leadership in system
transition. For example, Suncor CEO Steve Williams stated

22

Electricity Distribution Facility Operator such as Enmax, Fortis, or ATC
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The scale of Suncor’s ambition is reﬂected in our sustainability goal to harness technology
and innovation to contribute to a low-carbon economy. We are measuring our progress to
meet this goal by targeting a reduction in the total GHG emissions intensity of our oil and
petroleum products by 30% by 2030. We believe this target, together with our ongoing
commitment to technology and innovation, puts us on the path to ultimately bending the
curve on our absolute GHG emissions as well (Suncor, 2018a).
Alberta NDP Premier Rachel Notley implemented a carbon levy and many energy transition
related programs. However, as evidenced by the election of the UCP in 2019, it remains to be seen
whether these approaches to transition can survive political change in the Province.
Incumbent actors are taking action to facilitate system transition. Large oil and gas companies have
supported policies such as carbon pricing and many have taken action on sustainability transition.
For example, Suncor itself invested $2.5mm in the EFL along with additional support for EFL
initiatives such as the Renewable Skills training program and other system transition projects such
as the Banff Centre Getting to Maybe Social Innovation Residency program. Shell Canada has
invested in a carbon capture and storage project in Alberta (Shell Canada, 2019) and divested from
oilsands assets (Shell Canada, 2017) while Enbridge wind energy portfolio includes “17 North
American wind assets, one UK offshore wind facility, and two German offshore wind farms”
(Enbridge, 2019). A positive view of these developments would characterize them as markers of
transition in a more sustainable direction. A negative characterization would see them as public
relations activities while oilsands production is forecast to rise by 50% over the next 5 years
(Suncor, 2018b). In either case, the EFL has made contributions to these incumbent attitudes and
actors. This contribution has been enabled by, for example, engaging incumbent actor participants
as Fellows and facilitating the translation of systems thinking and sustainability knowledge into
organizations. Participation by multiple incumbent actors in the EFL has reduced the reputational
risk of organizations investing in energy transition activities as illustrated by this quote:
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Willingness to engage in discussions about changing energy system. Much of oil and gas
system is reluctant to accept that system is changing quickly, and their role will have a big
shift - possibly existential. Could spell the doom of oil and gas industry, but EFL offered
another perspective that the right engagement creates opportunity for ongoing business
model in energy transition. That discussion given credibility and legitimacy. EFL has
members from reputable companies and industry. Creating cultural shift – OK to talk about
energy transition and what it could mean. Accelerated discussion in AB. Could have been
years behind if not socialized and given credibility in traditional circles (P24-MF-3).
A minority of participants observed that the responses of the Alberta government have
demonstrated adaptive management in the face of rapid change. For example,
I think with the amount of change and the, and the, and the speed of change here, uh, in
Alberta with the energy system and unfortunately now we're talking about many different
things that are going on here. I think the government is actually doing a really good job. I
mean, things can always improve, but the, the policies and the angles of the governments
are working on … here within the Province. And that they are capable of adjusting. I think
they're adjusting really well (P15-MR-3).
The EFL’s partnerships with ERA, Alberta Innovates, Alberta Co-lab, and connections to industry
groups such as COSIA have enabled the EFL to introduce adaptive management practices such as
systems thinking, prototyping, reflexivity and iteration to these organizations (see for example
Section 6.4). However, we must ask the question of ‘adapting to what?’ Development of adaptive
management practices that support movement in the direction of sustainability are laudable.
However, recent actions by the NDP government such as leasing rail cars to ship more oil out of
the province and implementation of a production cap to boost oil prices are signs of adaptation to
changing market conditions in support of maintaining oil and gas production with its associated
economic benefits and detrimental environmental impacts.
7.3.3

Socio-technical systems summary

In this category of transition impacts, we see changes in governance roles and relationships and
some, limited, reduction of barriers to transition. The EFL has been active in attempting to model
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new forms of governance and integrate new actors into decision making on energy system
transition. The EFL has also put a focus on reducing barriers to transition with efforts targeted at
policy and narrative change. However, despite modelling these new forms of governance and actor
engagement, there is no evidence that the EFL has directly influenced this category of transition
impacts. The exception may be the EFL’s direct and indirect contribution to policy change as
described in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.
7.4

Interlinking regime rules and behaviours

Changes in values and norms represent emergent properties of a system and are captured by
assessing regime and collective practices. Assessing how these governance changes are
contributing to the equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition is addressed through
environmental justice literatures. Changes in regime rules and behaviours are represented by
changes in regime routines.
7.4.1

Justice

In this category, we assess the equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition, the
contribution of the EFL to reduced marginalization of peoples, and the distribution of benefits of
the EFL portfolio of initiatives. While the equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition
is becoming a bigger part of public discourse, the conversation is often about the lack of equity
rather than progress towards more equitable distribution. 11% of Fellows commented positively
on the equitable distribution of costs and benefits however, most of those comments were
aspirational describing the desire to achieve this goal, not describing progress towards it. As one
of the Fellows notes,
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the oil recovery now price wise has happened. The companies have stabilized. They figured
out how to do their business with less people and so the employment numbers have not
come back. I think the oil companies are all posting profits and they're doing it with a lot
less stuff and more technology (P2-T-3).
Concern about the equitable distribution of costs and benefits of transition manifested in different
ways by EFL participants. Some participants expressed a desire for a more inclusive system: “we
can move to less impact system – environmentally and socially. Or at least one that is more
inclusive” (P18-MF-1) while others linked equity to economic impact:
Need a good system where everybody feels like they are part of it and not victimized by
the change. Let’s make sure that both sides are being heard. Right now we are making
some mistakes, I want my kids to be prosperous. Look South of the border and they are
going to eat our lunch, we are not on a level playing field and we can’t compete (P43-S-3).
In some cases, though, this focus on equity comes at the cost of a consideration of environmental
impacts:
Would those jobs [referring to non-oil and gas jobs] pay the same way? As in could we
keep our standard of living? Those are the things ... I mean as someone that's just been laid
off and my friends that have been laid off, I'm less and less concerned now about the
environment and more and more concerned now about keeping my kids in university or
paying my mortgage or food, right? (P56-MF-2).
The EFL vision explicitly recognizes the importance of the distribution of benefits of the energy
transition referring to “high quality of life” and the need for “dependable and affordable energy”
(Energy Futures Lab 2018a). The EFL has attempted to recognize and address distribution of
benefits of transition through projects such as the Solar Skills campaign that addresses workers
and communities in transition, and projects focused on distributed energy like Sustainaville. There
is an instrumental value in considering justice in transition efforts. As one Fellow noted,
if part of the population is not represented [in transition efforts], likely won’t be support,
comes back to question – what’s going to support it? If we don’t have a viable economy to
support it, we have one chance. Then governments will change and direction will change
(P17-MF-3).
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The Alberta government did change in April 2019 and it appears that the direction will be
changing, and not in a sustainable direction.
In terms of equity with marginalized populations, with a focus on Indigenous peoples, the Alberta
government now has multiple programs for Indigenous Peoples, e.g. Alberta Indigenous Climate
Capacity Program, Alberta Indigenous Community Energy Program, Alberta Indigenous Climate
Planning Program, Alberta Indigenous Energy Efficiency Program, Alberta Indigenous Green
Energy Development Program, Alberta Indigenous Green Employment Program, Alberta
Indigenous Solar Program (GoA, 2019). Many First Nations have benefited from participation in
energy projects (some directly connected to current system like East Tank Farm, others supporting
sustainability transition like solar installations in Lubicon Cree Nation). EFL participants report
changing attitudes in institutions with regards to engagement with Indigenous peoples. For
example, one Fellow commented on the
increased role and participation on importance of indigenous participation and contribution
in [the energy] sector. Not only for energy but in all aspects of society. Reconciliation effort
effect on policy – recognition of importance (P26-S-3)
while another saw that “Reconciliation has moved from consultation to true partnership,
companies recognizing that it is more than just showing up at a meeting but about building
relationships” (P36-T-3). These institutional changes mirror changes in individual Fellows that
report “changed perspective on First Nations, gained a much better/deeper respect for First Nations
involvement and how critical it is for First Nations involvement in energy projects” (P22-MR-3).
Suncor has publicly stated that improving relationships with Indigenous communities is part of
their goal in funding projects such as the Energy Futures Lab:
Within our own company, we realized that investing in the EFL was likely going to
transform us as well, and it has. The Suncor leaders that have been involved in the Lab as
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Fellows have brought back ideas and new ways of thinking that are changing key parts of
our business, such as climate policy and relationships with Indigenous communities. Our
work with EFL is also exposing us to ideas and prototypes that are emerging from the Lab
and could be relevant to our business (Eric Axford, Chief Sustainability Officer, Suncor;
cited in Cabaj, 2019, p. 47).
The EFL itself explicitly engages with recognition-based justice in its vision of being “a leader in
energy based partnership toward reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada.”23 The EFL
has attempted to put this into practice through the inclusion of First Nations Fellows, territory
acknowledgements and cultural engagements with First Nations elders, and projects that partner
with First Nations. The EFL has also integrated First Nations’ relationship to place and the land
through learning journeys to significant cultural sites such as Head-Smashed-In-Buffalo-Jump.
This location in Southern Alberta is home to multiple generations of energy systems back to the
days of the buffalo harvested by the Blackfoot Nation. In the 1500s (the earliest records made by
settlers), there were between 30-60 million buffalo in North America. By the 1990s that had
reduced to 250,000 (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 2014) mainly through habitat loss from
European settler agriculture, and there are now less than 4,000 wild buffalo in Alberta (Alberta
Wilderness Association 2015). Recognition of the impact of this loss of culture, land, and energy
source on First Nations peoples is an important component of the EFL. At the same time, Fellows
themselves are wrestling with what reconciliation means for the EFL. Canada’s Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s report on the impact of residential schools that took First Nations
children away for their families to “westernize” them was released in December 2015, just as the
EFL was starting. While First Nations Fellows and projects were included since the beginning, the
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Content in this paragraph adapted from Williams & Doyon, 2019.
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EFL is still wrestling with questions of how the EFL can recognize the historical injustices and
impacts on First Nations in Alberta, and how they can contribute to Reconciliation in Canada, and
how to engage with contested conceptions of Reconciliation.
Change in this development pathway category is, again, mixed. Despite the progress described
above, this has not translated into reductions in marginalization in some key areas. For example,
over 100 First Nations communities across Canada do not have access to clean drinking water
(Lukawiecki, 2018). At a larger scale, a status report on the 94 Calls to Action from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission finds “28 Not started; 34 In progress - Projects proposed; 22 In
progress - Projects underway; 10 Complete” (CBC, 2019)
7.4.2

Changes in regime routines

In this category, we are looking for evidence of changing routines of decision making within
regime institutions such as energy companies or government agencies. There is an interdependent
relationship between these changes in regime routines and landscape practice changes (e.g.
practices of transportation, food consumption, or housing). I discuss collective practice changes in
Section 7.5.2. Many regime institutional changes can be directly attributed to contributions by the
EFL. At the same time, EFL impacts were enabled by patterns and trends that predate the project.
For example, Suncor introduced its ‘Social Goal’ in 2016 which states that
Suncor’s first long-term social goal recognizes the value of relationships, and focuses on
changing the way we think and act so we can strengthen our relationships and increase the
participation of Aboriginal Peoples in energy development (Suncor, 2018a).
Employee performance plans and compensation are tied to performance on the Social Goal along
with company and role specific targets. Actions and statements by senior leaders within the
company had seeded the soil for transition efforts within the company. In addition, external
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pressures from, for example, institutional investors have prompted oil and gas companies such as
Suncor to increase their investments in sustainability projects. As one Fellow comments, the
drive from investor community on carbon disclosure – has existed for more than a decade,
but never seen this number of investors representing this amount of money demanding this
amount of disclosure (P54-MF-3).
8% of Fellows reported examples of new or changed sustainable routines within regime
organizations. Early reports noted “seeing a lot more support of initiatives to reduce carbon like
carbon tax, from people that work for companies. Interest from industry and government is really
neat and NGOs too.” (P11-MF-1). The same Fellow noted that “Shell has gone public and stated
they are supportive of a carbon tax – not popular for that in energy companies – definitely a shift”
(P11-MF-1). Support for a carbon levy was echoed by industry players such as Suncor, Cenovus
and Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. whose CEOs stood alongside then Premier Notley when she
announced the Climate Leadership Plan in November 2015 (Maimann, 2015).
Within government, the new programs and agencies created through the Climate Leadership Plan
(see Sections 7.1.5 and 7.3.1 above) are evidence of new routines and rules in these institutions.
As a Fellow noted, the “Alberta government is eager to invest in something, ERA and Alberta
innovates have monies to invest, economy rebounding, Alberta renewable energy RFPs” (P25-M3). Energy companies have put in place sustainable routines also. Section 6.6 provides detail on
such changes. However, the question of whether these routines become embedded and resilient to
landscape change is an open question. As one Fellow comments, if these changes become
widespread, we
would expect to see Alberta Innovates, University of Calgary, SAIT – do they shift from
oil to renewables in their research and in student applications/degrees? Conversations
around town, conferences, committees – do they shift from oil to renewables? (P4-MR-1)
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Data collected through this thesis research process shows some change investment strategies (see
Section 6.6.2) in institutions such as ERA, Alberta Innovates and COSIA but more research needs
to be done to assess how widespread these changes are. In addition, long-term research needs to
be put in place to assess the longevity of these changes.
An area where the EFL has been notably successful is in facilitating, and benefiting from,
sustainability thinking and narrative shifts in regime institutions with 27% of Fellows reporting
such impacts. Many Fellows reported such changes in their own organizations and in the industry
at large. For example,
Well, I, I think, I think there is, there's a noticeable shift in the narrative of oil and gas
companies. So I go to a lot of events and representation from all the big players and uh,
I've been going to these since I started this research area, which is going on 10 years and
the language, the actual use of the word transition, low carbon economy, um, you know,
climate change except in addressing. This is all, um, I don't think other people who haven't
kind of studying this for the past 10 years realize how, what a dramatic shift that is from
where the narrative was previously. And I think, you know, there's a lot, there's shifts in
government that are playing into that, but there's also, um, in companies and their
realization that, uh, that the world is changing. And um, so I, I think the shift in the narrative
is contributing to an acceleration (P14-T-3).
Similar narrative shifts were reported inside institutions. For example, commenting on the
importance of the initiative collaborating with the NEB to model the EFL Vision, one Fellow noted
I had the fortunate [time] with Michael during the January offsite, further surprising to hear
that he's not even working on the [NEB scenario] project, but he facilitated it, but he's not
actually part of that group. Like I just assumed that that was his puppy and it's not. And I'm
like, oh my God. Um, but yeah, no, I think that that's lasting and permanent. Those forecasts
actually are, are part of the history in planning and is it that literally gets published? Oh my
God, they don't care what the numbers are. It's just that, that is really the epitome of kind
of getting under the covers and making a change. And that's that I just can't overstate how
important that is (P2-T-3).
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Shifting narratives within the NEB have the potential to influence narratives in many other regime
actors through the distribution of their energy reports. Interestingly, there is as yet no official
mention on the NEB website of collaboration with the EFL.
7.4.3

Interlinking regime rules summary

With respect to justice characteristics of sustainability transition, the EFL has been strongest in its
procedural approach. The EFL invested in developing fair, inclusive, and transparent processes.
The activities of the EFL in this category embody procedural, distributive, and recognition based
justice and appears to be aligning with the slow shifts taking place in Canadian society to support
Reconciliation processes and with Alberta government efforts to support First Nations. The EFL
has been successful at supporting changes in regime routines. The strategies of building on changes
already underway and building capacity for Fellows to initiate change from within institutions
appear to have been successful in the regime institutions studied as part of this research project.
However, it is not clear how widespread these changes are in regimes more broadly nor is it clear
how resilient these changes will be to future landscape and regime changes (e.g. political change).
7.4

Reinforcement at multiple levels

Assessing niche-landscape alignment surfaces both how an STE is aligning to changing social,
cultural, or political trends and how an STE might be influencing those trends. In addition, the
transformations literature highlights the importance of multi-scale effects of systems transition.
7.4.1

Niche-landscape alignment

Here we are assessing the extent to which the EFL and its projects are aligned to broader social,
political, and cultural trends. The chapter introduction described some of these changes so here I
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will briefly summarize social, political, and cultural trends highlighted by Fellows. The following
quote illustrates societal shifts due to demographic trends and points to how the EFL was aligned
to these shifts:
I think there is a real generational shift, but I think there's just more an accepted, um, the
shared economy. And there's just a lot, a lot, a lot of both cultural expectations are changing
and is alignment that everywhere from cars, car sharing to the world of I need my threebedroom house with a white picket fence anymore. So, the EFL definitely in line with that
and I'd say support to, um, some of it's just real, it's just social economic changes as well.
Right. That they make in the world in general is like default more accepting of things that
would have been radical before and calories, no difference. And EFL is a supporter of that
(P55-M-3).
As described earlier, political turbulence was identified as a landscape shift. The election of the
NDP government opened many opportunities but the concern was about what happens next:
“Potential backlash against NDP. If we swing back to a conservative gov, may see some progress
reversed. Make things worse for thriving in the energy transition” (P22-MR-3). Perceptions of this
government change were largely negative as in this quote:
if we have an elected government that is not in favour of achieving some sort of carbon
neutrality, its over for this province. Will be so far behind that we throw away our chance
to lead. Want to see oil and mining companies with presence around the world to provide
electricity provision and storage to developing countries. If we don’t move in the next 4-5
year into renewable electricity space we will miss the chance to do it ourselves, eventually
buying from someone else, margins will leave the province (P33-T-3).
A core goal of the EFL has been to engage with the “oil and mining companies” referenced in the
quote above to facilitate shifts in business strategy and technology development. This has been
done through partnering with corporations such as Suncor, Shell, and Enbridge along with
educational institutions such as the Northern Alberta Institute for Technology (NAIT) that trains
students for jobs in the energy sector, and projects such as Iron & Earth that help oil and gas
workers transition to jobs in the renewable sector.
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In a province of boom and bust cycles, busts provide an opportunity for change: “10 years ago
didn’t see environmental part of energy system being considered at all – that is positive and
supportive of core essence of EFL” (P51-S-3). However, the challenge of preparing for such shifts
is that “when things are good, everyone wants to be there [in oil and gas]. When things are bad,
no money left [for transition]” (P33-T-2). Many Fellows talked about the identity of Albertans
connected to oil and gas as a challenge to transition: “Some of the gigantic challenge of shifting
of identity of a province and culture of a province, won’t happen overnight, long term nature of
these issues” (P41-T-3). Finally, a landscape shift that bridges cultural, social, and political change
is the increased polarization in the Province and the country:
a lot related to politics (right/left) energized with situation to the South of Canada. Common
in Alberta. Many people seeing need for a combined future there is still a lot of people
taking polarized position – no hydrocarbons or all hydrocarbons (P26-S-3).

Reducing this polarized dialogue was a core goal of the EFL that has been well achieved within
the EFL but not in Alberta more broadly. This polarization may be filtering into the EFL itself as
an admittedly right-wing Fellow noted that
we have become a lot more left wing or centrist/right wing. EFL in general changing over
time. Last couple of cohorts, and need balance on the Board [referring to climate activist
Tzeporah Berman joining the EFL Advisory Board]. Needs to be someone that listens to
different opinions. Seeing less listening in the EFL with recent cohorts. Have taken a pretty
hard left turn (P56-MF-5).
The EFL was well positioned to react and adapt to landscape shifts. The EFL had invested in
Developmental Evaluation and other methods in order to see landscape and regime shifts and
change course to reflect or take advantage of those. At the same time, the EFL itself benefited from
this constellation of landscape shifts. The following statement is representative of comments from
several Fellows:
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Would be hard to be part of EFL – or even think about EFL – without the bigger changes.
Fortunate ‘coincidence’ it came at this time. [I have] been doing renewables in Alberta for
20 years, has never been a year like last year (P38-MR-2).
EFL projects have in some cases aligned to broader cultural and social shifts. The EFL as a niche
innovation in and of itself is an example of aligning to these shifts. As a Fellow noted in the first
round of interviews in 2016,
I think the mere fact that there's been these transitions, that's just, for many people, lifted
off a weight, and so I see people sort of having discussions and getting together and
networking and strategizing about how to move forward and how to influence these
governments and what are the possibilities, so that's great (P42-T-1).
Other EFL initiatives were also aligned to shifts in employment, economic trends in oil & gas
investment, and the political change that brought a progressive NDP government to power just as
the EFL was starting in 2015. However, the EFL did not have projects directly related to changing
housing, personal transportation, or other lifestyle practices. In addition, projects were not directly
aligned to take advantage of changing demographics and technological trends such as automation.
For example, Suncor and Shell are both experimenting with autonomous vehicles in the oilsands
which will eventually displace hundreds of workers – long term effects of this has not yet sunk in
with those who see the oil and gas industry as the future (Jaremko, 2018). EFL 2.0 has started to
address this with a Future of Freight project and a collaboration with Canadian Energy Systems
Analysis Research (CESAR) based at the University of Calgary who are modelling intersecting
pathway changes like the convergence of electric, shared, and autonomous vehicles (CESAR,
2019).
7.4.2

Multi-level change

In this category we are looking for evidence of change happening at multiple levels of the system.
We are also looking for cross-scale changes and reinforcing links between levels of systems.
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Participants report changes at multiple levels (e.g. organization, region, national, global). This is
to be expected as Alberta’s energy system is inextricably linked to the rest of Canada through
physical infrastructure, regulations and policy; to the United States as the largest export customer
for oil and gas products; and to global energy markets. All levels have experienced many changes
during the study period.
Federal-provincial relationships had large elements of change that affected the energy system in
Alberta. The CLP put forward by the Alberta NDP was widely seen as a quid pro quo for Federal
support of pipeline development: “Am so impressed with Rachel Notley and Justin Trudeau for
pipeline and a climate plan…in a really balanced way and a really thoughtful way” (P46-MF-2).
Other Federal programs such as the Clean Fuel Standard (CFS) give incentives for (and penalties
for not) reducing emissions at source. In addition, the provincial government acted in concert with
the Federal government to align funding for decarbonization (e.g. $1.4B Energy Innovation Fund).
Effects of some Federal polices such as “new Federal environmental assessment regulations” (P25M-3) are yet unknown. In addition to Federal-provincial relationships, inter-provincial
relationships also play a key role in Canada’s energy system. For example, the high-profile case
of the TransMountain pipeline along with the demise of the Northern Gateway pipeline and a
Federal government tanker ban on the North Coast of BC have exacerbated already tense relations
between BC and Alberta.
Political and policy change in the United States (Canada’s largest trading partner and biggest
customer for oil and gas exports) has also rippled to Alberta. Recent “US energy policy [i.e.
support for coal] has really devalued the use of alternative energy” (P19-MR-3) which is a
hindrance to transition. Sub-national action at the state level, such as New York State divesting
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from hydrocarbons could provide support for transition. However, as a Fellow points out, there is
a
disconnect between narratives around [curtailing production of] hydrocarbons and the
growing demand and use of them globally. Until we resolve, hard for EFL to stay grounded
in actions that move forward in all of those. Feel a lot of anti-oilsands, anti-pipelines
[rhetoric] but 2017 was biggest growth in demand for liquid fuels. Disconnect in narrative
makes it difficult to show impact in actions we take going forward (P13-MF-3).
Global trends for increased demand for oil and gas is paralleled by observations that the
globe is moving in [more sustainable] directions. This isn’t just something we have said
we [Alberta] are starting, we have the intellectual capital and lead the world on every single
thing. We are part of this and got some discussion going and are starting to move. This is
not a foreign concept (P45-S-3).
Energy transition efforts in other jurisdictions are also seen as valuable aspirations. Talking about
the progress of Alberta as a whole, one Fellow commented there is
nothing decisive yet that shows we are on track [toward transition]. Thinking of Germany
with autos, technology using oil and gas, production of electricity from wind. [We need]
something about what we are doing that goes across world stage and sticks in people’s
minds in transitions. Don’t have anything big enough to celebrate we are world class (P40MF-3).
Underlying these landscape level shifts is a high degree of uncertainty about the future. A Fellow
at a large organization with substantial assets available for investment commented (before the
Provincial election) that “anything with investments you have to be able to plan. Right now, we
have uncertainty at both levels of government as to what the plan in. Real issue is [tension between]
4 year [political] terms and long-term vision.” (P13-MF-3)
7.4.3

Reinforcement at multiple levels summary

This brief summary shows almost constant change at multiple levels with sometimes reinforcing
inter-connections. In contrast to British Columbia, Alberta climate policy didn’t expressly set up
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how provincial policies can cascade down to municipal action (Burch et al., 2014; also see Shaw
et al., 2014). However, Federal programs like Clean Fuel Standard and Pan-Canadian Climate
Framework have rippled into Alberta reinforcing EFL initiatives such as BioJet that would help
WestJet meet its Clean Fuel Standards goals along with actions by corporations such as Suncor
that also need to meet CFS goals along with provincial GHG emissions regulations. The EFL was
largely successful in understanding and responding to landscape shifts and aligning innovation to
those shifts. In addition, the EFL took action at multiple levels of scale through initiatives and
engaging with municipal, provincial and federal governmental actors. Despite little evidence of
the EFL influencing these inter-linking scales, the EFL was able to align with, and leverage, these
changes in its transition efforts.
7.5

Actors and practices

The embedding of sustainable behaviours in practice, routine, and cultural norms in both regime
and collectives is a crucial element of sustainability transition. Changes in values and norms as
embodied by collective practice represent emergent properties of a system and are captured by the
examination of actor’s roles, relationships, and agency, and assessing collective practices change.
7.5.1

Actor roles and relationships

Section 6.2.2 described in detail how individual Fellows had (or had not) developed a greater sense
of agency and reflexivity on their role in systems transition. In this category, we are instead looking
for evidence of shifting boundaries and relations between actor sectors (e.g. between
public/private, for-profit/non-profit or formal/informal) and whether new actor roles are emerging.
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Analysis of the EFL provides insight into how actor roles are shifting at (and between) different
levels. At an individual level, 27% of participants report their roles being influential in the regime
institutions with the potential to shift the direction of the organization from the inside. In other
cases, institutions themselves can play a different role in the current system by, for example,
advocating for sustainable change within the oil and gas sector. This comment from a Fellow
working at a large oil and gas company illustrates both of these changes:
Due to role now at [my organization] – leader in energy conversation in Canada. Have an
influential role within sustainability team and now with Chief Sustainability Officer, senior
leadership taking even more seriously. [My organization] has significant policy influence
(P54-MF-3).
There are also examples of actors working in new ways across system levels. For example, the
BioJet initiative connects niche innovators with regime corporate and government (at multiple
levels) institutions. As one Fellow involved in the initiative states, they have
taken a much broader view in how I can impact this. Specifically mobilizing biomass in
Alberta. Working on and communicating with – Alberta Innovates, Ministry of
Agriculture, multiple levels of government, BioAlberta, put together an industry coalition
to leverage biomass in Alberta with view that biomass is an essential part of energy future
even though not much discussion at all with EFL (P16-MR-3).
This quote illustrates not only actors working at multiple system levels but in integrating systems
thinking into this work. This also represents an example of the boundaries and relations between
sectors shifting in the STE domain (between public and private, for-profit and non-profit, formal
and informal). Initiatives such as AOSTRA 2.0 is another example of this shift that blurred the
boundaries between industry associations, corporations, governments, and NGOs. Finally, the EFL
itself represents this shift. EFL is not a standalone non-profit but is a project of a non-profit. The
EFL partners with both public and private sector actors and has been effective at “bringing people
together to institutionalize informal networks” (P18-MF-1).
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7.5.2

Changes in collective practices

Here we are looking for developing and adoption of new sustainably narratives, practices, values,
worldviews or norms along with the adoption of such changes within publics. We are also looking
for evidence of shifts in public narrative related to energy transition. Evident in Alberta is progress
on elements of change toward more sustainable practices but not necessarily in new or changed
practices themselves. For example, regarding ‘materials’ of practice, in Alberta there is now more
access to electric vehicles (EVs), charging stations, renewable power options, bike paths, etc.
Awareness of these options (e.g. “150,000 households signed up for a no-charge energy savings
program” (Wood, 2018) illustrates some changes in ‘competencies’. There is some reported
evidence of changes in ‘meaning’ through cultural change and aspiration toward sustainability
transition. However, there are limited changes in modes of transportation, consumption patterns,
or other collective practices.
Several Fellows noted technology adoption acceleration in the province. Examples include
“disruptive tech being adopted faster than ever before. Electrification and adoption of Lithium-ion
batteries and EVs” (P22-MR-3), “acceleration of EV penetration and autonomous – both moving
faster than expected that will reduce oil demand” (P54-MF-3), and the “rate at which we are seeing
various renewable energies being adopted – positive signal; even within limited range of
incentives. E.g. significant uptake of solar (double-digit growth over last 5-6-years)” (P33-T-2).
These may be signs of new sustainable practices in transportation, heating, and lighting but still
represents a very small sub-set of collective practices. For example, in Q3 2018, there were 330
EV purchases in Alberta out of a total of 62,116 passenger cars and trucks purchased during the
same period (FleetCarma, 2018; Statistics Canada, 2019) although this represented a 136%
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increase from 2017 (Electric Mobility Canada, 2019). However, global EV adoption and the rise
of jurisdictions that plan to restrict the sale of fossil combustion engine vehicles could impact
demand for exported oil and gas.
Potential changes in ‘meanings’ were reported through statements such as “Albertans are ready
for a lot of this stuff. People are ready to move – energy efficiency in homes, solar, working on
energy transition” (P45-S-2). Another example is: “there is momentum to support energy
transition, never questioned the aspiration in the province – level of support greater than in the
past” (P48-MF-2). However, later in the same interview, the Fellow qualified their statement
noting that it is “hard to gauge how many people talking about energy transition – this is my circle”
(P48-MF-2).
There is limited evidence, especially given the UCP election, as to how widespread this aspiration
for energy transition in the province actually is. However, the fact that the statement “this is my
circle” came from an oil and gas company employee may be a micro-illustration of this change
inside, at the least, regime institutions.
A small group of Fellows spoke of the role of young people as both embodying changes in
‘meaning’ and as a potential source of changed practice. One Fellow noted the
rise of the millennial workforce, people wanting to do more good, have a global approach,
less environmental impact. People want to feel like they are doing good. For example, at
Haskayne School of Business [at University of Calgary] – most projects have a do-good
component (P50-T-3).
Another Fellow commented on the role of future generations in energy transition:
Want to see my kids, nieces, nephews, someone to take forward. Energy and sustainability
is not a trend, has to be more of a mandatory sub-conscious practice like how you put on a
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seatbelt when you get in a vehicle. Efficiency practices should be at that level, common
understanding, don’t even know you are doing it – all starts at education level (P20-C-3).
This speaks to the normalization of sustainability in practice. This is seen as a goal within the EFL
but there is limited evidence that norms are changing towards sustainability in Alberta. An
important point on shifts in public narratives is that within Alberta, and within the EFL, there are
very different opinions on how these narratives need to shift. For example, a Fellow working at an
oil and gas company noted the challenge of
overcoming the negative view of environmental impact of the oilsands, will feel like a ball
and chain on us for a very long time. Need understanding that it is not the production and
extraction, but the consumption of oil we are releasing GHGs in those processes. All of
those could be done without releasing GHGs into the atmosphere. Hard for people to
connect the equation that oil can be useful without damaging the environment. A large part
of population educated that oil is bad and must leave it in the ground to decarbonize (P40MF-3).
In this case, the Fellow is arguing for a continued role for the oil and gas sector in energy transition
which is not necessarily compatible with a sustainable energy system.
A final point on shifting narratives and practice is a recurring theme (14% of Fellow interviews)
that the “#1 barrier [to sustainable transition] is fear. Fear that we won’t change enough and fear
that change will happen too quickly and people they know will get hurt in process of change” (P18MF-2). There is much evidence in psychology literatures that, for example, “fearful people
[express] pessimistic risk estimates and [make] risk-averse choices” (Lerner & Keltner, 2001, p.
146). Quotations such as the following illustrate this point dramatically:
... I mean as someone that's just been laid off and my friends that have been laid off, I'm
less and less concerned now about the environment and more and more concerned now
about keeping my kids in university or paying my mortgage or food, right? (P56-MF-2)
A climate of fear of an uncertain future is a roadblock for many individuals. Normalization of
sustainable practices may be a way around this fear as practices are intuitive and routine. Rather
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than needing to make a different choice, publics can naturally enact new, and more sustainable,
practices.
7.5.3

Actors and practices summary

At the crudest level of analysis, the election of the UCP in Alberta would appear to be a repudiation
of reports of changing cultural narratives around sustainability and the emergence of more
sustainable practices. However, the EFL’s efforts to develop and foster elements of practice are
valuable in supporting sustainability transition. These elements have the potential to cohere into
sustainable practices in the future. The EFL’s success in supporting development of agency within
Fellows and their ability to exercise that agency within regime institutions provides an avenue
through which elements of practice may become formalized in policy. This of course does not
guarantee the development or adoption of sustainable practices (see Shove, 2014) but seeds the
ground for practice emergence.
7.6

Social and ecological systems

The concept of a driver of change in linked social and ecological systems captures impacts beyond
climate/energy effects of the type highlighted in the transitions literature. For example, large-scale
societal change processes involving socio-ecological interactions, reducing “risk and vulnerability
while protecting the viability and integrity of the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and
cryosphere to support the well-being of species, including humans, both now and in the future”,
and “a range of desirable responses that are considered necessary to meet the broader challenges
of global sustainability, including the targets established under the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)” (O’Brien et al., 2018). There were almost no reports of changes in
these areas from Fellows. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to review indicators of all
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elements of socio-ecological system change, a review of a few energy system related indicators
does not bode well for more sustainable social and ecological systems.
Figure 17 below shows that crude oil production almost doubled over the past ten years from just
under 2MM b/d to almost 3.5MM b/d in 2017. Companies such as Suncor project a further 50%
increase in production over the next 5 years (Suncor, 2018). In Figure 19 we see that Alberta’s
GHG emissions have increased to almost 275 MT CO2e by 2017 and the province is far and away
the largest contributor to Canada’s GHG emissions. Figure 18 illustrates that oil and gas
(production, processing, transmission, petroleum refining, and natural gas distribution) accounted
for 48% of Alberta’s GHG emissions in 2016. Note that these figures do not include the GHG
emissions from end-use consumption of exported fuels (e.g. burning of gasoline, diesel, jet fuels)
which is an order of magnitude higher than domestic emissions from production, processing, and
use.

Figure 17: Alberta hydrocarbon production (NEB, 2018) Figure 18: GHG emissions by sector (NEB, 2018)
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Figure 19: Greenhouse gas emissions by province and territory, Canada, 1990, 2005 and 2017 (Environment
and Climate Change Canada, 2019)

7.6.1

Alignment to SDGs

In Section 5.6.1 I assessed the EFL Vision against its coverage of the Sustainable Development
Goals. In this section, I assess the activities of the EFL against the SDGs. While these are not
indicators of sustainability transition in and of themselves, an assessment of the degree to which
the actions the EFL has undertaken could influence these goals is a ‘marker of transition’. Table
27 below shows EFL activities mapped against the SDGs. I have also included a column that shows
the EFL’s stated intent through their Vision and Success Principles. As is evident from the table,
the EFL’s activities are directly related to 8 of the 17 SDGs while the Vision is aligned to 12 of
17. In addition to the EFL activities, the process through which these activities take place is also
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important. For example, how the EFL goes about building “partnerships with Indigenous peoples”
or decisions that are made by communities participating in the EFL Roadshow could contribute to
SDGs related to poverty, hunger, land and water use, and equity and equality.
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Sustainable Development Goal
Goal 1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere
Goal 2: End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote
sustainable agriculture
Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all
Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
Goal 6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work for all
Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation
Goal 10: Reduce inequality within and among countries
Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
Goal 14: Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development
Goal 15: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,
sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss
Goal 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels
Goal 17: Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership
for sustainable development

Vision and Success Principles

EFL Activities

Enhances the health of our natural
environment and the health of Albertans

Enhances the health of our natural
environment and the health of Albertans

BioJet Fuel

Enables a high quality of life for Albertans
by meeting our energy needs reliably and
affordably.
Energy technology, future-fit hydrocarbons

Geothermal from oil wells;
Sustainaville; Lithium on tap;
Community Power Aggregation
Renewable Skills Campaign

Is a continued source of economic prosperity
for the province and the country
Energy technology, future-fit hydrocarbons

AOSTRA 2.0, Future of Freight

Is diverse, resilient, and adaptable
Is inclusive, accessible, and equitable to
current and future generations.
Responsible energy citizens
Responsible energy citizens
Net carbon-neutral for electricity, heat,
mobility and industrial processes
Enhances the health of our natural
environment and the health of Albertans

Renewable Skills Campaign
Energy Futures Roadshow
Almost all EFL activities

Enhances the health of our natural
environment and the health of Albertans
Partnerships towards reconciliation

Accelerating Indigenous
Entrepreneurship

Table 27: Assessing EFL activities by SDG
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7.6.2

Socio-ecological summary

While the vision, success principles, and actions of the EFL address most of the SDGs, gaps still
remain. Arguably the gap between the articulated vision and EFL actions could be closed with the
presumption that a future energy system will be one that, for example, “ensures the health of the
natural environment,” but this is not a foregone conclusion. The actions of the EFL have come to
be mostly through an emergent process and the EFL would benefit from a more deliberate review
of its initiatives in support of sustainability. This could lead to a broadening of initiatives to better
cover the ways in which sustainability has been articulated and the SDGs. Or it might lead the EFL
to explicitly focus on specific areas of sustainability. EFL 2.0 is currently undertaking an initiative
portfolio review to address these issues. Regardless of the EFL’s focus, the limited evidence
presented here shows worsening socio-ecological systems.
7.7
7.7.1

Patterns and cross-level connections
Patterns

An example of the intersection of multi-level change, changes in actor roles and relationships, and
socio-ecological systems is the BioJet initiative emerging from the EFL. The BioJet initiative
connects niche innovators with regime corporate and government (at multiple levels) institutions
with the EFL as a new actor in the energy regime that convenes partners from across the system.
The initiative has been influenced by Federal government rule changes such as the Clean Fuel
Standard that provides incentives for companies such as WestJet to reduce the emissions intensity
of their fuel. The initiative itself has engaged with multiple levels of government, an approach that
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was influenced by participation in the EFL. Boundaries and relations between sectors shifted in
the STE domain (between public and private, for-profit and non-profit, formal and informal).
Finally, the initiative has the potential to impact socio-ecological systems in both positive and
negative ways. The initiative has potential to radically reduce GHG emissions from air travel. At
the same time, the amount of biomass required for biojet fuel could have adverse impacts on, for
example, food production or deforestation as has been the case in Brazil and the United States (refs
here).
7.7.2

Connecting process to effects to impacts

Finally, we can also trace connections between process, societal effects, and transition impacts.
The case of AOSTRA 2.0 illustrates a dense network of connection between process, effects, and
impacts in multiple chains. Process elements of learning and experimentation enabled the EFL
Fellows to develop the ideas of beyond bitumen combustion (BBC; refers to finding alternative
uses for bitumen other than refining and burning as fuel) and collecting waste minerals from
tailings ponds. This, in combination with niche/regime collaboration between regime actors such
as Suncor, Shell and COSIA, and niche players within the EFL led to societal effects. These effects
included networks and new forms of collaboration, usable products in the form of white papers,
transition documents, and a technical feasibility study. In addition, COSIA and Alberta Innovates
made changes in organizational decision making (in defining innovation within the organization)
and investment decisions (e.g. $2mm for BBC program). In parallel with this, Fellows experienced
improved reputational benefit from participating in the initiative and being part of EFL. This
supported Fellows ability to influence internal decision making inside regime institutions such as
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Suncor and Shell and the potential for those institutions to influence government policy (although
there is no evidence of this happening yet).
The new forms of collaboration within the AOSTRA 2.0 project model transition impacts of
changes in governance roles and relationships and in actor roles and relationships. The makeup of
the project included government, industry, NGOs, and technology companies. COSIA is an
industry collaboration vehicle and typically does not have such close collaboration with other
sectors. In addition, as with the BioJet project, the EFL itself played a role as an actor that both
convened disparate stakeholders and exerted its own influence that went beyond what individual
organizations could do. For example, one Fellow noted
We would never been able to work on this in our business because the defence immune
response was kicking in. Developing the idea in the Lab, with a diverse collection of other
organizations, and outside the company ground, gave it extra legitimacy and the breathing
room we needed (Cabaj, 2019, p. 45).
Investments by COSIA and Alberta Innovates are reducing policy barriers to transition. And
narratives of transition have been introduced to, and in limited fashion, been adopted by regime
institutions in the form of changed rules and routines. One of the tangible effects of the spin-off of
the prototype to COSIA is that has broadened the perspective of COSIA and Alberta Innovates on
priorities for innovation. Historically, both have prioritized innovation “below the ground”
activities of extracting bitumen products; both organizations are now interested in “above ground”
activities and are now working on investing in technical and market studies related to “bitumen
beyond combustion” and extraction of mineral wastes from tailing ponds (Cabaj, 2019). A Fellow
quote illustrates this point:
What we're proposing today is a new mandate, similar to AOSTRA’s before, but to not
focus on recovery but focus on clean extraction and alternative uses for Bitumen Beyond
Combustion. It's relevant because we do some innovation and collaboration in COSIA, in
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industry now, but it is restricted to what we can collaborate on in a non-competitive space.
Extraction is out of scope for COSIA and it means that if we leave it to individual
companies to develop their own cleaner CO2 and a little water extraction technologies,
we're going to expect a slower pace of development, and it'll likely be more expensive.
Same for bitumen combustion and alternative uses for bitumen (P48-MF-1).
COSIA and Alberta Innovates are the most powerful actors in the Alberta innovation eco-system.
They set priorities for hundreds of millions of dollars of research and development, and therefore,
shape the trajectory of billions of dollars in investments in the industry. If the innovations are
successful (i.e. in both technical development and industry adoption), the EFL has the potential to
affect/influence/reduce millions of tonnes of GHG emissions from oilsands production. Of course,
this is a big if as it relies on continued support for the initiative by regime institutions such as
COSIA and the adoption by incumbent industry players. As a Fellow notes, “COSIA as a body
who continues to work on climate change tech but still (after year 6-7) but no evidence of
performance change due to their existence” (P54-MF-3).
7.8

Conclusion

7.8.1
7.8.1.1

Theory
Transformational actions and transformational impacts.

A distinction that emerged through my analysis (and conversations with Robinson, Slater, and
Benzakin) is between transformative actions and impacts. The MC3 research group has produced
an assessment tool for municipal sustainability actions (Changing the Conversation, n.d.).
Transformative actions in their analysis are ones that are supportive of development pathway
change. In the case of urban sustainability transitions where a municipality is the unit of analysis,
actions and impacts may be one and the same. For example, the City of Vancouver has the capacity
to change building codes and influence energy efficiency in thousands of homes. In the case of the
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EFL, the link between actions and impacts is more nuanced. The EFL is not a government agency
that makes policy, any impact can only be indirect. For example, one path to impact is through
influencing regime actors that have capacity to make policy change or the flow of financial
resources (see Sections 6.5 and 6.6). A key theoretical and methodological implication is that the
data sources that would provide evidence for transformative actions and impacts are different. In
my case, interview questions were focused on the actions and outcomes of the EFL along with
signs of transition happening in Alberta writ large. I did not ask participants about how their actions
had contributed to changes as characterized by development pathways. Even if I had, participants
themselves are not the best place to get these kinds of answers.
Bellwether interviews, context monitoring, and narrative analysis methods would serve as a
valuable method for collecting this data. Bellwethers are individuals who “should” know about
transition impacts and development pathway change and might also have some level of awareness
of the process but were not otherwise involved per se. For example, to identify changes in public
policy or new policy discourses that might have occurred, Provincial government officials would
be a good source. For gaining insight into new standards, new organizations or business models,
industry trade groups would provide a good resource while journalists would be a good source for
identifying changes in public narratives. Context monitoring provides a method through which to
track landscape shifts through methods such as content analysis of a range of publicly available
media, government and industry reports. The aim here is to produce a history of narratives of
energy transition from different sectors and evidence of shifts in narratives or reported societal
impacts within the broader context of energy in Alberta and Canada. This method is particularly
useful in identifying changes in public narratives and imaginaries. If there is time and budget
available, a social media analysis of the participants and the bellwethers can be conducted. This
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would provide a useful triangulation of what they are saying in public compared to what was said
in interviews and provide an ongoing insight into the evolving public conversation on energy
system transition.
Recent work in developing a ‘light touch’ evaluation framework for TAF in Toronto, Canada has
led to the introduction of a mixed method approach to capturing transition impacts. First is a
structured set of questions asking respondents to rate on a Likert scale the extent to which they are
contributing to sustainability, fostering new ways of doing things, and working at multiple scales.
Respondents are also asked a set of open-ended questions asking what they see as the impacts of
their project (Robinson et al., 2018).
7.8.1.2

Markers of transition

The concept of markers of transition was introduced in Section 4.1.2 in addition to indicators of
transition. For example, do changes seen in the transition categories described above point to
transitions? Do they incorporate features that might be expected to support transitions? While this
is a pragmatic approach to assessing sustainability transition impact, it runs the risk of assuming a
simplistic and linear conception of systemic change i.e. that a given set of processes and societal
effects will lead to sustainability transition impacts. This is mitigated by selecting markers that
have a theoretical grounding for their role in supporting/fostering/indicating sustainability
transition.
Transformative actions as described above are a good source of markers of transition. The
presumption, however, is that these actions will lead to, support, or reinforce transition impacts.
Given the challenges of attribution, the complexity of development pathway change, and the time
lag between actions and impacts, this is an acceptable limitation of the concept. This is not to say
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the question can or should be ignored. The evaluation framework developed in this thesis can be
used to assess both transition actions of projects that are currently underway (or have recently been
completed) and historical cases where we have enough perspective to see how development
pathway changes, and the relationship of an STE to them, have played out. This can be done
through methods such as process tracing. The framework can also be used to come back to an STE
like the EFL 5, 10 or 20 years after to trace impacts. I am currently engaged in evaluating EFL 2.0
which is projected to run from January 2020 – December 2022. By that time, I will have 7 ½ years
of cumulative data which may be enough time to better assess transition impacts along actions.
7.8.1.3

EFL as niche or regime

The EFL has often been characterized in this thesis as a niche within which ideas about regime
change can emerge. In this classic MLP formulation, niche innovations emerging from the EFL
may, by aligning with landscape shifts, put pressure on and shift dominant regimes in a more
sustainable direction. This may occur as a result of EFL projects themselves or through the actions
of EFL Fellows that return to regime institutions and foster change from within. The following
quotation is an illustration of this perspective:
Due to role now at [my organization] – leader in energy conversation in Canada. Have an
influential role within sustainability team and now with Chief Sustainability Officer, senior
leadership taking even more seriously. [My organization] has significant policy influence
(P54-MF-3).
However, per Robinson et al. (2016), an advantage of the flexibility of the MLP is that the unit of
analysis is mutable in scale. The EFL could also be construed as a regime within which niche
innovations are launched. EFL-as-regime then models transformative change (i.e. through
governance roles and relationships, changed narratives, embodying multiple dimensions of
justice). In other words, the EFL becomes a microcosm of a new development pathway or of a
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development pathway moving in a new direction. This microcosm demonstrates that a new
direction is possible and can provide a model for others to follow. The following quote illustrates
this possibility:
The EFL itself is groundbreaking and possibilities are incredible. Creating a space that is
outside the energy industry and welcoming people from outside and acknowledging that
everyone is part of energy system has been a gamechanger. Always mention EFL to
colleagues – really intrigues them. Has been us vs. them – energy industry are the bad guys,
creating a space to come together – [that is] really powerful. By doing that [we have] a
better chance of moving forward together (P62-T-5).
Both perspectives are valuable and affirm the usefulness of the MLP in analysis and in design and
implementation of STEs.
7.8.1.4

Conceptualizing development pathway change

This framework is an attempt to understand, through the characteristics of development pathways
and alignment to the SDGs, what change is happening and whether it is moving in a more
sustainable direction. However, there are still open questions: is a development pathway simply
the sum of indicators in the various categories? Complexity theory would say no – a complex
system cannot be reduced to a discrete set of components. It is also not clear how development
pathways shift direction – does change in all categories co-occur? Or does one follow the other?
My proposal is that change in any one category does not represent x% of a development pathway
change. However, if we are seeing changes in direction in most categories, this would lead us to
think a development pathway change might be underway.
Finally, a question that I have not fully resolved is the relative balance between categories. In the
case of the EFL, there are changes – albeit some limited – in all categories of my impact evaluation
framework except socio-ecological systems. If indicators in that category are pointing in an
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unsustainable direction, that change may outweigh all of the other changes towards sustainability
transition. Given the state of the climate emergency, SES needs to be a key indicator of
development pathway change. The other characteristics are important as they speak to the way in
which SES is improving (i.e. whether it is just, includes new actors, is happening at multiple scales,
etc.) but SES has to be a primary focus if we are to keep within 2C temperature rise.
7.8.2

Assessment

After reviewing evidence in this chapter, where does this leave us? Looking at the EFL, is it
contributing to a change in Alberta? Or is it just reflecting a change that is already underway? Or
is there change happening at all? As in most complex systems, the evidence shows a tremendous
amount of change happening all the time. However, we must answer, or at least attempt to answer,
whether these changes represent development pathway change and, if so, to what extent did the
EFL contribute to this change? Alberta energy system appears to be in a period of flux. The
assumptions that held for the past 40 years – continued high oil prices, continued growing demand
for oil, continued high levels of capital investment in oil and gas production leading to high levels
of employment and standards of living – have all been challenged. Section 7.2 details a range of
change happening in, and around, Alberta. Many of these changes are moving in a more sustainable
direction but many are not. This time of instability or turbulence is an opportunity for projects such
as the EFL to influence future development pathway direction. But to what extent has the EFL’s
actions created such influence?
The EFL has played the role of modelling new forms of governance and actor engagement. For
example, the EFL embodies procedural, distributive, and recognition-based justice. The EFL’s
efforts to develop and foster elements of practice are valuable in supporting sustainability
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transition. These elements have the potential to cohere into sustainable practices in the future. The
EFL’s success in supporting development of agency within Fellows and their ability to exercise
that agency within regime institutions provides an avenue through which elements of practice may
become formalized in policy. The vision, success principles, and actions of the EFL address most
of the SDGs, but gaps remain. While there was certainly a unique confluence of events that
supported the development of the EFL, the project by no means reflects ongoing, or at least
coherent, development pathway change.
Perhaps a fruitful way to discuss the influence of the EFL is through the concepts of crystallization,
emergence, and resonance developed by Robinson & Maggs (2019). With crystallization, the EFL
reflects change that is already going on and the fact that the EFL could only have happened in a
certain set of circumstances. With emergence, the EFL is doing more than representing the state
of Alberta thinking on sustainability transition and is developing new ideas, concepts, innovations,
and models. With resonance, the work of the EFL is resonating (i.e. through 2nd order effects)
throughout the energy system in Alberta and beyond.
As this chapter shows, the Vision and actions of the EFL are often at odds with the political,
economic, and social trends of Alberta. Chapters 6 and 7 make clear that the EFL was the source
of many emergent niche innovations – technological, process, and social. The EFL was a protected
crucible in which these ideas were formed, shaped and scaled (i.e. a process of emergence).
However, the effects of the EFL through the emergence of new ideas and approaches appear to be
resonating within public and private sector institutions and perhaps this is the best way to
characterize the impacts of the EFL. This chapter illustrates a small set of examples where the EFL
might have influenced characteristics of development pathway change but the evidence is not
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strong enough to make claims that it has done so. As shown in this chapter, the resonance or ripples
of the EFL are being felt in all characteristics of sustainability transition impact (with the notable
exception of socio-ecological systems). It is too soon to tell whether this resonance will be
amplified or silenced. The turbulence within the landscape and regimes of the Alberta energy
system provides a window of opportunity for niche innovations, and projects such as the EFL, to
make impact.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
The goals of my thesis were twofold. First, to develop a framework with which to evaluate the
impacts of sustainability transition experiments, second to assess the contributions of the EFL to
sustainability transition in Alberta. In my introduction I summarized the challenges in evaluating
STEs. Transitions are boundary spanning and affect multiple domains, occur within complex
systems with non-linear effects making attribution difficult, and take place over long time periods.
In addition, there is a tension between the need for evaluation that generates learning for those
designing and managing sustainability transition experiments and accountability for ‘results’
driven by funders and governments. The framework developed here addresses each of these
challenges. The use of a development pathway approach allows inclusion of external context shifts
and STE impacts in multiple domains. The interplay between system elements can be captured
through transition impacts categories such as inter-linking regime rules and reinforcement at
multiple levels. Markers of transition can be used in the short-term to assess potential or likely
contribution to sustainability transition when direct attribution in a complex system is difficult if
not impossible. Enabling STEs to assess their own processes, effects, and impacts provides an
opportunity for learning and experimentation within the STE which provides value to STE
designers and practitioners. The framework provides a valuable strategic lens through which to
articulate a project’s theory of change and illustrate alignment and relationships between subprojects within an STE. At the same time, the effects and impacts captured through the evaluation
framework are useful for reporting to external stakeholders such as funders. Finally, the links
between process, effects, and impacts are helpful for STEs in articulating the value of investing in
good process design, facilitation, and delivery.
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For these reasons, and through the experience of applying the framework in multiple cases
including the EFL, I conclude the framework developed here to be an effective method with which
to evaluate STEs. The three levels of the framework allow researchers to assess STE processes,
societal effects, and sustainability transition impacts. Process evaluation is important in and of
itself (i.e. whether principles of justice are embedded in a process) and because process elements
contribute to societal effects and transition impacts. Advances in conceptualizing the societal
effects of STEs (in this thesis and through the work of other scholars) has added a greater
understanding of evaluation that goes beyond outputs and outcomes. The most significant
theoretical contribution of my thesis is the attempt to conceptualize, and assess, sustainability
transition impacts. By leveraging the conceptual framing of development pathways, this
framework provides a detailed set of evaluation categories and indicators that can be used to assess
development pathway change and the contribution of an STE to such change.
In terms of assessing the impacts of the EFL, the EFL has demonstrated commitment to fairness,
inclusivity, and transparency in its process design and implementation. EFL participants report
that the process includes a broad representation of the energy system in Alberta and the value of
such diversity. At the same time, there are gaps in the diversity of the EFL Fellows and a lack of
diversity of sustainability discourses. This lack of discursive representativeness may lead the EFL
to engage with the dominant regime in such as way as to favour incremental rather than disruptive
systems interventions. The process has embedded reflexive tools and methods and demonstrated
the adaptive capacity to respond to changing landscape pressures such as political and economic
changes. Process elements that support transition including niche-regime interaction, supporting
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alignment between niche innovations, and providing space for experimentation and learning were
all present. The EFL vision and portfolio of initiatives were co-produced by Fellows in a
collaborative process and the vision, when assessed using the SDGs, represents a comprehensive
conception of sustainability. However, the EFL has struggled with issues related to governance in
terms of managing power asymmetries between participants and in engaging future and nonhuman actors in the process. Perhaps the biggest challenge related to process is in engaging with
Reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada through process design along with participant
and project selection.
The EFL has demonstrable societal effects across all categories. Participants reported increased
knowledge and understanding of energy systems and of oppositional arguments along with a
greater sense of agency in transition. Numerous products including technical and social
innovations emerged from the EFL and almost all participants reported new and expanded
networks that span across niche-regime levels. While there were a limited number of instances of
direct policy change as a result of the EFL, there were many cases where new information,
evidence, and actors were introduced to policymakers and instances of changes in organizational
decision making such as investment decisions.
In terms of impacts, the EFL has played the role of modelling new forms of governance and actor
engagement. For example, the EFL embodies procedural, distributive, and recognition-based
justice. The EFL’s efforts to develop and foster elements of practice are valuable in supporting
sustainability transition. These elements have the potential to cohere into sustainable practices in
the future. The EFL’s success in supporting development of agency within Fellows and their ability
to exercise that agency within regime institutions provides an avenue through which elements of
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practice may become formalized in policy. While the vision, success principles, and actions of the
EFL address most of the SDGs, gaps remain. Nonetheless, the effects of the EFL through the
emergence of new ideas and approaches appear to be resonating within public and private sector
institutions. This thesis has presented a series of examples where the EFL might have influenced
characteristics of development pathway change but the evidence is not strong enough to make
claims that it has done so.
My hope is that this thesis provokes discussion within the transdisciplinary sustainability
community as sustainability transition experiments continue to generate interest from both
researchers and practitioners. I believe the framework proposed here holds great promise in
supporting evaluation efforts of researchers and practitioners. For researchers, the framework
provides a theoretically grounded model of how to capture impacts using development pathways
to conceptualize impacts. For practitioners, the framework includes a range of transition impacts
and potential markers of transition. A more nuanced understanding of what contributions to
sustainability transition looks like in practice will help STE designers, facilitators, and participants
in making decisions about project scope, process, and implementation. Finally, I hope that, by
paying attention to markers of transition impact, practitioners (working alongside transdisciplinary
researchers) may adjust their course and navigate through an ever-changing systems landscape.
8.1

Contributions

Through this dissertation, I have made important empirical, theoretical, and methodological
contributions. While evidence of a definitive contribution of the EFL to sustainability transition is
unclear, I have made important findings at other levels of the framework. These findings are useful
for assessing the EFL and better understanding the importance of process design elements in
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supporting societal effects and providing markers of transition. The theoretical contribution of
conceptualizing sustainability transition impacts represents a valuable step forward in the
transitions and evaluation literatures. In addition, the integration of environmental justice and
transition theory provides a new theoretical lens for researchers to assess sustainability transition
experiments and other transition processes. Finally, the evaluation framework developed in this
dissertation represents an important methodological contribution. I have developed a
comprehensive framework covering multiple relevant dimensions of evaluation that is strongly
rooted in the theoretical literature and was developed and tested in multiple case studies. The
framework is flexible enough to be applied to a wide variety of STEs at different scales and, as
discussed in Section 8.3, is already being applied in cases around the world.
8.2

Strengths and limitations

A strength and limitation of the framework developed here lies in its comprehensiveness. The
framework extends existing scholarship by integrating a more complete set of process and societal
effects evaluation indicators. The addition of sustainability transition impacts indicators is valuable
in providing a concrete set of methods through which to characterize transition impacts and
development pathway change. The three levels of the framework also allow researchers to trace
patterns and connections between levels. This has a theoretical value for researchers who wish to
assess, for example, how process elements influence societal effects and transition impacts. There
is also an instrumental value in demonstrating the opportunity cost of, for example, not investing
in process design. By documenting patterns of linkages between framework levels, it can be shown
that STEs that do not address issues of power, justice, robust conceptions of sustainability or
reflexivity are less likely to contribute to societal effects and sustainability transition impacts.
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The comprehensiveness of the framework is also a limitation. Not all sustainability transition
experiments will have the luxury of a professional evaluator on contract alongside a PhD student
conducting research over a period of 4 years. How can process designers and facilitators implement
this framework? How can practitioners utilize these research methods when human and financial
resources are limited? Ongoing work in collaboration with colleagues at the University of Toronto
has developed a ‘light-touch’ version of the framework to address these questions (See section 8.4
for further discussion of this project). Seen in this light, the comprehensiveness is a strength in that
the framework provides a substantive core that has been repurposed to serve different needs at
different scales.
A second limitation of my framework and research methods is in gathering data to assess
development pathway change. In addition to challenge of the complexity of development pathways
and the wide range of indicators across a complex system that could be tracked, there is the
challenge of attributing any such changes to the actions of an STE such as the EFL. The use of
methods such as bellwether interviews, process tracing, and narrative analysis would be welcome
additions to future use of this framework.
A final limitation of my dissertation is the lack of a detailed discussion of the interconnection,
prioritization, or weighting of indicators or criteria. In each chapter I explored the patterns and
connections between evaluation elements and between levels. However, further exploration is
warranted into how, for example, questions of governance, reflexivity, inclusivity, and justice are
inter-related. Further research will address these questions and investigate the priorities of which
elements are more and less critically important to achieving sustainability transition impacts.
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Answering this question will require application of the framework to multiple STEs which I plan
to do in my postdoctoral research.
8.3

Potential applications of research findings

I am pleased to see applications of the research framework developed in this thesis already
underway. Mistra Urban Futures is using an earlier version of the framework in their assessment
of urban sustainability transition efforts in cities in Europe and Africa. The Institute for Advanced
Sustainability Studies in Potsdam used a modified version of the framework to assess the impacts
of the Institute in Germany. In Toronto, a research group led by my colleague Kim Slater
developed a ‘light touch’ version of the framework in collaboration with The Atmospheric Fund
(TAF) and is currently applying the framework with a group of NGOs working on climate action.
This project has great potential in helping smaller organizations better understand how their onthe-ground work can contribute to sustainability transition. The project also has the potential to
impact the funding and evaluation criteria of TAF itself in a direction that supports sustainability
transition. A version of the framework has also been used to evaluate the Vancouver Foundation’s
‘Systems Change Grantmaking’ program.
Finally, the framework is being applied in evaluation of EFL 2.0. The EFL Design Team remains
committed to supporting research and evaluation that will help their efforts in working towards
sustainability transition. The conceptualizations of societal effects and transition impacts
developed in this thesis have contributed to design conversations about the future makeup of the
EFL portfolio of initiatives while process elements – notably justice and governance – have been
influential in the EFL’s efforts to address Reconciliation and Indigeneity within the EFL. In
addition to ongoing reporting to the Design Team, Fellows, funders, and partners, research and
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data collection will continue until 2021 at which point an assessment can be made of EFL 2.0’s
contribution to sustainability transition impacts. This assessment will also be able to trace
initiatives and effects from EFL 1.0 that were perhaps too early to have influenced sustainability
transition impacts.
I have shared early versions of the framework with STE practitioners in Canada, Sweden,
Australia, Germany, Denmark, and the UK throughout my research process. There is great interest
in using the framework to evaluate STEs (and STE-like processes such as social innovation labs)
around the world. In addition to future academic research described in the following section, I plan
to develop practitioner-facing versions of elements of this thesis that are easily sharable with
practitioners.
8.4

Areas of further research

On the advice of my advisory committee, I have been ruthless in this thesis about not venturing
too far in too many directions. I therefore have many areas of future research that I would like to
explore. A first is in exploring how this framework might be applied to different types and scales
of projects. For example, the TAF research project described earlier is focused on neighbourhoodscale projects while the work of MUF and MC3 focuses on municipalities and urban-scale
transition projects. A worthwhile research project would be to investigate how this framework
might be applied to projects at these different scales in addition to STEs. Questions to answer
include which evaluation elements make sense for projects at different scales and what different
elements may need to be added, whether new or different research methods are required, and how
transformative actions translate to transformative impacts at different scales.
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A second area for further exploration is in conducting more detailed analysis of the patterns and
linkages between levels of this evaluation framework. I have conducted a cursory analysis in this
thesis however a deeper exploration using methods such as process tracing would be valuable to
better characterize the relationship between process, societal effects, and sustainability transition
impacts. This research should also explore the contextual nature of these projects. For example,
do these patterns and relationships hold true between an STE focused on energy system transition
in Alberta such as the EFL and STEs in different jurisdictions focused on different aspects of
sustainability such as food or transportation.
Another area where I wished I had more time to explore is the relationship between social practice
and development pathway change. More understanding of how societal effects do – or do not –
contribute to practice change and how practices are related to development pathway change (i.e.
are they indicators or drivers of pathway change) would be welcome. Related to this area of
exploration is the need for more research in methodologies to assess contributions of STEs to all
levels of change. Throughout this thesis I have highlighted challenges in assessing contributions
of the actions of an STE to change in complex systems and made attempts to capture this. However,
further research using methods such as contribution analysis and process tracing is needed so that
future researchers can make stronger claims as to the contributions of STEs to sustainability
transition impact. Process tracing (George and Bennett, 2005; Reilly, 2010) is used in political
science research as well as groups such as Oxfam and other international development
organizations (Hughes and Hutchings, 2011) to validate causal hypotheses through collection of
evidence for and against. One can propose several competing hypotheses about how the process
led to a particular outcome. For example, that it was the convening of partners across ideological
divides that led to innovative policy implementation or that it was the downturn in oil price that
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led to economic pressures making policy innovation more likely. Evidence is then collected (for
example in the form of meeting minutes, policy documents, government briefings) in order to
“overturn or substantiate rival hypothetical explanations” (White & Phillips, 2012). Process tracing
could be used with a subset of societal effects and sustainability transition impacts to more
precisely define how the EFL contributed to these outcomes and impacts.
Questions of Indigeneity in STEs are an important topic that has received little attention. In this
thesis I discuss how issues of power, justice, and inclusion intersect with Reconciliation within the
EFL. However, deserving of further exploration is how differing conceptions of sustainability,
sources of knowledge, power relationships, and dialogue process can be integrated into STEs. This
is an issue relevant not just in Canada. As Doyon and I (2019) describe in our paper on justice in
energy transitions, legacies of colonialism that typically include fraught relationships with
Indigenous peoples and resource conflicts are present in countries around the world such as South
Africa, Australia, Mexico, and India. Doyon and I started to explore these issues at the
International Sustainability Transitions conference in Ottawa in June 2019 in a panel we convened
on energy transition in post-colonial resource economies.
Authors such as Meadowcroft (2009), Grin (2010), and Cher (2018) have highlighted the
importance of considering the role of politics in transitions. The case of the EFL is a dramatic
illustration of the impact of political change on an STE that can both accelerate and dampen
transitions efforts. While further research in this general area would be helpful, a specific area of
interest is the political role of STEs themselves. As groups such as the EFL take public positions
that conflict with dominant political actors, how does that shift their role? Can the EFL remain a
neutral broker and be a political actor at the same time? Can the EFL retain credibility across
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sectors and actors in a highly polarized political environment? These are questions that deserve
further research as the answers will be of critical importance to STEs such as the EFL.
The concept of ‘discursive representativeness’ deserves further exploration. I have referred to this
element of diversity throughout this dissertation, but more work needs to be done to integrate
theoretical framings of this concept (e.g. from Dryzek & Niemeyer, 2008) with transition theory
and within STEs. Transition theory scholars make a nod to the importance of narrative (e.g.
“discursive struggles over problem framings and social acceptance” (Geels, 2018a, p. 227)) but
the question of how to define, assess, and foster discursive representativeness is an open question.
Finally, an area worthy of further investigation is the link between personal change and systems
change. Throughout this thesis there is evidence of change in individuals embodying
characteristics of systems transition in a more sustainable direction. This fractal nature of
sustainability transition wherein chances are reflected at different scales deserves further research.
Transformations researchers have highlighted the importance of values and worldviews in
supporting systems change. However, more work is needed to better understand the link between
personal change and systems change. For example, are individuals that have undergone profound
worldview shifts better able to work within complex systems? Do individuals act as models of
systemic change and foster different ways of working within their own organizations? Do these
individuals serve as carriers of sustainable practices that influence practice changes? I have started
this exploration through a short project funded by Mitacs and the Suncor Energy Foundation but
much more work needs to be done.
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8.5

Personal reflections

I come to the close of this research journey thinking about my own change and feeling a sense of
confusion – with my data, in my assessment of development pathway change in Alberta, and in
my own understanding of the pace and direction of our currently unsustainable pathway. My
research journal shows that this sense of confusion has been present since the earliest stages of my
research. What follows is an excerpt from that journal written in July 2016:
I close this [literature] review feeling confused by all of these analyses. Which is it? Are
we in a land of plenty with everything only a fuel standard or insulated house away? Or
are the planetary limits so close that we are about to either cook or drown ourselves? Who
to believe, how to decide? How do I reconcile holding competing discourses in my mind
at the same time? Guha and Martinez-Alier connect the rise of the automobile (with all of
its infrastructure and resources providing easy access to nature) to the rise of
environmentalism saying ‘America can simultaneously enjoy the material benefits of an
expanding economy and the aesthetic benefits of unspoilt nature’ (1997, p. 99). I read this
in Tofino on the wild West coast of Vancouver Island (to which I had driven from
Vancouver with my laptop to ‘get into nature’) and the cognitive dissonance really struck
home. How can we hold these two ideas at the same time?
I seem to be experiencing the exact same confusion of discourses that Dryzek (2013) talks
about. How will I resolve these? What does a cross-discourse dialogue look like for myself?
I am ending feeling very confused as to what is happening. Perhaps Cronon captures the
nature of my confusion with this quote: ‘The natural world is far more dynamic, far more
changeable, and far more entangled with human history than popular beliefs about the
‘balance of nature’ have typically acknowledged’ (1996, p. 24). Perhaps that is now my
task, and our collective task, to disentangle the natural world from our history and
acknowledge the popular beliefs, the discourses, that we inhabit and that inform the way
we are in the natural world, and the kind of energy systems we might build.
At the conclusion of my research project I feel hopeful that the framework I have developed to
conceptualize sustainability transition impact can help do just this. By foregrounding the
importance of popular beliefs and discourses (in the form of norms, values, worldviews, and
practices), assessing STEs through this lens points to the deep work that is required in nudging
development pathways in a more sustainable direction. This highlights the perhaps inherent
inconsistencies, tensions, and contradictions that exist at the personal level and at the development
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pathway level. Transition and transformation are not smooth roads with clear directions. They are
winding, full of bumps, and hidden turns. I am hopeful that my research has made a contribution
in support of those around the world who work tirelessly in service of a sustainable future.
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Appendices
Appendix A List of EFL Participants
The following table is a complete list of EFL participants and includes participants that started
with EFL but are no longer with the project. For a current list of participants, see the EFL website
at https://energyfutureslab.com/fellows/
Name

Organization

Alex Nnamonu
Alison Thompson
Anouk Kendall
Apoorv Sinha
Audrey Mascarenhas
Binnu Jeyakumar
Brad Nickel
Bruce Edgelow
Candice Paton
Chad Townsend

Government of Alberta, Alberta Municipal Affairs
Canadian Geothermal Energy Association
Decentralized Energy Canada
zEroCor Tubulars Inc.
Questor Technologies
Pembina Institute
AltaLink
EdgeMark Capital & Advisory Services Inc.
Alberta Innovates
Town of Banff

Cheryl Cardinal
Chris Fry
Cole Nychka
Connie Van der Byl
Cor Koster
Dan Balaban

President/CEO
Shell Canada and University of Calgary
ATCO Gas
Mount Royal University
GP Joule Canada
Greengate Power

Daniel Clarke
David Lawlor
David Lynch
Deanna Burgart
Desmond Bull
Dick Ebersohn
Elizabeth Shirt
Erin Welk

CSV Midstream
NextEra Energy
Enerkem
Indigenous Engineering Inclusion Inc.
Louis Bull Tribe
City of Calgary
Emissions Reduction Alberta
Urban Systems
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Eveline Kolijn
Gary Millard
Geoffrey Tauvette
Gerardo Marquez
Heather Lemon
Imre Szeman
James Renouf
James Van Leeuwen
Jennifer Martin
Jesse Row

Eveline Kolijn Studio
CNRL/Suncor Energy
Westjet
Alberta Electricity Systems Operator/MaRS
Alberta Energy Regulator
University of Alberta
Capital Power
Southwest Alberta Sustainable Community Initiative
Former CEO Telus Science Centre, Calgary
Energy Efficiency Alliance

Jesse Toor

Alberta Energy

Jim Sandercock

Northern Alberta Institute of Technology

John Zhou
Josephine Yam

Alberta Innovates Energy / Environment Solutions
Environmental Law Centre

Juli Rohl
Justin Smith
Kipp Horton
Kyle Kasawski
Laura Kennett
Liz Lappin
Lliam Hildebrand
Lorelei Hanson
Luciano Dalla-Longa
Maggie Hanna
Mark Brostrom
Mark Hopkins
MaryAnn Kenney
Matt Beck
Meera NathwaniCrowe
Megan Zimmerman
Melanie Popp
Melissa Quesnelle
Michael Benson
Michael Quinn

ReGenerate Alberta
Calgary Chamber of Commerce
WindRiver Power Corporation
Solar People
Enbridge
E3 Metals Corp.
Iron & Earth
Athabasca University
Government of Alberta
Common Ground Energy
City of Edmonton
Swallow-a-Bicycle Theatre
Enbridge
Delphi Group
Shell Canada/CNRL

Nathan Maycher

ConocoPhillips/Suncor Energy

Calgary Economic Development
Alberta Innovation Engine
Kanai Nation
National Energy Board
Mount Royal University
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Pat Bohan
Patricia Bourne
Prageet Nibber
Rio Mitchell
Ryan Robb
Sandy Martin
Sean Collins
Sheena Wilson
Siamak Khorrami
Trevor McLeod
Wendy Ell

Enmax
EQUS REA Ltd.
ReWatt Power
Independent Artist
Treaty 7 Management Corporation/Suncor Energy
Suncor Energy
Student Energy/Terrapin Geothermics
University of Alberta
ATB Financial
Enbridge
JWN Energy
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Appendix B EFL Design Team and Governance Structure
Table 28: EFL design team members

Name
Chad Park

Organization
The Natural Step Canada

Alison Cretney
Pong Leung

The Natural Step Canada
The Natural Step Canada /
Traversia Advisors
Here to There Consulting
University of British
Columbia / Constructive
Public Engagement

Mark Cabaj
Steve Williams
Delyse Sylvester
Erin Romanchuk
Matt Mayer
Nagwan Al-Guneid
Kelly Thomson

The Natural Step Canada
The Natural Step Canada
The Natural Step Canada
The Natural Step Canada

Role
TNSC Executive Director
(2014-2016)/Lead Animator
(2016-present)
Managing Director
Lead facilitator and strategist
Developmental Evaluator
Information Design/Research
& evaluation
Narrative and strategic
communications
Senior Manager, Partnerships
Facilitation support
Communications Lead
Project Manager
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Table 29: EFL advisory council members

Name

Organization

Reg Crowshoe

University of Calgary Senator and former
Chief at Piikani Nation

Judy Fairburn

Cenovus Energy

Toby Heaps

Corporate Knights Inc.

Don Iveson

Mayor, City of Edmonton

Donna Kennedy-Glans

Viewpoints Alberta

Gordon Lambert

Suncor Sustainability Executive in Residence

Reza Nasseri

Landmark Group of Companies

Eric Newell

Retired business executive (Syncrude Canada
Ltd.)

Nicholas Parker

Global Acceleration Partners

Ed Whittingham

Former Executive Director, Pembina Institute

Tzeporah Berman

Environmental activist and writer
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Table 30: EFL partners

Organization
Suncor Energy Foundation
Pembina Institute
Banff Centre
Government of Alberta
Energy Efficiency Alberta
Alberta Innovates
RBC Foundation
Capital Power
Cenovus Energy
Alberta Real Estate Foundation
Shell Canada
ATB Financial
Calgary Foundation
Landmark Group
The Natural Step
JWN
Emissions Reductions Alberta
Canada West Foundation
Canadian Energy Systems Analysis Research
Indigenous Clean Energy
Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business
Student Energy
Quest

Role
Founding Convening (funding) Partner
Founding Convening (in-kind) Partner
Founding Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner; later a Funding
partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Funding Partner
Founding Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
Convening (in-kind) Partner
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Appendix C EFL Initiatives
Table 31: List of EFL initiatives

Initiative

Description24

Future of Freight

Guided by Canadian Energy Systems Research and Analysis
(CESAR’s) research findings on the ‘future of freight’, and in
partnership with a dozen organizations, including CESAR and a
number of freight carriers, a diverse coalition is currently developing a
demonstration project. The goal is to demonstrate the ability of
hydrogen-powered freight transport by building and operating a few
zero-emission fuel cell electric transport trucks which will utilize
hydrogen produced via steam methane reforming (SMR) in the
province.

Biojet Fuel

This is our vision: Canada’s airlines and airports are the world leader in
low-carbon air travel.
Through the development and production of “biojet”, a sustainable
aviation fuel, Alberta-based biofuel producers and aviation companies
will generate measurable economic and environmental benefits. There
is an opportunity for Western Canada to lead the way towards lower
emission air travel.

Clean Combustion
of Waste Gases

Methane’s potency as a greenhouse gas is 25x that of carbon dioxide.
High efficiency combustion of methane is an easy, readily deployable
and affordable way to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
This initiative explores how to accelerate methane management
strategies and technologies to significantly reduce methane
emissions.Scaling proven technology will have near term impact – and
potential for global impact – achieving massive GHG reduction at low
cost.

Lithium on Tap

This initiative applies oil and gas expertise to unlock the potential of
Alberta’s significant lithium resource from oilfield wastewater. As a
fundamental component in the batteries of electronics, electric vehicles
and large-scale energy storage, lithium is anticipated to be a key
material in a low carbon economy. Lithium is also an element found in

24

Initiative descriptions from EFL Initiatives http://energyfutureslab.com/initiatives/. Retrieved March 23, 2019.
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dissolved oilfield wastewater. Alberta has large volumes of this briney
byproduct, which presents a compelling opportunity for Alberta.
In May 2018, Calgary-based E3 Metals announced that it had reached
an important technical milestone moving it one step closer to being able
to extract lithium from oilfield brine. This initiative exemplifies the idea
of leveraging Alberta’s traditional energy assets, and its skilled human
resources, to build the energy system the future requires of us.
Renewable Skills
Campaign

The Renewable Skills Campaign aims to expand the scope and skills of
the energy trades in Alberta.
The Renewable Skills Campaign is designed to assist un- (or under)
employed oil and gas workers and Indigenous community members in
expanding their skills set to include renewable energy projects. This
hands-on training contributes to reducing GHG emissions while
increasing cleantech infrastructure in communities. An initial pilot
project with the Louis Bull Tribe involved energy companies, oil and
gas workers and members of the Tribe being trained on a solar
installation on the local daycare. This pilot set the stage for scaling the
Renewable Skills initiative and for a national upskilling campaign for
energy workers.

Energy Futures
Roadshow

Working collaboratively to forge pathways for community resilience
and energy innovation in Alberta.
Economic pressures, combined with regional and global developments
in energy and climate, have many community leaders asking how they
can respond to and shape these changes to help their communities
thrive. The Energy Futures Roadshow harnesses the combined
knowledge, skills and networks of the Energy Futures Lab Fellows to
focus them on supporting Albertan communities to explore their unique
opportunities and challenges arising from energy transition.
Each Energy Futures Roadshow is designed and delivered in
collaboration with the host community, and is tailored to the
community’s interests and capacities. The engagement will typically
include a series of workshops over a few days with a diversity of
community members, including businesses, governments, schools,
economic and community developers and the public. An initial call for
Expressions of Interest from communities yielded 12 responses. The
initial pilot with the community of Crowsnest Pass was held in October
2018 followed by the Town of Hinton in November 2018

Sustainaville

Geothermal opportunities abound in Alberta – most are already
confirmed by existing assets like natural gas wells. Geothermal energy
can power community growth, as is being demonstrated by a
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“Sustainaville” project. Sustainaville will use geothermal to ‘grow a
whole community’ through generating geothermal base load power as
well as geothermal heat for diverse uses such as a commercial
greenhouse and industrial park operations. Sustainaville is being built
with a BC First Nation and Alberta technology to demonstrate the
economic and environmental potential of geothermal. Sustainaville is
being built in a BC community, less than 100 kilometers across the
Alberta border, and will demonstrate the economic and environmental
potential of geothermal energy. This project has attracted financial
support and has entered demonstration phase with commencement of
drilling in June 2018.
Community Power
Aggregation

Supporting distributed electricity generation through automating the
verification process and facilitating access to the emission credits
market.
Led by EFL Fellow Prageet Nibber of ReWatt Power, and in
collaboration with utilities, energy companies and government
stakeholders, this initiative utilizes blockchain technology for
efficiency, transparency, and automation. The current pilot aggregates
generation from 43 rural solar sites, all of which are members of the
rural utility cooperative EQUS REA Ltd. By utilizing Blockchain
technology to pool dispersed generation and automate the verification
process, the intention is to generate significant cost savings and a
mechanism for small scale generators to access the emission credits
market.
While the working group continues to learn from this pilot, identifying
and addressing challenges, they are also exploring what it takes to
commercialize and scale this approach more broadly.

Accelerating
Indigenous Energy
Entrepreneurship

This initiative seeks to establish an Indigenous entrepreneur and
emerging leaders network to support sharing of best practices across
communities. This network will be established via a series of
community visits with learnings documented by an Indigenous
storyteller, and community support to incubate and accelerate energyrelated businesses within Indigenous communities. Shell Canada is
supporting the initial community visit and network building session
scheduled for Fall 2018. The team is currently designing a learning
journey to TRTL house in Calgary to explore learning from integration
of Indigenous and Western design while aiming to grow the network
and involvement.

AOSTRA 2.0

Improving the “cost and carbon” competitiveness of the industry’s low
carbon bitumen extraction process with two value-added innovations:
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Value Creation and Maximization - investing in ways to get economic
value from the partial upgrading and extraction of minerals and metals
from ore, tailings, and bitumen.
Bitumen Beyond Combustion – increasing the percentage of extracted
bitumen used for non-combustion (i.e., lower GHG emitting) products,
such as asphalt, carbon fibres, lubricants, fertilizers and petrochemicals.
(Cabaj, 2019, p. 44)
360 Policy Lab

Providing policy makers with a venue for “360” review of policies. The
breadth and depth of EFL Fellow knowledge and expertise is brought to
bear on policy challenges. Examples so far have included a review of
the draft Technology Roadmap for Emissions Reductions Alberta and
the Transportation Climate Plan for Municipal Affairs Alberta.
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Appendix D EFL Workshops, Organizational, and Public Engagement Activities
Table 32: List of EFL workshops

Workshop
Foundations
Workshop

Date
October
2015

Location
Banff

Stated design intent25
The Foundations
Workshop will provide
the first opportunity for
EFL Fellows to meet one
another, jointly explore
from a range of
perspectives the issues
and challenges facing
Alberta’s energy system,
and consider the needs
and opportunities for
collaboration

Backcasting
Bootcamp

January
2016

Edmonton

May 2016

Kananaskis

In the Backcasting
Workshop, Fellows will
have an initial “in the
field” learning journey,
co-articulate the
transition they seek to
enable in Alberta’s
energy system and
identify further
opportunities for early
action.
Fellows will dig deeper
into crucial questions,
check-in on an emerging
shared vision and
innovation pathways, and
determine how to act and
continue working together

Activities
Create connections
between Fellows
Determine what
Fellows wanted to
get out of EFL
Review examples of
energy transition
System sensing and
narrative exercises
Develop preliminary
ideas about vision
and pathways for
transition
Learn about
prototyping process
Learning journeys to
local energy
transition related
projects
Energy system
mapping
FSSD Backcasting
exercise
Continued prototype
development
Discussion on
energy narratives
System mapping
Portfolio refresh
Produced draft EFL
Vision

25

Stated design intents are direct quotations from EFL workshop agendas and introductory slides from workshops.
See Appendix H for complete list of source documents
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Collaborative October
Impact
2016

Calgary

February
2017

Red Deer

May 2017

Canmore

Working groups will
refine collaborative
priorities, identify
additional needs, and
share the successes and
lessons from working
together on prototypes,
initiatives, and signature
projects. Fellows will
engage with the broader
EFL community to
advance collective
thinking about the
energy system and build
momentum for Phase III
Welcome new Fellows
into the our share lab
space.
Collectively sense what
is happening in the
system and review
shifting external context.
Check in on the
progress/challenges of
our work together.
Set up for the EFL
Showcase and the rest of
the year
The purpose of this
Fellow workshop is to:
welcome and integrate
new Fellows into the Lab
and its initiatives;
explore possible future
energy scenarios and
tease out implications for
today; renew and
embolden the EFL’s
portfolio of initiatives to
test and demonstrate
possibilities for Alberta’s
energy future, and;
engage in ‘tough
conversations’ about
Alberta’s energy future.

Three horizons
exercise
Review and upgrade
portfolio through
ranking exercise
Open space inviting
“larger group of
energy system
actors” into process

Refine EFL vision
language
Introduce new
Fellows
Find opportunities
for collaboration
between initiatives

Introduce 300 day
plan
Foster crossinitiative
collaborations
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½ day
workshops

½ day
workshops

September
2017

Calgary and
Edmonton

October
2017

Waterton

January
2018

Calgary and
Edmonton

Provide an overview of
the developments of the
EFL since our May
workshop, in particular:
the EFL Vision, the
Results Framework, the
Initiatives Framework,
and next steps to the
October Workshop.
Discuss and gather
Fellow feedback on
above items + and
clarify/prioritize
Fellows’ opportunities to
contribute.
Kick off our first 100
day sprint!
Make tangible progress
on our 300 day plan ,
including: Working
together to advance an
initial set of “ exemplar
initiatives”; Getting
organized to provide
input to upcoming
energy policy
opportunities;
Solidifying partnerships
and plans to engage key
audiences, and;
Networking and
connecting the numerous
ideas and opportunities
you all bring to the lab
space
Reflect on 2017 and
provide an update on
accomplishments since
Waterton (Oct.)
Look ahead to what is
coming in next 100 day
sprint, including the Olds
workshops.
Collect “news and
events” related to the

Networking
Working session on
Vision, Results
Framework

Working session on
300 day plan
Project working
sessions

Networking
Signpost exercise
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½ day
workshops

EFL 1.5

February
2018

Olds

April 2018

Calgary and
Edmonton

June 2018

Calgary

November
2018

Kananaskis

EFL Vision (EFL
SignPosts)
The purpose of the
workshop is to make
continued progress on
the EFL’s shared 300day campaign objectives,
while strengthening the
connection and
relationship between
Fellows.
Update on the 300 Day
Plan and discuss
important next steps
leading up to the June
workshop; Update on
and discuss upcoming
opportunities; Update
and discuss an early
outline of the June
Workshop
The purpose of the
workshop is to be an
inflection point in the
EFL journey where we
celebrate, take stock and
close the chapter on our
“300 Day Plan” and
build momentum as we
co-create and transition
towards the launch of
“EFL 2.0”.
Reconnect and explore
our personal and
collective leadership, and
the role we can play as
individuals and as
a group.

Project working
sessions
ERA Technology
Roadmap feedback
session
Signposts debrief

Project updates
Preparation for June
workshop

Celebrate end of
EFL 1.0

Moving
conversations
exercise
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Table 33: Selected EFL organizational engagements

Organization
National Energy Board
Emissions Reductions Alberta
Imaginea Energy
Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO)
G5 (Suncor, Shell, Conoco Phillips, MEG,
CNRL, Imperial, Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers (CAPP))
ATCO
Distributed Energy Canada

Participants
19
14
34
27
14
27
30

Figure 20: EFL public engagement activities as of November 2018 (Cabaj, 2019, p. 42)
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Appendix E Interview protocols

Round 1 - Spring 2016
Dear Fellow of the Energy Futures Lab,
In our January workshop in Edmonton, we let you know that we would contact you to arrange a
semi-annual interview before the May workshop in Fort McMurray. The purpose of the interview
is to:
•
•
•

allow you to provide feedback on your experience with EFL and offer ideas for how to make
it a stronger platform for collaborative innovation,
get a sense of what new ideas, skills or networks you may have developed in the EFL so far,
surface if and how you might be active in your various spheres of influence and what kind
of results might be emerging.

A member of the EFL team will contact you to set up a 60 minute meeting to explore the questions
described below. Please keep in mind that:
1. We will record the interview and send you the transcriptions of our conversation so you
can let us know if there is anything you would prefer we not share with others.
2. Your interview responses will remain confidential and be reviewed only by the EFL
Facilitation Team.
3. If the results and feedback are shared more broadly, they will either be (a) reported in
aggregate format to assure your anonymity or (b) we will contact you to ask your
permission to share select quotes or responses.
4. The interview team may contact you following the interview to dig deeper on some of your
responses.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this interview please contact [personal
information removed]. at [personal information removed]. In the meantime, thank you for
participating
in
the
process:
your
feedback
is
important
to
us.
Sincerely,
[personal information removed]. .
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Energy Future Lab
Interview Questions for Lab Fellow
Interviewee:
Interviewer:
Date:
Section A | The Lab
We have participating it in the EFL for the last six months and we’d like to get a read on how well
its working for you.
Core Questions
1. How do you describe the Energy Futures Lab to your colleagues?
2. What parts of the EFL appeal to you the most? Why?
3. What parts of the EFL are not working as well for you? Why?
Optional Questions [See Dropbox\Energy Futures Lab\Fall 2015 Fellow Interviews]
In the summer of 2015, you identified a nightmare scenario (aka a barrier message) regarding the
success of the EFL. Has this scenario shifted for you since then? If so, how has it shifted and why?
4. In that same interview, you talked about your vision of what the EFL could accomplish. Is
the EFL moving towards this possible future?
Section B | Shifts
One of the major goals of the EFL is to provide Lab Fellows an opportunity to explore ideas,
experience processes and make connections that they might find useful in contributing to a
transition to a new energy future in Alberta. Specifically, we think Fellows might experience the
following types of changes:
• New relationships, connections and collaborations with Lab Fellows
• New understandings of the energy system in Alberta
• The idea of 'transition' to a new energy future
• Your own personal role or contribution to the energy transition
Of course, you might experience other changes beyond this and we are happy to explore those as
well.
Core
1. Looking back at your time in the EFL, what kind of changes (if any) have you experienced so
far?
2. Of all these changes, which have been the most significant? Why are they significant to you?

Section C | Actions
We would now like to explore what your experience is in sharing and using the ideas of the lab in
your different “spheres of influence” and to get a sense of what actions – if any – might be
emerging in those spheres. Specifically, we are interested in exploring what is happening in three
different areas:
• Your Prototype Team
• Your Organization
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•

Your (in)formal professional or social networks

1. EFL Prototype Team (5 minutes)
1.1 To which prototype team(s) do you belong?
1.2 Where is your prototype project(s) now?
1.3 What new insights or questions are emerging for you through your prototype team
work?

2. Your Organization (five minutes)
2.1 What ideas or insights from the EFL have you already shared with colleagues in your
organization? What was their reaction?
2.2 What new actions – if any – have you taken within your organization that can be
attributed to your participation in the EFL?
2.3 What new insights and/or questions do you have about your role in shaping your
organization’s contribution to building a new energy future in Alberta?

3. Your Professional & Social Networks (5 minutes)
3.1 What ideas, insights or techniques from the EFL have you already shared with
colleagues in your various networks? What was their reaction?
3.2 What new actions – if any – have you taken within these networks that can be
attributed to your participation in the EFL?
3.3 What new insights and/or questions do you have about your role in shaping the
contribution of your various networks to building a new energy future in Alberta?
4. Alberta and Beyond
4.1 Thinking beyond your personal and professional networks, where have you seen signs
that the energy transition in Alberta may be starting to happen?
4.2 Have you seen any “unusual suspects” talking about the EFL?

D. Last Thoughts
This survey was designed to explore how the EFL has contributed to your internal journey as a Lab
Fellow (e.g. new ideas, relationships, sense of role) and how you might be acting on this in your
different spheres of influence.
1. What else – if anything – would you like us to know about your experience in the Lab?
2. How – if at all – can we improve the Lab to make it as relevant and useful for you as
possible?
Round 2 - Fall/Winter 2016
Dear Fellow of the Energy Futures Lab,
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In our October workshop in Calgary, we let you know that we would contact you to arrange a
semi-annual interview before December. The purpose of the interview is to:
● get a sense of what new ideas, skills or networks you may have developed in the EFL so
far,
● surface if and how you might be active in your various spheres of influence and what kind
of results might be emerging, and
● allows you to provide feedback on your experience with EFL and offer ideas for how to
make it a stronger platform for collaborative innovation in the future.
A member of the EFL team will contact you to set up a 60 minute meeting to explore the questions
described below. Please keep in mind that:
1. We will record the interview and send you the transcriptions of our conversation so you
can let us know if there is anything you would prefer we not share with others.
2. Your interview responses will remain confidential and be reviewed only by the EFL
Facilitation Team.
3. If the results and feedback are shared more broadly, they will either be (a) reported in
aggregate format to assure your anonymity or (b) we will contact you to ask your
permission to share select quotes or responses.
4. The interview team may contact you following the interview to dig deeper on some of your
responses.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this interview please contact [personal
information removed]. at [personal information removed]. or Steve Williams at [personal
information removed]. In the meantime, thank you for participating in the process: your feedback
is
important
to
us.
Sincerely,
[personal information removed]. .

Energy Future Lab

Interview Questions for Lab Fellow
Interview
Conducted
Date:

with:
by:

Section A | Insights
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1. What is your most significant insight about the energy system in Alberta? Why is it
significant?
2. What is your most significant insight about the challenges and opportunities of ‘transition’ of
Alberta’s energy system to a carbon constrained future? Why is it significant?
3. What has been your most significant insights about your role in accelerating the transition to a
carbon constrained future?
4. What have been your most significant insights or changes in attitudes toward other actors
involved in EFL or the larger entities they represent (for example energy companies,
environmentalists, NGOs, government, etc.)?
Section B | Actions
4. EFL Working Group
4.1 To which Working Group(s) do you belong?
4.2 What new insights or questions are emerging for you through your Working Group
activities?
5. Joint Initiatives
5.1 To which initiative team(s) do you belong?
5.2 Where is your initiative(s) now?
5.3 What new insights or questions are emerging for you through your initiative team
work?
5.4 Are you working on an initiative, partnership or collaboration with Fellows outside of
EFL? With whom?
6. Your Organization
6.1 What ideas or insights from the EFL have you already shared with colleagues in your
organization? What was their reaction?
6.2 What new actions – if any – have you taken within your organization that can be
attributed to your participation in the EFL?
6.3 What actions or changes – if any- has your organization taken in response to your work
with the EFL (for example, running events differently using EFL-inspired techniques,
integrating sustainability principles into decision making processes)
6.4 What new insights and/or questions do you have about your role in shaping your
organization’s contribution to building a new energy future in Alberta?
7. Your Professional & Social Networks
7.1 What ideas, insights or techniques from the EFL have you already shared with
colleagues in your various networks? What was their reaction?
7.2 What new actions – if any – have you taken within these networks that can be attributed
to your participation in the EFL?
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7.3 What actions or changes – if any- has your network taken in response to your work
with the EFL (for example, running events differently using EFL-inspired techniques,
integrating sustainability principles into decision making processes)?
7.4 What new insights and/or questions do you have about your role in shaping the
contribution of your various networks to building a new energy future in Alberta?
8. Alberta and Beyond
8.1 Thinking beyond your personal and professional networks, where have you seen signs
that the energy transition in Alberta may be starting to happen?
8.2 Have you seen any “unusual suspects” talking about the EFL?
Section C | Future Participation in Energy Transition
9. To what extent has your commitment to contributing to the energy transition in Alberta
changed over the last year? Please describe how it’s changed.
10. What are the biggest opportunities do you have for engaging your networks/ constituencies in
Alberta’s energy transition? What are the barriers that you might face in engaging your
network/constituencies in these opportunities?
Section D | The Lab
11. If you could wave a magic wand and change something about the EFL over the last year, what
would you change? Why?
12. What is your best advice for EFL team as they design and support the next phase of the EFL?
Round 3 - Winter 2017
Dear Fellow of the Energy Futures Lab,
In our September workshop in Waterton, we let you know that we would contact you to arrange a
semi-annual interview before December. The purpose of the interview is to:
● get a sense of what new ideas, skills or networks you may have developed in the EFL so
far,
● surface if and how you might be active in your various spheres of influence and what kind
of results might be emerging,
● allow you to provide feedback on your experience with the EFL and offer ideas for how to
make it a stronger platform for collaborative innovation in the future, and
● develop a sense of the headwinds and tailwinds we are facing in achieving our EFL Vision:
Albertans are thriving because we produce and use energy in a way that the future requires of us. This means
that we are…
● Home to the world’s most innovative, entrepreneurial and responsible energy citizens;
● Net carbon-neutral for electricity, heat, mobility and industrial processes;
● The world’s leading source of energy technology, products, know-how, and future-fit hydrocarbons;
● A leader in energy-based partnership and reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada

A member of the EFL team will contact you to set up a 60-minute meeting to explore the questions
described below. Please keep in mind that:
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1. We will record the interview and send you the transcriptions of our conversation so you
can let us know if there is anything you would prefer we not share with others.
2. Your interview responses will remain confidential and be reviewed only by the EFL
Facilitation Team.
3. If the results and feedback are shared more broadly, they will either be (a) reported in
aggregate format to assure your anonymity or (b) we will contact you to ask your
permission to share select quotes or responses.
4. The interview team may contact you following the interview to dig deeper on some of your
responses.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this interview please contact [personal
information removed]. at [personal information removed]. or Steve Williams [personal
information removed]. In the meantime, thank you for participating in the process: your feedback
is
important
to
us.
Sincerely,
[personal information removed]
Steve Williams, Information Design Lead for Energy Futures Lab, President, Constructive Public
Engagement, PhD Candidate at University of British Columbia

Note for interviewer:

Energy Futures Lab
Interview Questions for Lab Fellow
Interview
Conducted
Date:

with:
by:

Motivation
1. Why did you choose to participate in the Lab?
2. Why do you continue to participate in the EFL?
OR
3. Why did you choose to discontinue your participation in the EFL?
Level 1 - Reactions
1. What elements of the EFL do you find most useful? Why?
2. What elements of the EFL do you not find as useful? Why?
3. How do you think we could improve the EFL?
Level 2 – Shifts
A. To what extent has your knowledge about the transition of Alberta’s energy system – and how we can
help accelerate it – to a new energy future changed?
I know a lot less
I know a bit less
About the Same
I know a little more
I know a lot more
than before the EFL than before the EFL
after the EFL
after the EFL
1
2
3
4
5
Why did you rate it this way?
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B. To what extent has your confidence in your ability to contribute Alberta’s transition to the energy system
that the future requires of us changed since your participation in the EFL?
I am a lot less
I am a bit less
About the Same
I am a bit more
I am much more
confident than
confident than
confident after the
confident after the
before the EFL
before the EFL
EFL
EFL
1
2
3
4
5
Why did you rate it this way?
C. To what extent has your commitment to contributing to Alberta’s transition to the energy system that
the future requires of us changed since participation in the EFL?
I am much less
I am a bit less
About the Same
I am a bit more
I am much more
committed than
committed than
committed since the committed since the
before the EFL
before the EFL
EFL
EFL
1
2
3
4
5
Why did you rate it this way?
To what extent has your relationship amongst EFL Fellows changed since your participation in the EFL?
What have been your most significant insights or changes in attitudes toward other actors involved in EFL
or the larger entities they represent (for example energy companies, environmentalists, NGOs, government,
etc.)?
Level 3: Actions (& Results)
Now let’s talk about the actions you have taken as a result of the EFL.
●

What actions have you taken with your initiative/working group, in your own organization, outside your
organization in your broader networks, or in cooperation with other Fellows?

●
●
●

Which of these was most significant and why?
What are the results of this action(s)?
In what ways did the EFL (or your participation in the EFL) contribute to these actions & results?

None.
Some.
This happened
EFL played a small
without EFL
role
support.
1
2
Why did you rate it this way?

Moderate.
The EFL was an
important factor –
amongst many others
3

Significant.
The EFL support
was a big factor
4

Critical.
This would not
have happened
without the EFL.
5

Level 4: Impact and Alignment with EFL Vision
For this next question, please keep in mind the EFL Vision.
Albertans are thriving because we produce and use energy in a way that the future requires of us. This means that we
are…
● Home to the world’s most innovative, entrepreneurial and responsible energy citizens;
● Net carbon-neutral for electricity, heat, mobility and industrial processes;
● The world’s leading source of energy technology, products, know-how, and future-fit hydrocarbons;
● A leader in energy-based partnership and reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada
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What trends, news, events, or reports are you seeing, inside or outside Alberta, that might make it more or less likely
we will achieve our vision? In other words, what are the headwinds and tailwinds we are facing?
Optional Questions if time permits
What is your most significant insight about the energy system in Alberta? Why is it significant?
What is your most significant insight about the challenges and opportunities of ‘transition’ of Alberta’s
energy system to a carbon constrained future? Why is it significant?
What has been your most significant insights about your role in contributing to Alberta’s transition to the
energy system that the future requires of us?
Wrapup
Is there anything else that you would like to let us know about?
Let people know about Network/Connectivity outcomes survey coming soon. Mark will be in touch with more detail
soon

Round 5 - February – March 2019
Interview with:
Conducted by: Steve Williams
Date:
One of the elements of the EFL vision is that Alberta becomes “A leader in energy-based partnership toward
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada”. I want to ask you some questions about that starting with the EFL
process itself, then moving on to how the EFL might be contributing to this vision
Recognition
- One of the goals of the EFL was a diversity of backgrounds, worldviews, industries, etc. in the cohort of
Fellows. Do you feel that the value of your own background and worldview was recognized in the EFL? Do
you feel that your voice was heard and influenced EFL decisions and actions?
- (If not addressed above) To what extent do you feel that Indigenous world views (as distinct from traditional
Western worldviews) have been recognized in the EFL design and facilitation? How do you feel that these
worldviews have been represented in EFL design and facilitation?
Power
- Participants, funders, partners, and facilitators all come to the EFL with different levels of power and access
to power. How has the EFL addressed these equity, power, and/or social justice concerns?
- How has the EFL addressed institutional and cultural inequalities between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples in Canada?
Justice
- Has the EFL process or its initiatives supported an equitable distribution of the costs and benefits of
transition?
- Has the EFL process or its initiatives contributed to reduced marginalization of peoples?
Vision
- Coming back to the part of the EFL vision where Alberta becomes “A leader in energy-based partnership
toward reconciliation with Indigenous peoples in Canada”. To what extent do you think the EFL’s activities
are leading in this direction? Do you see progress being made? What’s getting in the way?
Closing
- Is there anything else you would like to share that we didn’t already cover?
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Appendix F Code list
Name

Files

_General

References

0

0

2

2

14

27

9

15

External people mentioned

2

2

General feedback on EFL

11

12

4

4

Indigenous

10

15

Worldview descriptions

25

43

Detractors

3

4

Process

0

0

0

0

1

3

25

35

20

24

Impact of new Fellows

1

1

Views incorporated into decision making

9

10

1

3

15

26

0

0

Understanding of funding

2

2

Understanding of goals

3

4

Understanding of process design

9

17

Trust

4

5

2. Methods

0

0

17

20

0

0

Diversity of viewpoints represented

15

17

Perceived value in diversity of views

23

27

1

1

1

1

1

2

Evaluation limitations
External organizations mentioned
COSIA

Good quotes

1. Enabling conditions
Fairness - Information presented fairly
Inclusivity
Adequate representation of system

Role of evaluators
STE support for niche innovations
Transparency

1. Dialogue - Generative conversations
2. Negotiation

Shift in views based on dialogue
3. Reflexivity
Greater understanding of system
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Name

Files

Reflections on goals, roles, interventions

References

11

15

22

37

Process design

4

14

3. Supporting transition

0

0

3

3

Collaborative visioning process

13

14

Learning about systems

12

15

2. Experimentation and learning

4

7

Ability to generate new ideas

12

17

1

1

Perceived value of collaborating with other niche

11

13

Project activity with other niche actors

11

12

6

6

0

0

Activity and decisions with niche and regime actors

8

8

Connections with niche or regime actors

9

10

6

19

25

34

0

0

1

1

Appropriate scales

0

0

Future gen and non-humans included

1

5

12

15

0

0

Institutional and cultural inequalities addressed

4

4

Marginalized worldviews recognized

5

10

Non-western worldviews represented

5

6

33

53

Facilitation team capacity

1

1

Fellow Reactions

1

4

Org engagements

1

1

Public Engagement

1

1

Newtonian Shift

2

5

2

2

4. Iterative - Influence over design

1. Conceptualizing sustainability

3. Aligning innovations

Understanding of opportunities for systems intervention
4. Niche - Regime Interaction

4. Scope
Scope - Important issues are addressed
5. Governance
Engaging future and non-human

Power - relations Strategies to address equity and power
Recognition

Stakeholder Capacities - Adequate time and resources to participate

Societal Effects
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Name

Files

References

1. Individual capacity

1

1

Actors and Agency

0

0

Acting at multiple system levels

2

2

Empowerment and agency

5

6

26

35

Attitude and behaviour change

6

6

Awareness of oppositional arguments

8

10

Changed perceptions and expectations

10

12

Changes in understanding

12

14

Content and process learning

24

33

1

2

Learned from different perspectives

29

39

New stakeholder insights

26

33

Reflexivity on role in systems transition

32

46

9

9

28

44

1

1

Development of social capital

21

28

Expanded networks

41

70

5

5

17

23

5

6

29

43

1

1

10

11

9

12

15

19

7

8

5. Shift in rules of engagement between stakeholders

10

11

6.Shifts in investment strategies

23

35

7. Changes in organizational decision making process

24

36

8. Changes in governance roles and relationships

14

15

81. Shifting roles

9

9

9. Equitable distribution of costs and benefits

3

3

Greater sense of agency - efficacy

Enhanced communication skills

Understanding of collaborators
2. Usable products
3. Networks and Relationships

Mutual support between participants
New ways of working across disciplines and sectors
Reputational benefit
Sharing with networks
4. Structural change
1. New evidence introduced to policy decisions
2. Direct policy impact
3. Indirect policy impact
4. Shifts in org responsibilities, roles
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Name

Files

5. Climate-Energy effects

References

0

0

Carbon reductions

5

5

Other sustainability effects

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Changes in decision making affecting STE

1

1

New actors and issues in discourse

4

4

0

0

Built infrastructure

1

1

Institutional inertia

7

7

Policy

1

1

0

0

0

0

15

23

2

2

0

0

9

11

23

44

0

0

1. Niche-landscape alignment

0

0

Changes at multiple levels

2

5

Inter-level reinforcement

5

6

0

0

0

0

Actions at multiple system levels

1

1

Collective purpose and vision

3

4

Greater agency in influencing changes to practice

4

5

Greater agency-efficacy

3

3

Improved problem solving capabilities

2

2

Shifting roles

4

4

0

0

34

58

4

5

Transition Impacts
1. STS and Governance
Governance roles and relationships

Reduced barriers to transition

2. Regime rules and behaviours
1. Justice
Equitable costs and benefits of transition
Reduced marginalization of peoples
Changes in regime practice
New and changed routines in regime orgs
New thinking, frameworks, narratives embedded in institutions-policies
3. Multiple levels

4. Actors and practices
Actor roles and relationships

Changes in collective practices
New narratives, practices, values, worldviews, norms
Norm change-adoption within publics
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Name

5. Socio-ecological Systems

Files

References

0

0

Driver of change

5

7

Emergent properties

0

0

Signposts

0

0

Headwinds

31

50

Tailwinds

38

63

Turbulence

9

11

10

11

Transition description
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Appendix G Code Sentiment Analysis
References
Name

Files

References

Process

0

0

1. Enabling conditions

0

0

Fairness - Information
presented fairly
Inclusivity

1

3

% of References

% of Fellows

% of
Fellows
referencin
g

Positiv
e

Negativ
e

Neutral

%
positiv
e

%
negativ
e

%
neutral

%
positiv
e

%
negativ
e

%
neutral

2%

0

1

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Adequate representation
of system
Impact of new Fellows

17

24

27%

4

8

5

24%

47%

29%

6%

13%

8%

1

1

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

Views incorporated into
decision making

9

10

14%

6

3

0

67%

33%

0%

10%

5%

0%

STE support for niche
innovations
Transparency

14

26

22%

3

8

3

21%

57%

21%

5%

13%

5%

0

0

0%

0%

0%

Understanding of
funding
Understanding of goals

1

2

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

2

4

3%

2

0

0

100%

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

Understanding of process
design
Trust

9

17

14%

8

0

1

89%

0%

11%

13%

0%

2%

4

5

6%

4

0

0

100%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

2. Methods

0

0

16

20

25%

13

2

1

81%

13%

6%

21%

3%

2%

0

0

1. Dialogue - Generative
conversations
2. Negotiation
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Diversity of viewpoints
represented
Perceived value in
diversity of views
Shift in views based on
dialogue
3. Reflexivity

17

17

27%

11

5

1

65%

29%

6%

17%

8%

2%

22

27

35%

21

0

1

95%

0%

5%

33%

0%

2%

1

1

2%

0

1

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

1

1

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

Greater understanding of
system
Reflections on goals,
roles, interventions

1

2

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

8

15

13%

8

0

0

100%

0%

0%

13%

0%

0%

4. Iterative - Influence
over design
Process design

20

37

32%

17

2

1

85%

10%

5%

27%

3%

2%

3. Supporting
transition
1. Conceptualizing
sustainability
Collaborative visioning
process
Learning about systems

0

0

2

3

3%

1

1

0

50%

50%

0%

2%

2%

0%

9

14

14%

6

1

2

67%

11%

22%

10%

2%

3%

11

15

17%

10

0

1

91%

0%

9%

16%

0%

2%

1

7

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

11

17

17%

7

3

1

64%

27%

9%

11%

5%

2%

1

1

2%

10

13

16%

10

0

0

100%

0%

0%

16%

0%

0%

11

12

17%

10

0

1

91%

0%

9%

16%

0%

2%

5

6

8%

4

1

0

80%

20%

0%

6%

2%

0%

0

0

6

8

10%

4

2

0

67%

33%

0%

6%

3%

0%

2. Experimentation and
learning
Ability to generate new
ideas
3. Aligning innovations
Perceived value of
collaborating with other
niche
Project activity with
other niche actors
Understanding of
opportunities for systems
intervention
4. Niche - Regime
Interaction
Activity and decisions
with niche and regime
actors
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Connections with niche
or regime actors

7

10

11%

5

2

0

71%

29%

0%

8%

3%

0%

4. Scope

1

19

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

23

34

37%

7

14

2

30%

61%

9%

11%

22%

3%

0

0

Engaging future and
non-human
Appropriate scales

1

1

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

0

0

Future gen and nonhumans included
Power - relations
Strategies to address
equity and power
Recognition

1

5

2%

0

1

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

10

15

16%

5

3

2

50%

30%

20%

8%

5%

3%

0

0

0%

0%

0%

Institutional and cultural
inequalities addressed

4

4

6%

3

1

0

75%

25%

0%

5%

2%

0%

Marginalized
worldviews recognized
Non-western worldviews
represented
Stakeholder Capacities Adequate time and
resources to participate
Societal Effects

5

10

8%

4

1

0

80%

20%

0%

6%

2%

0%

4

6

6%

4

0

0

100%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

31

53

49%

6

23

2

19%

74%

6%

10%

37%

3%

2

2

3%

0

0

0

Actors and Agency

0

0

Acting at multiple
system levels
Empowerment and
agency
Greater sense of agency efficacy
Attitude and behaviour
change

2

2

3%

1

1

0

50%

50%

0%

2%

2%

0%

3

6

5%

3

0

0

100%

0%

0%

5%

0%

0%

25

35

40%

17

2

6

68%

8%

24%

27%

3%

10%

5

6

8%

5

0

0

100%

0%

0%

8%

0%

0%

Scope - Important issues
are addressed
5. Governance

1. Individual capacity
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Awareness of
oppositional arguments
Changed perceptions and
expectations
Changes in
understanding
Content and process
learning
Enhanced
communication skills
Learned from different
perspectives
New stakeholder insights
Reflexivity on role in
systems transition
Understanding of
collaborators
2. Usable products
3. Networks and
Relationships
Development of social
capital
Expanded networks
Mutual support between
participants
New ways of working
across disciplines and
sectors
Reputational benefit
Sharing with networks

7

10

11%

6

0

1

86%

0%

14%

10%

0%

2%

10

12

16%

9

0

1

90%

0%

10%

14%

0%

2%

10

14

16%

9

1

0

90%

10%

0%

14%

2%

0%

23

33

37%

20

1

2

87%

4%

9%

32%

2%

3%

1

2

2%

0

0

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

27

39

43%

24

1

2

89%

4%

7%

38%

2%

3%

24

33

38%

24

0

0

100%

0%

0%

38%

0%

0%

31

46

49%

30

0

1

97%

0%

3%

48%

0%

2%

9

9

14%

9

0

0

100%

0%

0%

14%

0%

0%

26

44

41%

26

0

0

100%

0%

0%

41%

0%

0%

20

28

32%

19

0

1

95%

0%

5%

30%

0%

2%

39

70

62%

37

2

0

95%

5%

0%

59%

3%

0%

5

5

8%

5

0

0

100%

0%

0%

8%

0%

0%

15

23

24%

13

1

1

87%

7%

7%

21%

2%

2%

4

6

6%

4

0

0

100%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

28

43

44%

28

0

0

100%

0%

0%

44%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

4. Structural change
1. New evidence
introduced to policy
decisions
2. Direct policy impact
3. Indirect policy impact

9

11

14%

9

0

0

100%

0%

0%

14%

0%

0%

8

12

13%

6

1

1

75%

13%

13%

10%

2%

2%

13

19

21%

13

0

0

100%

0%

0%

21%

0%

0%
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4. Shifts in org
responsibilities, roles
5. Shift in rules of
engagement between
stakeholders
6.Shifts in investment
strategies
7. Changes in
organizational decision
making process
8. Changes in
governance roles and
relationships
81. Shifting roles

7

8

11%

6

1

0

86%

14%

0%

10%

2%

0%

9

11

14%

7

0

2

78%

0%

22%

11%

0%

3%

21

35

33%

15

2

4

71%

10%

19%

24%

3%

6%

22

36

35%

19

1

2

86%

5%

9%

30%

2%

3%

13

15

21%

13

0

0

100%

0%

0%

21%

0%

0%

9

9

14%

14

0

0

156%

0%

0%

22%

0%

0%

3

3

5%

0

2

1

0%

67%

33%

0%

3%

2%

5

5

8%

2

2

1

40%

40%

20%

3%

3%

2%

Other sustainability
effects
Transition Impacts

4

4

6%

1

1

2

25%

25%

50%

2%

2%

3%

0

0

1. STS and Governance

0

0

Governance roles and
relationships
Changes in decision
making affecting STE

0

0

1

1

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

New actors and issues in
discourse
Reduced barriers to
transition
Built infrastructure

4

4

6%

3

1

0

75%

25%

0%

5%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1

1

2%

0

1

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

Institutional inertia

7

7

11%

1

5

1

14%

71%

14%

2%

8%

2%

Policy

1

1

2%

0

1

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

9. Equitable distribution
of costs and benefits
5. Climate-Energy
effects
Carbon reductions

2. Regime rules and
behaviours

0

0
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1. Justice
Equitable costs and
benefits of transition

0
14

23

22%

7

3

4

50%

21%

29%

11%

5%

6%

Reduced marginalization
of peoples
Changes in regime
practice
New and changed
routines in regime orgs

2

2

3%

2

0

0

100%

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

8

11

13%

5

1

2

63%

13%

25%

8%

2%

3%

New thinking,
frameworks, narratives
embedded in institutionspolicies
3. Multiple levels

21

44

33%

17

1

3

81%

5%

14%

27%

2%

5%

0

0

1. Niche-landscape
alignment
Changes at multiple
levels
Inter-level reinforcement

0

0

2

5

3%

2

0

0

100%

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

5

6

8%

4

0

1

80%

0%

20%

6%

0%

2%

4. Actors and practices

0

0

Actor roles and
relationships
Actions at multiple
system levels
Collective purpose and
vision
Greater agency in
influencing changes to
practice
Greater agency-efficacy

0

0

1

1

2%

1

0

0

100%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

2

4

3%

1

1

0

50%

50%

0%

2%

2%

0%

4

5

6%

4

0

0

100%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

3

3

5%

3

0

0

100%

0%

0%

5%

0%

0%

Improved problem
solving capabilities
Shifting roles

2

2

3%

2

0

0

100%

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

4

4

6%

4

0

0

100%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

Changes in collective
practices

0

0

0%

0%

0%

0
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New narratives,
practices, values,
worldviews, norms
Norm change-adoption
within publics
5. Socio-ecological
Systems
Driver of change

32

58

51%

15

10

7

47%

31%

22%

24%

16%

11%

4

5

6%

2

1

1

50%

25%

25%

3%

2%

2%

0

0

0%

0%

0%

5

7

3%

3%

2%

8%

2

2

1

40%

40%

20%
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Appendix H Documents reviewed
Internal EFL Documents
Date
January 2019
October 2018
2018
June 2018
June 2018
June 2018
June 2018
June 2018
May 2018
April 2018
February 2018
February 2018
February 2018
February 2018
February 2018
December 2017
October 2017
October 2017
October 2017
September 2017
September 2017
September 2017
July 2017
May 2017
May 2017
May 2017
May 2017
May 2017
April 2017
February 2017
February 2017
January 2017
October 2016
October 2016
October 2016
August 2016
May 2016

Document
Energy Futures Lab: Milestones, Learning & Results 2014-2018
Summary of Findings for Natural Step Canada Board
Suncor Energy Foundation EFL 2.0 Funding Application
EFL Calgary Session Evaluation
Fellow Workshop slides
June 2018 Fellow Workshop – Design
EFL 2.0 Design Slides for Fellows
Update on EFL Portfolio of Initiatives
EFL Results Framework
Fellowship Check-in Workshop slides
Summary of Three Levels of Outcomes
EFL SignPosts
February 2018 Fellow Workshop Agenda
EFL Olds Workshop data summary
Fellow Workshop slides
EFL Progress Report
EFL Signature Initiatives
EFL Oct 17 Workshop Agenda
EFL Signature Initiatives Report
300 Day Plan
Fellowship Check-in Workshop slides
EFL Portfolio of Initiatives – Assessing Exemplars
Initiatives Framework
Canmore Workshop Agenda
Initiatives List from Canmore Workshop
EFL May 2017 Fellowship Workshop slides
EFL Portfolio Assessment
Agenda AAR EFL Canmore Meeting
Mapping EFL Initiatives
EFL Fellow Gathering Feb 2 Evaluation Summary
Check-in slides
EFL Next Steps Memo
Collaborative Impact Workshop slides
Collaborative Impact After Action Review
October Workshop Agenda
Suncor Energy Futures Lab Workshops: Evaluation Summary
Systems Design Workshop Notes Analysis
400

May 2016
March 2016
January 2016
January 2016
January 2016
November 2015
October 2015
October 2015
January 2015
October 2014
April 2014
2014

AAR of Workshop 3
EFL Evaluation Framework
EFL Backcasting Workshop slides
January Workshop Agenda
Prototype Summary Notes from Jan 25-27 Workshop
EFL Foundations Workshop After Action Review
EFL Banff Workshop Agenda
EFL Foundation Workshop slides
EFL Design Template
Emerging Thoughts on Theory of Change
EFL Interview Synthesis
EFL Suncor Energy Foundation funding application

External documents by organization
Date
February 2017
February 2018

Organization
Alberta Innovates
Alberta Innovates

2019

Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers
Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers
Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers
Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers

2019
2019
2019
April 2018

City of Edmonton

Undated
2018

City of Edmonton
Canadian Natural Resources
Limited
Canadian Oilsands Innovation
Alliance
Canadian Oilsands Innovation
Alliance
Edmonton Transition Advisory
Committee
Energy Efficiency Alberta

2017
2018
Undated
May 2018

Document
Business Plan 2018-2021
Focusing on Outcomes: An Action
Plan for Climate Leadership
Innovation
Competitive Climate Policy
Canada’s Role in the World’s Future
Energy Mix
A Global Vision for the Future of
Canadian Oil and Natural Gas
Towards a Shared Future: Canada’s
Indigenous Peoples and the Oil and
Natural Gas Industry
Community Energy Transition
Strategy: Annual Progress Report
2017
Energy Transition Strategy
2017 Stewardship Report to
Stakeholders
Project Portfolio 2016
Project Portfolio 2017
Member biographies
2017-2018 Annual Report
401

Undated

Undated

Alberta Energy Efficiency
Advisory Panel
Emissions Reductions Alberta
Emissions Reductions Alberta
Emissions Reductions Alberta
Alberta Clean Technology
Innovation Alliance
Government of Alberta

June 2018

Government of Alberta

December 2017

Government of Alberta

2018

National Energy Board

December 2018

National Energy Board

2018
April 2017
2017
2018

National Energy Board
Shell Canada Limited
Royal Dutch Shell
Suncor Energy

2018

Suncor Energy

Undated
January 2019
Undated
2017

Getting it Right: A More Energy
Efficient Alberta
Technology Roadmap
Stewardship Report
2017/2018 Annual Report
Alberta Clean Technology Sector
2016: Ready for Liftoff
Climate Change Innovation and
Technology Framework 2017
Climate Leadership Plan:
Implementation Plan 2018-2019
Climate Leadership Plan: Progress
Report 2016-2017
Canada’s Energy Future 2018: An
Energy Market Assessment
Western Canadian Crude Oil Supply,
Markets, and Pipeline Capacity
2017-2018 Performance Summary
Oil Sands Performance Report 2016
Sustainability Report 2017
2018 Climate Risk and Resilience
Report
Report on Sustainability 2018
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Appendix I EFL Products
Media
Table 34: Selected EFL media mentions (Cabaj, 2019)

Source
JWN
CBC Alberta at
Noon
Calgary Herald
CBC RadioCanada
Daily Oil
Bulletin
CBC Vancouver
JWN
Daily Oil
Bulletin
JWN
LinkedIn
JWN

Publication
Date
March 14, 2019
March 4, 2019
February 28,
2019
February 12,
2019
December 20,
2018
December,
2018
November 8,
2018
May 17, 2018
April 2, 2018
February 12,
2018
December 18,
2017

Clean50
Globe and Mail
Maclean’s
Financial Post

June 15, 2017
June 1, 2017
May 17, 2017

JWN Energy

April 25, 2017

CBC

April 19, 2017:

Calgary
Economic
Development

April 10, 2017

Article Title
Community leaders In Alberta praise value of energy
futures roadshows
“Feature on the EFL Summit in French at minute
20:00
Alison Cretney Op-Ed: It’s time to depolarize the
conversation about energy
Feature on the EFL Summit in French at minute
20:00
Energy Futures Lab Fellowship Program Is
Transformational
Audio interview with Chad Park on climate change
and energy transition
Why the Petroleum Hall of Fame needs to meet the
Energy Futures Lab
Petro-Lithium Production Represents Diversification
Of Alberta’s Energy Economy
Blockchain used to track, monetize rural renewable
power generation
ReGenerate Alberta creates dialogue to breathe new
life into old assets
Organizations reshaping Canadian energy: The
Energy Futures Lab
Energy Futures Lab Recognized with Clean50 Award
Is Oil a Dirty Word?
Why It’s Time to Rethink Pipeline Protest
The Energy Futures Lab Looks for Common Ground
in Energy Debate
Energy Futures Lab Boosts Creative Tech Solutions
to Help End Polarization Around Energy
‘Groundbreaking’ lab focuses on future of energy in
Alberta
Energy Futures Lab a natural step for Calgary
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Publications (academic & non-academic)
Table 35: Academic publications related to Energy Futures Lab

Refereed Journal Articles
Williams, S. and Doyon, A. (2019). Justice in Energy Transitions. Environmental Innovation
and Societal Transitions. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eist.2018.12.001
Williams, S. and Robinson, J. (Accepted). Sustainability Transition Impacts: Evaluating
Transdisciplinary Sustainability Transition Experiments. Environmental Science and
Policy.
Book Chapters
Williams, S. (In Press). The Alberta Energy Futures Lab: A Case Study in Socio-Cultural
Transition through Public Engagement in Creating Spaces of Engagement. Eds. Wiebe,
S. & Ney, T. University of Toronto Press.
Conference Papers
Larsson, J., Williams, S. & Holmberg, J. (2018, June). Guiding Systemic Transition: A Crosscase Analysis of “transition labs” in Canada and Sweden Paper presented at
International Sustainability Transitions 2018. University of Manchester, Manchester,
UK.
Williams, S. and Doyon, A. (2018, June). Just Systemic Change: Environmental Justice and
System Transition. Paper presented at International Sustainability Transitions 2018.
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK
Williams, S. (2017, November). The Energy Futures Lab: A Case Study in Environmentally Just
Energy System Transition. Paper presented at Environmental Justice 2017: Looking
Back and Looking Forward. University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia.
Williams, S. (2017, August). The Splash and the Ripples: Evaluating Societal Impact of Social
Innovation Labs Processes. Paper presented at Transformations 2017: Transformations
in Practice. Centre for Environmental Change and Human Resilience (CECHR).
University of Dundee, Scotland, UK.
Williams, S. (2017, June). Evaluating Transition Experiments in Times of Rapid Change. Paper
presented at International Sustainability Transitions 2017. Chalmers University,
Gothenburg, Sweden.
Williams, S. (2017, June). The Alberta Energy Futures Lab: A Case Study in Socio-Technical
Transition. Paper presented at Symposium canadien sur la transition socioécologique /
Canadian Symposium on Sustainability Transitions. Université du Québec à Montréal,
Montreal, Canada.
Cahill, G. & Spitz, K. (2017). Social Innovation Generation Fostering a Canadian Ecosystem
for Systems Change. Social Innovation Generation, Toronto.
Oxford. 2017. Reinventing a Resource Economy—Inside Alberta’s Ongoing Low Carbon
Transformation. Oxford Programme of Study on Canadian Energy Policy. Oxford, UK.
Student Theses
D’vella, T. (In draft). Resilience of Inter-Organization Collaboration. Pepperdine University,
Malibu, California.
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Woolner, R., Dirks, R. & Nguyen, T. (2018). Looking in the Mirror: Social Labs and Evaluating
in Complexity. Bleking Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden
Dent, S.M. & Calvert, K. (2016). A Case for Intermediary Organizations in Urban Energy
Governance. University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario.

Blog Posts
Date
Published
January 27,
2019

Title

Source

The EFL In 2019, And Beyond

https://energyfutureslab.com/the-efl-in2019-and-beyond/

July 10, 2018

Switching Gears: From EFL 1.0
To EFL 2.0!

https://energyfutureslab.com/switchinggears-from-efl-1-0-to-efl-2-0/

May 24, 2017

The Energy Futures Lab Looks
For Common Ground In Energy
Debate

https://energyfutureslab.com/theenergy-futures-lab-looks-for-commonground-in-energy-debate/

March 25,
2017

Welcome New Energy Futures
Lab Fellows!

https://energyfutureslab.com/welcomenew-energy-futures-lab-fellows/

January 10,
2017

EFL Fellowship: Leading And
Influencing In Times Of
Uncertainty

https://energyfutureslab.com/fellowshipleading-and-influencing-in-times-ofuncertainty/

October 19,
2016

An Emerging Portfolio Of EFL
Initiatives

https://energyfutureslab.com/anemerging-portfolio-of-efl-initiatives/

July 18, 2016

Visualizing The Energy System

https://energyfutureslab.com/stevewilliams-visualizing-the-energy-system/

May 30, 2016

Chad Park: The Energy Futures
Lab Pivots To Phase Ii

https://energyfutureslab.com/chad-parkthe-energy-futures-lab-pivots-to-phaseii/

April 27,
2016

Learning Journeys: More Than
Just A Fancy Field Trip?

https://energyfutureslab.com/learningjourneys-more-than-just-a-fancy-fieldtrip/
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March 30,
2016

Meeting In The Radical Middle:
Shaping A New Energy Futures
Narrative

https://energyfutureslab.com/meetingin-the-radical-middle-shaping-a-newenergy-futures-narrative/

February 25,
2016

Chad Park: Our Unfinished
Backcasting Business

https://energyfutureslab.com/ourunfinished-backcasting-business/

January 20,
2016

Rapid Testing, Small Investment:
Prototyping In The Energy Futures
Lab

https://energyfutureslab.com/rapidtesting-small-investment-prototypingin-the-energy-futures-lab/

November 25, Welcome To The Energy Futures
2015
Lab

https://energyfutureslab.com/welcometo-the-energy-futures-lab/

Table 36: Selected EFL blog posts
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